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ABSTRACT
In order to make maximum use of the radio frequency
spectrum the effects of radio frequency interference must be
minimized. A portion of this interference is generated by
man-made non-communication type equipment such as ignition
systems, electric motors and generators, arc welders, power
lines, etc. A review of the literature revealed an exten-
sive amount of work reported, primarily, in the form of tech-
nical articles and .reports. In order to provide a single
reference source, the authors have reviewed all available
material on man-made radio frequency interference published
during the past 30 years. Approximately 1000 references,
many with abstracts, have been categorized in the general
areas of causes, control, and measurement techniques. Recom-
mendations for areas of further investigation are also in-
cluded.
The writers wish to express their appreciation for the
assistance and encouragement given them by Professor P. E.
Cooper and Associate Professor W. E. Norris of the U. S.
Naval Postgraduate School in this study. In addition, the
writers wish to express their appreciation to the staff of
the Technical Library, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School whose
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Man is becoming more and more aware that he is living
in an "age of noise". In the case of radio communication
links noise takes the form of radio frequency interference.
Much of this interference is generated by the communication
equipments themselves, for example, in the form of spurious
emissions from transmitters and radiation from receiver lo-
cal oscillators. A great deal of investigation and study is
being conducted to make the electromagnetic environment as
compatible as possible for the ever increasing numbers of
communication equipments. The spectrum signature program of
the Department of Defense is representative of the effort in
this area.
Another major source of radio interference is that gen-
erated by non-communication type equipment such as ignition
systems, electric motors and generators, power lines, arc
welders, diathermy machines, etc Garlan and Davis, of the
Federal Communications Commission, in a paper on man-made
noise commented as follows:
It is quite generally recognized that radio fre-
quency generating devices are used in industry
for many purposes quite different than that of
providing communication. What is not so gener-
ally appreciated is the number of such equipments
in use, the amount of radio frequency energy that
is generated and the limitation that these de-
vices impose on communication circuits. The larg-
est radio frequency power generating equipments
of the non-communication type are the industrial
heaters. A survey in April 1956 showed that more

than 30,000 industrial radio frequency heating
equipments had been sold up to that date having
a combined generating capacity of more than
160 million watts.
Our choice of man-made radio frequency interference
from non-communication equipment as an area of study stemmed
largely from its close association with our future duties as
U. S. Naval Civil Engineer Corps Officers. In the area of
electronics these duties will include the following:
(1) Site selection and layout for shore electronic
facilities;
(2) Administration of contracts involving the con-
struction of shore electronic facilities;
(3) Maintenance of shore electronic facilities as
a Public Works Officer;
(*+) Assignment as staff electronic specialist at
the Naval District or Bureau level.
It is intended that the material presented in this the-
sis will provide needed guide lines and reference material
covering radio interference problems that are likely to
arise in the course of the above listed duties. Interfer-
ence generated by natural causes, i.e. atmospheric and galac-
tic sources, have not been included. Reference to man-made
interference generated by communication equipment has also
been omitted as it was not deemed to fall within the scope
of the duties outlined.
In achievement of the above objective the material has
been treated in a semi-bibliographical style. It has been

organized in the following manner:
(1) Causes — ignition, industrial equipment,
power lines, etc.;
(2) Control — suppression and shielding;
(3) Measurement — equipment and methods.
Within each chapter the specific topic is discussed in
general terms, followed by a bibliography arranged alphabeti-
cally by title. All available abstracts and source refer-
ence material from both civilian and government sources (in-
cluding foreign if in English or with an English transla-
tion) have been included.
Conclusions and recommendations for future areas of in-




To establish a common basis of understanding, a defini-
tion and description of some of the characteristics of radio
frequency interference (RFI) are in order. For this thesis,
radio frequency interference shall be defined as any electri-
cal disturbance which causes an undesirable response or mal-
function in any electronic circuit.
RFI can be classified according to its spectral distri-
bution as either broadband or narrowband interference.
Under the broadband classification, there is impulse inter-
ference and random interference. Impulse interference is
characterized by a systematic or periodic repetition of
pulses. Random interference is described as pulses having
no clear or definite repetition rate. The term "broadband"
indicates that the interference is not confined to one spe-
cific frequency but may be spread over a large range of fre-
quencies. It may be shown mathematically that a pulse is
equivalent to a large group of frequencies having various
amplitudes. In ref. (66), a qualitative summary of such a
mathematical treatment is given. It is pointed out that
(1) the spread in frequency is roughly inversely propor-
tional to the duration of a pulse, (2) the more rapidly a
pulse amplitude builds up or falls off, the greater is that
portion of its energy which is contained in the high-
frequency components, and (3) the longer the duration of a
k

pulse, the greater is that portion of its energy which is
contained in low-frequency components. Narrowband interfer-
ence is characterized by the fact that it is limited to a
discrete frequency.
RFI can also be classified according to its mode of
transmission. The general modes are conduction, radiation,
and circuit coupling. RFI can be conducted whenever there
is a path for current to flow in a complete loop. Sometimes
the return path may be through a mutual capacitance or through
ground. Radiation, in the strict sense of the term, is used
to describe the phenomena of electromagnetic waves spreading
out in space from a source according to the laws of propaga-
tion. This is one of the modes of transmission of RFI, but
often circuit coupling is included in "radiation". Circuit
coupling includes both mutual inductive and mutual capaci-
tive coupling. Confusion between a radiated, or "far-field",
and a coupling, or "near-field", mode of transmission often
leads to errors in measurement of RFI. Most standards for
measurement are based on far-field measurements. One of the
first steps in eliminating RFI is to determine its mode of
transmission.
A third classification of RFI may be made by consider-
ing the types of sources. In general these include natural,
inherent, and man-made sources. The natural sources include
atmospheric disturbances, such as thunderstorms, solar dis-
turbances, galactic disturbances, and precipitation static.

Thermal agitation and shot effect are inherent sources. All
sources, other than natural and inherent, are lumped into
one category of man-made interference. This broad category-
includes both desired and undesired products of communication
and radar equipment, intentional interference, such as jam-
ming, and disturbances caused by non-communication type elec-
trical and electronic equipment. We shall center our inter-
est on this last group of disturbance sources. A list of
















Combustion- engine electrical and ignition systems;
Electrical transmission and distribution systems;
Electrical power and distribution hardware;
Machine tools such as lathes, presses, etc.;
Portable electric hand tools such as electric
drills, saws;
Electric food -hand ling and processing equipment;
Medical equipment such as diathermy and X-ray
machines, whirl-pool baths, etc.
Motor and generator commutators;
Relays and switches;








(16) Sirens and vibrating gongs;
(17) Electrical railways, trolleys and buses;
(18) Household electrical appliances such as razors,
food mixers, sewing machines, hair dryers,
vacuum cleaners, electric blankets, irons, etc
(19) Office machines, printing and lithographic
equipment.
There are two general methods in which RFI may be gener-
ated; first, by variance of an electromagnetic force, and
second, by variance of impedance in a circuit,, These methods
are explained by several examples in ref. (66). The varia-
tion in electromagnetic forces in rotating machinery is due
to the relative motion of a set of conductors and a magnetic
field. Ideally, the variation in an a-c machine is such
that a pure sine wave voltage is generated, while in a d-c
machine, the generated voltage at the output terminals is
constant as the brushes slide on any one commutator segment
and as they slide from one segment to the next. However,
deviations from the ideal are present in both kinds of ma-
chines and variations from a pure sine wave and from a con-
stant output always occur. Normally, d-c machines are more
troublesome from the standpoint of RFI generation. The
brushes in a d-c machine offer a good example of impedance
variations which can cause RFI. The impedance between
brushes and slip rings or a commutator depends upon the
pressure applied and area of contact. Uneven wearing of

contact surfaces and machine vibrations cause uneven pressure
variations and the area of contact is always changing. Thus,
the impedance is always changing and a potential source of
RFI exists. A switch is an even better example of changing
impedance: When a switch is closed, the impedance is prac-
tically nothing: but when the switch is opened, the imped-
ance approaches infinite values. Currents and voltages in
the circuit must readjust themselves if there are reactive
elements in the circuit, and this readjustment can not take
place in zero time. However the voltage and current changes
do take place very rapidly and lead to "transients" which
are very closely related to pulses in their ability to gen-
erate RFI.
But one may ask, "Why worry about radio frequency inter-
ference? It's true that a buzz in ray radio or flickering on
ray TV set is a nuisance, but is it worth so much concern
just to eliminate such problems?" If these were the only
problems caused by RFI, we would be fortunate. J. J.
Krstansky and P. M. MacManamon cite in ref. (20) a case in
which a missile being launched had its horizontal indicator
thrown off by interference. The missile took an off-course
heading and had to be destroyed. They cite another case in
which a radar altimeter was disrupted by interference and
gave an erroneous reading of 10,000 feet when the aircraft
was actually at only 500 feet. In Chapter IX, cases are
presented in which explosives were prematurely initiated by
8

RFI. Thus it can be seen that RFI can cause deadly conse-
quences.
In ref. (62), it is pointed out that RFI problems are
likely to grow with the passage of time. More foreign coun-
tries are developing their electronic capabilities, more
space programs are being instituted which rely on the recep-
tion of very weak signals, and signal strengths and densities
are increasing.
Radio frequency interference was present in our environ-
ment even before the advent of radio communications. But
since it did not cause problems to man, he paid very little
attention to it. In the early dajrs of radio communication,
the problem of RFI was often avoided mainly by choosing radio
receiving sites which were geographically remote from popula-
ted areas. However, with the establishment of commercial
broadcast stations in the 1920' s, the necessity for protect-
ing numerous receivers from RFI in populated areas arose.
In ref. (68) E. W. Allen lists some of the organizations
and committees which have been interested in the control of
RFI. The first of these was the National Electric Light Asso-
ciation Committee which began its RFI work in 192*f Chrono-
logically, the following organizations in the United States
have played a part in interference control work: The Nation-
al Electrical Manufacturers Association Committee; EEI-NEMA-
RMA Joint Coordination Committee; IEC International Special
Committee on Radio Interference (CISPR); ASA Sectional Com-
mittee C-63; and SAE-RMA Vehicular Interference Subcommittee.
9

In Great Britain, the Post Office Electrical Engineers and
the Electrical Research Association have worked long on the
problems of RFI. The Department of Transport in Canada has
also devoted much research to RFI control
.
In Great Britain and Canada, an attempt has been made
to control RFI through legislative steps. Some of the Brit-
ish Standards and Codes of Practice relating to RFI control
are listed in ref. (83). They include regulations governing
the limits of radio interference, methods of measurement,
and suppression systems for household appliances, internal
combustion engines, electro-medical and industrial equip-
ment, and trolley buses. The main features of several Can-
adian standards are outlined in ref. (6).
In the United States, the Federal Communications Commis-
sion has the task of administering rules and regulations
governing the use of the radio frequency spectrum. The
parts of the FCC Rules and Regulations most applicable to
RFI control are Part 15: Incidental and Restricted Radiation
Devices and Part 18: Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
Equipment. An incidental radiation device is defined in
paragraph 15. h (C) as
a device that radiates radio frequency energy dur-
ing the course of its operation although the device
is not intentionally designed to generate radio
frequency energy.
RFI limitations on such devices are very general and are
given in paragraph 15.31 as follows:
An incidental radiation device shall be operated
10

so that the radio frequency energy that is radi-
ated does not cause harmful interference. In the
event that harmful interference is caused, the
operator of the device shall promptly take steps
to eliminate the harmful interference.
Regulations from Part 18 on industrial, scientific, and medi-
cal equipment are covered in later chapters.
Although they do not have the effect of law, various
military standards and specifications have played an import-
ant role in making many manufacturers conscious of RFI prob-
lems. A partial listing of Military Standards and Specifi-
cations applicable to RFI measurement and control may be
found in Appendix B.
The establishment of the Electronic Compatability
Analysis Center, Annapolis, Maryland, is one indication of
the attention that the Department of Defense is giving to
RFI control. In addition to this joint effort, each of the
military services has programs underway which are aimed at
redticing radio frequency interference. The U. S. Air Force
program is directed by Ground Electronics Engineering-
Installations Agency (GEEIA) and is outlined in ref. (26).
The Bureau of Ships is responsible for the U. S. Navy RADHAZ
(Radiation Hazards Program).
No discussion of RFI is complete today without mention
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Professional Group on Radio Frequency Interference. The
Conference Proceedings and Transactions of this organization
are a very good source on the current thinking of both in-
dustry and government officials on RFI.
11

In the succeeding chapters, some of the more cormon
sources of RFI will be treated in greater detail. Specific
methods by which interference is generated and how it can be
measured and suppressed will be discussed.
(Note on bibliography for this chapter: Refs. (1),
(*0 ? (3*0, and (71) are bibliographies which cover RFI from
all types of sources. Ref. (36) also contains an extensive
bibliography. Ref. (27) is the most complete work on RFI
that could be found in our search. Articles covering broad
aspects of RFI which could not appropriately be included in






1. C. E. Blakely, R. N. Bailey. H. H. Jenkins, W. M Q Rogers,
E. W. Wood, R. F. Ficcki, Bibliography on Radio Frequency
Interference, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS
ON RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, RFI-*f, No. 1, Feb 1962
.
"This bibliography has been compiled from two sepa-
rate bibliographies, one of which was prepared at
the Georgia Institute of Technology in the course
of a research program conducted for the Department
of the Army and the other was prepared at the Radio
Corporation of America as a consequence of investi-
gations carried out on a large systems complex."
2. A. C. Warren, Broadcast Interference Inves tigat ions
-
'Post Office Radio Service', POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 28, pp. 23-26, April 1935.
3. J. E. Foster, Causes and Eliminations of Radio Interfer-
ence, C. W. Nelson Company, South Braintree, Mass., 1937o
U. A. E. Tooke and H. F. Church, Classified Bibliography of
Man-Made Radio Interference and Associated Measurements,
British Electrical and Allied Industries Research Associa-
tion Report M/T 22, 193*f.
Included are 216 references on radio interference and
66 on field strength measurements.
5. L. Blok, Combating Radio Interference, PHILIPS TECHNICAL
REVIEW, Vol. h, pp. 237-2^3, Aug. 1939.
"In this article it is shown how radio interfer-
ences can be suppressed in the neighborhood of the
source of interference, and how interferences can
be prevented from entering the mains. The method
is further discussed of combating radio interfer-
ence at the receiving set."
£.. G. C. W. Browne, Control of Radio Interference in Canada,
Institute of Radio Engineers Convention Record, Part 7,
(Symposium on Spurious Radiation), pp. 130-137, 1955.
A brief history of the inception of RFI control
regulations and the work of the Department of Trans-
port in Canada is given by the author. Some of the
Canadian Interference Standards are briefly out-
lined.
7. Design Techniques for Interference-Free Operation of
Airborne Electronic Equipment, Frederick Research
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Corporation, 1952, (TIP G U22993).
"Design techniques are presented which may be used
as a guide by the aircraft and equipment designer
for the interference free operation of airborne
electronic equipment. A discussion is given of the
basic theory of interference and the theory is ap-
plied to illustrative components and system prob-
lems. Applicable interference specifications are
discussed together with methods of measurement and
acceptable interference test sets. A section is
devoted to precipitation static and the techniques
useful for its suppression."
8. P. J. KLass, DOD Group Studies Emitter Interference, AV-
IATION WEEK, Vol. 77, pp. 55-56, July 23, 1962.
9. CD. LaFond, DOD Zeroes in on R-F Interference, MISSILES
AND ROCKETS, Vol. 9, pp. 27-28, Dec. If, 1961.
The reasoning behind the establishment of and the
tasks of the Electronic Compatability Analysis
Center are presented.
#
10. C. S. Vasaka, The Effect of Radio Interference in Air-'
borne Electronics, Naval Air Development Center, Johns-
ville, Pa., Feb. 1, 1955, (AD-60 653 ).
This report outlines the origins, types, and sources
of radio interference that may be present in an air-
craft. Corrective actions that may be taken at the
source and at a receiver are outlined. Applicable
Military Specifications and allowable interference
levels are listed along with acceptable measuring
instruments.
11. R. T. Keyes, Electrical Fields and Electromagnetic Radia-
tion From Chemical Explosions, Institute of Metals and
Explosives Research, Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City,
March 19, 1959, (AD-216 69D.
"Electrical fields and electromagnetic radiation
generated by chemical detonations o^ charges ranging
in size from lOg to roughly 25 kg were investigated
over a frequency range extending from a few cycles
per second to 500 mc. The electrical energy in all
cases was found to cover a broad band of frequencies
with the largest potentials occurring in a frequency
range below a few hundred cycles per second. Little
of the low frequency signals were radiated. Mega-
cycle range signals (predominately radiation) were
found to occur in the form of short random bursts.

A non-reproducible delay, the order of several
hundred microseconds, was found to exist between
the time of detonation and the appearance of the
first bursts of radiation. The electrical poten-
tials of the expanding explosion products were es-
timated, and for a 552g 50/50 pentolite charge the
maximum value was determined to be 18 , 000 v. For
bare charges this quantity was considered to vary
roughly in direct proportion to the charge weight.
Experiments are described which were performed to
ascertain the mechanism whereby the electrical
fields and EM radiation are generated by chemical
detonations, and a model is proposed."
12. J. C. Coe, Electrical Interference, INSTRUMENTS AND AUTO-
MATION, Vol. 31, pp. K&6-K&9, June 1958.
The author points out the methods by which errors
can be induced in instruments which are used near
control and power circuits. The causes of inter-
ference and types of remedial action are discussed,
including (1) reducing the cause of interference,
(2) neutralizing the means by which it is transfer-
red, and (3) applying corrective action after it is
transferred.
13. Electrical Interference With Broadcasting, ENGINEER,
Vol. 162, pp. 89-90, July 2*+, 1936.
1*+. Electrical Interference With Broadcasting, INSTITUTION
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 79, pp. 206-212,
Aug. 1936.
This article is a report of a committee of the IEE
that was set up to study all phases of radio inter-
ference. The report includes a list of all sources
of interference studied, measurement methods, sup-
pression costs, and regulations governing interfer-
ence generation. Recommendations are given for
establishing a commission to control RFI. Thirty-
seven references are included.
15. Howe, Electrical Interference With Broadcasting Recep-
tion, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 10, pp 6l+5-6*+7, Dec. 1933.
16. A. J. Gill, S. Whitehead, Electrical Interference With
Radio Reception, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
JOURNAL, Vol 83, pp. 3^5-386, Sept. 1938.
"The paper describes the method of assessment of
the interference to radio reception from electrical
equipment, and determines the level to which such
15

interference must be reduced to permit satisfactory
service. The methods of achieving this result are
described for the various classes of interfering
equipment. Although mainl -"- directed towards the
protection of broadcast reception, the principles
described apply eaually to the radio communication
services.
"
17. J. f. Curran, Electrical Noise Control, ELECTRO-TECHNOL-
OGY, Vol 68, TV* 117-12lf, Dec 1961.
The author discusses some of the ways in which
electrical noise can enter a computer system. He
also shows circuits with applications of filters,
noise- suppress ion diodes, surge- suppress -1' on diodes,
feed-throuph capacitors, r-f screening, and proper
ground in 0, on motor power supplies.
18. John T. Egli, Electromagnetic Interference and Vulnera-
bility "Reduction, Array Signal Research and Development
Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., i960, (AD-2^1 7^0).
"Interference and vulnerability, the first signify-
ing a mutual or unintentional interference, and the
second signifying an intentional interference are
omnipresent disturbances which must be reduced to
permit tactics of the military to he consummated
without extraneous impairment. In the research
and development area of electromagnetic interfer-
ence and vulnerability reduction, three important
phases are essential to achieve reduction:
(1) theoretical analysis, (2) design criteria, and
(3) instrumentation and measurements. A research
and development organization capable of handling
these three important phases has been established
at the U. S. Army Signal Research and Development
Laboratory, Fort ^on^outh, N. J."
19. Electronic Interference Limits Spectrum Use, IT. S. BUREAU
OF CHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 7, pg. 38, July 1958.
The problem of interference in military electronics
is outlined briefly. Crowding of the electromag-
netic spectrum is also discussed.
20. J. J. Krstansky, P. M. f'acManamon, Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, SPACE/AERONAUTICS, Vol. 3*, pp. 66-71 July;
pp. 62-68 August: pp. 68-75" October, 1962.
This series of three articles outlines the general
goals and basic practical requirements of compati-
bility control, analyzes the nature of natural and
16

and man-made interference, reviews RFI instrumen-
tation problems, and advocates design attention to
shielding, bonding, and filtering.
21. Cletus M. Wiley, Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis
Center Ready to Start Battle with RFI, ELECTRONICS,
Vol. 3^, PP. 28-?, Nov. 2h, 1961.
The author gives brief highlights of the Seventh
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction and
Electromagnetic Compatibility. Included is a sum-
mary of the type work to be undertaken at the Elec-
tromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center at
Annapolis, Maryland. Other items mentioned are a
transistorized r-f field intensity meter and a co-
herent memory filter.
22. W. W. Fain, C. M. Crain, W. C. Duesterhoeft, Electromag-
netic Noise and Propagation Observations in Vicinity of
Nuclear Reactor, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSAC-
TIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, AP-6, pp. 286-288,
July 1958.
The article describes electromagnetic and propaga-
tion measurements that were made in the vicinity
of a nuclear reactor. Measurements made showed no
significant electromagnetic noise generated by re-
actor radiation.
23. E. J. Coriell, Elimination of R. F. Interference in
Audio Systems, RADIO AND TV NEWS, No* 51, pp. 56-57,
June 195^: No. 52, pp. l+1f-1+5, July 195*K
The author points out some sources of RFI that may
cause problems in an audio system. Suppression
techniques are described for some of the sources.
If suppression cannot be achieved at the source,
the author proposes the use of shielding, filter-
ing, and grounding techniques on the audio equip-
ment.
2h. C. V. Aggers, Eliminating Radio Interference, ELECTRIC
JOURNAL, Vol. 3**
, pp. 331-33^, Aug. 1937.
This article is generally concerned with the descrip-
tion of a field intensity meter that was developed to
measure RFI. Procedures for determining the interfer-
ence influence of high- and low-voltage equipments




25. E. W. Allen, H. Garlan, FCC Controls Kan-Made RFI, ELEC-
TRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 1°, pp. p6-92, Oct. I960.
26. L. A. Yarbrouph. J. W. Worthing ton, Fire Prevention or
Fire Fighting, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION RECORD, Vol. 8, pp. 5*f-6*+, (pt. 8), I960.
This paper presents the function, organization, in-
terference responsibilities, capabilities, and
standards program of the U. S Air Force Ground
Electronics Engineering-Installation Agency (GEEIA).
A list of Air Force publications applicable to RFI
is included.
27. Handbook on Radio Frequency Interference, Frederick Re-
search Corporation, 1962.
"This Handbook is addressed to system planners, de-
signers, field engineers, and other technical
people who must deal with compatability problems
in communication-electronic systems. RFI theory,
prediction procedures, measurement techniques, in-
struments, specifications and design are covered
in the four Handbook volumes listed below?
Vol. I Fundamentals of Electromagnetic Interference
Vol. II Electromagnetic Interference Prediction and
Measurement
Vol. Ill Methods of Electromagnetic, Interference-Free
Design and Interference Suppression
Vol. IV Utilization of the Electromagnetic Spectrum"
28. Leonard W. Thomas, Handling Radio Interference, U. S.
BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 1, pp. 31-3 1+, Feb. 1953.
The history of Navy interest in RFI control is giv-
en. The role that BuShips plays in the Interfer-
ence Reduction program is outlined. The article
also lists field intensity meters which can be used,
2°. F. H. Frantz, Sr. , Interference — Causes, Remedies and
Location, RADIO- ELECTRONICS, Vol. 31, pp. 98-101, July
I960.
The author discusses the common causes of interfer-
ence and remedies which can be applied at a receiver.
As this article is written for the layman, the auth-
or suggests the use of a battery powered broadcast
receiver with a directional antenna for locating
interference sources. He also suggests simple reme-
dies for snail electric motors, switches, relays,
thermostats, and fluorescent lamps.
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30. Interference Problem Attacked by Defense, AVIATION WEEK,
Vol. 72, pe. 78, June 20, i960.
Three steps the Defense Department is taking against
RFI are outlined. They are (1) establishment of the
Electromagnetic Analysis Center, a clearing house
-for spectrum signature information, (2) issuance of
new measurement standards, and (3) establishment of
minimum design standards in regard to bandwidth lim-
its, frequency stability, average radiation power
levels for cross-modulation products, susceptibil-
ity limits, and required antenna side-lobe suppres-
sion.
31. Interference Source Discovered, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 9,
Pg. 19, Feb. 1936.
This article relates how interference in the range
of eight to 28 mc was traced to short-wave thera-
peutic apparatus.
32. Interference Studies, Institute for Cooperative Research,
Final Report Task 1, Vol. 1 of 2, April 195$ (AD-l*f8 812)
33. Introductory Background Theory for Electromagnetic Inter-
ference Analysis, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory,
Tech. Rpt. N-3*+*+, Aug. 1958.
"The problem is essentially that of a source of
radio interference that can either be radiated di-
rectly, or conducted down the line and re-radiated
along all or parts of the line. Theoretically to
understand this phenomenon, it is necessary to have
background in the propagation of waves and antenna
theory (the line acts as an antenna) which includes
a knowledge of electromagnetic theory, itself based
on partial differential equations and vector analy-
sis. This report represents a summary of the essen-
tial parts of the theory to give the necessary init-
ial background. Prior contact with the elements of
the theory is assumed and although many of the re-
lationships have been explored fully, the more rig-
id mathematical proofs are not stated but referenced
to standard books on the subject."
3**. G. I. Chandler, Introductory Bibliography on Electrical.
Interference, Autonetics, Downey, Calif., July 29 9 I960,
(AD-21+1 7*+3).
"In this bibliography on electrical interference,
an attempt has been made to provide references on
general noise theory as well as specific informa-
tion relating to D-C motor noise generation and
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suppression techniques. The literature search in-
cludes publications from 1°31 through 1?60. There
are IIP references divided into five groups by sub-
ject, arranged in alphabetical order and followed
by an author index."
35. Isn't RFI Your Problem, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL,
Vol. 7, pg. 33, June 1^8.
This .editorial type article takes manufacturers to
task for not incorporating better RFI control into
equipment. Some of the problems that RFI causes
to missiles, aircraft, and communications are
briefly mentioned.
36. L. Castriota, Microwave Interference Investigations for
the Frequency Range 1000 - ^0,000 MC/Sec., Polytechnic
Institute of Brooklyn, April 1952.
Although this report is mainly concerned with in-
terference from radar sources, it is included within
this bibliography because it contains a bibliography
of 237 references that cover theory, measurement,
and suppression of man-made noise from both communi-
cation and non- communication equipment,
37. M. L. Muhleman, Mysterious Interference: The Shadow,
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Vol. l^V, pg. 100, Feb. 1936.
38. New Way to Beat R-F Radiation, FACTORY MANAGEMENT, Vol.
113, pg. 1^5, November 1°55.
39. I. I. K. Pauliny-toth, J, R. Shakeshaft, A Note on Radio
Interference At a Frequency of *K)8 Mc/s , ELECTRONIC EN-
GINEERING, Vol. 3^, pg. *+88, July 1962.
ho. R. P. Hareland, The Prevention and Elimination of Certain
Electrical Interference in Missiles, General Electric Com-
pany, June 1953, (AD-19 117).
"This report is a preliminary examination of the
problems of preventing and eliminating electrical
and electromagnetic interference to missiles. It
was prepared to assist in the formulation of a
philosophy of approach to the basic problem."
*+l. The Problem of Radio Interference, WELDING ENGINEER,
Vol. 3>+, pp. 33-37, ^8, Feb. 19^9.
*+2. Proceedings of the Conference on Radio Interference Re-





Proceedings of the Third Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction, Held at the Museum of Science and
Industry, Chicago, Illinois, Arrrour Research Founda-
tion, Feb. 26-27, 1957, (AD-23 1* 211).
Proceedings of the Fourth Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction and Electronic Compatibility, Held
at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, Ill-
inois, Armour Research Foundation, Oct„ 1-2, 1958,
(AD-23 1* 212).
Proceedings of the Fifth Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction and Electronic Compatibility, Held
at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago, Ill-
inois, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. 6, 7, and 8,
1959, (AD-235 099).
Proceedings of the Sixth Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction and Electronic Compatibility, Held
at the Museum of Science and Industry
?
Chicago, Ill-
inois, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. *+, 5, and 6,
I06O, (AD-253 015).
Proceedings of the Seventh Conference on Radio In-
terference Reduction and Electronic Compatibility,
Held at Grover M. Hermann Hall, Illinois Institute
of Technology, Chicago, Illinois, Armour Research
Foundation/ Nov. 7, 8, and 9, 19ol, (AD-276 205")
.
M-3 • Proceedings of the Unclassified Sessions of Symposium on
Electromagnetic Interference, 19-21 November 1957, at
the Hotel Berkeley-Carteret, Asbury Park, New Jersey,
Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory, Fort
Monmouth, N. J., June 15, 1958, (AD-203 592).
hh. L. Valich, R, B. Schulz, Propagation Consideration in
RFI, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 19, pp. 80-86, Dec. I960,
U-5. RF Interference Control Handbook, Howard W. Sams and Com-
pany Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1963.
This book contains chapters on the theory of RF in-
terference, interference measurements, interference
measuring equipment, measurement problems, electri-
cal circuit noise, semi-conductor circuit interfer-
ence, switches and contactors, suppression techniques,
suppression in rotating machinery, suppression in
ignition systems, and suppression at the system level.
If6. Jean Jolkovski, Radio Frequency Interference Report,
1963-1970, SIGNAL, Vol. 17, pg. ^2, Jan. 1963.
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The author points out that in the next seven years,
RFI problems will grow unless definite steps are
taken immediately to control them. The importance
of taking such action is stressed, and certain ac-
tions which can "be undertaken are mentioned.
h n
.
L Blok, Radio Interference, PHILIPS TECHNICAL REVIEW,
Vol. 3, TV* 235-2J+0, Aug. 193 p .
»+S. N. R. Bligh, R. F, Procter, Radio Interference. GENERAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY JOURNAL, Vol. 11, pp. 55-65, Feb. 19M-0 o
ho. Radio Interference, WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. 55, pp. 1^9-1^3,
April 19^9.
50. D. A. Thorn, Radio Interference. I. Introduction, POST
OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, Vol. 50, -op. 226-
227, Jan. 1958.
G.A.C.R. Britton, Radio Interference. II. The Post Of-
fice Radio Interference Service, POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, Vol. 50, pp. 227-230, Jan. 1958.
51. C. W. Sowton, Rad^o Interference. IV. The Control of
Radio Interference, POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S
JOURNAL, Vol 52, pp. M-3"1^, April 1959.
52. Radio Interference, WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. 68, pg. 51^-,
Oct. 1962.
This article identifies sources of interference
found in England during 1961. Eighty- six thousand
complaints were investigated and the article tabu-
lates the numbers of complaints according to
source of RFI.
53. Radio Interference Conference, ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Vol.
153, PP. 115^-1160, Nov. 20, 1953.
This article briefly reviews the conference of the
Special Committee on Radio Interference (CISPR).
The committee sought agreement on three specific
problems, namely: the limits which should be im-
posed on the production of "man-made" interference;
methods of measuring interference and the type of
equipment to be used, so that measurements made
in one country m:*ght be related to those made in
other countries:; and safety considerations invol-
ved in the use of suppression devices on electri-
cal appliances and machinery.
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*fa. C. F. "aylott, Radio Interference Control, AM RICAN IN-
STITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, (Ft. 1 —
Communication and Electronics), Vol,, 72 , pp. ^OI-h-13,
Jan. 1°53.
This article discusses radio interference sources,
effects on radio receivers and methods of control.
Interference caused by engines, electric systems
and ignitions are briefly reviewed. The following
areas in government radio interference specifications
are covered: suppression covered and not covered by
subsidiary specifications, optional and mandatory
design features, qualification and production test
conditions, test equipment, methods and limits.
Recommended practices for achieving and maintaining
radio interference control are listed.
55. A. L. Albin, J. KcManus, Radio Interference Control in
Aircraft, TELE-TECH AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 1>+,
pp. 76-77, Nov. I055.
The authors describe some of the sources of inter-
ference that are found in aircraft. The -general
methods proposed for controlling interference are
filtering, isolation of components, shielding, and
selection of components with fewer RFI characteris-
tics. Measurement techniques and applicable gov-
ernment specifications are also mentioned,
56. F. J. Nichols, Radio Interference Control of Semiconduc-
tor Circuitry, Proceedings of the Uth Conference on Radio
Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
pp. 1+P7-510, Oct. 19?8, (AD-23^- 212).
This paper summarizes the radio interference and
susceptibility measurements for several transistor
circuits, typical diode circuits, and circuits us-
ing both transistors and diodes. The characteris-
tics of the RFI that can be generated are discus-
sed. Steps that can be taken to reduce RFI are
also discussed.
57. D. M. Hill, Radio Interference Evaluation Tests XE-62B,
GM lllllf (N-3275), Northrop Aircraft, Inc., Nov. 1951*-,
(AD-5>f 025).
This report contains results of radio interference
tests on the subject missile. The purpose of the
tests was to determine the existence and degree of
radio interference, and the amount of interaction
between the missile sub- systems.
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f>£. J. 0. Merriman, Radio Interference from Electrical Appar-
atus and Systems, Department of Transport, Ottawa, Ontar-
io, Canada, 195*+.
This book is essentially a handbook describing
briefly sources of interference and methods of con-
trolling such sources primarily through the techni-
ques of suppression and shielding. Included, how-
ever, are general discussions of radio noise and
interference, methods of conducting interference
investigations and of making quantitative measure-
ments, and the principles of suppression. There
are also detailed chapters dealing with the origin
and specific methods of suppression of noise on
power and distribution lines, high-voltage equip-
ment, electric railway systems, wire communication
systems, commutator motors and generators, etc.
The concluding chapters discuss interference in
ship and aircraft, and also radio interference
standards in legislations
5"9. R. E. Shewmaker, R. F. Interference in Extreme Environ-
ments, ENVIRONFENTAL QUARTERLY, Vol. 6, pp. I*f-l5, Jan.
I960.
"Specimen of broad band RF noise characteristics
was subjected to simulated environments of eleva-
ted temperature and humidity, low temperature and
altitude, and elevated temperature and altitude
representing environments encountered in preflight
or flight of XQ-U supersonic target drone system;
results indicated interference characteristics, as
related to resonance and maximum noise levels vs.
frequency, have shown negligible change resulting
from exposure to environment*"
60. S F. Pearce, Radio Interference in Ships, ENGINEER, Vol.
185, pp. 261-263, March 12, lQ*+8.
"Details of experiments on interference conducted
aboard five merchant ships are presented. The
coupling between supply wiring and the antennas,
measured at several places on the ship was -70±13db
for several ships. For good steel ships this be-
comes
-79.5ilOdb. For wood ships the values are
much lower and range from -^0 to -90 db. The
statement is made that the coupling is much lower
on ships than ^or domestic installations. Re-
sults indicate that suppression on the ancillary
electrical equipment may be reduced to a negligible
amount if suitable precautions are taken. High-
quality reception should be possible when machines
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of rf terminal voltage as high as 5 mv are in op-
eration. "
61. V. Jensen, Radio Interference in VHF Range, TELETEKNIK,
Vol. 3, TV- 1-17, Jan. 1959.
62. Radio Interference Problems to Worsen, MISSILES AND ROCK-
ETS, Vol. 11, pg. 27, Oct. 15, 1962.
This article points out that, because of the trend
toward incr^as^'ng signal densities and strengths,
rapidly expanding space programs, and growing ca-
pabilities of foreign countries, the RFI problem
is growing. The problems that are caused by RFI
and some steps being taken to combat it are men-
tioned.
63. Leonard W. Thomas, Radio Interference to Missiles - Rec-
ommendations for Reduction, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURN-
AL, Vol. 6, pp. 32-35, Dec. 1957c
RFI control techniques which are presented as pos-
sible solutions are filtering of power circviits,
shielding of low-level high-impedance leads, and
the use of low pass, high pass, or band pass fil-
ters on radio frequency Inputs. The author also
advocates establishing uniform measurement tech-
niques.
6*+. R. L. Haskins. A. S. Zamanakos, Radio Interference Sources
Grouped, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 1, pg. 2*t,
June 1952.
The authors group electronic interference sources
on ships in three groups: electronic, electrical,
and interior-communications sources. Of 217 com-
plaints, P5.5^ were caused by electronic sources,
10.1$ from electrical equipment, and \j+% from in-
terior-communications.
65. Radio Interference Studies, Burroughs Corporation, Feb.
1953, (AD-35 200).
66. Radio Interference Suppression Techniques - A Guide for
Manufacturers. Coles Signal Laboratories, Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratory, Nov. 1953, (AD-21 192
)
"This manual deals principally with approved sup-
pression systems and components and their applica-
tion for all kinds of equipment used by the Armed
Forces. In addition to the main body of the man-
ual dealing with suppression systems and components
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and their applications, there are two chapters on
test, test^nr procedures, and specif 1 cations , and
a conclndirg chapter on the fundamentals of radio
interference and -'ts suppression. The chapters on
tests and specifications explain and describe the
testing procedures in detail The concluding theo-
retical part is designed to give the reader an ap-
preciation of the problems and an insight into the
reasons behind the suppression procedures."
67. Radio Interference Transients Investigation - I, Minne-
sota Univ. and U. S. AA17 , Air Technical Service Command,
March l°tf6, (PB L 8*5953).
Radio Interference Transients Investigation - II, Minne-
sota Univ. and U. S. AAF, Air Technical Service Command,
June 1^1+6, (FB L 8595*0.
"The objectives of this work are directed towards
a more complete understanding of the radio interfer-
ence problem by approaching it from the transient
point of view through the use of high-speed oscil-
lographic techniques."
68. Donald Howard Menzel, Radio Noise Spectrum, Harvard Univ-
ersity Press, Cambridge, Mass., i960.
The bulk of this book is devoted to noise from
natural sources. However chapter one is devoted
to man-made noise The author outlines the his-
tory of the development of committees interested
in RFI. The part of the FCC in RFI control is men-
tioned and it is pointed out that many cities have
enacted ordinances directed toward the control of
radio noise.
6o. C. M Salati, Recent Developments in RF Interference, IN-
STITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RFI, Vol. RFI-
h, pp. 2^-33, May 1°62.
"Present trends in design of transmitters, receiv-
ers, and antennas for use in communications and
radar are reviewed to assess their impact on inter-
ference, interference measurement techniques, shield-
ing and prediction methods. 21 refs."
70. E. S. Darlington. Reducing SW Interference, RADIO NEWS,
Vol. 18, pg. if73, July 1937.
71. L. F. Roehman, References on Radio Interference, (Compiled




This bibliography contains 69 references. General
areas covered are regulations, measuring techniques,
aerials, and interference from insulators and other
sources.
72. T. W. Bennington, Short-Wave Disturbances, WIRELESS
WORLD, Vol. 48, pp. 79-82, April 19^2„
73. Signal Corps Check RFI at Fort Huaehuea, Arizona, ELEC-
TRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 19, pp. 110-111, Dec. i960.
7*+. Siting Criteria for HF Comrunications Centers, National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, NBS Technical
Note No. 139, April 1962, (AD-281 052)
.
75 > Sources of Interference, compiled by British Post Office
Interference Investigation Service, WIRELESS WORLD, Vol.
57, pg. V68, Nov. 1951.
76. P. M. Ross, Sources of Radio Interference and How to
Eliminate Them, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER, Vol. 17, pp.
38-39, Sept. 1939.
77 . Stopping RFI Improves Standards, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS
JOURNAL, Vol. 5, pp. 29-30, March 1957.
Preventing RFI through design is stressed. Longer
contact and switch life, smoother and more efficient
relay and motor operation, longer bearing life in
motors, and general lower over-all maintenance
costs on machines and equipment can be achieved
with proper RFI controls
.
78. Suppression of Radio Interference, ELECTRICAL REVIEW,
Vol. 159, pp. 310-311, Aug. 17, 1956.
This brief article relates the topics discussed at
the fifth plenary session of the International Spec-
ial Committee on Radio Interference (C.I.S.P.R.)
in Brussels in July 1956. The three main topics
were limits of interference and methods of control,
measurement of radio interference, and safety as-
pects of suppression techniques.
79. S. Whitehead, Tentative Statistical Study of Domestic
Radio Interference, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
JOURNAL, Part 3, Vol. 90, pp. 181-192, Dee. 19^3.
80. F. H. Hamm, 3700 Sleuths, ELECTRONICS, Vol 9, pp. 11 and
38, Oct. 1936.
This article is a description of a unique effort
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by the citizens of a community to ferret out the
sources of radio interference.
81. C. R. Billheimer, Timely Consideration of Interference
Control. U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 7, pg.31,
May 1958.
The importance of "designing-out" RPI is stressed
in this short article. The author points out that
supply contractors are responsible for ensuring
their equipment is properly suppressed.
82. F. West, What Causes Interference on Your Radio , RADIO
TIMES, Vol. if, pp. 8-9, Sept. 16, 19*+9.
83. Work of ERA on Radio Interference Suppression, ENGINEER,
Vol. 188, pg. ^93, Oct. 28, 19*+9.
This article reviews the work of the British Elec-
trical and Allied Industries Research Association
on radio interference from electrical appliances
and motor vehicles. A list of British Standards
and Codes of Practice which have been generated by





An ignition system is designed to produce a spark to ig-
nite a compressed mixture of fuel and air inside the cylin-
der of an internal combustion engine. Ignition systems may
be divided into two general categories—battery and magneto,,
Ignition systems are one of the major sources of radio inter-
ference because of the steep transient waves developed imme-
diately after the firing of the plug. This impulse consists
of a fundamental and a series of harmonics . Radiated inter-
ference can be prevented by shielding the entire system in a
metallic container. Resistive components placed in series
with the high tension lead of the distributor are also util-
ized to reduce the level of interference. The use of this
type of suppression must be compatible with the performance
requirements of the ignition system.,
Historically the requirement for shielding ignition
systems was recognized in the late 1920' s. Diamond and
Gardner, of the National Bureau of Standards, in ref. (26),
described techniques for shielding aircraft ignition systems
„
This largely consisted of confining the electric fields of
the ignition system so that the interference would not be
set up in the radio receiver circuits. The chief problem
was to electrically and mechanically design the shield so as




One of the earliest reports on ignition interference,
ref. (21), generated by automobiles was written by L e F &
Curtis, in 1?32. He identified the location of interference
as
:
(a) at the spark plugs:
(b) at the high tension distributor or at poorly
connected leads in its circuit;
(c) at the low tension interruptor: or
(d) at the generator brushes.
iiinumimiiihiihiiniii
lows:
Fig. Ill - 1 Typical .Ignition System
The successive periods in the ignition cycle are as fol-
(a) Interrupter open — no currents;
(b) Interruptor closed — current building up;
(c) Contacts start to open -- primary current causes
arc or spark at contacts;
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(d) Contact spark extinguished — start of low fre-
quency oscillation — common secondary cable
rises in voltage;
(e) Rotor gap voltage gradient allows breakdown —
individual plug cable rises in voltage;
(f) Plug gap breaks down -- secondary ignition current
flows
;
(g) Ignition current ceases -- oscillatory primary en-
ergy finally dissipated.
Curtis suggests that the most effective means of reduc-
ing radiation is to insert series resistance as close as
possible to the sparking electrodes.
In 1°37, Peters, Blackburn, and Harmon of the National
Bureau of Standards published a research paper, ref. (20),
detailing the electrical character of the spark discharge of
automotive ignition systems. They measured the current in
the discharge utilizing a cathode ray oscillograph. From
the oscillograms the3r measured frequency, decrement, effec-
tive resistance and energy. Frequencies of 5 to 10 mc with
crest currents of 50 to 80 amps were measured. Results indi-
cated that radiated frequencies in excess of 200 mc were
probable. The "spark" occurring in the secondary circuit of
a spark generator on interrupting the primary current usual-
ly consists of a number of separate discharges, each of
which may consist of a capacitive and inductive component.
In each discharge the decay of the current in the inductive
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component is followed by the rapid rise of resistance of the
gap, whereupon the capacitance is again charged to such vol-
tage that the discharge is repeated. The spark ends when
there is no longer sufficient energy in the secondary wind-
ing to charge the capacitance to the breakdown voltage.
Scholz and Faust, in ref. (99), in 1939 verified earlier
findings that the radiation from ignition systems could not
be suppressed by series coils and shunt capacitors. The
most effective means was the use of distributed resistance
leads.
In 19^0, R. George described in ref. (29) measurement
of the peak field strength of motorcar ignition in the VKF
band and higher. He found that considerable interference
was present at ^50 mc and higher and polarization could take
all forms. He indicated that at higher frequencies the metal
sections of the car and the ignition leads are more compara-
ble in size with short wavelengths and are less effective
shields and more effective radiators. Therefore although
r-f power falls off considerably with increasing frequency
it can still produce substantial field strength.
In 19^2 Randolph indicated in ref c (3) that the shield-
ing structure must meet exacting electrical requirements.
All parts of the structure must be maintained at ground po-
tential. Proper "grounding" means very low resistance
.joints and connections and grounding at frequent intervals.
Interference becomes marked if the resistance across a joint
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•or at a grounding point is over C e 002 ohms. Dean, in ref.
(37) on the effects of ignition noise on XTKF and VHF recep-
tion, illustrates the effects of various types of shielding
on the spark discharge wave train. If the secondary circuit
is shielded the connecting line between the generator and
the spark gap becomes a coaxial transmission line. This ad-
dition of shielding causes reflections to be set up in the
line, resulting in high frequency modulation envelopes on
the fundamental discharge wave. If a second line is inclu-
ded in the same coaxial shield and a separate source is furn-
ished to drive it through a second spark gap, the high fre-
quency component of the discharge will be further increased
in amplitude and duration. A. E. Teachman. in ref. (7*+), de-
scribes a series of tests on aircraft ignition interference.
He indicated that the principal radiated noise lies above
10 mc and that resistance cable is most effective in the
same frequency range, yielding a 2k db reduction in the
range from 10 to 1^0 mc. Tests also indicated that a lumped
resistance at the spark plug had, little effect on the radio
noise intensity. It was further emphasized that since the
maximum interference from the ignition system is in the VHF
range and that joint leakage increases with frequency, the
problem of joints in shielding is more serious than the leak-
age due to penetration. In 19^6, Eaglesfield, in ref. (50),
introduced the theory of considering the spark plug as a
switch and then calculating its current and radiated field
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considering the inductance of the ignition lead. This con-
cept resulted in the following equation for an equivalent
electric field:
c * velocity of propagation
A = area of inductive loop
V = breakdown voltage
B = bandwidth of receiver in cps
L = inductance of loop
R = distance in meters from source
The values obtained compared favorably with the experi-
mental results obtained by George and reported in ref. (29).
Eaglesfield further determined experimentally that each nor-
mal spark gave rise to a train of pulses in the receiver out-
put averaging 15 pulses per train. In 19*+9, Pressey and Ash-
well reported in ref. (60) on the extension of the measure-
ment of ignition interference to 650 mc utilizing wide band
(2.5 mc bandwidth) measuring equipment. They confirmed the
existence of the train of pulses but noted that the second-
ary train was effectively suppressed when resistance was
used in the ignition circuit. Their experimental results
showed no falling off in the level of interference with an
increase in frequency, but instead showed a tendency to rise.
In the same year Nethercot, in ref. (11), advanced an alter-
nate theory on the radiation from an ignition system. He
3>+

theorized that the wideband continuous radiation from the ig-
nition circuit is due to travelling waves set up in the high
tension ignition wires when the distributor and spark gap
break down. The current through the spark plug gap consists
of a series of very steep-fronted steps, the intervals be-
tween which are determined by the time the waves take to
travel twice the length of the H. T* cables. In 1951,
Eaglesfield, in ref. (12), extended his previously advanced
theory on ignition radiation to include resonances in the ig-
nition system and the introduction of suppressing devices.
He introduced an additional element Z in series with L. Z
consists of the capacitance of the ignition lead and r, the
lumped resistances at the spark plug and coil. He deter-
mined the suppression ratio, i.e.
follows
:
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Comparison with the published measurements by George,
and by Press ey and Ashwell, showed the same general shape
for the calculated and measured curves. In 195^+ ? the Naval
Air Test Center, Fatuxent, Maryland, conducted tests on the
effectiveness of distributed resistance and lumped resistors
in the ignition system. It was reported in ref* (96) that
the field about an 8000 ohm/ft. distributed resistance cable
diminished rapidly along the cable and concluded that its ef-
fectiveness as a suppressor of ignition interference depends
upon the amount of electrical shielding at the spark plug
and along the first few inches of the cable attached to the
spark plug. In the case of resistance lumped into the spark
plug, its advantage is that it reduces the interference be-
fore it is coupled to the ignition cable. However, the re-
maining interference is radiated by the standard ignition
cable which acts as an antenna.
In 1959, a series of tests, reported in ref. (65), were
undertaken comparing American, German and British measuring
equipment, techniques and limits as applied to radio inter-
ference from ignition systems. Tests were made on various
vehicles, taking both peak and quasi-peak values, horizon-
tally and vertically polarized. Results showed consistency
of agreement between the American, German and British sets.
The paper also discussed the difficult problem of obtaining
internationally agreed upon limits since the conditions of
broadcasting and telecommunications can vary so much from
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one country to another. A comparison of standards is shown
in the figure below. The limits are referred to a quasi-
peak measurement on a 100 kc bandwidth set with the antenna
33 feet from the vehicle.
German*
8£L & / u /w
/oo 400200 300
FxeaueMCY Mc/s
Fig. Ill - 2 Comparison of Field Strength Limits
In further support of an international standard for
measuring ignition interference and limits, Egidi and Nano
describe in ref. (*+9) a series of measurements of VHF radio
interference caused by motorcycles and motor cars. In the
case of the motorcycles, they found that completely shielded
spark plugs, cables and coil was the best suppression ar-
rangement. This resulted in the interference level being de-
creased to the ambient level. The next best suppression ar-
rangement embodied the resistors in the spark plugs. This
caused an interference reduction of between 19 and 33 db
over the frequency range measured. Distributed resistance
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and lumped resistors between the ignition coil and spark
plug were only effective at the lowest frequency C^+ mc)
In the case of vehicles, the use of cables with distributed
parameters and normal plugs gave almost as much interference
reduction as the system having plugs with embodied resistors
and distributed parameter cables. As a result of these
measurements, the authors drafted an international standard
for measurement with proposed limits. In conjunction with
determining microwave communication system siting criteria,
Scheldknecht describes in ref. (35) some quantitative measure-
ments of the spectral density of radiated power in the vicin-
ity of 900 mc. The median radiated power of the ignition
pulses was determined to be -12 dbm and -22 dbm/mc of band-
width for trucks and passenger cars respectively e The tests
also revealed no definite reduction in radiated pulse power
for conventional suppression techniques. It was theorized
that at UHF the spark plug shank is an appreciable portion
of a wavelength by itself and does not require low resist-





1. Abatement of Radio Interference Caused by Motor Vehicles
and Internal Combustion Engines, British Standard Code of
Practice, British Standards Institution, London, England,
19^7, CP 1001.
2. Aircraft and Vehicular Engine Radio Interference Limits;
Dept. of Commerce 95316, Office of Technical Services.
3. D. W. Randolph, Aircraft — Engine Radio Shielding, SAE
JOURNAL, Vol. 50, pp. 538-5*+l, Dec, 19^2.
"This paper outlines the important electrical re-
quirements of radio ignition shielding. The rea-
son for low resistance grounding and bonding of
the shield is explained. A method for testing the
resistance of plastic insulators to flashover is
suggested, and a method developed in England for
reducing spark plug electrode erosion is described,,
"
h. L. C. Wolcott, Airplane Motor Radio Shielding, AVIATION
ENGINEERING, Vol. h, pg. 33, June 1931.
"Discussion of new type of oil-proof shielded igni-
tion cable produced by Pakard Electric Company.
Gives technique for attaching connector to cable a "
5. Airplane Radio Freed from Ignition Interference: SCIENCE
NEWS LETTER, Vol. 23, pg. *K), 1933.
6. Allison — Modification of Ignition Systems to Eliminate
Radio Noise — V-1710-93 Engines, U„ S. Army Air Forces,
Technical Order 02-5AD-16, January 19>+5, (PB *+1355).
7. P. J. Kent, Automotive Industry's Participation in Reduc-
tion of Radio and Television Interference, SAE JOURNAL,
Vol. 57, pp. 17-19, March 19^9o
Describes the methods prescribed by the SAE Ve-
hicle Radio Interference Committee for suppressing
ignition radiation.
8. B. H. Short, Automotive Radio Noise Elimination, QST,
Vol. 27, pg. 17, April 1952.
"This article discusses the basic causes of genera-
ted noise and describes methods, developed over a
long period of time in the automotive laboratories,
that are based on sound engineering principles and




9. V. Welge, Balanced Two-wire Method to Reduce Ignition In-
terference, CCTCTNICATIONS, Vol. 29, pp» 22-2*44, Fay
19^9.
10. The Capacity Spark Discharge of Ignition Systems, Brit-
ish Electrical and Allied Industries Research Associa-
tion, M/T 75, 19^.
11. W. Nethercot, Car Ignition Interference, WIRELESS ENGIN-
ES*, Vol. 26, No. 311, pp. 251-255, Aug. 191+9.
Advances an alternate theory for the wideband ra-
diation from the ignition current based on travel-
ling waves in the ignition wires. Describes tests
of the effectiveness of resistors at the distribu-
tor and spark plug ends.
12. C. C. Eaglesfield, Car Ignition Radiation, WIRELESS EN-
GINEER, Vol. 28, pp. 17-22, Jan 8 1951.
"This paper extends the theory previously given by
the writer to cover resonances in the ignition sys-
tem and the addition of resistors for suppression.
It is shown that, in practice, resonances do not
appear to play an important part for the band of
frequencies ho - 650 Mc/S. The formulae for sup-
pression ratio are checked against published meas-
urements. "
13. Check Motor Vehicle Interference with Radio Reception,
SAE JOURNAL, Vol. 55, pp. 93-9*+, March 19*+7.
ih. J. D. Noyes, Commercial Mobile Radio Interference Shield-
ing, Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pg. 258, Oct,
I960, (AD-253 015).
"This paper discusses the present day automobile
from the standpoint of radiated e-m interference.
The various interference sources located in the
automobile and the characteristics of each type of
interference generated are considered. The ef-
fects of these interference signals on radio re-
ceivers are presented. Practical approaches to
the reduction and control of automotive and, in
general, gasoline engine generated interference
are considered. A suppression kit, economically
feasible for commercial use, is treated in detail."
*f0

15. A. M. Intrator, Comparison of Army and Navy Specifica-
tions with Particular Regard to Ignition Interference,
NCEL, March 29, 1951, N-019, (PB I5*f 637).
16. Development of Universal 12 and Dual 6 Cylinder Integ-
rally Shielded Distributors, Electrical & Mechanical De-
sign Corp., August 1951, (ATI 170 165, (3-*f)) 8
"The purpose was to design and develop an engineer-
ing model of a universal 12 and dual six-cylinder
integrally shielded distributor which woiild elimin-
ate radio interference emanation. Data are presen-
ted on various components. It is concluded that if
the distributors are properly installed and assemb-
led according to recommendations and precautions
listed, they should eliminate all unwanted radio
interference.
"
17. Distributed Resistance Ignition Cable, ELECTRONICS,
Vol. 2h
, Pg. 20*f, July 1951.
Describes suppressor ignition cable having a dis-
tributed resistance of approximately 5000 ohms per
foot which minimized ignition interference at TV
and FM frequencies.
18. Disturbing Effects of Electric Ignition Systems of the
Motors on Wireless Reception in Aircraft, ELEKTROTECH-
NISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT, Berlin, Vol. Mf, pg. 537, 1923o
19. F. J. M. Lauer, J. W. Allnatt, J. J. Randal. Effects of
Mistuning the Receiver on the Reception of AM and FM VHF
Broadcasting, Case No, 3355, Post Office Engineering De-
partment. London, England, Radio Report #212lf, Sept. IB,
1951, (ATI 160 578, (3-D).
"The effect of VHF broadcast receiver mis-tune is
more serious for FM than for AM reception in re-
spect of receiver noise, ignition-system interfer-
ence and quality of reproduction.
"
20. Peters, Blackburn & Hannon, Electrical Character of Spark
Discharge of Automotive Ignition Systems, JOURNAL OF RE-
SEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, Vol. 19,
pg. if01, Oct. 1937.
"To determine the character of a spark discharge
it is necessary to determine current and voltage
as functions of time. The measurement of these
quantities is facilitated by the use of the cath-
ode ray oscillograph, but due consideration must
be given to the effect of the measuring circuit,
hi

including connections to the oscillograph, on the
character of the discharge, especially in investi-
gations of automotive ignition circuits.
•'Two methods suitable for measuring the current in
the discharge with the cathode ray oscillograph
are (1) measurement of the voltage across a known
inductance, and (2) deflection of the cathode beam
by the magnetic field set up by the current. The
paper deals in detail with the application of these
two methods, including, in the first method, the
equations by which the current is derived, and the
method of calibrating the measuring circuit in both
methods.
"Analysis is made of oscillograms obtained by both
methods for the discharge in the calibrating cir-
cuits and in a typical ignition circuit. Crest
currents 50 to 80 amp were measured. The frequen-
cies ranged from 6 to 10 Me/s, the decrements from
08 to 0.^-0, and the energy expended from 0023
to 0.0135 j. The expended energy is found to
agree with the energy known to be stored in the
capacitance of the circuit at the beginning of the
discharge.
"
21. L. F. Curtis, Electrical Interference in Motor Car Re-
ceivers, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Volo
20, pp. 67*+-688, April 1932.
"In the high tension and low tension ignition cir-
cuits of present day motor cars there are three
sources of high frequency transients in time and
space. In the lighting generator there is another.
These radiations and their reduction to accept-
able levels to avoid pick-up by the supply and an-
tenna leads to the receiver and the best form of
antenna are discussed."
22. R. Sappe, Eliminating Noise in Auto Radios, RADIO AND
TELEVISION NEWS, Vol. 56, pp. 50-51, Aug. 1956.
Identifies source of vehicular radio interference
and describes methods of eliminating it,
23. Eliminating Spark Plug Disturbance in Automobile Radio,
RADIO ENGINEERING, Vol. 13, pg. 20, 1933.
2h. Elimination of Radio Interference in Aircraft, U. S.
Bureau of Aeronautics, NAVAER Report 16-5Q-517, March
19*f6, (PB L 8l895)o
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25. Gifford. End Auto Radio Interference, RADIO- ELECTRONICS,
Vol. 33, PP. *+0-lfl, January 1962.
26. H. Diamond and F. G. Gardner, Engine-Ignition Shielding
for Radio Reception in Aircraft, INSTITUTE OF RADIO EN-
GINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 18, pg„ 8^0, May 1930.
"The use of highly sensitive receiving equipment
on aircraft has made the problem of airplane-engine
ignition shielding an important one Ignition
shielding consists of so confining the electrical
fields of the ignition system that no interfering
signal can be set up in the radio receiving cir-
cuits. The problem in ignition shielding is chief-
ly the electrical and mechanical design of the ar-
rangement for shielding, as it is much more diffi-
cult to secure an assembly which will not adversely
affect the engine ignition system than to obtain
complete freedom from interference for the radio
equipment.
"The Bureau (of Aeronautics) has been in active co-
operation with airplane engine, magneto, spark plug
and cable manufacturers in an effort to develop a
safe method for effecting this shielding and to
make the necessary equipment commercially avail-
able. A metallic ignition manifold is employed
with high tension cable drawn through it in the
usual way The leads from the manifold to the
spark plugs and the groups of leads from the mani-
fold to the magneto outlets are enclosed in liquid-
proof flexible aluminum tubing with copper braid
on the outside to insure effective shielding. Each
flexible tubing is suitable fitted to the ignition
manifold and to the magnetos or spark plugs, as
the case may be. The magnetos are provided with
covers which completely enclose the distributor
blocks. A single outlet permits the use of an el-
bow fitting for connection to the large flexible
metal tubing. This elbow fitting differs for dif-
ferent types of engines. Outlets are provided in
the elbows for the booster and ground leads. The
spark plugs are of a type in which the shield is an
integral part and are provided with elbows for con-
nection to the smaller flexible metal tubing* The
ignition switch is enclosed in a metal cover, the
booster magneto is also covered, and the leads from
the magnetos to the ignition switch and booster
magneto are enclosed in flexible metal tubing. The
complete assembly insures electrical safety; mechani-
cal sturdiness; liquid-proofing of magnetos, spark




27- Campbell, Exit Ignition Noise, QST, Vol. *+3, PPo 30-33,
May 1959.
28. H. Page, G. G. Gouriet, An Experimental Investigation of
Motorvehicle Ignition Interference, B. B. C. QUARTERLY,
Vol. 3, PP. 182-192, October 19^8 C
Discusses the effects of ignition interference on
FM reception at frequencies of ^+5 and 90 Mc. Con-
cludes that interference was less with horizontal
polarization, and at 90 Mc (6 to 10 dbh"
29. R. W. George, Field Strength of Motorcar Ignition Be-
tween *+0 and >+50 Mc, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PRO-
CEEDINGS, Vol, 28, pp. V09-*+12, September 19^0.
"Measurements of motorcar-ignition peak field
strength were made on frequencies of *+0, 60, 100,
lV-0, 180, 2^0, and V50 megacycles. Propagation was
over Long Island ground and the receiving antennas
were 35 feet high and 100 feet from the road B Un-
der these conditions, the average field strength
varied about 2 to 1 over the frequency range.
Curves show the maximum field strength versus fre-
quency for 90, 50, and 10 per cent of all the meas-
urements. Vertical and horizontal polarization
are compared showing slightly greater field
strength, in general, for vertical polarization.
New cars, old cars, and trucks are compared show-
ing no large differences of ignition field strength*
"Some of the factors involved in motorcar-ignition
radiation are mentioned. Theoretical propagation
curves are included and the measuring system is
briefly discussed."
30. M. C. Anderson, How to Eliminate Auto Radio- Static, RA-
DIO AND TELEVISION NEWS, Vol. *+l, pp 8 38-39 +, May 19^9o
Describes methods for checking for ignition radia-
tion sources in an automobile and methods of cor-
recting them.
31. L. F Curtis, Ignition Disturbances, Proceedings of the
Radio Club of America, Oct 1936
.
32. G. F. Newell, Ignition Interference at Frequencies Below
100 Me/s: The Mechanism of Its Production, B. B, C.
QUARTERLY, Vol. 9, No. 3, PPo 175-18*+, March 195*+.
33. W. Nethercot, Ignition Interference; Its Nature, Magni-
tude, and Measurement; Methods of Suppression, WIRELESS




3*+. John B. Ledbetter, Ignition Interference to FM and Tele-
vision, RADIO- ELECTRONICS, vol. 20, pp u 30-31, June 19^+9,
Describes a series of tests by the RMA-SAE Commit-
tee on Vehicle Radio Interference to determine the
tolerable limits of interference. Tests indicated
that interference could be kept within tolerable
limits through the use of suppressors.
35. R. Scheldknecht, Ignition Interference to UHF Communica-
tion Systems, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS
ON RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. RFI-V, No. 3,
pp. 63-66, Oct. 1962.
"Some quantitative measurements on vehicular igni-
tion noise are reported in terms of the spectral
density of radiated power in the vicinity of 900 Me,
to assist in predicting the amount of interference
which must be considered In siting microwave com-
munication systems.
"The median radiated power of the ignition pulses
was determined to be -12 dbm and -22 dbm/Mc band-
width for trucks and passenger cars respectively,,
Conventional suppression techniques, normally ef- '
fective at lower frequencies, were found to have no
effect. Polarization of the receiving antenna also
had no statistical effect.
"The effects of such interference on the FM receiv-
ers and multiplex equipment of a troposcatter com-
munication link were also evaluated. The pulses
were audible whenever their received level exceed-
ed the desired signal level."
36. A. H. Ball, W. Nethercot, Ignition Interference with
Television Reception, INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGIN-
EERS, LONDON, PROCEEDINGS (AUTOMOBILE DIVISION) , Vol.
100, pt. 1, Sept. 1953: INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN-
EERS, LONDON, PROCEEDINGS, pg 9 299, Sept, 1953.
The paper deals with the measurement of the inter-
ference and methods of suppression and shows how
the interference producing radiation arises from
the capacitance component of the high-voltage ig-
nition spark. A large number of measurements of
the interference producing radiation from vehicles,
both with and without suppression, were made and
curves showing the magnitude of the Interference




37. C. M. Dean, Ignition Noise on the VHF and UHF, QST, Volo
XXVIII, No. 1, pg. M+, Jan. 19^+
.
"The use of much higher frequencies in mobile com-
munication has increased the problem of electrical
noise elimination. The author reviews the causes
of increased ignition interference and indicates
some factors which must be taken Into considera-
tion if satisfactory noise reduction is to be ob-
tained. "
38. G. Etzel, W. Pharo, Installation of Interference-Reduc-
tion Kit on Six Cylinder and Dual Six Ignition Engines,
Air Material Command.. Watson Lab
,
Army Signal Corps,
March 1950, (ATI 73860, (3->+))o
"The installation is made for the purpose of control-
ling electrical disturbances that cause undesirable
responses or malfunction of electronic equipment*
The installed mechanical and electrical interference-
reduction components of the kit include coil, dis-
tributor, spark-plugs, high-tension cables, genera-
tor, current-voltage regulator, associated filters
,
and low-tension wiring. The installation and
shielding procedures described are directly applic-
able to all vehicles using engines listed in the
appendix.
"
39. Elbert Robberson, Interference Problems on Small Boats,
RADIO AND TV NEWS. Vol. 57, pp. 38-39, May 1957? U. S
BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 7 9 No. 3, pg 29, July
1958 e
Describes methods of shielding ignition interfer-
ence sources in lieu of resistor spark plugs which
affect engine performance. Other sources are also
identified with recommended cures.
ho, A. Mason Brown, Interference Suppression for Automotive
Ignition Systems , Naval Civil Engineering Lab
,
Port
Hueneme, Calif., Pro.i. NY *fll 002-7, Technical Report
No, 070, Feb. 18, i960.
"A low-cost radio interference suppression harness
for automotive ignition systems is being developed
and is based on the following premises: (1) that
mild steel sheet-metal stampings could be substituted
for bronze castings as suppression shields; and
(2) that standardized parts might be designed to
fit all engines. Fabrication of the shielding com-
ponents from sheet metal successfully resulted in
providing satisfactory suppression characteristics*
Standardization of parts to include 3 different
h6

types of engines was partially successful. Proto-
type harnesses performed their function satisfac-
torily under in-service tests on Navy vehicles.
Radio interference suppression was good , ignition
system operation was good, and equipment mainten-
ance was nominal. No operating failures from
moisture condensation were experienced. However,
difficulties were experienced in making the origin-
al installations, and inconveniences were encount-
ered by mechanics in dismantling and reassembling
the harness components while making engine repairs,
"
*fl. Interference with Radio Reception on Aeroplanes, ELETTRO-
TSCNIA, Vol. 19, pg. 72^, 1932
.
*+2. Is the Interference with Reception in Aircraft Due En-
tirely to the Ignition System?, L 9 ONDE ELECTRIQUE, Vol,
9, pg. Mf6, 1930.
If3. Jet Ignition Systems, AERO DIGEST, Vol. 6*f, No 2, pg. 28,
Feb. 1952.
Mf. E. V. Kavanaugh, Investigation of the Effect of Resistor-
Suppressors upon Cold Starting (Truck i ton h x *+ ),
Coles Signal Lab., Signal Corps, U e S. Army, March 2^,
19^9.
**5. Killing Auto QRM in Your Receiver, RADIO NEWS, Vol. 19,
pg. 521, March 193*.
*+6. W. B. Smith, Magneto-Ignition Oscillations and Their
Elimination, CANADIAN JOURNAL 0? RESEARCH, Vol. 12,
pp. 505- 518, April 1935.
\7. A. H. Ball, W. Nethercot, The Magnitude of the Radio In-
terference in the Television Band from Ignition Systems
of Motor Vehicles, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Rept, WT 123, 1951.
h8, W. Hartell, V. Podbielski, Measurement and Analysis of
Ignition Interference -- 150 KC to 10 KMC, Master 8 s
Thesis, U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, May 1962.
"Results are given for screen room measurements of
a mock-up ignition system over the frequency range
of 150 KC to 10 KMC. Resistive high-tension leads
are compared W">th regular low resistance ignition
leads. Measurements were also made on a 1962 model
car over the same frequency range and are compared
with a proposed international limit for ignition
interference. Waveforms of current flow through
one spark plug and spectrum analyzer displays of
radiation are shown and discussed."
h7

i+9. E. Nano, C. Egidi, Measurement and Suppression of VHF Ra-
dio Interference Caused bv Motorcycles and Motor Cars,
INSTITUTE 0"^ RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RADIO FRE-
QUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. 3, No. 1, May 1961
,
"The problem of ignition interference and its re-
duction has been emphasized in Europe ^ due to the
simultaneous growth in both number of motor ve-
hicles, and in the number of FM and TV receivers.
The paper reports the results of a l~rge number of
interference measurements made on automobiles and
motorcycles. The data include the effects of vari-
ous suppression schemes. As a result of these
measurements, and taking into account existing
European standards, a draft of an international
standard was prepared for submittal to CISPR.
This proposed standard covers both methods of meas-
urement and limits."
50. C. C. Eaglesfield, Motor Car Ignition Interference, TORE-
LESS ENGINEER, Pg. 265, 0ct e 19*+6
"A simple theory is given of the mechanism of mo-
tor car ignition interference. Each spark gives
a radiated field of the form of an impulse of eas-
ily estimated area and extremely short duration^,
A car gives a train of such impulses for each norm-
al spark. The theory seems to fit the known facts "
51. F. R. W. Strafford, Motor Car Interference, WIRELESS
WORLD, Vol. M+, No, 5, PP. 103-ltff, Feb. 2, 1939? No. 6,
pp. 130-132, Feb. 9, 1939.
52. Motor Vehicle Ignition Interference, Post Office Memoran-
dum, WP2/3, No. 707, (British).
53. H. B. Davis, Noise Suppression on Small Boats, RADIO
NEWS, Vol. 32, pp. 1+7J+9, Oct. 19V-F.
5*+. Oscillations in the Magneto Ignition System and Their
Elimination: CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RESEARCH, Vol. 12,
April 1935.
55. R. Ruedy, Oscillations in Spark from Induction or Igni-
tion Coils and Their Suppression, CANADIAN JOURNAL OF RE-
SEARCH, Vol. 13, Sec. A, pp. 1*5-59, Sept. 1935.
56. B. H. Short, Physics of Automotive Radio Interference
Elimination, GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING JOURNAL, Vol. 1,
No. 5, PP. 36-^0, March-April 195^.
Deals with three sources of radio interference in
h8

the ignition system, i o e
,
ignition condenser and
breaker points, rotor gap, and spark plug. Sup-
pression by filtering and shielding are described.
Suppression of interference from the generator cir-
cuits are also dealt with.
57. Van Syckel, Production of Ignition Radio Shields, IRON
AGE, Vol. 158, pp. 56-58, Aug. 29, 19^6.
Production of ignition radio shields for aircraft^
involving the extensive use of silver alloy brazing
and special jigs, fixtures and gages, is described.
The production procedures outlined are also applic-
able to similar units for automobile and marine
shielding.
58. Fernald, Ouiet Please — Suppression of Electrical Inter-
ference in Vehicles, RADIO NEWS, Vol 8 30, pp. hl-h2*
July 19*4-3.
59. 1. H. Daniel, The Radiated Short Wave Disturbance from
Automobile Ignition Systems, British Electrical and Al-
lied Industries Research Association, Rept u M/T 63, 1939o
60. L. H. Daniel, The Radiation from Automobile Ignition
Systems at Ultra High Frequencies, British Electrical and
Allied Industries Research Association, Report M/T 82,
1W.
61. B. G. Pressey, G. E. Ashwell, Radiation from Car Igni-
tion Systems, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 26, pg. 31, Jan
19^9.
"This paper describes measurements which have been
made of the field strength of the radiation from a
typical motor-car ignition system, a matter of im-
portance in connection with interference to televi-
sion and other radio services, A wide-band (2 5
Mc/s bandwidth) measuring set with a cathode-ray
indicator unit was used and the field strength re-
corded was that corresponding to the peak of the
output signal. The results showed that the gener-
al level of the field was maintained throughout
the frequency range and that its value was approxi-
mately 10 mV/m at a distance of about 30 ft. (9 13+
metres). Measurements of the suppression of the
radiation by the insertion of block resistors and
resistive leads were also made. The secondary pul-
ses, which are associated with each nominal spark,
were also examined under unsuppressed and suppres-
sed conditions. The second part of the paper de-
scribes measurements of the radiation from a basic
I5.9

system consisting of a single plug and loop of wire.
The resonances which occur in the lead when block
resistors are inserted were also investigated and
it was shown that for certain positions of the re-
sistor there was an increase in the observed field
strength.
"
62. RFI Generated by Motor Vehicles, Bureau of Ships, NAV
SHIPS 900179, Jan. 1953, (AD 9038),
63. L. W. Thomas, Radio Interference Aboard Motor Torpedo
Boats, BUSHIPS, March 19*4-5, (PB 85950 )„
6k. Radio Interference: Condensors for Suppression on Short
Wave Lengths, ELECTRONICS, Vol, 116, pg e 378, March 20,
1936.
65. W. Nethercot, Radio Interference from Automobiles in the
Range 30 - 220 Mc/S, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Rept M/T 8l, 19*+5o
66. A. H. Ball, ¥. Nethercot, Radio Interference from Igni-
tion Systems — Comparison of American, German, and
British Measuring Equipment Techniques and Limits, INSTI-
TUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON, PROCEEDINGS,
Vol. 108, pt. B, pp. 273-278, May I96I.
"The paper records the results of some tests made
in the United States to compare results obtained
with American, German, and British radio- interfer-
ence measuring sets when measuring the interference
radiated by the ignition systems of motor vehicles.
The tests show the close agreement between the re-
sults obtained when using the various national meas-
uring sets and confirm the reliability and consis-
tency of measuring equipment conforming to the spec-
ification of the International Committee on Radio
Interference (C. I.S.P.R. ). They also attempt to
establish a relationship between the results of
peak and quasi-peak measurements. The paper also
tabulates and discusses the test conditions speci-
fied in the various countries and quotes the limits
of ignition interference recommended or statutory
in the countries concerned. A direct comparison
of these limits, which is made possible by these
measurements suggests that the existing and propos-
ed requirements of other countries are more onerous
than those of the United Kingdom^"
67. Radio Interference from Motor Vehicles — Comparison of
British and German Measuring Equipment, British Electri-




68. R. Thurston, V. Messina, Radio Interference Investiga-
tion of the Electrical System of a Vehicle, National Co.,
Inc., 1?57, (AD 108678).
69. Radio Interference Investigation Relative to Ficket
Boats; Letter Report, Navy Electronics Lab., Rept. No. 78.
Sept. 1, l ol+8.
70. C. D. Humphery, Radio Interference Measurements on Pratt
and Whitney Engines, Pratt and Whitnev Aircraft Report
586, Dec. 19^5.
71. E. Birch, Radio Interference Minimization Design on a
Champion Spark Plug, Burroughs Corporation, Oct. 1953?
(AD 35287).
"The Champion Spark Plug Company Model B 600 ERS
Service Unit Spark Tester employs an electrical
circuit which simulates an auto ignition system a
Included in the electrical circuit of the unit are
an on-off sx^itch and. a vibrating contact. There
is also high voltage arising in the spark plug un-
der test. These three sources of interference ren-
der this unit an excellent device for conducting
research on minimizing interference from contact
and high voltage arcing "
72. Leonard W. Thomas, Radio Interference on a Modern Park-
way, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. h, No. 6,
PP. 29-31, October 1955.
Ignition interference measurements in the frequency
range lU- KC to 1000 MC were made adjacent to an ex-
pressway. Distances varied from M-OO to 2700 feet.
Highest levels of interference were from trucks
powered by gasoline engines. None of the diesel
powered trucks caused any noticeable interference.
Tests were run continuously over a ^0-hour period.
73. Radio Interference Radiation Tests on an Alternating Cur-
rent Power System for Automotive Equipment, Naval Civil
Engineering Lab. , Port Hueneme, Calif. , N-07I, Jan. 1952
7^. N. Hendry, Radio Interference — The Effect of Suppres-
sors on 'Engine Performance, AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING, Vol.
30, pp. 167-173, June 19^0.
75. A. E. Teachman, Radio Noise in Aircraft Engines, AERO-
NAUTICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW, Vol. k, No. 8, Aug. 19^5*
"Characteristics of the ignition impulse and its
radio-frequency effects are outlined. It is shown
51

that resonant oscillations in the ignition system
occur above 10 Mc and that resistance wire igni-
tion cable markedly reduces the intensity of these
oscillations. Filters for magneto grounding cir-
cuits are found to have a limited value in the VHF
range. Shielding concepts and the principles of
shielding design are presented with emphasis on the
problem of obtaining continuity of the shield at
joints and partinr surfaces. Conducting gaskets
of various types are described and the conditions
that they must satisfy to achieve shielding effect-
iveness are stated. Some recent tests show wide
differences in the shielding effectiveness of vari-
ous types of flexible shielding conduit. Practical
testing methods for the design engineer are sugges-
ted."
76. Neubauer, Radio Reception Interferences by the Ignition
System. Fartial Report I: Evaluation of Various Spark
Plug Shieldings in Ultra Short-wave Reception, AAF T-2
Translation 909, Nov. 19^6.
77. Radio Shielding of Aircraft Engine Ingition Systems
,
Army Air Force Material Command i Serial TN-92-1, w* Xi-
Xii, May 191+lf.
78. Radio Shielding of Aircraft Ignition Systems, Air Mater-
ial Command Engineering Division, Aircraft Lab. , Wright-
Patterson AFB, July 19^6, (PB-117 75D.
79. V. Zeluff, Reduced Ignition Interference, ELECTRONICS,
Vol. 22, pg. 118, July 19^9.
Describes tests by the Electric Auto-Lite Company
with resistor type spark plugs.
80. L. G. Sands, Reducing Citizens Band Ignition Noise, ELEC-
TRONICS WORLD, Vol. 66, pp. 36-38, Aug. 1961.
81. W. Nethercot, Relation Between the Sparking Plug Current
and the Short Wave Radiation Produced by Ignition Sys-
tems, British Electrical and Allied Industries Research
Association, Rpt. M/T 53, 1938 e
82. M. S. Kay. Servicing Hints on Auto Radio Interference,
RADIO NEWS, Vol. 33, pp. ^8-^9, April 191+5.
83. W. Nethercot, Short-Wave Interference from Ignition Sys-
tems, British Electrical and Allied Industries Research
Association, Rpt. M/T *+7, 1937.
52

8*f. Short-Wave Interference from Ignition Systems, British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association,
Rpt. M/T 62 and Rpt. M/T 63, 1938.
85. F. J. M. Lauer, J. W. Allnatt, J. J. Randall, The Signal/
Interference Ratios Needed for the Satisfactory Recep-
tion of AM and FM UHF Broadcasting in the Presence of
Ignition-System Interference, Case No. 3355, Post Office
Engineering Department, London, Sept. 18, 1951, (ATI 16*+
573 (3-D).
"A series of subjective tests is described which
was designed to determine the signal/interference
ratios needed for the satisfactory reception of UHF
broadcasting in the presence of motor-vehicle igni-
tion system interference. The results are quoted for
the reception of AM and * 75 Kc FM signals using an
effective audio bandwidth of 10 Kc e The tests show
that for equal disturbances the tolerable r-f level
of ignition-system noise may be about 15 db higher
for FM than for AM reception, for interference just
strong enough to cause annoyance "
86. Spark Plug Reduces Interference, RADIO CRAFT, Vol. 19,
pg. 86, Sept. 19^8.
Describes a resistor spark plug developed by the
Electric Auto-Lite Co. that suppressed radiation
to 35 millivolts/m from 9+0 Kc to 150 Mc at 50
feet from engine.
87. Spark Screening of Aircraft Engines, ELEKTROTECHNISCHE
ZEITSCHRIFT, Berlin, Vol. 51, pg. lblO, 1930.
88. W. Nethercot, The Study of the Capacitance Spark in Auto-
mobile Ignition Systems with Special Reference to Short
Wave Radio Interference, British Electrical and Allied
Industries Research Association, Rpt. M/T 62, 1939.
89. Browning, Suppressing Auto Radio Noise, RADIO NEWS, Vol.
15, pg. *H0, Jan. 193^.
90. E. A. Robertson, L. M. Hull, Suppressing Ignition Inter-
ference on Radio Equipment of Aircraft, SAE JOURNAL,
Vol. 27, pg. 28, July 1930c
"After discussing the nature of the interference,
the authors discourse on the suppression of igni-
tion interference by means of shielding. A con-
structive tendency in recent shielding development,
they say, is the extension of the idea that a
shielding system which holds together under service
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conditions, If intelligently designed, may be just
as successful in keeping water, oil, and dirt out
of the ignition as it is in keeping noise out of
the radio. The remainder of the paper is devoted
to a discussion and i litis trations of various shield-
ing systems now in commercial or experimental use,
which are designed for complete housing of all im-
portant current-carrying circuits on the airplane
engine. In the discussion, the belief is stated
that no shielding at present has fully met the day-
in-and-day-out gr^'nd of transport operations, and
that it probably will develop for some time yet
and will be evolved slowly. Tests of radio equip-
ment made in a four-place cabin plane, having a
J-5 nine-cylinder engine that was not shielded,
are described. Doubt is expressed whether a worth-
while distinction will be made between the neces-
sary shielding for long-wave and short-wave recep-
tion in the plane. The remainder of the discussion
is largely concerned with details regarding the
merits of vertical versus horizontal antennas, sen-
sitivity of receiving sets, the best types of mast
and their manner of mounting, and the like."
91. Suppressing Radiation from Car Electrical Systems, WIRE-
LESS WORLD, pg. 18, July 1*+, 1933,
92. F. E. Butler, Suppressing Radio Noise in the Jeep, ELEC-
TRONICS, Vol. 16, pp. 96-99, Dec. 19^3.
Discusses minimizing interference in communication
jeeps by careful body bonding and standardized fil-
tering.
93. C. Attwood , Suppression and Car Performance, WIRELESS
WORLD, Vol. M+. No. 15, pp. 3 I+5- 1+6, April 15, 1939.
9*+. C. Attwood, B. Cole, Suppression and the Petrol Engine.
WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. If6, pp. 288-290, June 19^0.
95. G. Erowning, R. Hoskins, Suppression of Auto Radio Noise,
ELECTRONICS. Vol. 6, pg. 273, Oct. 1933.
Results of tests relating radiated interference to
distance for a given frequency. Recommendations
for the locating of the radio antenna and instal-
lation of the radio are given.
96. Suppression of Ignition Systems of Automobiles, British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association,
Rpt. M/T 28, 193 1+.

97. Test and Evaluation of Distributed Resistance Ignition
Cable, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Naryland,
Aug. 195^, (AD-39P72).
"Investigations of the effectiveness of distribu-
ted resistance ignition cable as compared to
lumped suppressors in the control of impulse in-
terference from vehicular ignition systems were
performed. The results of these investigations
indicate a marked similarity in the interference
suppression characteristics of the two methods.
Supplementary tests showed that the effectiveness
of the distributed resistance cable can be greatly
improved by the addition of shielding at each
spark plug.
"
98. Test of Braid Shielded Ignition Cables for Tactical Ve-
hicles, Coles Signal Lab., Test Report # T-1279, Aug. 1
1952.
"Both the Auto-Lite single braid shield and the
General Electric double braid shield ignition
cables provide adequate shielding to meet the re-
quirements of MIL-S-10379-A when installed in
typical tactical vehicles in conjunction with
integrally suppressed spark plugs and ignition
units.
"
99. Guy D. Johnson, Jr. , Tests on Integrally Shielded and
Suppressed Champion Type RC-10S No. 1283 and AC type
If3 5" BA Automotive Spark Flugs, Detroit Signal Lab.
Engineering Memo D-186-E-S-M-5, Nov. 19lf*f.
100. W. Scholz, G. Faust, The Ultra Short Wave Interference
Suppression of the Electrical Ignition System of Motor
Vehicles, TELEGRAPHEN -UND RADIOGENOOTSCHAP, Vol. 28,
No. 11, pp. ^09-^11, Nov. 1939.
101. L. T. Scharmen, Use of Conductive Rubber for Vehicular
Radio Interference, IJ. S. Detroit Signal Lab. Engineer-
ing Memo, #D-259-3-S-*+5, Feb. 19^5, (PB L 85962).
102. Anderson, Vehicular RFI Conference, QST, Vol* *+3, pg.
39, Oct. 1959,/ •
103. Vehicular Radio Noise Suppression, Proceedings of the
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction. Armour Re-
search Foundation, pp. 12-19, Dec. 195^ , (AD-76 686
)
e
"This paper deals with the sources of interfer-
ence present in the ignition and charging circuits,
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and describes methods of suppressing these noises.
Gage noises and their suppression arc covered.
Various additional suppression procedures are de-
scribed. In order to consider the most effective
suppression for the various devices in a vehicular
electrical system, it is necessary that we under-
stand the characteristics of these components.
For that reason we shall break the complete elec-
trical circuit into two functional groups."
l(h. Gilbert Sunbergh, VHF Ignition Noise, ELECTRONIC INDUS-
TRIES, pp. 9^- 97, Nov. 19*Af.
"Study of the aircraft radio noise problem yields
new facts of vital interest to all radio manufac-
turers. "
105. R. L. Baker, J. LeFort, VHF-UHF Ignition Interference
Survey, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland
Jan. 1952.
"Tests with the AN/ARC-27 communication equipment
and AN/ARR-27 radar relay receiver indicated that
present ignition systems for aircraft reciprocat-
ing engines are satisfactory and will not cause
significant interference in the VHF-UHF range with




INTERFERENCE FROM FLUORESCENT LAMPS
A fluorescent lamp contains low pressure mercury vapor.
When a voltage is applied to the electrodes of the tube the
mercury vapor is ionized by the flow of electrons in the
tube. The mercury vapor is then de-ionized and releases
ultra-violet radiation. In order to radiate light in the
visible region the inside of the tube is phosphor coated*
The coating is excited by the ultra-violet radiation and re-
radiates visible light. Since, in effect, the lamp operates
with a continuous arc, it causes radio interference. It has
been determined that there are three ways that the interfer-
ence can be transmitted to a receiver:
(1) Direct radiation from the lamp to the receiver's
antenna;
(2) Conduction along the power line from the lamp to
the receiver;
(3) Radiation from the power line with pick up by
the receiver's antenna.
One of the earliest published measurements of radiation
from a fluorescent lamp, ref. (20), was conducted by C. Young,
in l°kk. Direct radiation at 1000 kc from a filtered and un-
filtered 1^-watt lamp is shown in the table (Fig. IV - l) a
The results indicate that interference drops off rapidly
with distance and that capacitor type filtering is very
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Distance in Feet Radio Noise
between Antenna Microvolts/meter Microvolts/meter








Fig. IV - 1 Table of Values o^ Radiation from a 15-watt
Fluorescent Lamp
effective. Measurements of conducted interference along the
supply lines at 1000 kc were as follows
:
Unfiltered — 390 microvolts
Filtered — 19 microvolts
It was concluded that direct radiation at the frequen-
cies measured was not a problem, but that radiation from and
conduction along supply lines are important factors. Cer-
tain fluorescent tubes gave off considerably more interfer-
ence than others due to oscillations in the tube e A notice-
ably bright spot near one of the heaters would appear in the
oscillating tube. Meaurements taken several years later, re-
ported in ref. (9), indicated that the interference occurred
at intervals over a wide band of frequencies, extending from
less than 100 kc to 3000 mc, and that there was no harmonic
relationship between the observed frequencies. Measurements
of the interference levels of filament (preheat) type versus
the instant start (cold cathode) type fluorescent tubes were
were conducted by the Charleston Naval Shipyard and described
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in ref. (23). It was determined that the interference lev-
els generated by the instant start lamps were considerably
higher than those generated by the filament type lamps.
This was true for both radiated and conducted interference
levels.
Wright and Zimmermann proposed, in ref. (h)
,
a method
of evaluating the effectiveness of noise suppression schemes
by measuring the line to ground voltages. Their proposal
was to compare the ballast to be evaluated with a reference
ballast. This is done by rapidly switching the lamps from
reference to test ballasts and comparing the line to ground
voltages of the two ballasts, "^pressed mathematically the
comparison ratio in db equals 20 lognn V./V where V. is the
average line to ground voltage of the test ballast and Vr is
the average line to ground voltage of the reference ballast.
The suf^ested filtering scheme "or the reference is the ap-
plication of 0.01 microfarad capacitors across each lamp in
the system.
The Material Lab., New York Naval Shipyard, has conduc-
ted a series of tests on interference from both hot and cold
cathode type lamps. The results are reported in refs. (5),
(6) and (10). It was found that most of the radiated radio
interference from various types of fluorescent lamps occurs
at frequencies below 10 mc. The magnitude of the maximum
peak interference, when measured three feet from the lamp,
was in the order of thousands of microvolts. The maximum
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interference -usually occurs in the very low frequency range
around 15 kc and falls off as the frequency increases. It
was found that f 3 tting the fixture with a louver of either
conducting glass, 50 ohms per square foot, or an aluminum
honeycomb reduced the radiation to zero with only a V$% re-
duction in light.
Investigations into the origin of interference in the
lamp were carried on by van Boort, Klerk, and Kruithof and
are described in ref. (19). By means of an oscillogram the





Fig. IV - 2 Fluorescent Lamp Waveform
It was shown that the high-frequency voltage is very
strong at the beginning of each half-cycle, just when the
voltage across the lamp reaches the ignition potential.
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This was called the "ignition interference". In many cases
a higher peak appears at the end of each half cycle. This
was termed "the extinction interference". It was further de-
termined that ignition and extinction oscillations are gener-
ated during the half cycle in which the electrode concerned
is the cathode. This was therefore designated as cathode in-
terference. The oscillations in the middle of the half cycle
arise when the electrode concerned is the anode, and these
are referred to as anode interference. Further investigation
showed that the cathode interference is made up chiefly of
components with frequencies higher than about 350 kc while
the anode interference contained mainly components with fre-
quencies lower than 250 kc. It was theorized that cathode
interference was due to the oscillations of positive ions in
the potential minimum which occurs in front of the cathode
when the discharge current is lower than the saturation cur-
rent of the cathode As a means of suppressing conducted in-
terference the authors recommended: (1) splitting the choke
into two parts to reduce symmetrical components; (2) using a
low capacitive choke to reduce the asymmetrical component
f
(3) using a three capacitor delta filter which reduces the





1. Avoiding Radio Interference from Fluorescent Lighting
Installations, ELECTRONIC NEWS, Vol. 53, No„ 9, Pg. 29,
ray 19^; RADIO NEWS, Vol. 32, pg iV?, Nov. 19Mf.
2. A. C. Hoyle, Cutting Interference from Fluorescents,
ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 115, pg. 13 ,+ 1+, April 19, 19M-1.
Describes three ways for interference to reach the
radio receiver: (1) direct radiation from the lamp
to aerial circuit; (2) direct radiation from elec-
tric supply line to aerial circuit; (3) line feed-
back from lamp through service line to radio.
Methods of suppression are also discussed.
3. D. B. Clark, Evaluation of Interference Suppression of
Fluorescent Lamps, TR 166, Naval Civil Engineering Lab.
Port Hueneme, Calif., Oct. 6, 1961, (AD-265 780)
"The evaluation of the interference characteristics
of commercial fluorescent fixtures advertised as
interference-free, including both hot-cathode and
cold-cathode lamps, demonstrates that those fixtures
xtfhich are completely enclosed electrically are free
of interference. A hot-cathode instant-start fix-
ture, with conducting-glass door panel, interchange-
able with an aluminum honeycomb door panel covering
a one-piece metal fixture proved to be greater than
6db below the specification limits shown in BuShips
MIL-I-l6910(A). The cold-cathode lamps tested
failed to meet specification limits. An enclosed
fixture which failed to pass specification tests
was modified by electrically bonding at all junc-
tures at approximately 2-inch intervals, including
the 2-inch by 2-inch by 1-3/8-inch-deep grill . By
this means interference was reduced to an accept-
able level. Light emission from the interference-
free commercial fixture was measured, and the con-
ducting-glass panel and the honeycomb aluminum pan-
el caused a loss of approximately 10$. Replace-
ment of the nonconducting panel-closure gaskets
with radio- frequency-suppressing gasket stripping,
resulted in an average reduction of 7 db in the mag-
netic induction field."
h, F. H. Wright, S. A. Zimmermann, Evaluation of Radio In-
fluence Voltages in Fluorescent Lighting Systems, ELEC-




The principal subjects considered are:
(1) The mechanism of r-f energy coupling between
the lighting system and the radio?
(2) A test method that makes possible the assign-
ment of an approximate numerical value to the
probable radio influence voltage of a fluores-
cent lighting system;
(3) A statistical means of critically evaluating
the probable radio influence voltage of a
fluorescent light system.
5. Gerald Roca, Evaluation of Radio Interference from Hot
Cathode Fluorescent Lamps, Material Lab
,
New York Naval
Shipyard, Brooklyn, July 31, 1957 > (AD-l>+3 626
)
"The report shows a method of virtually eliminat-
ing radiated radio interference from hot cathode
fluorescent lights by the use of suitable shield-
ing materials in the fixture. These materials are
conducting glass and metallic honeycomb louvers.
These, together with the use of suitable line fil-
ters to reduce the conducted radio interference
to within prescribed military specification limits,
can eliminate fluorescent lights as a significant
source of radio interference In military installa-
tions."
6. Fluorescent Lighting, Interference Free, Material Lab*
,
New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, Jan. 7 9 1958
>
(AD-158 138).
"Various gaseous-discharge illuminating devices
were tested for radio interference., Results indi-
cated that most of the radiated radio interference
from fluorescent lamps occurred at frequencies be-
low 10 mc. In general, under equal conditions,
the cold cathode type of fluorescent lamp did not
appear to have significantly less radio interfer-
ence than a hot cathode type lamp. The order of
maximum peak interference from fluorescent lamps
was in the thousands of microvolts; this maximum
interference usually occurred in the very low fre-
quency range around 0.015 mc and diminished as the
frequency increased. No large amount of interfer-
ence from fluorescent lighting aboard ship was en-
countered when antenna leads and receivers were
adequately shielded. Interference was encountered
from fluorescent lamps on shore installations. A
technique was developed to reduce the radio inter-
ference by using rapid start lamps and installing
a "pi" type power line filter in the fixture, to-
gether with the installation in the bottom of the
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fixture of a louver of conducting glass (50 ohms
per square) or a honeycomb louver of aluminum."
7. Fluorescent Lighting May Affect Radio Reception, SCIENCE
NEWS LETTER, Vol. 50, pg Q 207, Sept. 28, 191+6.
8. L. Blok, H. F. Oscillations in Sodium Lamps, PHILIPS
TECHNICAL REVIEW, Vol. 1, pp. £7-90, March 1936.
9. Interference from Fluorescent Tubes, WIRELESS WORLD,
Vol. 56, No. 3, PP. 93-9^, March 1950.
Describes measurement and waveform of interference
from fluorescent tubes that were oscillating near
one of the heaters. Methods of suppression are
also discussed.
10. Gerald Roca, Investigation of Radio Interference from
Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamps, Material Lab., New York
Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, July 11, 1957, (AD-l*+0 888).
"The radio interference was analyzed and measured
from a production model of an 85-w cold cathode
fluorescent lamp (SR-2lf-lAf) manufactured by the
Cold Cathode Lighting Corp. , Long Island City,
N. Y. which uses a metallic honeycomb louver
(Honeylite). The louver holes are i in deep and
5/16 in. across the diap-onal of the hexagon e Two
H— ft. CC-35-IS cold-cathode larps were used. Al-
though the measured radiated radio interference
3 ft. directly below the fixture was as much as
2600ytor/m (at 0.02 mc) with the louver open, such
interference was zero throughout the s 1m— to
1000-mc range when the louver x^as closed. The con-
ducted radio interference measurements were within
the limits of Spec. MIL-I-16910A dated 30 Aug. 195^.
Light transmission of the honeycomb was about 85%
directly below the fixture."
11. J. W. Culp, Noise in Gaseous Discharge Lamps, ILLUMINAT-
ING ENGINEERING, Vol. *+7, pp* 37-^6, January 1952
.
12. H. L. Steele, Jr., A Preliminary Report on Physical Pro-
cesses in the Fluorescent Lamp which Cause Radio Noise,
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING, Vol. *f°, No. 7, pp 3 J+9-356,
July 195^
.
13. L F. Shorey, S. M. Gray, A Preliminary Study of Radio
Interference as Caused by Fluorescent Larrps in the Home,




Ih. E. F. Weinberger. G. A. Roca, RF Shielding of Fluores-
cent Lamps. ELECTRICAL MANUFAC TURING, Vol. 6^, pp 189-
190, Nov. 1959.
15. Radio Interference by Fluorescent Lamps, LIGHT & LIGHTING,
Vol. >+0, pg. ifO, Feb. 19V7.
16. Radio Interference Evaluation of Cold Cathode Fluores-
cent Lighting Installations, Naval Civil Engineering
Lab., Port Hueneme, Calif.. April 1957, N-301.
17. J. M. Rousseau. Radio Interference from Fluorescent
Lamps. ELECTRICAL NEWS & ENGINEERING, Vol. 57, No. 6,
pp. if8-1+9, March 15, 19^8.
18. J. H. Campbell, C. L. Amick, Radio Interference from
Fluorescent Lamps, ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE,
Vol. lf°, No. 8, TV . *k, 139, Aug. 1950.
19. H. J. J. van Boort, M. Klerk, A. A. Kruithof, Radio In-
terference from Fluorescent Lamps, PHILIPS TECHNICAL RE-
VIEW, Vol. 20, No. 5, pp. 135-1h4, 1958-9,
"Radio reception, particularly of weak stations in
the medium-wave band, is sometimes subject to inter-
ference from high frequency oscillations generated
in fluorescent lamps and entering the receiver via
the mains. Quantitative information on this irregu-
lar phenomenon is obtained with a standard test
arrangement, the results being analyzed statisti-
cally. The authors describe an investigation on
this basis into the strength of the interference
penetrating into the mains with various types of
lamps and ballasts. They indicate what they be-
lieve to be the cause of the interference and dis-
cuss some methods of reducing its penetration into
the n-ains.
"
20. C. S. Young, Radio Noise from Fluorescent Lamps, EDISON
ELECTRICAL INSTITUTE BULLETIN, Vol. 12, pg 9 59, Feb.
19M+; POWER PLANT ENGINEERING, Vol. If8, pp. 105-6, Dec.
19^+.
Describes measurements of radiation from a filtered
and unfiltered 15 watt desk lamp. Indicates that
the most important source of interference is radia-
tion from and conduction along supply lines.
21. G. Walters, Suppression of Radio Interference in Fluores-
cent Lighting Installations, ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING,
Vol. 5+9, No. 6, pp. 295-300, June 1951+.




ains Voltage Fluorescent Lamps, ELECTRICAL TIMES, Vol.
105, No. 27^8, TV. 716- 719 ? June 22, 19,+lf.
23. Tests Indicate Interference Levels Generated by Fluores-
cent Lamps, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 3, No a 6
PP. 33-35, Oct. 19?1*-.
In the whole series of measurements (150 kc - 27 mc)
the interference levels generated by the instant
start lamps were considerably higher than those
generated by the filament type lamps. This \\ras






It is a well established fact that corona discharge is
a source of power line interference with radio reception.
A. S. Denholm points out in ref. (39) that the relationship
between corona and radio interference was examined in the
early 1930' s. However the cause of interference was not ap-
parent until G. W. Trichel in the latter half of the 1930 9 s
found the pulse forms that could be present in the corona
discharge. Trichel showed in ref. (32) that the discharge
from a negative point contained fast, regular pulses which
increased in frequency as the voltage was raised. Trichel
also reported in ref. (33) on the first measurements of the
pulses present in positive point corona. Two forms of pulses
exist in positive point corona, burst and streamer ptilses. '
Severe interference is normally associated with the streamer
pulses, but both positive and negative point corona can
cause interference.
A-c and d-c corona characteristics are discussed by G.
R. Slemon in ref. (*+l). Slemon points out that it is neces-
sary for a certain critical voltage gradient to exist before
ionization (or corona discharge) can take place. The gra-
dient required for a conductor of radius r in air is given by
e £1.8 K [ I + ^^- ] kv/cm. Eq,. 19




b = pressure in millimeters of mercury
t = temperature in degrees centigrade
The voltage which will produce this surface ionizing gra-
dient is given by
ec = 9c * f$7r) cosh"
l
(-|) kv peak Eq. 2
where s = spacing from conductor center to ground plane in
centimeters.
Slemon also reported that once the critical voltage gra-
dient, or corona threshold voltage, had been reached the ra-
dio noise increased almost linearly with an increase in sup-
ply voltage. Radio noise, audible noise, and visible light
were all observed simultaneously at the corona threshold
voltage. Typical curves of radio noise are given in Fig. V
1.
Rfccno Noise
30 Kv Supply 4-0 Km Supply 30 Kv Supply
Pig. V - 1 Typical Curves of Increased Radio Noise as
Supply Voltage is Increased
The 60 cycle timing wave is in phase with the supply voltage,
Slemon noted that when a positive direct current was ap-
plied to a line, no radio noise was observed until approxima-
tely twice the a-c corona threshold voltage was reached.
With a negative d-c voltage applied, radio noise was again
observed only after the a-c corona threshold voltage had
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been exceeded by a considerable amount. A typical pattern of
negative d-c radio noise is shown in Fig. V - 2.
Fig. V - 2 Waveform of Radio Noise Generated by 50 kv
Negative d-c Voltage
In general, the waveform appears to be a mixture of pulses
of random amplitude. Repetition frequencies increase with
increased voltage.
In ref. (11), S. B. Griscom, et al, present a very
plausible explanation for the varying amplitudes, pulse
widths, and random repetition rates. They point out that
the radio noise which is measured at any one point will be
the resultant of corona discharges at many points along the
line. The sharpest pulses, with rise times in the order of
0.01 microsecond and decay time constants of about 0.1 micro-
second, are those which occur in the immediate vicinity of
thp measurement location. Other pulses with longer rise and
decay times and smaller amplitudes are the result of corona
pulses which occurred at other locations and have been de-
formed in shape and attenuated by traveling along varying
lengths of line.
Equations (1) and (2) above show some of the factors
that affect corona discharge and levels of power line inter-
ference. These are air pressure, temperature, conductor ra-
dius, and conductor spacing. Other factors which influence
radio noise on power lines are precipitation, contamination
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of lines, and conductor configuration.
With the trend toward higher voltage transmission lines,
the voltage effect on RI (radio influence) is becoming more
important every year. A typical plot of RI field intensity
versus phase-to-phase voltage is given in Fig. V - 3. This
was extracted from ref. 0+3).
All references which were reviewed also indicated that
radio influence from corona is highest at lower frequencies
.
Typical plots of RI versus frequency, again taken from ref.
(!+3)> are shown in Fig. V - h.
Many reports on studies of the effects of precipitation
on radjo noise were reviewed. Typical results are presented
by J. Kaminski , et al, in ref. (1*0. In general, it can be
seen in Fig. V - 5 that wetting of conductors decreases the
corona threshold voltage by a factor of three or four.
Kaminski states that RI levels may be increased by factors
of four to 25 by wetting conductors.
In ref. (68) the Hinchman Corporation reports that the
interference level caused by snow is dependent upon the wet-
ness of the snow. Similarily, interference levels of trans-
mission Ijnes operating in fog would depend upon the amount
of condensation upon the conductors. In general, higher rel-
ative humidity would cause greater condensation and more in-
terference.
The presence of contaminants, such as salt spray depos-
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and Charles J. Miller, Jr. as reported in ref. (23), the
presence of a contaminant increased the radio noise from
zero to h2 t)0 microvolts in one laboratory experiment in
which all other factors were held constant.
The effect of conductor diameter upon radio noise can
be seen in equation (2). Smaller diameter conductors re-
quire less voltage for corona discharge; therefore, higher
RI levels can be expected.
Fig. V - 6, from ref. (M-O), shows that bundle conduc-
tors in general have higher corona threshold voltages as the
number of conductors is increased. The RI field intensity
also decreases as the number of conductors in the bundle is
increased. The major disadvantage in using bundled conduc-
tors is higher initial cost.
s
Fig. V - 6 RI Intensity
Variation With Voltage In







From equation (2) one would conclude that a reduction
in separation between conductors would decrease the corona
threshold voltage, thereby increasing radio noise. In ref.
(6P) the Hinchman Corporation relates that this is true be-
tween conductors and between conductors and ground; however,
it appears that the field pattern is disturbed to such an
extent that r~f noise transverse to the conductors is de-
creased. This was confirmed in field tests by the Bonneville
Power Administration in 19^6. These same tests showed that
decreasing the height above ground of conductors also de-
creased radio noise.
The cure to power line interference problems should
start with good system design. Present day techniques make
it possible to predict RI levels before a line is construc-
ted. In 19^0, L. V. Blake proposed six practical construc-
tion rules for reducing RI. These rules, given in ref. (38),
are:
(1) Maintain tight hardware:
(2) Keeip ground wires clear of ungrounded hardware:
(3) Keep guy wires clear of all other wires and
hardware;
(V) Keep tie wires tight:
(5) Use proper insulators and pins;
(6) Remove "haywire" found hanging on line wires.
However additional techniques are used today. One technique
is the use of shields over insulators to eliminate
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contamination, thereby reducing arcing. Refs. (9) and (35)
describe such shields, Ref. (12) illustrates a corona
Shield that may be used on suspension assemblies. Ref. (8)
describes how adherent conductive coatings were used to
cover insulators and increase the corona threshold voltage,
thus reducing RI.
Thus far in this chapter only radio noise generated by
a power line and its associated hardware has been considered
.
Other sources of power line interference are possible and,
in many cases, are even more serious a problem. Transmis-
sion lines may act as antennas and pick up electromagnetic
energy from a variety of radiating sources, conduct that en-
ergy long distances and then reradiate the energy or conduct
it to the power supply of a piece of equipment. Reradiation
is normally not too serious because at relatively short dis-
tances (several hundred feet) from the line the interference
intensity is negligible. The elimination of conducted inter-
ference is covered in Chapter XI, Suppression. A relatively
new method of attacking both the reradiated and conducted in-
terference problem is discussed in ref. (16) by D. B. Clark
and J. L. Brooks. They describe tests on a four mile,
13.2 kv, three phase power line which utilized conventional
conductors wrapped with a high-permeability tape. Broad-
spectrum (30 cps to 1 kmc) electromagnetic interference
which was induced at one end of the line was attenuated with-
in two miles to bring the line noise level down to the
7h

natural ambient level. Radiated field, intensity decreased






1. C. E. Mercier, W. E. Elliott, Analysis and Elimination
of Corona Effects, ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING, Vol. 60,
pp. llfCUf?, Nov., 1957.
2. D. C. Ports, Analysis of Radio Frequency Interference in
Transmission Lines and Filters, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
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A general procedure for calculating attenuation con-
stants for radio noise, using Maxwell's equations,
are given. The contributions to attenuation of
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of calculated and measured attenuation constants
are given.
h. G. E. Adams, Calculation of Radio Interference Level of
Transmission Lines Caused by Corona Discharges, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3
(Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol. 75, PP» *t11-18, June
1956.
5. W. A. Schulz, Can Radio Noise from Loose Hardware be
Eliminated?, ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER, Vol. 15, pp. 59-
60, Oct. 1937.
6. C. J. Miller, Jr., Characteristics of Smooth Bundled Con-
ductors, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 75, pg. 598, July
1956.
This article describes laboratory experiments
carried out to determine corona and radio-interfer-
ence characteristics of bundled conductors. Com-
parisons are made with theoretical calculations.
7. D. B. Clark, R. D. Hitchcock, Contiguous Wrapping of
Transmission Line Conductors with High-mu Tape for Large
Radio Interference Attenuation, Proceedings of the 5th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, pp. 560-77, Oct. 1959, (AD-235 873)*
"This paper describes the application of a high-
permeability SiFeMg tape to a transmission line,
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resulting in high attenuation of rad io-frequency
energy in the range of interference frequencies
found normally on transmission lines. A theoreti-
cal treatment is presented of a long conductor
coated with a high-permeability material. The re-
sults of this analysis show a great magnification
of the skin effect losses at frequencies above the
power transmission frequency, and are supported by
experimental measurements made on three long con-
ductors wrapped with a thin, high-permeability
tape. A small helical air gap was formed in the
wrapping of two of the transmission lines to re-
duce saturation effects which would normally occur
on lines distributing power. The attenuation
measured on these lines was about half that of the
fully wrapped line, but gave much lower standing
wave ratios and a low characteristic impedance
phase shift. The attenuation of these lines was
large compared to the attenuation of a bare line.
It is expected that high-permeability tape coat-
ings with a gap will prove to be useful and prac-
tical technique for reducing interference on power
transmission lines."
8. Edward Bennett and G. L. Fredenhall, Control of Poten-
tial Over Insulator Surfaces, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Vol. 5>+, pp. 108>+-87, Oct. 1935*
"To reduce radio interference caused by corona from
pin insulators, adherent conducting coatings or
films usually are applied to the central portions
of the heads of the insulators, and metal thimbles
or conducting coatings in the pin holes. By ex-
tending the coatinp to cover the entire head and
by using a coating of the proper resistivity, the
voltage at which corona occurs can be raised con-
siderably without materially lowering the flash-
over voltage. This paper calls attention to the
principle of controlling the potential distribu-
tion over surfaces of insulators by utilizing the
resistance drop in potential resulting from the
flow of charging current in high resistance films."
9. A. A. Milusich, Corona Shields Prevent RI on 138-kv Bus,
ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. l*+8, pg. 70, Aug. 5, 1957.
This s^ort article describes and shows pictures of
corona shields which were installed by a New York
power company.
10. W. E. Keever, Cut Loose from Chaos: Power Line's Effect
on Reception, RADIO NEWS, Vol. 2*f, pg 9 38, July 19^0;
Vol. 2h, pg. 5, Aug. 19*+0„
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11. S. B. Griscor, R. H. Schlomann, D. F. Shankle, E. R.
Taylor, Jr., Decoupling of Transmission Lines to Radio-
Influence Voltage, AMERICAN INSTITUTE 0^ ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems)
Vol. 79, pp. 1066-73, Feb. 1961.
This article reviews the theory of the generation
of radio frequency voltages by corona discharges
on transmission lines. The purpose, configuration,
and method of operation of the decouplers are giv-
en. Laboratory and field tests results are re-
ported.
12 J. Kaminski, Jr., Development of Corona Shields for Sus-
pension Assemblies of Bundled-Conductor Transmission
Lines, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANS-
ACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol. 77,
pp. 89-93, April 1958.
This article reports on studies made to determine
the corona-onset voltages and RIV (radio-influence
voltage) on various appurtenances for supporting
bundled conductors in a 3*+5-kv system. Descrip-
tions of and results of tests on unshielded
bundled-conductor assemblies, and shielded single-
string and double- suspension-string bundled-
conductor assemblies are given. The reduction of
RIV by use of corona shields on suspension assem-
blies is also reported.
13. C. V. Aggers, W. E. Pakala, W. A. Stickel, Effect of
Radio Frequencies of a Power System on Radio-Receiving
Systems, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 62, pp. 169-72, April 19*+3.
"This paper is concerned with high-voltage appara-
tus and describes tests and methods for calculating
the over-all effects on radio reception resulting
from the radio-frequency voltages produced inciden-
tally by power apparatus. The calculations depend
upon a number of factors for some of which the
range and probable values have not been determined,,
One of these factors for which information is re-
quired is the coupling factor of antenna to power
lines and is defined as the ratio of field inten-
sity at the radio listener's antenna to the field
intensity under or near the transmission line. To
determine this coupling factor, field tests were
made at radio frequencies in a city receiving power
from 25-kv transmission lines and h-kv distribution
circuits. A radio-frequency generator was connec-
ted to the 25-kv bus at the substation, and field-
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intensity measurements were made near the power
lines and at 29 receiver antennas located at vari-
ous distances from the 25-kv lines. The coupling
factors to the nearest power circuit and to the
25-kv line were thus obtained for all the antennas
tested. Various other data useful in radio coordina-
tion were obtained. These include equivalent ef-
fective height of outdoor antennas used by radio
listeners, tyres of grounds and distances from an-
tenna to high-voltage and low-voltage lines."
ll+. J. Kaminski, B. E. Kingsbury, F. C. Vose, Effect of Rain
on RIV Characteristics of High-voltage Suspension Assem-
blies, AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANS-
ACTIONS, pt. 3, (Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol. 78,
pp. 669-71, Aug. 1959.
The article describes results of laboratory tests
made to determine the increase in RIV due to wet-
ting of transmission cables and suspension assemr-
blies. All tests were performed with a line-to-
ground voltage of 219 kv with the RIV being measur-
ed at 1000 kc. The effects of different suspen-
sion assemblies, different cable sizes, and addi-
tion of corona shields are investigated.
15. A. S. Denholm, Electric Stress Grading of Insulator
Strings and Their Radio Influence Voltages, AMERICAN IN-
STITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Pt. 3 (Pow-
er Apparatus and Systems), pp. 167-73? June i960,
16. D. B. Clark, J. L. Brooks, Evaluation of the Interference-
Suppressing Power Conductor, Naval Civil Engineering Lab-
oratory, Port Hueneme, Calif., Dec. 20, 1961, Technical
Rpt. No. 17'Q>, (AD-268 730).
"Field evaluation was made of a ^-mile installation
of 13.2 kv, 3-phase, special interference-attenuating
power line. The special line, with large magnitudes
of interference at its beginning, is shown to attenu-
ate effectively over the broad frequency spectrum
to bring the noise level of the line down to the lev-
el of the natural ambient in about half of its
length. Impedance measurements of the power line
as a transmission line showed it to be independent
of line terminations, and that considerable attenua-
tion was present. Field intensity measurements
showed that the intensity decreased rapidly in great-
er than inverse square with distance, indicating a
field propagated along the line^ with no measurable
radiation away from the line. The effect of the
high-permeability tape thickness on attenuation is
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considered theoretically and experimentally, and it
shows that attenuation is proportional to the tape
thickness until the thickness is of the order of
one skin depth. The potential applications and
limitations of the new interference-suppressing
line are presented.
17. B. V. Smirnov. Formulation and Structure of Noise in
Overhead Electric Networks at 0.5 - 35 kv, translated
by L. A. Fenn, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, No, 7, pp. 813-25,
I960.
"It is proved that in aerial lines at OA - 35 kv
the principal sources of noise in the range U 05 -
155 kc are the generators and transformers with
their non-linear volt-ampere characteristics and
the insulators which form partial discharge impul-
ses. The structure and magnitude of the noise
from these sources is considered,," The effect of
rain and fog on noise levels is also presented.
18. S. Whitehead, W. G. Radley, Generation and Flow of Har-
monics in Transmission Systems, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRI-
CAL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 96, pp. 29-*+8, part 2,
Feb. 19^9.
"The paper deals with the magnitude and distribu-
tion of harmonic currents flowing in a.c. networks.
The various sources of harmonics are discussed in
general, and harmonics arising from the use of
mercury-arc rectifiers and in h.v. transmissions
are dealt with in greater detail.
"The flow of harmonics arising from these sources
is considered from a theoretical aspect, using
equivalent networks, experimental verification of
these theories being given for certain simple
cases. The possibilities of a complete theoretical
solution is shown, and certain probable practical
conclusions are drawn.
"Various methods of reducing harmonics are discus-
sed, and the relative importance of the various
sources is considered in the light of modern trends
in harmonic suppression."
19. J. McCombe, High Voltage Lines and G. P. 0. Circuits -
Separating Distances Stipulated, ELECTRICAL REVIEW. Vol.
123, Pg. 678, Nov. 11, 1938.
20. J. S. Crooks, H. A. Baldwin, L. E. Bates, Improved Hard-
ware Cuts Radio Interference, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 116,
pg. 66, July 12, 19^1.
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This article gives a case history of the construc-
tion of a power line and its subsequent cause of
RI. The RI was traced to hardware. The changes
in construction specifications and the corrections
made on existing lines are given.
21. F. L. Greene, Improving Radio and Television Influence
of Power Circuits, Proceedings of American Power Confer-
ence, Vol. 19, pp. 552-57, 1957.
"Improvements in the operation of power circuits
to lessen radio and television interference have
been brought about by developments in corona con-
trol, pin- type insulators, wood pole line hardware,
insulated netitral supports, insulation, static-
proof hardware, the use of spring washers, distri-
bution equipment, dead-end assemblies, post-type
insulators, insulator tie-wire and distribution
fused breakers. The methods followed under all
these headings are discussed and the importance of
reducing radio interference is emphasized,"
22. Paul Shoup, Insulated Stick Solves Some Interference
Woes, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 15^, pg. 97* Nov, 21, 1960 o
This short article describes the method used by
the Ohio Power Company to locate specific sources
of RI. A telescoping hot stick is used to move
hardware and lines.
23. W. A. Hillebrand, Charles J. Miller, Jr., Insulator Sur-
face and Radio Effects, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. ?3,
pp, 1213-20, Aug. 193 1+.
Investigation of the effects of dirty and wet in-
sulators on RI is reported. Both laboratory and
field tests were made. Tables are presented which
show the effect of varying humidity, insulator cov-
ering and electrode shape.
2h. J. B. Bowen, Insulators Salvaged by Cadium Plating; Re-
duction of Radio Interference, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol.
106, pg. 2835, Sept. 12, 1936.
This article describes how corrosion of suspension
type insulators cause RI from a power line in
southern California. The method of rehabilitating
hardware by cadmium plating is described.
25. H. R. J. Klewe, Interference Between Power Systems and




26. J. S. Forrest, Interference from Power Lines, WIRELESS
WORLD, Vol. h9, pp. 128-31, May 191+3.
27. D. B. Wright, Interference Sources and Effective Reduc-
tion Procedures for Power Line Interference, Proceedings
of the 3rd Conference on Radio Interference Reduction,
Armour Research Foundation, pp. 302-1*+, Feb. 1957.
"This paper, a current review of the power line in-
terference reduction problem, presents the more
common sources of power line interference, methods
of propagation, and some applicable reduction proce-
dures. The use of lumped circuit elements and dis-
tributed circuit elements in power line filters is
discussed. Experimental data illustrating typical
power line interference levels and the effective-
ness of lumped and distributed filter elements are
presented and discussed."
28. H. L. Rorden, R. S. Gens, Investigation of Radio Noise
as It Pertains to the Design of High-Voltage Transmis-
sion Lines, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol,
71, pp. ^66-81, Jan. 1952.
The effects of conductor diameter, spacing, height
above ground, and rain upon lines is considered
.
The method of generation and intensity of radio
noise is discussed. Laboratory tests and tests on
several 230 kv lines of the Bonneville Power Admin-
istration are reported
.
29. H. N. Kalb, Isolating Radio Interference, ELECTRICAL
WORLD, Vol. 105, pp. 36-7, March 2, 1935*
This article describes how a two mile section of
an 11 kv power line passing a commercial Trans-
Pacific radio-receiving station was isolated from
radio interference originating in the rest of the
line. Attenuation coils in the line and choke coils
in transformers were used.
30. J. C. Senn. Laboratory and Field Tests on Risco Radio In-
terference Choke Coils for Overhead Power Lines, Naval
Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, Calif.,
Dec. 26, 1956, Technical note no. N-282, (AD-221 7b6L) a
"Results are given for tests made on actual instal-
lations on public utility power lines equipped with
RISCO radio interference choke coils. In addition,
results of ^Laboratory insertion loss measurements
are reported. It is concluded that the coils , if
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properly installed are effective over a frequency
range roughly equal to the standard broadcast band.
At higher frequencies, effectiveness is drastical-
ly reduced by the inter-turn capacitance of the
coils. It is recommended that choke coils designed
for a specific frequency range be used where seri-
ous power line interference is occurring in that
specific band of frequencies."
31. James Evans, James O'Day, Low-Frequency Anomalies Due to
Man-made Electrical Conductors, Willow Run Laboratories,
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, July 1959, (AD-219 852).
"Anomalies in the hyperbolic field of a low-frequen-
cy navigation system occur in the vicinity of rran-
made electrical conductors. Rather large effects
can be expected when the system operates very close
to long telephone and power lines. A short series
of experiments was conducted in the service area of
a Bendix-Decca chain in southwestern United States
to investigate the extent of these anomalies. Data
were obtained on the ground 9 and several airborne
runs were made to determine the extent in altitude
of such anomalies. It was concluded that, although
errors in the immediate vicinity of man-made re-
radiators on the ground may frequently be as great
as -o wavelength and that such errors are extremely
difficult to eliminate by calibration from any op-
erational system, the effect at altitudes greater
than 50 ft. (from the anomaly-producing otject) is
negligible; therefore, anomaly-producing objects
of the type investigated present no great problem
in the navigation of drone aircraft*"
32. G. W. Trichel, The Mechanism of the Negative Point-to-
Plane Corona Near Onset, FHYSICAL REVIEW, Vol, ^4. pp.
1078-84, Dec. 15, 1938.
33. G. W. Trichel, The Mechanism of the Positive Point-to-
Plane Corona in Air at Atmospheric Pressure, PHYSICAL RE-
VIEW, Vol. 55, pp. 3<Q2-90, Feb. 15, 1939.
3*+. M. Jenssen, On Radiation from Overhead Transmission Lines,
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, pt. 3
(Radio and Communications Engineering), Vol. 97* pp. 166-
78, May 1950.
"The general problem of radiation from lines is dis-
cussed and the theoretical background is sketched.
The radiation is calculated by the usual approxi-
mate method, i.e., the current distribution of the
principal wave in an infinite line is first determined f
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and the radiation field of a finite line is then
calculated on the assumption that the current dis-
tribution is the sare. The method is applied to
lines in free space, to single-wire lines above
earth of finite conductivity (earth-return line)
and to multiple lines above earth of finite conduc-
tivity. The current distribution and possible wave
types in some typical multiple-lines are analyzed.
It is shewn that only the wave in the earth-return
line, and the corresponding wave type in the multi-
ple line, will produce appreciable radiation.
Formulae for calculation of this radiation field
are given, and experimental results are described.
Conclusions are drawn regarding interference in
carrier-line systems and the use of long-wire
transmitting antennae."
35. C. M. Wagner, Plastic Shields for Insulators Stop Flash-
overs, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. l*+9, pg. 6l, March 10, 1958,
"Plexiglas and other plastic shields are illustrated
and described which hav^ been used to eliminate salt
spray and dirt contamination on insulators, thereby
r educ i ng arcing . M
36. R. M. Smith. Power-line Noise, OST, Vol. *+3, pp. 26-29,
Nov. 1959.
A narrative is given of a ham operator's experience
in detecting and locating a source of interference,,
With cooperation from the power company, the RFI
was eliminated.
37. J. C. Senn, D. C. Wight, A Practical Handbook for Loca-
tion and Prevention of Radio Interference from Overhead
Power Lines, Naval Civil Engineering Research and Evalua-
tion Laboratory, Port Hueneme, Calif,, Nov. 21, 1956,
Technical memo. no. M-116, (AD-125 060).
"This Handbook is written primarily for the use of
Public Works personnel responsible for the design,
construction, and maintenance of overload power
distribution systems which must be free of electro-
magnetic interference. It describes in nontechnical
terms the common causes of power line interference
and lists practical measures required for the loca-
tion and elimination of these causes."
38. L. V. Elake, Prevention Easier than Cure of Radio Inter-




The author gives six general construction rules to
be followed in designing and erecting distribution
lines that will eliminate the common sources of
radio interference.
39. A. S. Denholm, Pulses and Radio Influence Voltage of
Fower-Frequency Corona, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Sys-
tems), Vol. 79, pp. 698-707, Oct. I960,
The author reviews the history of the study of cor-
ona discharge and describes the start of an inves-
tigation to examine corona pulses which occur with
alternating voltages on short lengths of conductor
*
Test procedures are described and results are dis-
cussed.
hO. G. D. Lippert, et al, Radio- Influence Characteristics of
Bundle and Single Conductors, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and
Systems), Vol. 76, pp. 1302-8, Feb. 1958.
This paper reports on tests conducted on bundle
and single conductors to determine radio influence
voltage levels. Corona loss and radio influence
are compared. The variations of RI with weather,
frequency, voltage, and bundle size are considered,
^fl. G. R. Slemon, Radio Influence from High-Voltage Corona,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,
pt. 1, Vol. 68, ^. 198-201+ , 19^9.
A-c and d-c corona characteristics are discussed.
Effects of conductor spacing, frequency, wetting,
and dirt are considered.
h2. G. S. Smith, A. B. Jacobs en, Radio Influence from Power
Transmission Lines - Effects of Wind, Dust and Smoke,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS.
pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol. 71, pp. 932-3$
9
Oct. 1952.
Tests conducted in a wind tunnel indicated that
wind, dust, and smoke had very little effect on
RI.
If3. ¥. E. Pakala, C. D. Fahrnkopk et al, Radio Influence
from Transmission Lines, WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER, Vol. 11,
pp. I96-I95, Nov. 1951.
Laboratory tests and field tests were conducted to
develop data for predicting RI characteristics
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from transmission lines. Parameters affecting RIV
which are considered are weather, aging, line volt-
age, conductor diameter, bundles, line length, and
phase of line.
1+1+. G. D. Lippert, et al, Radio-Influence Test in Field and
Laboratory - 500 ' kv Test Project, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
Vol. 70, pp. Wl-86, June 1951.
A study of radio influence on a 500 kv test line
is reported. The effects of weather, precipita-
tion, variations in voltage, frequency, and con-
ductor diameter were all investigated.
*+5. R. E. Graham, C. R. Bond, Radio-Influence Testing on 70
Miles of 3*+5-kv Horizontal Bundle Conductor, ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, Vol. 80, pp. 85^-859, Nov. 196l
A description is given of RI level tests conducted
on two sections of the line. Effects of precipita-
tion are noted and attenuation tests are made.
*+6. T e W8 Liao, Radio Influence Voltages Caused by Surface
Imperfections on Single and Bundle Conductors, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3
(Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol. 78, pp. 1038-10^-6,
Dec. 1959.
The experimental setup and test procedures are de-
scribed for tests to determine RIV on high voltage
lines. Protrusions from conductors are determined
to be the source of RIV. Results are presented
graphically for single conductors and various con-
figurations of bundled conductors.
!+7o L. N Stone, R. S. Gens, E. H. Gehrig, Radio Interference
Attenuation on Energized High-Voltage Transmission Lines?
Measurement and Application, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt 3 (Power Apparatus
and Systems), Vol, 7^, pp. 1238-12^+7, Dec. 1959.
This paper proposes a method for predicting the ad-
ditive effect of individual sources of RFI on a
line and reports the attenuation of these sources
on a high voltage transmission line. Experimental
values of RIV are compared with calculated values
„
k&. Radio Interference from A-C Conductor Corona, ELECTRIC
WEST, Vol. 7*+, pg. 21, Fay 1935.
l+9. R. L. Tanner, Radio Interference from Corona Discharges,
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Stanford Research Institute, Technical Rept. 37 » April
1953, (AD-12 600).
50. K. la. Kafieva, Radio Interference from Corona on Trans-
mission Lines, ELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY USSR, Vol. 8, pp 3 598-
612, 1?60.
The paper contains the results of investigation in-
to interference from corona on transmission lines
in the U. S. S. R. Various factors considered are
precipitation, relative humidity of air, air den-
sity, state of conductor surfaces, line design
features, and frequency.
51. J. L. Langton, E. Bradshaw, Radio Interference from Dis-
charges on High-Voltage Line Insulators, INSTITUTION OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 75, pp. 6^3-52, Nov.
193^.
"Experimental work was performed to determine the
relative amount of interference caused by discharge
on line insulators due to their configuration, to
the atmospheric conditions, and to pollution of the
insulator surfaces. Control of conditions such as
humidity was obtained by investigations within a
glass-sided chamber. The cap-and-pin type insula-
tor was most free from discharges, but methods of
reducinp the discharges considerably were found
for the pin-type insulator by means of metal in-
serts to the binder or by the use of metal caps;
and for the interlink- type insulator by using
large links and compound lining. Field tests were
made to verify the conclusions reached from the
laboratory work. Several points of agreement were
noted.
"
52. S. F. Pearce, Radio Interference from High Voltage Dis-
tribution Systems, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Technical Rept. M/T 122,
195^, (released 1957).
53. C. H. W. Clark, Radio Interference from H. V„ Insulators,
ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Vol. 165, pp. *+91-97, 0ct o 23, 1959.
The author explains the mechanism of interference
generation by high-voltage insulators and the ef-
fect of insulator design on radio interference.
The measurement of interference is considered and




5h. W. Furbert, Radio Interference from H V. Lines, ELECTRI-
CAL REVIEW, Vol. 116, pg. 689, May 10, 1935.
55. R. J. Mather, B. M. Bailey, Radio Interference from High
Voltage Lines - Part I, Statistical Approach, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt 3
(Power Apparatus and Systems), Vol 80, pp. 890-9^, Dec
1961.
Since noise varies, the authors utilize statistical
methods to predict its level. Half-hourly readings
for a one year period were analyzed and random samp-
ling techniques applied to this data.
56. G. E. Adams, Radio Interference from High-Voltage Trans-
mission Lines as Influenced by the Line Design, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3
(Power Apparatus and Systems), pp 5^-62, April 1958.
The author contends that proper design is the only
effective way to control the interference level of
a line. The calculations of interference levels
are effected by the following principal design it-
ems s vertical versus horizontal configuration,
interphase spacing, center-to-center spacing be-
tween conductors of a bundle, and conductor phas-
ing and circuit separation for double-circuit
lines. The effect of attenuation along the line
on the interference level is derived and discussed
in terms of its effect upon the various modes of
propagation.
57. F. 0. McMillan, Radio Interference from Insulator Corona,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 51, pg. 3 9 Jan 8 1932.
58. G. E. Adams, Radio Interference of Bundled Conductors,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 76, pg. 37, Jan. 1957.
The interference levels of single, dual, and triple
conductors of different diameters are compared.
59. L. J. Corbett, Radio Interference Problem and the Power
Company, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOUR-
NAL, Vol. ¥f, pg. 1057, Oct. 1925.
60. J. Reichman, J. R. Leslie, Radio Interference Studies on
Extra-High-Voltage Lines, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRI-
CAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and
Systems), Vol. 80, pp. 261-70, June 1961.
This paper describes RIV tests on 600 kv, 2500 ft
,
^-conductor, 1„1 and 0.8 inch diameter conductor
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lines. Tower proximity and insulator and hardware
effects on corona are discussed.
61. H. L. Rorden, Radio Noise Influence of 230-kv Lines. AM-
ERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,
Technical Paper ^7-92, 19^7.
Considerations are given to conductor diameter and
spacing, insulation level, and radio interference.
Due to wartime shortages, design changes had to be
made.
62. G. E. Adams, et al, Radio Noise Propagation and Attenua-
tion Tests on Bonneville Power Administration McNary-
Ross 3^5-kv Line, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN-
EERS TRANSACTIONS pt. 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems),
Vol. 78, pp. 380-87 , June 1959*
A program to determine the attenuation for the dif-
ferent modes of propagation for this extra-high-
voltage line is discussed , Results are compared
with theoretical calculations.
63. R. D. Iden, Radio-Proof 2^-kv Urban Line, ELECTRICAL
WORLD, Vol. lllf, pg.1182, Oct. 19, 19*+0 6
Radio-proof insulators and pins were used in the con-
struction of a power line through a densely popula-
ted residential area.
61+. Reduction of Power Line Radio Interference, U. S. BUREAU
OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 5, pg. 32, Feb. 1957.
See following reference for abstract,
65. J. C Senn, A. W. Gosley, Reduction of Power Line Radio
Interference, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Tech-
nical memo M-095, Feb. 1, 1955, (AD-81 139).
This report is a discussion of the work done on an
isolation filter for reduction of power-line radio
interference. Construction details of the filter
and subsequent tests are described. Results of
tests are tabulated and indicate that in general
it is impractical to bury a power line in the
earth as a filter,
66. T. W. Liao, W. A. Keen, Jr.
9
D. R. Powell, Relationships
Between Corona and Radio Influence on Transmission Lines,
Laboratory Studies. I—Point and Conductor Corona, AMERX-
CAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, pt Q 3




67. T. W. Liao, J. J. Laforest, Relationship Between Corona
and Radio Noise on Transmission Lines. 2—Conductor and
Insulator Corona, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN-
EERS TRANSACTIONS, pt e 3 (Power Apparatus and Systems),
Vol. 78, pp. 706-712, Oct. 1959-
The relation of total RI to that caused by corona
is discussed. This work extends previous study by
the authors to include conductors which are more
representative of the types used in EHV lines.
Test procedures and results are presented.
68. A Review of Past and Current Work in Electromagnetic In-
terference Voltage from Electric Power Transmission
Lines, Hinchman Corporation, Detroit, Michigan, Nov*
195?, (AD-108 685).
This report covers the theory of RI generation and
its association with corona, the effects of conduc-
tor voltage, weathering, conductor configuration,
frequency, choke coils, and line hardware and insu-
lators. Standards for electromagnetic-interference
levels and measurement techniques are also included.
69. C. J. Miller, Jr., Some Insulator Designs Require Special
Features to Insure Radio Quietness. ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-
ING, Vol. 60, pp c 62-66, Feb 19M-1 C
'
Insulators are considered as a source of radio in-
terference. Design features are discussed which
can reduce the radio interference.
70. A. M. Intrator, Some Theoretical Considerations Concern-
ing Radiation from Overhead Transmission Lines, Naval Civ-
il Engineer Research and Evaluation Laboratory, Technical
Rpt. R-003, June 28, 1953.
71. F. Conrad, Specification of Interference Producing Prop-
erty of High Tension Lines. WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 19,
PT. 575-76, Dec. 19^2.
72. J. C. Senn, Studies Leading to the Development of a Ra-
dio Interference Filter for Overhead Power Lines, Naval
Civil Engineering Research and Evaluation Laboratory,
Technical memo M-117, Jan. U, 1957, (AD-130 >*6l).
"A unique distributed-loss filter is proposed for
radio interference reduction; the filter length
provides the necessary decoupling of input and out-
put, and the filter, itself, absorbs the travelling
interference energy. A study of possible sheath
materials indicated that the best compromise of
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electrical characteristics and physical properties
would be a thick sheath of carbon-loaded neoprene
or rubber similar to the sheath on aerial cable.
For a study of the grounding problem and the varia-
tion of loss with sheath resistance under actual
use, conductive tape was used to simulate the
sheath on a 2^0-ft. filter in a 1000-ft. power
line on ?0-ft. poles spaced 125 ft. apart. Results
showed a general increase in insertion loss as the
sheath resistance is reduced with the maximum occur-
ring for 5 layers of tape: the addition of more
layers had no significant effect on the loss char-
acteristics. Test and shielded building data indi-
cated that the effective grounding cannot be obtain-
ed when the ground lead approaches quarter-wave res-
onance. The optimum value of sheath conductivity
results in improved loss characteristics. Test re-
sults with coils indicated that the proper combina-
tion of lossy filter and coils should give a good
broadband insertion loss characteristic."
73. H. Page, Suppression of Corona and Precipitation Inter-
ference in VHF Reception, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERS PROCEEDINGS, part B, Vol, 108, pp w *+69-70, July
1961.
7h. P. B. Frost, E. F. H. Gould, Telephone Interference from
Power Systems, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 127, pg. 82, Feb.l,
19V7.
75. J. C. Fear, Transmission Line Interference Cures, ELEC-
TRICAL WORLD, pt. 1, Vol. 113, pg. *f5"0, Feb. 10, 19*fC;
pt. 2, Vol. 113, pg. 5?8, Feb. 24-, 19^0.
Three areas where pin-point discharges occur are
pointed out and methods of eliminating these dis-
charges are discussed.
76. Transmission: Radio Noise Highlighted, ELECTRICAL WORLD.






Although electrified trolleys or trolley busses have
nearly disappeared fron1 the American scene, there are still
a few in existence as well as numerous sections of electri-
fied railways. Howe, in 1939? ran a series of tests on
street railway systems. In ref„ (3), he first treats the
streetcar itself and then the overhead trolley system. He
showed that the jnstallation of capacitance and inductance
in the main circuit of the car had two effects: (1) it mini-
mized the interference resulting from circuit interruptions
within the car, and (2) it shifted the frequency of the radi-
ated interference out of the broadcast band. It had no ef-
fect on the interference conducted by the overhead lines.
He further, as a result of tests on the overhead trolley sys-
tem, made the following observations:
(1) The intensity of the interference is propor-
tional to the magnitude of the current broken
until a point is reached when the follow-
through arc tends to suppress the rapidity of
the break;
(2) Distance along the lines has no effect on the
strength of the interference;
(3) The up-lead portion of the test antenna picks




Radio coordination of electric apparatus can be separa-
ted into two categories, low-voltage and high-voltage. The
low-voltage category is limited to a maximum of 1200 volts
and is usually located in close proximity to the radio re-
ceiver. The high-voltage category includes the generator,
transmission and distribution of electrical power. Rathpletz
and Williams indicated in ref. (21) that three major factors
must be considered in any problem involving coordination be-
tween power and communication circuits:
1. Inductive influence — those characteristics
of an electric supply circuit with its asso-
ciated apparatus that determine the character
and intensity of the inductive field which it
produces.
2. Inductive susceptiveness -- those characteris-
tics of a signal circuit with its associated
apparatus which determine, so far as such char-
acteristics can determine, the extent to which
it is capable of being adversely affected by a
given inductive field.
3- Inductive coupling between two circuits — the
interrelation of neighboring electric supply
and signal circuits by electric or magnetic in-
duction or both.
In addition, TIF is described as follows:
the telephone influence factor of a voltage or cur-
rent wave is the ratio of the square root of the sum
of the squares of the weighted rms values of all the
sine wave components (including both fundamental and
harmonic) to the rms value (unweighted) of the en-
tire wave. The term I x T is defined as the prod-
uct of a current wave and equals the product of the
magnitude of the current wave in amperes (rms value
unweighted) times its TIF. Investigation of inter-
ference problems on rural power and communication
lines revealed the following: 1. Transformers
with a designed I x T product of 15 or less per
KVA on a 120 volt base presented no interference
problems; 2. Generators with an undistorted wave
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shape having an open circuit TIF of less than 15"
would not cause interference problems; 3- Some
lengthy lines approached one-quarter wave reson-
ancy at audible frequencies creating serious noise
problems. This was reduced by the use of a device
in each phase matching its impedance to that of
the line.
Foust and Frick reported in ref. (15) that radio inter-
ference intensity increased with:
(1) Increased applied voltage;
(2) Increased number and extent of field voltage
gradients concentrated at particular points
of small radius of curvature on the test piece
or test circuit;
(3) A decrease in humidity
They also determined that radio influence voltage varies
with time of voltage application, particularly within the
first few nrnutes. For example the interference generated
by an insulator decreased rapidly at first and then slowing,
reached a constant value in about 20 minutes.
Aggers, Pakala, and Stickel stated in ref. (9) that the
following factors must be taken into consideration in a
radio-coordination problem:
(a) Broadcast station field intensity in microvolts
per meter
(b) Signal to noise ratio acceptable to the radio
listener
(c) Ratio of interference field intensity at antenna
to value at high voltage line
(d) Ratio of radio influence voltage on line to
field intensity under or near the line
(e) Ratio of radio influence voltage measured with
a standard laboratory-test circuit to voltage




(f) Effect of service conditions,,
The above factors can be expressed in the form of
an equation
where RIV is the radio- influence voltage referred
to the standard high-voltage test circuit. If we
use 31.6 (30 db) for b, 70 for d, 2>2 for e, and
1 for f — all of which are reasonable values —
and change nomenclature for broadcast field inten-
sity from a to E, then the equation may be written
RIV = ^36 g raicrovoits
C
The coupling factor C was experimentally evaluated and the
data indicated that the radio interference fields at the an-







1. L. J. Hibbard, F. T. Garry, G. N. Loomis, Multiple-Unit-
Rectifier Motive Power-Induction Co-ordination Consider-
ations on the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,'
pt. 2, Vol. 76, pp. ^16-^26, 1957.
2. E. W. Schumacher, New Methods for Eliminating Static
Caused bv Trolley and Electric Cars, INSTITUTE OF RADIO
ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 23, No. 7, r^p. 779-780, July
1935.
Describes the us^ of a carbon sliding bow to mini-
mize radio interference.
3. L. M. Howe, Radio Interference from Street Railway Sys-
tems, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 25,
PP. 708-713, June 1937.
Reports on study of RFI from the streetcar and
from the overhead trolley system.
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tion of Arc Rectifier Interference on the Electrified
South African Railways, ELECTRICIAN, Vol. 121, pp 91- ^f
<
July 22, 1938.
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9. C. V. Aggers. W. E. Pakala, W. A. Stickel, Effect of Ra-
dio Frequencies of a Fower Svstem on Radio Receiving
Systems, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 62,
pp. 169-172, April I9V3.
"This paper is concerned with high voltage appara-
tus and describes tests and methods for calculating
the over-all effects on radio reception resulting
from the radio-frequency voltages produced inciden-
tally by power apparatus."
10. Reber, Eliminating Power Plant Radiation, TELE-TECH,
Vol. Ih, pp. 77+, Kay 1955,
"Causes of objectionable electromagnetic radiation
from power plants are discussed and their causes
are explained. Practical experiences with the
operation of a diesel engine power plant at an al-
titude of 10,020 feet are described."
ll e H. R. Klewe, Interference Between Power Systems and Tele-
communication Lines, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Rpt. M/T 126, Published by
E. Arrold, Ltd.
"Formulas are given for estimating the effects for
different types of power lines and hints for prac-
tical calculations and examples. Chapter 3 covers
power system characteristics and phenomena affect-
ing telecommunication systems adversely; Chapter h
deals with the effects in telecommunication cir-
cuits arising from interference peculiarities and
sensitivity of these circuits; Chapter 5 discusses
telephone interference by induction of audio fre-
quencies. "
12. A. Morris, Interference of Electrical Plant with the Re-
ception of Radio Broadcasting, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS, LONDON, JOURNAL, Vol. 7*+, pp. 2*+ 5-263, 193^.
Briefly describes the sources of interference in
an electrical plant and general methods of suppres-
sing them. Appendix 2 categorizes the interfering
equipment by type, and indicates the type (radiated
and/or conducted) and range of the interference.
Appendix 3 tabularizes the technical particulars
of various suppression devices together with their
specific application.
13. R. Ficcki, The Interference Problem Associated with
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Power Systems and Communication Lines, Proceedings of
the 7th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Ar-
mour Research Foundation, Nov. 1961, (AD-276 025).
"The report shows that with a few simple facts
that are generally available, one can determine
what effect a power line would have on a nearby
communication system. The technique demonstrated
makes possible a quick approximation so that de-
sign criteria may be developed while the communica-
tion system is being installed.
"
I1*. Location of Radio Interference on Rural Power Systems,
IT. S. Rural Electrification Administration, Sept. 19^0,
(PB 1035iM
.
15- C. M. Foust, C. W. Frick, Measurements Pertaining to Co-
ordination of Radio Reception with Power Apparatus and
Systems, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 62, No. 6, pp e 28**-
291, June 19^3.
"This paper gives the results of practical exper-
ience with standard equipments and methods for the
measurement of radio influence factors. The vari-
ous elements in the chain between measured charac-
teristics of the power apparatus and the noise
measured in the radio set are analyzed. Quantita-
tive values for the various factors involved in
average cases are given."
16. R. Moeher, Mutual Interference between Wired and Wire-
less Radio Services, ELEKTROTECHNISCHE ZEITSCHRIFT,
Vol. 63, pp. 113-116, March l9*+2.
"Under normal telemetering conditions and power it
was ascertained that the field strength at a 100 m.
distance normal to the power line was a few mv/m;
at 3 Km it was approximately 1 microvolt/meter
which is below the noise level at these frequencies.
The author states that the only cases of interfer-
ence observed were at distances less than 500-600
meters.
"
17. V. B. Frost, E. F. H. Gould, Practical Aspects of Tele-
phone Interference Arising from Power Systems, INSTITU-
TION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, LONDON, JOURNAL, Vol. 93 ?
pt. 1, pp. 255-67, June 19^6.
"The paper summarizes investigations on telephone
interference carried out in this country (England)
between 193^ and ISfoh. The paper is divided into
six sections: (1) Electromagnetic Induction at
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Fundamental Frequency — A comparison of calculated
and measured values of induced voltage at various
sites shows that in most cases good agreement is
possible with the available data on earth resistiv-
ity 5 (2) Interference at Audio Frequencies — Re-
sults or tests are given which show that noise in-
terference is serious from faulty power lines which
are maintained in operation through the use of arc
suppression coils; (3) Multiple Earthing of High-
Voltage Systems; (h) Multiple Earthing of Low-
Voltage Systems --- Tests show that the inter-
connection of 1 v. systems, each grounded at one
point is unlikely to cause interference* (5") Ap-
paratus Developments -— Gas discharge tubes, noise-
eliminating filters and an improved psophometer
are described;. (6) Rise of Earth Potential —. Rec-
ords of damage sustained and the precautionary
measures which can be taken are discussed,"
18. F. Krug, Radio Interference Caused by Poorly Grounded
Cable Sheath, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 87
,
pg'„ 718, 1926
"Static interference caused by poor ground on lead
cable sheath in city-wide HV distribution system."
19. S. Pierce, Radio Interference from High Voltage Distribu-
tion Systems, British Electrical and Allied Industries
Research Association, Rpt e I'/T 22, 195**.
20. Radio Interference with Utilitv Operations, ELECTRICAL
WORLD, Vol. I1*?, pg; 26, April 23, 1956.
Briefly discusses the increased crowding in the
power radio service with consequent interference
with power utility radio operations.
21. M. Rathpletz. H. Williams, Rural Inductive Coordination
Practices, ELECTRICAL -WORLD, Vol. l6fT, No. 2, pp. 14-8-
150, Feb. 19**9. eo&»w*e. (J&
"This article covers the solution of many of the
numerous inductive coordination problems involving
rural power and communication circuits."
22. C. W. Frich, Short Cut Method of Estimating Telephone In-
fluence Factors of Power Systems with Rectifier Load,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 63, pp 8 91-96,
March 191*1*.
"Herein is described a practical short-cut method
of estimating power-system TIF at a rectifier sup-
ply point. It is based on previously demonstrated
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methods of calculating harmonics produced by rec-
tifiers together v'th certa-'n simplifying assump-
tions as to the characteristics of rectifier and
power circuits. The results are reasonably consis-
tent with test data In a coordination study the
TIF has to be considered in combination with other
factors, such as the type and location of circuits."
23. Marshall, Telephonic and Radio Interference from Hi-
Voltage Systems, ENGINEERING, Vol. 170, pg e 103, Aug. '+,
195n .
Cites various causes of telephonic and radio inter-
ference from high-voltage systems in England in
19,1+9. The main causes of interference were surface
leakage over insulators, faulty insulators or con-
tacts in isolating switches, live joints, etc
Some interference was caused by defects in small
transformers, mainly of the pole mounted type.
Protection Ratios for Carrier Current Systems Operating
in the Frecmencv Band 2^0- )-fl^ KC , Radio Tech Commission
for Aeronautics, May 1951, (Paper 78-5l/00->+l) , (ATI 131
IIP (3-*0)
nA study of the effects of radio frequency signals
radiated by carrier current systems upon the recep-
tion of signals from aeronautical aids operating
in the 200-^-15 KC band is reported. A survey was
sponsored to determine the radiated field intensity
of represented carrier current systems. The nature
and extent of interference to navigation aids will
depend on the characteristics of the carrier radia-
tion and the susceptibility of the radio naviga-
tion and communication to interference. It is rec-
ommended that within the 200-^15 KC band, continued
use of carrier current systems which radiate signals
having field strength of less than 10 microvolts/
meter at a distance of 500 ft. from the line not
be restricted."
25. R. Burgholz, Radio Interference Occxxrring in the Under-
ground Working of Coal Mines, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 22,
pg. 2¥f, May l<$+5.
"The interference measurements carried out by the
writer in mines lead to the conclusion that a line-
guided h e f e transmission below ground is practica-
ble . If an interference voltage up to 1000 micro-
volts is taken as permissible on the line, only in
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a limited number of cases need Interference-quench-
ing measures be taken, provided that sections with
overhead -supply lines for the mine-railway locomo-
tives are avoided. In s^ch sections the use of








Changes in the electrical conditions of a circuit will
generate components of current and voltage at various fre-
quencies. The more rapid the change, the higher the fre-
quency components will extend. Since all classes of electri-
cal equipment will cause fluctuations in current and voltage
they are, therefore, potential sources of radio interference.
Gill ann 'Whitehead, in ref. (3), have identified many of
these sources of interference, both radiated and conducted.
For instance in an electric trolley-bus the 'collectors, the
main contactors supplying and controlling the motor, and the
driving motor all radiate interference. The operating coils
of the contactors and switches of the driving motor of an
electric elevator are sources of interference. Mercury arc
rectifiers cause continuously distributed interference over
the broadcast bands. Bellaschi and Aggers, in ref. (7)»
point out that most electrical equipment operates in either
air or oil. Therefore the corona characteristics of these
two d: electrics either alone or in combination are important
factors in radio interference. Radio interference measure-
ments in both oil and air indicate that radio noise influ-
ence of electrical apparatus is primarily concerned with the
apparatus or its parts in air.
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HIGH FREQUENCY ARC WELDERS
High-frequency stabilized electric arc welders are used
in the fabrication of such metals as aluminum. Frick indica-
tes in ref. (15) that RFI from welding operations cen take
three different forms. It can be a single frequency from a
vacuum tube oscillator; a band of frequencies from a spark
oscillator; or broadband disturbances commonly known as radio
noise. The interference can be minimized by using a shielded
transformer, rower line filters, oscillator shielding and
proper HF output filtering. Murray suggests, in ref. (#),
a method of reducing RFI by introducing a comparatively weak
spark at the proper instant in each a-c cycle thereby mini-
mizing the need for a continuous HF arc. By introducing the
spark at the point of current zero pause the surplus sparks
can be omitted and therebv keep the signal well below the
RFI level. Measurement of the radiated and conducted energy
from welders presents ranv changing conditions. Stehle has
listed a number of them in ref. (9). Such factors as length
and position of welding leads, operator position, power line
position, electrode length and type, spark gap cleanliness
and adjustment are just a few of the variables that lead to
changes in field intensity measurements. Accurate results
require that these conditions be fixed or isolated during
interference measurements.
RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING EQUIPMENT
RF heaters are basically RF generators that produce
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heat in an object during the r-anufacturing process. The op-
eration is qujte similar to the medical diathermy machine
for inducing heat in the human body. Power input varies
from a few hundred watts to as high as 50 kw. A vacuum tube
oscillator usually serves as the source of energy. These os-
cillators generate a fundamental frequency plus a number of
harmonics. Industrial heating can be broken into two cate-
gories: (1) Induction heating, i.e., heating of metals at
frequencies below 5on kc: and (2) Dielectric heating, i.e.,
heating of non-conductors at frequencies above 2 mc. Rudd
describes, in ref. (23), tests that indicate that dielectric
heating equipment is the principal offender as far as RFI is
concerned. The radiated energy from the induction heater op-
erating at relatively low frequencies attenuates rapidly
with distance. Radiation from dielectric heaters on the
other hand will be detected at considerably greater distan-
ces unless properly shielded. KLingaman indicates in ref.
(32) that the most practical method of locating sources of
radiation is with a radio-frequency current probe. Possible
paths of stray currents that will result in radiation from a
typical installation are shown in Fig. VII - 1.
Currents I-j and I« result from excess leakage through
the faces of the screen or cabinet. I., is caused by the
large opening in the otherwise shielded cabinet. I, results
from leakage from faulty contacts about the door. I„ is
caused by the slit in generator cabinet. Currents 1^, 1^,

PWR. SW-
Fig. VII - 1 Stray Currents Result in Radiation from an
RF Heater Installation
Ig, and I,., could be induced in the conduit exteriors by r-f
leakage as is the case of I . I, can occur if the ground
bus has sufficient radiation resistance and may actually
cause interference rather than reduce it.
The magnitude of the radiation is measured wi^b. a field
intensity meter. Generally speaking, shields and filters
provide the best means of minimizing interference from RF
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heaters. Shields should be continuous without gaps, poor
joints or unshielded openings. The shield should be made of
a good conductor such as copper or bronze screen. The appar-
atus must be completely shielded either by its own cabinet
or by a shielded room. Filters are installed in the line
circuits.
ELECTRICAL MOTORS AED GENERATORS
There are two general methods for reducing the amount
of interference generated by electrical machines. One is to
reduce the amount of generated interference through proper
design techniques and the other is to suppress the remaining
interference that cannot be handled by design.
Motter states in ref. (3?) that one of the primary
causes of interference in d-c motors is in the commutation
process. Voltage transients are set up each time an arma-
ture coil is commutated even though there may be no visible
sparking at the brushes. Another source of interference in
motors is the "surface noise" generated when a commutator or
slip ring slips by a brush. Some of the factors affecting
the intensity of this type of interference are magnitude of
the current through the brush, brush composition, brush pres-
sure, and commutator speed.
If design cannot bring the interference within toler-
able levels then the engineer must resort to suppression and
shielding.
Seaman points out in ref. (h$) that commutation itself
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is a function of several factors which must be considered in
interference-free design.
Factors which affect commutation most noticeably
are: 1. A voltage drop in the coil being commuta-
ted which tends to prevent a uniform current den-
sity at the brush; 2. A rotational e.m.f. caused
by the moving coil cutting the pole tip flux if the
brushes are shifted. The direction of this e.m.f.
should be such as to aid the reversal of current,
which is advantageous to commutation; 3. A rota-
tional e.m.f. caused by the moving coil cutting
the cross-magnetizing flux. The direction of this
e.m.f. is such as to oppose a reversal of current;
h. Changing current in the coil produces a change
in flux linkages which induces an e.m.f, in opposi-
tion to the current changes of commutation; 5*
Current changes in adjacent coils, undergoing com-
mutation at the same time, will effect the flux
linkages around the given coil, thus producing an
e.m.f. of mutual induction. This e.m.f of mutual
induction will oppose the current change in the
coil under consideration; 6. A voltage drop be-
tween brush and commutator due to contact resis-
tance; 7. A voltage drop in the brushes due to
brush resistance.
Usually the voltage drops due to coil resistance and
brush resistance are very small and are quite frequently ne-
glected. This does not necessarily mean that they do not
affect radio interference generation, however. The factors
which most noticeably affect commutation are the induced vol-
tages due to self and mutual induction (called resistance
voltage), induced voltage due to rotation in the pole tip
flux (called commutating e.m.f.), and the contact resistance
drop. The commutating e.m.f. aids the reversal of current
and if it con Id be made equal to the reactance voltage, which




Increased voltage drops due to the brush and brush con-
tact resistance decrease the circulating current, but they
also hinder the efficiency of the machine.
As was previously pointed out, interference is not en-
tirely minimized by eliminating the visible sparking al-
though it is greatly reduced. A reason why interference is
still present with the elimination of the visible sparking
is that there still may be voltage transients present due to
non-linear current reversal during commutation.
A Burroughs Corporation report, ref. (¥f) , further de-
fines the following design principles:
The voltages which are induced into the commutated
coil from the field by transformer action should
be minimized. This voltage can be minimized by
keeping the turns ratio low and by raking the self
inductance of the coil low. Observing these gener-
al conditions will limit the amount of circulatory
currents and thus reduce the inherent interference.
When speed regulation is not too critical, use gov-
ernors which respond less frequently. The fewer
number of times the current is interrupted, the
less interference will be generated. Chatter and
bounce of brush and contacts should be eliminated.
Maintain the motor and contacts at as cool a tem-
perature as possible to minimize ionization be-
tween brush and commutator segments, governor con-
tacts and switch contacts.
Yoore describes, in ref. (*+3)
?
various methods of sup-
pression and shielding. Reduction of conducted interference
is accomplished by the insertion of PI section filters in
the power input lines. All external components should be en-
closed within solidly constructed, well mated and rigidly se-
cured metal cases, with proper allowance for ventilation.
All interconnecting conductors and cables should be enclosed
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in either rigid or flexible seanless conduit. A grounding
contact should be installed so as to make secure and posi-
tive contact with the drive shaft at all times.
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS, SLIF RING, BUSHINGS AND BEARINGS INTER-
FERENCE
In evaluating radio interference generated by electri-
cal contacts a knowledge of the gap phenomena is necessary.
Stannard and Krackhardt state, in ref. (65) that:
Appreciable spontaneous conduction may occur across
the gap by mechanisms which are directly related
to the strength of the electric field between the
electrodes and which do not directly involve the
nature of the atmosrhere between the contacts.
Once the gap has broken down, a variety of subse-
quent events may occur. After once being estab-
lished, a conducting bridge may continue to exist
with a durability that is related to the choice of
contact material provided the current flow which
results is sufficiently snail and the contacts are
not in relative motion. Usually the circuit condi-
tions are such as to cause this bridge to explode
with the possibility that the resulting hot spot
at the negative electrode may serve to provide
electrons for a low-voltage arc discharge. This
discharge may become permanent if the resulting
current flow is sufficient to maintain the required
cathode temperature or transient if not. A consid-
eration of the two types of noise-producing break-
downs occurring at the gap indicates the require-
ments which must be fulfilled if the radio noise
is to be minimized at its source. Overshoots of
the gap voltage may be effectively reduced and the
noise caused by high voltage discharges eliminated
throurh the proper use of non-linear resistances
which present a much lower value to the abnormal
voltages, using, for example, dry-disc rectifiers.
Such devices, however, are not effective in signifi-
cantly reducing the voltage-gradient type of break-
down that may occur at voltages less than the sup-
ply value. In this case, some means must be found
for maintaining a near- zero voltage across the con-
tact gap during the initial stages of switch open-
ing and the final stages of switch closing.
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A reconnended technique is a capacitor in series with a dry-
disc rectifier thereby shunting the initial voltage trans-
ient with a relatively slow discharge tine when the switch
js closed. The effects of suppression devices must also be
considered with respect to other than contacts alone becau.se
they nay cause an increase in radio interference rather than
decreasing it.
In analyzing the poise generated by slip rings, Radnick,
in ref. (69), states that there are three different types of
noise present. The first type, the so-called self generated
noise, is independent of current and voltage* It is probably
caused by thermal e.m.f. resulting from momentary hot spots.
The second type of noise is caused by variations in contact
resistance and is directly proportional to the current. It
is theorized that this type of noise is caused by the break-
down in a s en i-conducting film. The third type of noise was
caused by uneveness in the slip ring resulting in the separ-
ating of the brush and slip ring, i.e., brush bounce.
Forster, in ref. (70), indicates that this results in a
square wave voltage of constant height but variable width.
Of the thr^e types of noise the one associated with loss of
contact creates the nost interference at high slip ring
speeds. In order to suppress this interference brushes have
been nade of molybdenum wool which absorbs the shock of the
bounce and takes the shape of the slip ringo Silver has
been used to form the slip ring so that films formed would
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be easily removed by the brush, Also the molybdenum- silver
combination produced low thermoelectric voltages.
The noise generated by anti-friction bearings is discus-
sed hy Dinger and Raudenbush in ref. (63). Their tests indi-
cated that the radio interference was gonerated by sharp pul-
ses of current flowing between the balls and the races. This
can be caused by the lubricant film breaking down, or momen-
tary metal to metal contact between the bearing and the race,
or both. It was determined that a low viscosity lubricant







1. A. P. Hale, Electrical Interference, Haywood and Co. Pub-
lishers, 1956.
"The wide range of higher-frequency 'man-made'
noise, normally the result of operating electrical
machinery, is discussed in this book. Chapters
are devoted to causes, effect, aerial systems,
measurements, location, avoidance and filters. A
list of British Standards is included in the bib-
liography. "
2. D. Weaver, Electrical Interference Problems, Stanford Re-
search Institute, Calif., Interim Rpt. No. 2, Stanford
Research Institute Project No. 33&.
3. J. Gill, S. Whitehead, Electrical Interference with Ra-
dio Reception, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOUR-
NAL, Vol. 83, pp. 31+5-39I+, July-Dec. 1938.
"The paper describes the method of assessment of
the interference to radio reception from electri-
cal equipment, and determines the level to which
such interference must be reduced to permit satis-
factory service. The methods of achieving this re-
sult are described for the various classes of in-
terfering equipment."
h. E, Davis, Electronics Interference Reduction Aboard Nav-
al Vessels, Proceedings of 3rd Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 375-
390, Feb. 1957, (AD-23^ 211).
"This paper describes the interference reduc-
tion procedures, methods and techniques used
by the Long Beach Naval Shipyard in locating,
identifying, isolating and correcting ship-
board interference reduction deficiencies. It
contains a description of the conduct of an
actual electronics interference survey on a
Navy Ship at sea and lists the electronic
equipment used."
5. Interference Problems Arising from Industrial Electronic
and Electro-Medical Apparatus, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 9^, pt. 3, pp. 57-58, Jan. 19*+7.
"In reference to industrial heaters, many substances
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when heated change their electrical properties,
and owing to this it is found that many oscilla-
tions vary in frequency and power output during the
heating cycles. Recommendations for dealing with
the interference are also advanced."
6. Investigation of Radio Noise Generation in Aircraft Elec-
trical Machinery, General Electric Co., July 1950, (ATI
801+93 (3-*0).
"Factors affecting the generation of r-f voltages
in aircraft electrical machinery were investigated.
Information was compiled applicable to the design
of aircraft rotating electrical machinery which
would minimize r-f voltages or noise and which
would materially simplify source filtering of elec-
trical equipment. Sample developmental brushes
were designed to reduce generation of radio noise
and it was found that 90$ of radio noise from com-
mon d.c. machines is directly attributable to the
sliding brush contact. Other factors considered
as effective means of reduction of noise were a
stabilized brush feed, brush lamination, normal
oxide layer in the commutation film, chromium sur-
faces, influence of chromium resistivity, multiple
metal to metal contacts, and practical filter ap-
plication. "
7. Bellaschi and Aggers, Radio Influence Characteristics of
Electrical Apparatus, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 57* pp. 626-633; ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, Vol. 57, pp. 626-233, Nov. 1938.
"Radio frequency influence factors vary in charac-
ter, depending on the electrode insulation arrange-
ment of the source, and also the dielectric medium.
Humidity and relative density of the air affect
the radio- influence factor and accordingly certain
correction factors for atmospheric conditions need
be recognized. The radio influence factor charac-
teristics of insulation in air and oil, reported
in the paper, establish normally only apparatus in
air need be considered for the effect of radio
noise influence, as in coordinated apparatus design




8. J. G. Murray, Current-Rectification and High Frequency
Interference in Inert Gas Welding, WELDING JOURNAL,
Vol. 33, pp. 561-563, Jan. 195^.
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Discusses the need for a high frequency spark to
start the arc and sustain it. Concludes that a
comparatively weak srark introduced at the proper
time in each ac cycle will give good consistent
inert arc welding over the entire range of the
transformer without RFI.
9. F. N. Stehle, HF stabilized Electric Arc Welders—Meas-
urement of R?diated and Conducted Energy, U. S. BUREAU
OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 6, No. 10, pg. 27, Feb. 1958.
Lists the many problems and varying conditions
faced when measuring radiation and conducted en-
ergy from welders. Froposes improved methods of
measuring interference.
10. F. N. Stehle, R. I. Branch, Interference Studies on an
R. F. Stabilized 60-Ampere AC Inert Arc Welder Submitted
by General Electric Company, York, Penna. , Naval Engin-
eering Experiment Station, Annapolis, I'd., Letter Rpt.
28, Rpt. No. 810086, May 1957, (AD l*fl 266).
"A reduced duty-cycle HF-stabili zed inert-gas elec-
tric arc welder was subjected to interference stud-
ies. Tests indicated that the welder does not con-
form to proposed FCC minimum requirements. Modifi-
cations to provide more nearly interference-free
operation include improvement of the shielding for
the oscillator, welder case, and torch leads; re-
placement of the spark-gap oscillator with a crystal
controlled vacuum-tube oscillator and suitable buf-
fer circuits: the installing of a bandpass filter
in the oscillator output circuit for the elimina-
tion of harmonics that might be generated by the
crystal- controlled oscillator; and design of the
crystal-cortrolled oscillator and its associated
circuits so that the RF output will remain within
FCC limits for this type of equipment. It is rec-
ommended that the welder circuitry be redesigned
to use HF energy only for starting purposes."
11. F. N. Stehle, Measurement of Radiated and Conducted En-
ergy from High-Frequency Stabilized Electric Arc Welders,
Proceedings of 3rd Conference on Radio Interference Re-
duction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 397-1+01+, Feb.
1957, (AD-23M- 211).
12. New System Eliminates Radio Interference with Inert Arc
Welding, POWER GENERATION AND POWER PLANT ENGINEERING,
Vol. 53, PP. 87-88, Feb. 19^9.
"Many old welding equipments used an RF voltage to
ll*f

maintain the welding arc which caused serious in-
terference if not shielded properly. The GE balan-
ced wave welder eliminates the use of RF and its
resultant interference by using a bank of capacitors
to completely balance the a.c. circuit."
13. On the Interference with Radio Reception Caused by High-
Frecmency Welding and Methods for its Suppression, WIRE-
LESS ENGINEER, Vol. 21, No. 38, Jan. 19M+, Abstract from
Russian.
"Tests were carried out to measure the interfer-
ence produced by a spark oscillator of Russian
manufacture. The following methods were deter-
mined to be effective in eliminating RFI. (1) the
feeding of the oscillator through a screened trans-
former (2) protection by filters of the supply
mains feeding the welding transformer (3) use of
an h.f. choke at the output of the oscillator to
suppress frequencies above that to which the oscil-
lator is tuned (*+) screening of the leads and of
certain components of the circuit."
1*+. R. R. Lobasco, Problems of Radio Interference, WELDING
ENGINEER, Vol. 3^, No. 2, pp. 33-3?', Feb. 19^+9.
"The manual on high frequency stabilized inert-gas
welding published by a NEMA committee is discussed.
It is pointed out that short leads, special grounds,
and shielding of exposed wires are necessary steps."
15. C. W. Frick, Radio Interference Problems in Welding,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER, Vol. 68, pg. 165, Feb. 19^9.
Describes the factors involved in interference
from arc welding and briefly discusses how the in-
terference is generated.
16. Scott L. Shive, Radio Interference Suppression of High
Frequency Arc Welder, Coles Signal Lab., Rpt. T-1219,
May 19^9, (PB 97*+69).
"Report covers investigation to determine measures
necessary to provide effective R-I suppression for
the high frequency stabilized are welding unit
Model TH-300."
RF HEATING EQUIPMENT
17. Abatement of Radio Interference from Electro-Medical and
Industrial Radio Frequency Equipment, British Standards
Code of Practice CP 1002:191+7, British Standards Institu-
te (London, England), 191+7.
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18. P. S. Hand, Curing Industrial TV; Preventing Radiation
from R.F. Heating Machines, QST, Vol. 35, pp. 29-33,
Sept. 1951.
"The article describes an actual case of interfer-
ence and how it was cured. Shielding and filtering
techniques are discussed and illustrated. The of-
fending dielectric heater was completely shielded
utilizing the equipment cabinet and copper screen-
ing. An AC line filter was used in the supply-
circuit. "
19. F. S. Rand, J. J. Lamb, A. J. Riley, Curing RF Heater TV
Interference, MODERN PLASTICS, Vol. 29, No, 1, pp. 101-
102+, Sept. 1951.
"Describes the sources of RFI from industrial heat-
ers and gives detailed methods of reducing the in-
terference by means of shielding, filtering, and
shielded rooms."
20. E. R. Bell, IT. E. Dunlap, Elimination of Standing Waves
on Electrodes for High Frequency Dielectric, Central Air
Documents Office.
21. P. S. Rand, J. J. Lamb, A. J. Riley, Eliminating Radio
Interference from Radio-Frequencv Power Equipment, ELEC-
TRICAL MANUFACTURING, Vol. h£, No. *+, pp. 138-1^24, Oct.
1951.
22. F. E. Ilgekit, K. W. Bajenow, Essential Principles for
the Protection of Radio Reception Against Interference
Produced by High Frequency Induction Heated Tube Genera-
tors, RADIOTECHNIOUE, Vol". *t, No. 6, pp. l>+-23, 19*+9,
Translated by L, C. Stevens, June 1952, (PB 10739*+).
23. W. C. Rudd, High Frenuency Heating in the Radio Spectrum,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 66, pp. 570-576, June 19M7.
Discusses induction and dielectric heating for manu-
facturing processes. Test results for shielded and
unshielded units are shown. The history of the
regulations concerning industrial heaters is also
outlined
.
2h, Interference from Industrial Electronic Apparatus, WIRE-
LESS WORLD, Vol. 52, No. 6, pg. 19?, June 19^6.
25. J. Miedzinski, S. F. Pearce, Interference from Indus-
trial R. F. Equipment — Performance of Screening Rooms,
British Electrical and Allied Industries Research Assoc-
iation, Rpt. M/T 10lf, 19^9.
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26. George H. Brown, Measurement of Interference from Radio
Frequency Heating Equipment, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 67
,
pt. 2, pp. 1102-
1106, 19^8.
The paper describe some o^ the measurements of the
fields from typical equipment and discusses some of
the pertinent factors which should be considered in
connection with these measurements. The transition
of the analysis from the high frequency solution to
the frequencies of interest n'n induction heating is
made by means of van der Pol's solution of the wave
equation. The near fields of radiating loop are
established a-^d correlated with measurements. Es-
timates of radiated power from typical industrial
oscillators are made.
27. Eugene Eittleman, The Problem of Constant Frequency in
Industrial High Frequency Heating Generators. Proceed-
ings of the l oll-6 National Electronics Conference.
28. L. L. Langton, Radr'o Heating Equipment, IV, Interference
Problems. Importance of Efficient Screening, WIRELESS
WORLD, Vol. ^0, vTo 212-213, July 1^+lf.
adio Heaters Threaten Air Navigation Safety,
EWS LETTER, Vol. 77, VF: . 166, Trarch 12, i960.
2°, R SCIENCE
NF*«
30. A. Turnev, Radr'o Interference from Industrial R.E. Heat-
ing Equipment, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. Vol. 19, No. 23^,
pr. 2|?l-2!?5+j British Electrical and Allied Industries
Research Association, Rpt. M/T 88, Aug. l clf-7.
31. Recommended Practice for Minimization of Interference
from Radio-Frequency Heating Equipment, AMERICAN INSTI-
TUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, New York, iH- pp., May 1950.
32. G. W. JCLingaman, Reduction of Interference from High-
Frequencv Heating Equipment, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS. Vol. 68, pt. 1, pp. 718-
72k, 19^9
.
"The nature o+" the radiation and possible paths
that will cause radiation from an installation are
descr^'b-d. Remedial methods by means of physical
isolation, cancellation of equal and opposite
fields in adjacent conductors, shielding and fil-
tering are discussed. Good design practices are
also outlined."
33. R. A. Whiteman, Shielding Industrial Electronic Genera-
tors, RADIO- ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, nn e Q -10i, Sent. 19>+7,
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"The industrial electronic generator consists es-
sentially of three sections or components, each
capable of radiating interfering electro-magnetic
waves. These parts are the radio frequency oscil-
lator, the load circuit and the transmission line
between them. The basic equations for determining
shielding effectiveness are derived and are rela-
ted to the problem of radiation from the r-f heat-
ers. "
3*f. G. W. ICLingaman, G, H. Williams, Shielding of Dielectric
Heating Installations, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 18, pp. 106-109,
May 19*f5.
"Field intensity measurements in the vicinity of a
9-Hc electronic generator show effects of various
shields, grounding arrangements and line filters
on radiation when feeding 6 KW into a dummy load
An oscillating wavemeter locates points of radia-
tion leakage.
"
35. A. Turner, Summary of Interference from Industrial R. F.
Heating Equipment, WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. 5'3, pg, 326,
Sept. 19h7.
36. Survey of High Frequency Heating, Bureau of Ships Con-
tract 3^227, Task Order 2, Raymond W. Wilmotte, Ine
,
June l°h7.
37. 0. Noeske, What to Do About Certifying Your Induction
Heater, AMERICAN MACHINIST, Vol. 97, pp. lM+-1^6, March
16, 1953.
MOTORS
38. W. 0. Ordinanz, Analysis of Motor Noise and How It Can
Be Minimized, PRODUCT ENGINEERING, Vol. 18, No 12,
pp. 110-115, Dec. 19V7.
39. D. P. Motter, Commutation of D-C Machines and Its Ef-
fects on Radio Influence Voltage Generation, AMERICAN IN-
STITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 68,
pt. 1, pp s *+91-^°6, 19^9 -
"1. One of the main causes of radio influence volt-
age generation in- d-c rotating machinery is transient
voltages produced during commutation.
2 The magnitude of the transients and of the radio
influence voltage generated is dependent upon linear-
ity of armature coil current reversals
3. Black band commutation is no assurance of the




h. Where interpoles are not employed, there is a
finite armature current at which commutation is of
better quality and minimum radio influence voltage
is generated while using standard brushes
5\ Developmental laminated brushes can improve
linearity of armature coil current reversal and
provide an appreciable reduction of radio influence
voltage generation over a wide range of armature
currents."
hO. D. P. Hotter, Control of Radio Influence Voltage in Rota-
tine DC Electrical Machines, Proceedings of Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, Dec. 195^, (AD 76686),
"Two major aspects in the control of Radio Influ-
ence Volt-ape in rotating d-c machines ares 1 Re-
ducing the generation of R.I.V.5 2. Suppressing
the generated R.I.V. that cannot be reduced through
practical machine design. Voltage transients which
are of the repetitive type are mainly caused by com-
mutation of the armature coil and nay be reduced
by improved commutation. Another type of voltage
transient which occurs is the non-repetitive type
or 'surface noise 8 produced when the commutator or
slip ring surface slides across the face of the
brush. This type of J surface noise' has many
causes which have been investigated and improved.
Examples are brush material, commutator bar mater-
ial, pressure o^ brushes on the commutator and
several others."
*+l. Edward Binek, Sylvester F. Pelowski and others, Frac-
tional-Horsepower D.C a Motors RF Minimization, Radio In-
terference Lab., Burroughs Corp* , 0ct o 1951** (AD h^Bl2)
1+2. Installation of Radio Noise Filters in Heater and Anti-
icer Motors — P-61A, U. S. Armv Air Forces, Apr* 19^5j
Tech. Order Ol-l^FB-29, (PB M-I878).
**3- W. Moore, Interference Investigations of Electronic Var-
iable Speed Drive, American Industrial Devices, Dec c
195H, (AD 5863V).
"This report covers investigation of interference
produced from Electronic Variable Speed Control
Drives as used in commercial developing and repro-
duction equipments, similar to those supplied to
the Navy Department. Of particular interest may
be found the application of Thyratron tubes for
speed control purposes. Research and development
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work relative to the location of interference
sources and design of appropriate corrective meas-
ures to provide conformance with Bureau of Ships
Navy Department specification MIL-I-16910A are
likewise detailed in this report."
hh. Motors that Meet MIL-E-l61+00 (Ships) and MIL-I-16910A
(Ships), Burroughs Corp., May 1955, (AD 85120).
"This report contains detailed and general consid-
erations for the design, construction and testing
of several universal fractional-horsepower motors
that meet the applicable requirements of Military
Specifications MIL-E-l6>+0P (SHIPS) and MIL-I-
16910A (SHIPS), Some of the methods and techniques
used to reduce the inherent interference of frac-
tional-horsepower direct-current rotating machinery
were applied to these universal motors. The prin-
ciples of interference reduction used here can be
applied to any universal motor design,"
*+5. Floyd D. Seaman. Radio Interference Minimization Design
Techniques — Fractional Horsepower D.C. Motors, Bur-
roughs Corp., Jan. 195^, (AD 35286).
"This report consists of techniques used in design-
ing fractional horsepower direct-current motors to
minimize radio interference. An attempt to corre-
late the minimization of radio interference tech-
niques to existing design practices is made. De-
sign factors considered ares (1) various forma-
tions for armature windings ; (2) threaded commuta-
tors; (3) brush resistance and composition; (h)
load requirements and their effect on armature re-
action. Other pertinent factors considered are:
(1) effects of load on series and shunt type motors;
(2) effect of altitude; (3) methods of filtering."
1*6. S. I. Fhilpott, Radio Interference Suppression, ELECTRIC-
IAN, Vol. lM+, pp. 1025-102°, March 195C
"An expert on fractional horsepower motors, Mr.
Philpott deals mainly with interference caused by
such motors , but much of the information will be
found of general application."
h?. S. Maiumdar, S. Khastigir, S. Sen, Studies of Electrical
Interference to Radio Reception, INDIA!! JOURNAL OF
PHYSICS, Vol. 17, pp. 271-282, Oct, lolf3? WIRELESS ENGIN-
EER, Vol. 21, pp. 538-53? (Abstract), Nov. 19M+.
"The electrical interference in the frequency
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ranges 0.65-1. 5", 3-6, and 7-20 Mc from d.c. elec-
tric fans and motors was studied. Four different
studies were made: 1) measurement of the RF radia-
tion field, 2) determination of the resonant fre-
quency of armature colls, 3) measurement of the
horizontal to vertical ratio of field strengths,
and h) oscillographic studies of the noise compon-
ents. "
k? . S. Khastigir, S. Sen, Suppression of Radio Interference
from Electric Motors, CURRENT SCIENCE, Bangalore, Vol.
12, No. 5, FP- l*+6-lV7, May 19V3.
GENERATORS
*+9. A. M. Brown, Rrushless, Regulated Generator of Radio-
Interference-Free Design, Proceedings of 3rd Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, pp. 330-339, Feb. 19?7, (AD-231^ 211).
"This paper describes a generator of radio-interfer-
ence-free design which produces a conventional volt-
age regulated output without requiring slip rings
or commutator. There are no sliding or arcing con-
tacts to initiate radio interference. The unique
feature developed is the manner in which regulated
excitation is supplied to the rotating field."
50. J. W. Teegsrden, Combination Starter-Generator for Jet
Engines, Air Material Command, May 19*+9, (ATI 69225 (3-
"A number of modifications attacking the starter-
generator interference problem at the source are
listed, as well as re-routing of the canopy wiring
and the incorporation of a standard 10-amp radio
interference filter in the engine ignition junction
box. The filter is to be inserted in series with
the starter-generator field."
51. A. Mason Brown, Development of a Brushless Regulated AC
Generator of Radio-Interference-Free Design, Naval Civil
Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme, Calif., Final Report,
Technical Rpt. No. 032, (AD-209 529) e
"Power generators were studied with the object of
reducing radio interference. Study revealed that
brush sparking at the commutator and slip rings of
ac power generators and associated exciters was a
source of severe radio interference and that brush,
commutator and slip-ring wear were the main sources
of all generator troubles and maintenance expense.
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The development is described of a generator of
radio-interference free design which produces a con-
ventional voltage-regulated output without requir-
ing brushes, commutator, or slip rings. There are
no sliding or arcing contacts to initiate radio in-
terference. The unique feature developed is the
manner in which regulated excitation is supplied
to the rotating field. Acceptance tests snowed
that the generator complied with Navy voltage regu-
lation specifications. Tests showed that it was
radio-interference-free to MIL-T-16910 standards.
Total running time to date logged on the generator
is 1600 hr. It is concluded that brushless gen-
erators with standard performance characteristics
can be built with all sliding, current-carrying
surfaces eliminated. Such machines have inherent
in their design prospects for a degree of highly
reliable operation unattainable in conventional
generators.
"
52. Leonard W. Thomas, Procurement Scheduled for Radio
Interference-Free Power Equipment , U.S. BUREAU OF SHIPS
JOURNAL, Vol. 3, No. 3, pp. 29-3^, July 195^
.
Describes the Navy Model CXRB Gasoline Generator
Set which delivers 600 watt, 115 volt, 60 cycle,
single phase a.c. output. It has been designed to
cause a minimum of radio interference. Radiated
interference at ten feet was 10 microvolts at 1*+ kc
to 150 kc, and 5 microvolts at 15 kc to 25 kc.
Conducted interference values did not exceed the
following: 60 kc to 300 kc — 10 microvolts
301 kc to 25 mc — 5 microvolts
26 mc to *+00 mc — 20 microvolts.
53. John L. Pancoast, Radio Interference Studies of an
AN/SPN-11 Radar Power Supply for 2 )+-Volt DC Power Source,
?fanufactured by Electric Specialty Company, Stamford,
Connecticut, Letter Report, Naval Engineering Experiment
Station, Annapolis, Md. , EES Rpt a No. 8l003 l+-G, 15 Oct.
1957, (AD-208 A6L).
5^-. E. S. Van Valkenburg, E. A. White, Radio Interference
Studies of Aircraft Generators. Naval Research Lab.,
E-2807, April 19*f6, (PB 123 368).
55> Bruce Jackson, Radio Noise Test on General Electric
Tachometer Commutator, U. S. Array Air Forces Experimen-
tal Section, Exp. M-5^-656-V77 G, 19^+2, (PB 10162).
"Report on noise level test of tachometer commuta-
tor, General Electric commutator assembly Type TJ-21,
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and recommendation for changes necessary to lower
the level. Graph."
56. A. Brown, Regulated Radio- Interference-Free Generators,
ELECTRONIC DESIGN, pp. 136-139, 15 July 1957*
"A radio-interference-free generator design which
produces a conventional voltage regulated output
without requiring brushes, slip rings or commuta-
tors is described. There are no sliding or arcing
contacts to initiate radio interference. The most
unique feature of this generator is the manner in
which excitation is supplied to the rotating field.
Regulation is obtained by means of a static type
voltage regulator."
57. Suppression of Interference from Large DC Generators,
Air Services Telecommunication Division, Dept. of Trans-
port, Canada, Circ. Sll-10-lfO, May 1951.
58. Suppression of Radio Interference Created by Engine Gen-
erator Units, U. S. Army Signal Corps, Manual SIG-V61-1,
August 19*+ 5 *
59. G. L. Oscarson, I. C. Benson, Telephone Influence Factor
in Synchronous Machines, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRI-
CAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 70, pt„ 1, pp e 710-7l4-8 9
1951.
"In commercial generators, distortion in the volt-
age wave may b° caused by (1) variation in the
speed (2) non-uniform or pulsating magnetic fields;
or (3) distribution and connection of the armature
conductor. The electric load on the generator may
change the TIF, The no-load TIF may be reduced
from 20 to 50% by applying full load, if balanced
on all phases. The magnitude of the load current
affects the magnetic saturation within the genera-
tor and thereby also affects the TIF. The power
factor of the load which relates the load current
to its voltage and in turn the motor position with
respect to the stator, will affect TIF. Generally,
un^ty power factor loads, or even lagging power
factor loads, will result in a lower TIF than on
leading power factor loads. Manufacturing factors
affecting TIF are also discussed."
RECTIFIERS
60. D. W. R. Cobbe, Interference from Cathodic Protection
Rectifiers. POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL,
London, Vol, h5
,




"Outlines an investigation carried out in the Mid-
dle East to determine what interference to telecom-
munication circuits would result from applying rec-
tifier-operated cathodic protection to oil pipe
lines. The nature o^ the interference is consider-
ed and a brief description given of the test proce-
dure and test observations. Precautions for limit-
ing such interference to a satisfactory level are
indicated.
"
61. Interference from Mercury Arc Rectifiers and Effect of
Filter Circuits, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Rpt„ M/t 13, 1932
62. W. Nethercot, Radio-Frequency Disturbance from Mercury-
Arc Rectifiers and its Suppression, British Electrical
and Allied Industries Research Association, Rpt. M/T *+8,
1937.
SHAFT, BEARING, SLIP RINGS, ELECTRICAL CONTACTS
63. H. E. Dinger, J. E. Raudenbush, Anti Friction Bearings
As a Radio Noise Source. Naval Research Lab., ^023, July
1952, (ATI 159885 (3-^n.
"It was found that noise generation was the result
of erratic pulses of current flowing between the
races of the bearing as a result of dielectric
breakdown of the lubricnnt film and/or momentary
metal to metal contacts between the balls and races
.
The potential causing this current flow in actual
machines would exist between the shaft and the
frame by electric induction as a result of the
strong electric fields normally present. A ny leak-
age currents tending to flow across the bearing as
a consequence of inefficient insulation of the wind-
ings would also be a possible cause of radio noise.
Anti friction bearings lubricated with low-viscosity
lubricants, because of their much lower shaft to
frame resistance characteristics were found to gen-
erate somewhat less radio noise than when lubrica-
ted with high viscosity lubricants."
6*+. L. Germer, T. Smith, Arcing at Electrical Contacts on
Closure—Part III—Development of an Arc. JOURNAL OF AP-
PLIED PHYSICS, Vol. 23, No. 5, pp. 553-562, May 1952.
"A description is given of a system made up of ex-
perimental electrodes and an oscilloscope by means
of which the potential across the electrodes can
b e' recorded. As an arc starts the potential across
the electrodes decreases more or less gradually
12*f

from the applied voltage to a steady value charac-
teristic of the metal of the electrodes. The course
of this change is extremely variable as is also the
time ov^r which the change is spread. The average
value of the tire appears to vary with circuit in-
ductance and with the nature o** the electrode sur-
faces. "
65. G. Stannard , R. Krackhardt, Contact Noise and Problem of
the Suppression, Proceedings of Conference on Radio In-
terference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, Dec.
195*+, (AD 76686),
"The special distribution from 15 KC to 20 Mc of
radio noise that results from the operation of
current-interrupting contacts in dc circuits having
supply voltages of *+R volts or less and steady state
currents of o 5 ampere or less has been correlated
to some degree with the values of the circuit para-
meters and with the nature of the breakdown phen-
omena occurring in the contact gap during opening
and closing of the switch. Radio noise is caused
by two broad classifications of gap breakdown: one
related to the voltace across the gap and the other
dependent on the voltage gradient within the gap.
The former may be eliminated by the use of non-
linear resistances or rectifiers, but such suppres-
sors have not been found to be effective in reduc-
ing the second type of breakdown."
6^. T. Hammell, M. Fichring, Electrical Noise Level Measure-
ments of NRC Mercury Sliprings Rotating at 12000 RFM and
Surface Rubbing Speed of 70 ft. /sec, National Research
Council of Canada, July 1961, (AD-260 006).
67. Billy M. Norton, Electrical Noises Generated in Sliding
Contacts, Naval Research Lab., Rpt 3^08, Jan. 191+9.
"An investigation has been made of various rater-
ials and methods for transmitting electroencephalo-
graph signals through a rotating joint . It is found
that low friction with smooth sliding, freedom from
corrosion films, multiplicity of contacts, and sim-
ilarities in thermoelectric properties of the mater-
ials in contact are all desireable characteristics.
Effects of variations in speed, number of contacts,
and normal force are investigated. Several novel
sliding contact arrangements are tried. Measure-
ments of generated electrical noise, in frequency
range 0.5 to 200 Cps, are made for various combina-
tions of natural graphite, electro-graphite, copper,





68. A. M. Intrator, An Investigation into the Use of Conduc-
tive Lubricants for the Reduction of Shaft-Bearing Noise,
Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Port H'ueneme, Calif., Tech
Note N-085, 25 Apr. 1952, (PB I5*f 635).
"Radio interference has b^en observed to originate
in the shaft-bearing area of some rotating machin-
ery and was attributed to erratic discharge through
the shaft lubricant of the static charge developed
between the shaft and bearing. A laboratory test
set up was designed to studv the effectiveness of
various conducting lubricants in reducing such in-
terference. None of the lubricants tested offered
a sufficiently low impedance path for complete elim-
ination of the noise voltages, although the graphite
grease mixtures did lower the measureable noise
somewhat.
"
69. J. Radnick, Investigation of Noise Generated by Electri-
cal Slip Rings, Armour Research Foundation, Apr. 1953,
(AD-1305U).
"Fundamental investigations of the source mechanisms
of electrical slip ring noise under the specific
conditions of high ring surface speeds and extreme-
ly low current were made for the purpose of develop-
ing techniques to obtain consistent and reliable
vibration measur Qments. A literature and patent
survey (included as an Appendix) was made for clues
to the physical mechanisms contributing to slip
ring noise. Noise measurements were carried out to
substantiate theoretical predictions. Slip ring
noise reduction was attempted by application of
voltage and high frequency bias techniques to a
representative slip ring brush assembly. It was
concluded that the maior source of electrical noise
at high speeds is the complete separation of brush
and slip ring caused by very small irregularities
in the ring."
70. G. Forster, Investigation of Noise Generated by Electri-
cal Slip Rings. Ardour Research Foundation, Apr. 195^,
(AD- 51055).
"Strain gage recording of propeller strains was
limited by electrical noise produced by the slip
rings and contacts. The sources of slip ring noise
were found to be thermoelectric effects, variable
contact resistance, and loss of contact on brush
bounce. The latter was the major offender for the
usual form or rigid brush under conditions of high
slip ring surfaee speed. An effective means of
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nullifying the causes of bounce is a brush of metal
wool which absorbs and damps out mechanical shocks.
The material conforms to the slip ring surface so
that the contact area remains relatively constant.
With the noise of brush bounce eliminated the noise
due to variable contact resistance became important.
The main cause of this is slip ring film and the
materials of ring and brush must be chosen so that
film is slow to form and easy tc remove. Of the
materials tested, a molybdenum wool brush on a sil-
ver slip ring was best."
71. B. Horton, Sliding Contacts to Transmit Small Signals,
REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTMENTS, Vol. 20, pp. 930-932,
Dec. 19^9.
"Measurements have been made of root-mean-square
noise voltage in the frequency range 0,5 to 200 cps
by contacts sliding at low speeds using four arrange-
ments of contacting bodies and various materials.
Mercury with amalgamated probes gave the lowest
noise levels. Some solid contacts operating with
low friction on clean metal surfaces yielded values
of generated noise below 1 microvolt at a sliding
speed of 3? cm/sec when two contacts were in paral-
lel. The noise increases with speed and varies
with normal rorce. The r.m.s. generated noise vol-
tage of a large number of independently mounted con-
tacts in parallel is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of contacts."
72. Study of RFI Tests for Engine Starting Vibration and Re-
lays, Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical Lab., Naval
Air Development Center, Johnsville, Penna., Dec. 195*+.
This report deals with the investigation and elimina-
tion of "any errors and ambiguities in the specifica-
tion test for radio interference characteristics of
starting vibrators, remote control switches, and
similar equipment, for the purpose of uncovering
any unties 3 red factors influencing the accuracy of
measurements". Test set-ups and results are shown.
Specific recommendations for changes to Specifica-
tion No. MIL-V-5635' and MIL-C-^39 are included.
73. D. F. Meyers, Traces Radio Noise from Bushing, ELECTRI-
CAL WORLD, Vol. 121, pp. 1260, Apr 1, 19^+.
Describes a series of tests on a 3 ,+ «5 kv condenser-
type bushing installed in a transformer bank. Tests
showed strong radio interference when the applied
voltage reached 9 kv. It was determined that
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interference was due to bad contact between the
main flange and the ground layer of the condenser.
MISCELLANEOUS
?lf. R. L. Baker, Aircraft Position Light Flasher, Seaboard
Electric Company, Radio Interference Tests Of, Naval Air
Test Center, Patuxent River, Md., 6 Dec. 1957, (AD-150
599).
"A radio interference evaluation was conducted on
a type F-l aircraft position light flasher, Sea-
board Electric Company Part No. 3270, to determine
compliance with the requirements of specification
MIL-I-618B. The flasher failed to meet the require-
ments of the specification for either conducted or
radiated interference. Tt is recommended that the
conducted and radiate^ interference levels be
brought within specification limits by providing
more efficient filtering and /or shielding of the
interference source."
75. Eliminating RFI, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 6,
No. 3, pg. 3^, July 1°57 .
Lists a few procedures for eliminating RFI from
machine tools.
76. L. \fL Thomas, Government Radio Interference Requirements
for Machine Tools, TOOLING AND PRODUCTION, Vol. 21, No.
If, July 1955.
77. R. Eraser, Measurements of RFI and Modification on Gomco
Suction Apparatus, Electro-Search, Phila. Pa., Aug. 1952,
(TIP G U 2¥+l8).
"The apparatus consists of a split-phase induction
motor and a compressor incorporated within a single
housing. Interference was eliminated by confining
the radiated energv within the shielding and by
filtering out the conducted energy with two HE-1-
3115 filters. The modified unit met the require-
ments of the Navy specifications except for a slight-
ly excessive interference in the 16 Mc region "
78. H. Kenny, Measurements of RFI from Aircraft Position
Light Flasher MIL-E-7Ifllf (Type C-2) of Seaboard Electric
Co., Electro-Search, Phila., Pa., March 1955, (AD-786^3).
79. H. Kenny, Measurements of RFI from Cox-Head-Liner Model
CHL-1 of Ralph C. Coxhead Corp., Electro- Search, Phila.,
Pa., Mar. 1955, (AD-786M+),
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80. C. D. Fahm.kop, Methods of Reducing Radio Interference of
Machine Tools, TOOL ENGINEERING, Vol. 35, rp. 196-198,
July 1955.
81. Navy Tvpe Meggers—Radio Interference--Analysis of; Let-
ter Report, Navy Electronics Laboratory Report No. 6l,
19*+7.
82. C. D. person, RFI. .... Problem of Automatic -Machine Con-
trol, AMERICAN MACHINE, Vol. c 9, No. 23, pp. 122-125,
Nov. 7, 1955.
83. J. Krause, W. Schattler, RFI Tests on Federal Enter-
prises Horns—Type H*fD3, Industrial Specialty Co., March
195N (/D-5376i+).
8*+. J. Krause, W. Schattler, RFI Tests on Federal Enter-
prises Horn- -Tyre 1C/H1+D2, Industrial Specialty Co.,
March l^, (AD- 53766).
85. E. Birch, H. Craig, RFI Tests on Model H9 S*f Motor Dri-
ven Horn, Industrial Specialty Co., Jan. 1°51+, (AD-
53765).
86. C, D. Emerson, L. W. Thomas, Radio Interference— A Prob-
lem of Automatic Machine Control, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS
JOURNAL, Vol. 5, No. 1, pp. 25-2°, May 1956.
Briefly describes the Navy requirements and test
procedures for contractor supplied equipment cap-
able of generating RFI.
8^. Leon-rd W. Thomas, Radio Interference from Machine Tools,
U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 3, No. 7, pp. 35-38,
Nov. lc 5^.
Outlines the Bureau of Ships specifications for ra-
dio interference reduction on rachine tools and por-
table power tools.
88. Suppression of Broadcast Interference from Electric
Lifts, British Electrical and Allied Industries Research
Association, Rpt. M/T if2, 1935.
89. Test of Electrical Bilge Pump for Radio Interference, U.
S. Tank Arsenal Proving Ground. Utica, Mich., Rpt. PG-
61705.17, Project 235, Apr. 19*+lf
"This is a report of a proiect initiated to obtain
installation data and to provide for a radio inter-
ference test on electric bilge pumps in an M-U ser-
ies medium tank. No result of the radio interfer-




NON- INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT INTERFERENCE
GENERAL
In ref. (1), Garlan and Davis states
I'any of the devices capable of generating man-made
noise are operated without licensing under Parts 15
and 18 of the FCC rules. Government restrictions
and efforts of industry are doing much to reduce
the probability of interference from these devices
Basically the requirements are designed to reduce
the level of sky wave radiation on communication
channels to a level below that likely to cause in-
terference and to confine ground wave signals to a
reasonably short radius.
The technical requirements are also aimed at preventing the
transmission of unwanted signals by the power lines.
On a frequency basis, equipment regulated by the FCC
can be divided into three categories:
(1) Those which operate in special ISM (Industrial,
Scientific and Medical) frequency bands without re-
strictions on the radiation:
(2) Those which operate on any frequency but with
a limitation on the amount of radiation on frequen-
cies outside of the ISM bands;
(3) Those which operate on any frequency except
international distress frequency bands with limita-
tions on the amount of radiation.
Typical sources of radio frequency energy, regulated
under Fart l£, that contribute noise to the radio spectrum
are medical diathermy equipment, medical and industrial
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ultrasonic equipment, noon sjgns, garage door openers, and
carrier current systems,
BUSINESS MACHINES
With the advent of more and more business machines
utilizing electro mechanical systems and operating in close
proximity to sensitive receivers, a potentially serious
source of interference has developed. The problem of sup-
pressing this interference was studied by Ruzgis and describ
ed in ref. ('+). It was determined that the sources of inter-
ference were located in the drive motor 9 its speed governor
and the line breaker switch. It was found that radiated in-
terference exceeded permissible levels at distances as great
as 100 feet from the machines. Field intensities in excess
of 6-84cv/m/kc were measured in the 100-1000 kc range.
Peaks of lO/UV/m/kc at a distance of 20 feet were measured
at *+0-80 mc with a rapid dropoff to tolerable levels at
100 mc. Conducted interference^ measured across the power
line, was 60-85"^^/m/kc in the freqtiency range from 0„1 to
IfO mc. Natural shielding from the case of the machine was
ineffectual due to part of the housing being constructed of
non-metallic material. Complete enclosure of the equipment
in shielding material was not deemed feasible because it
would interfere with the operation of the equipment. As a
result of various tests, the following suppression system
was found applicable to most office machines:




(2) I^otor field split to permit insertion of a
governor circuit between the drive rotor brush and
field;
(3) Each drive motor brush bypassed with 0„01<*f d
capacitor:
(h) RC network installed across line breaker points:
(5) Governor points and resistors shunted with a
spark absorption capacitor;
(6) Shielding of drive motor, governor points,
line breaker points, and interconnecting wiring
made RF tight.
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
Interfering signals from medical equipment can be cate-
gorized into two broad groups: (1) Broadband interference
is characterized by a pulse waveshape having a high energy
content over a large portion of the frequency spectrum A
high current switching relay in an X-ray unit would produce
this type of interference. (2) Continuous-wave interfer-
ence generates discrete frequencies as characterized by the
diathermy machine harmonics.
In the case of diathermy machines, the primary methods
of reducing interference levels are to keep the master oscil-
lator stable and to use adequate shielding. Conducted inter-
ference is minimized by means of L-C filters.
Audiometers,- essentially audio oscillators, can cause
interference with harmonics beyond 100 kc Filtering is
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normally used to suppress the interference. Surgical cut-
ting equipments are spark-gap type devices utilizing high
frequency r.f. for cutting. Filtering and shielding tech-
niaues are used to suppress the radiated and conducted inter-
ference. Ultra -violet quartz lamps produce high levels of
radiated interference in the 1*+ kc range during warmup and
the 12 mc range during operation.
In addition to military standards on tolerable limits
of interference for this equipment, the Federal Communica-
tion Commission has also allocated channels at 13c 56, 27.12,
J+O^S and ^k'yO mc with maximum limits of radiation.
APPLIANCES
Strafford states in ref. (32) that domestic appliances
using fractional-horsepower commutator motors are the most
serious sources of interference in the household. The cur-
rent, due to the commutating action of the motor, gives rise
to a broadband spectrum of interference. The currents are
circulated in both a symmetric and asymetrie mode. If de-
sign could obtain perfect balance so that only the symmetric
mod" was circulated, very little suppression in the VHF and
UHF bands would be required. This is not possible in prac-
tical design due to the inherent distributed capacitance.
Practically, the symmetric mode may be suppressed by a
shunt capacitor and the asymmetrical mode can be limited by
means of series -inductances. The inductances are not effec-
tive at the higher frequencies because the few inches of
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lead between the motor and the Inductance can radiate before
the asymmetric component is limited. Shielding of the en-
tire unit, if possible, is then the most effective means of






1. H. Garlan, E. Davis, Man-Mad e Noise, Federal Communica-
tions Commission, Aug. 1957, (AD-150 771).
The report provides general information on most of
the devices that produce man-made noise and which
are regulated under Parts 15 and 18 of FCC Regula-
tions. It stresses the effect that the location
of these devices can have on satisfactory circuit
operation.
BUSINESS MACHINES
2. H. Kenny, Measurements of RFI from Hamann Model 300 Cal-
culating Machine, Electro-Search, Fhila., Pa 9 Aug. 1955.
(AD-786%).
3. J. M'. Sarlev, R. J. Hendery, Radio-Interference Control
as Applied to Business Machines, IBM JOURNAL OF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT, Vol. 1, No. h 9 pp. 363-372, Oct* 19^7 «>
"This paper discusses sources of radio interfer-
ence and methods used to reduce the interference
levels present in business machines. Particular
attention ^s piven to electro-mechanical machines
Testing rethods are also considered. A descrip-
tion is given of the development of a universal
line filter which has been most successful in re-
ducing noise transmission over power cable u The
development o^ reinforced plastic machine covers
creates ev f,n greater challenge in radio interfer-
ence control. A discussion is given of experimen-
tal solutions to these future problems through the
use of such techniques as copper screening, copper
spray, and imbedded metallic foils*"
M-, Albert Ruzgis, Radio Interference Suppression System De-
sign Considerations for Electric Office Machines, Tech.
memo. No* M-1877* Army Signal Engineering Labs, Fort
Monmouth, N. J., 8 April 1957 9 (AD-I32 952).
"A business machine's interference producing poten-
tialities and the necessary approaches for develop-
ment of a suppression svstem which would conform to
Military Specification MIL- 1.1172+8 (SigC) were in-
vestigated. Interference which exceeds the permis-
sible levels cited in the specification was found
to radiate to distances of at least 100 ft„ from
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machines which received no interference reduction
treatment. The interference radiated from the
machines was of such magnitude that the degree of
attenuation obtained from bypassing of the power
leads was inconsequential. Natural shielding by
means of the machine housing could not be employed
advantageously since at least a portion of the
housing was fabricated of a nonmetallic material.
The only components requiring interference reduc-
tion considerations were the drive motor, its speed
governor, and the line breaker switch. The system
for obtaining the required degree of attenuation
with the test equipment antenna located at a dis-
tance of 5° ft. differed only slightly from the
system required when the antenna was located at
2^ ft. from the machines."
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
5. H. Sachs, A. Albin, Control of Radio Interference from
Medical Electronic Equipment, Proceedings of 2nd Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, March 1??6.
6. R. L. Raskins, Diathermy Interference, RADIO ENGINEERING,
Vol. 15, No. 2, TV- 20-21 and 26, Feb. 1931.
7. Irving Brown, Evaluation and Reduction of Radio Interfer-
ence Characteristics of Electro-Medical Equipments,
Quarterly interim engineering report No u *+, Electro-
Search, March 1°5S (FB Uh 2th)'.
8. P. M. Pickei, Evaluation and Reduction of Radio Interfer-
ence of Burdick Microwave Diathermy Generator, Model
MW-1, Material Lab, New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn,
20 Nov. 1957, (AD-161 ^38),
"The Burdick Microwave Diathermy Generator, Model
MW-1 as received does not meet the limits of Spec
MIL-I-16910A (SHIPS) dated 30 Aug c 195^•- The in-
corporation of a simple power line filter in the
Burdick Microwave Diathermy Generator could enable
the equipment to meet the required limits "
9. K. Oishi, Evaluation and Reduction of Radio Interference
on Raytheon Microwave Diathermy Generator Eouipment
No. KV-1C^C, Model CMD-10, Material Lab 9 New York Naval
Shipyard, Brooklyn, 11 Jan. 1957, (AD-I3U hch)
Graphs of radiated and conducted interference
from 10 kc to 1000 mc are shown. Conducted inter-
ference was reduced below the limits specified in
MIL-I-16910 (SHIPS). Radiated interference was
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reduced to within limits except in the range be-
tween 530 and 1000 mc. This radiated interference
came from the shield can surrounding the filament
leads of the magnetron oscillator*
10. E. Chapin, W. Roberts, M. Mobley, FCC Diathermy Design
for Low Harmonic Radiation and Good Frequency Stability,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,
Vol. 67? pt. 1, pp. ^2-^6, 19*+8.
"This paper sets forth the principles which pertain
to the elimination of frequency instability and har-
monic radiation from diathermy equipment, illustra-
ting the application of the principles with an act-
ual model. The problem of high frequency harmonics
requires facility with high frequency techniques."
11. Interference from Diathermy Apparatus, British Electri-
cal and Allied Industries Research Association, Rpt„ M/T
72, 19^2.
12. Interference Troubles from Industrial and Medical Appara-
tus, ELECTRICIAN, Vol. 136, pg. 1172, May 3, 191+6.
13. Emil Brou, Medical Electrical Equipment, Testing for
Electronics Interference, Burdiek Microwave Diathermy
Equipment, Model MV~1, Medical Equipment Development Lab c
Fort Totten, N. Y. , Memo Rpt s No* 58-3, 2h Feb. 1958,
(AD
-159 125).
1*+. K. G. Jansky, Minimum Noise Levels Obtained on Short-
Wave Radio Receiving Systems Effect of Diathermy Mach-
ines, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 25,
pp. 1517-30, Dec. 1937, Correction Vol 9 26, pg. IfOO,
April 1938.
Generally discusses ncise levels in receivers. The
second portion of the report deals v/ith measure-
ments of diathermy interference,, The worst inter-
ference was found on l6 e 7 meters in comparison with
32 . 2 meters and 1*+- meters. Frequency of some of
the machines would vary irrationally by at least
as much as 200 kc.
15. Erwin Levey, Radio Interference Measurements and Modifi-
cations ' on Audiometer Equipments (Stock No* 3-07lf-100),
Electro-Search, April 1952, (PB 107 102),
"In this work the unit was considered as both a
source and a receiver of interference. For the
equipment considered a source of interference, each
cause of interference was analyzed separately and
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the methods employed either to redtice or completely
eliminate it are discussed in detail. For the
equipment considered a receiver of interference, a
similar type of analysis is made in terms of the
specific problems encountered in this phase of the
work."
16. Erwin Levey, Radio Interference Measurements and Modifi-
cations on Burdick Model MF-*+9 Diathermy, Electro-Search
July 1952, (FB 108 051).
"This report gives a detailed analysis of RFI tests
performed on a Burdick MF- 1*? diathermy unit. In
this work the un:t was considered a source of in-
terference. This interference is due to radiation
and conduction of energy on the fundamental fre-
quency and on harmonics. Various methods and tech-
niques were tried to reduce the harmonic interfer-
ence, and these are described in the report."
17. Erwin Levey, Radio Interference Measurements and Modifi-
cations on Electrosur?ical Un?'t ? Portable (Stock No. 3-
275-6OO). Electro-Search, Aug. 1?52, (PB 108 283).
"...gives detailed analysis of r-i tests performed
on unit. Unit was found to be a source of consid-
erable interference. RFI reduction methods de-
scribed in detail."
18. James H. Ray, Radio Interference Measurements and Modifi-
cations on Fischer Model 'AM 8 X-Ray Unit, Stock No. 6-
12^-885 , Electro-Search 9 Tech Rpt. 158, June 195^,
(PB 117 5^o).
"A description of the radio interference tests per-
formed on an X-ray unit is given. The modifica-
tions which were made to reduce this interference
are discussed, and those which are considered to
be most adaptable to production techniques are rec-
ommended. "
19. Simon Kravitz, Radio Interference Measurements and Modi-
fications on Li ebel-Florsheim Model SW-660 Diathermy,
Electro-Search, Sept. 1952, (PB 108 053).
"The investigation involved a series of radio inter-
ference measurements that indicated the initial
quantity of electrical noise emanating from the dia-
thermy unit. Thereafter, an extensive series of
modification attempts were embarked upon to reduce
the radio interference. The discussion and tabtila-
tion o^ measurements thereon and subsequent
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modifications are presented in the report."
20. H. Kenny, RFI Measurements and Modifications on Neuro-
surgical Stimulator (Stock No. 3-7LK3-500) , Electro-
Search, June 1953, (AD-20652).
21. H. Kenny, RFI Measurements and Modifications on "Walker"
OpthalmJc High Frequency Unit (Stock No 3-533-100),
Electro-Search, May 1953, (AD-2065D.
22. E. Levev, RFI Measurements and Modifications on Ritter
Birch Tvpe Dental Unit (Stock No. 5-252-500), Electro-
Search, Apr. 1953, (AD-20560).
23. C. W. Sowton, G. A. C. R. Britton. Radio Interference
Industrial, Scientific and Medical Apparatus and Radia-
ting Receivers, POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL,
Vol. 51, pt. 3, PP. 202-205, Oct. 1958.
2*+. Radio Therapy ; Measures to he Taken to Prevent Interfer-
ence with Radio Communication, SCIENCE, Vol. 8*+, sup. 8,
Dec. 11, 1936.
25. Report on Radio Interference from Electro-Therapeutic
Apparatus, Section 12, Inter-American Arrangement Con-
cerning Radar Communications, Federal Communications
Commission, Dec. 1937.
26. ¥. C. Stoker, Win. W. Seifert* Shielding for Diathermy,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Oct. 19*+3, (PB L
86389).
"This report deals with the problem of preventing
interfering radiation from r-f power equipment used
for non-communication purposes. The general fac-
tors affecting the coordination of electrical facil-
ities, namely, the influence factor, the coupling
factor, and the susceptibility factor are shown to
apply to the problem. Means for controlling the
first and third factors are briefly discussed.
The major portion of the report is concerned with
the coupling factor. The three shielded room types:
single, double coupled and cell type (parallel)
are compared on a basis of cost, attenuation and
attenuation per dollar cost. It is concluded that
comparatively cheap, semi-portable shielded rooms
can be made and equipped with effective filters to
produce attenuation ranging from 73 clb (single
shield) to ihO db (double shield) w "
27. W. Nethercot, Short-Wave Radio Interference Produced by
Electrotherapy Apparatus, British Electrical and Allied
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Industries Research Association, Rpt. M/T 50, 1937.
28. H. M. Sachs, A. L. Albin, Suppressing Radiation from
Medical Electronic Equipment, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES AND
TELE-TECH, Vol. 15, pp. 68-70, Nov. 1956.
"The problems of generation and susceptibility to
interference signals are solved at the source. Fil-
ters and enclosure shielding are used by designer.
Data on these and other methods are presented. The
type of interference created by specific medical
equipment is also discussed."
29. E. F. H. Gould, Suppression of Radio Interference from
Electro-Medical and Certain other Types of High Fre-
quency Apparatus, POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURN-
AL, Vol. 35, Pt.'l, pp. 23-27, April 19^2; ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING, Vol. 15, pg. 28*+, June 19lt-2.
30. Suppression of Radio Inductive Interference from Electro-
Medical Apparatus, Part of Report on Radio Interference
from Electro-Therapeutic Apparatus, Canadian Delegation





31. E. Pawlev, Appliances and Radio Interference, ELECTRIC-
IAN, Vol. 132, No. 3W+, PP. 1+75- l+76, 2 June 19M+; WIRE-
LESS WORLD, Vol. 50, No. 8, Aug. l^V.
"Shorter wavelengths require careful techniques.
Single phase series wound motors are serious of-
fenders and should be replaced by 3 phase accord-
ing to the author. However, there are many practi-
cal disadvantages to 3 phase in the home, i.e.
high voltage, more wiring, etc."
32. F. R. W. Strafford, Band III Television Interference,
WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. 60, pp. 501-50^, Oct. 195*+.
"Discusses the interference generated by household
appliances in the TV bands. Discusses various
methods of suppression and their limitations. Sug-
gests the desirability of reducing interference
at the design stage of the motor."
33. R. L. Hoskins, C. W„ Metcalf, Control of Radio Noise Can
Enhance Appliance Load, ELECTRONIC WORLD, Vol. 109,
pp. 1191-1192, Apr. G , 1938.
"Discusses composition of radio noise voltages
lifO

from electrical appliances. Diagrams and test pro-
cedures for investigating the RFI are shown."
3I+. J. W. Teegarden, Household Radio Interference Elimina-
tors, RADIO AND TELEVISION NEV/S , Vol. If2, pp. 3*+-35,
Sept. l°h°.
To be effective the filter must be placed on the
equipment which is the cause of the radio interfer-
ence. Methods of suppression of household appli-
ances are discussed. The problem of household fil-
tering is finding the true earth ground or satis-
factory reference point.
35. F. R. W. Strafford, R. R. Teesdale, Inductor Suppressors,
WIRELESS WORLD, Vol. 60, No. 1, pp. 15-16, Jan. 195*+.
Discusses the use of small inductors mounted in the
power leads fairly close to the appliance as a
means of suppressing electrical interference.
36. Coombes, Interference from Electric Razors, ELECTRICAL
REVIEW, Vol. 125, pg. 396, Sept. 22, 1939.
37. Interference from Thermostats, Refrigeration and Irons,
British Electrical and Allied Industries Research Assoc-
iation, 1938.
38. F. A. Thehridge, Interference Suppress ion in Household
Appliances, INSTITUTION OF RADIO ENGINEERS (AUSTRALIA)
PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 21, No. 9, pp. 577-530, Sept. i960.
39. Noise from Heating Pads, QST, pg. 67, Oct. 1950.
Briefly discusses methods of by-passing each of
the thermostats in a heating pad with small con-
densers.
HO. Radio Interference from Common Appliances. U. S. BUREAU
OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 5, No. 8, pg. 31+, Dec. 1956.
Motors, dvnamotors, inverters, fluorescent lights,
business machines, coding machines, electrical ap-
pliances, electric razors, and electric erasers
are listed as possible sources of RFI. Unless at-
tenuated by filters, interference is impressed on
pow^r lines and then conducted to receivers.
1+1. Suppression of Appliances and Small Motors, Air Services
Telecommunication Division, Dept. of Transport, Canada,
Circular Sll-10-1, June 1956.
ll+l

U-2. S. F. Pearce, Suppression of Radio Interference from
Electrical Appliances, BEAMA JOURNAL (London), Vol. 5*+,
pp. ^+0-1+7, Feb. 19^7.
*+3. L. H. Daniel, S. Whitehead, Suppression of Radio Inter-
ference with Particular Reference to Portable Appliances,
British Electrical and Allied Industries Research Assoc-
iation, Rpt. M/T 52, 193B.
hh. Type Testing for the Interfering Voltages of Small Elec-
tric Appliances, British Electrical and Allied Industries
Research Association, Rpt. M/T 59, 1938.
1+5. C. W. Frick, Yotir Product Need Not Cause Radio Interfer-
ence, ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING, Vol. 23, No. 3, pp. 31-
3*+ and 60, March 1939.
MISCELLANEOUS
*+6. Control of Radio Interference from Industrial, Scientif-
ic and Medical Equipment, Air Services Telecommunication
Division, Department of Transport, Canada, S 11-13-29,
Feb. 19^3.
hn . J. R. Steen, Eliminating Traffic Signal Noise in Radio
Receiving Sets, RADIO NEWS, Vol. 17, pg. 536, Mar. 1936.
If8. J. Deitz, FCC Control of RFI, ELECTRONIC DESIGN, Vol. 8,
No. 7, VV* 56-59, 30 March I960.
"Restricted radiation devices, incidental radiation
devices, and industrial scientific and medical
equipment must be designed to prevent radio fre-
quency interference. The radiation limits for
these devices are specified by the FCC in Part 15
and Part IP of the regulations. The technical re-
quirements of these regulations are discussed and
rart of the tables are reproduced to illustrate
the tert."
h9. Incidental and Restricted Radiation Devices, INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. ^4f, pg. ^36, March
1956.
"A report of the Appendix to Docket No. 9288 of
the Federal Communications Commission giving the
amended FCC rules governing restricted radiation
devices.
"
50. F. R. W. Strafford, Interference from Neon Signs. Its




"The actual mechanism whereby RF oscillations are
produced in a neon tube circuit has hitherto been
obscure. The author of this article shows that
the necessarv conditions for oscillation exist in
a typical neon sign and its associated wiring; he
goes on to discuss means of preventing the radiation
of interference."
51. Measurement of Field Intensity Above 300 Me from H-F
Industrial, Scientific and Medical Equipment, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, AIEE Standards No.
950.
52. Rules and Reflations Relating to Industrial, Scientific
and Medical Service, Federal Communications Commission
(Washington, D. C), Title *f7, Telecommunication, Chap-
ter I, part 18, I9V7.
53. 16 MM Sound Motion Picture Projection System, De Vry
Corp. , Investigation for Suppression of RF Noise, Mater-
ial Lab, New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, Jan. 1950,
(TIP G TJ 13035).
"The projector unJt was modified for the suppression
of RF noise by (1) the removal of filters in the
drive motor circuit, (2) connection of 0.01 micro-
farads capacitor between the leads to the drive
motor and ground, (3) insertion of tube filterettes
in the a.c. power-line circuit, and 0+) substitu-
tion of shielded wire in exciter-lamp circuits.
Changes were also made in the amplifier unit. The
conducted RF noise measured less than 5 microvolts
after the changes; radiated noise measured 300






The disruption of coiwrmnicatjons and low-level electro-
magnetic measurements i s not the only problem introduced by
nndesired or uncontrolled electromagnetic radiation. Actual
physical hazards to personnel and explosive hazards to ord-
nance and fuels exist in the vicinity of radio frequency
radiators.
PERSOMEL HAZARDS
Prior to World War II there were very few installations
at which r-f radiation was at a high enough level to be con-
sidered a hazard to personnel. However, since that period,
transmitter power outputs have been increased to the order
of megawatts for several radars and radio facilities.
Charles I. Barron, M. D. , discusses the areas of the
human and animal body that are susceptible to damage by elec-
tromagnetic radiation in ref. (3). The areas of main con-
cern are the ^yes, the blood, the testicles, and the nervous
system.
There are two distinct hazards to the human body. The
greatest harm to human beings is the heating effect due to
r-f radiation. In ref. (6) William L. Bunch, Jr. points out
that the total heating effect is a function of the field in-
tensity, distance from the antenna, the transmitted frequency,
1M+

the exposure time in the r-f field, the ability of the human
body to dissipate heat, and the climatic conditions at the
time of exposure. Radio frequency radiation in the frequency
range of 200 to 3>000 megacycles penetrates deeply into body
tissues, whereas hifh frequencies (3,000 to 11,000 mc) pro-
duce heating at or near the surface of the body. Since most
of the sensory nerves of the body are concentrated at the
surface, it is entire^ possible that the general warming of
the body will not be perceived before damage is done. At
the higher frequencies, the heating discomfort can be felt
by an individual.
The second hazard to the body, tissue ionization, is
discussed in ref. (U-). This damage, normally associated
with frequencies of 3x10 to 3x10^° cps, cannot be per-
ceived at time of exposure. Frequencies in this range are
not purposely generated in common electronic equipment, but
they can result as undesirable by-products. The power level
required to produce damaging effects from this X-radiation
is much lower than that for producing heating.
!
fany organizations have made studies to determine the
acceptable limits of exposure for personnel. The acceptable
tolerances for the U. S. Navy, determined by the Bureau of
Kedicine and Surgery, have been established as 0.01 watts
per square centimeter for r-f heating energy and at 0.3
roentgens per week for ionizing radiation. Ref. (7) reviews
the safety criteria established by the Bell Sjrstem and also
3M

points out some of the diffacuities encountered in establish-
ing such criteria. In general, the armed services have es-
tablished higher tolerance levels than industrial firms.
ORDNANCE HAZARDS
Russell N. Skelters outlines some of the known history
of electromagnetic radiation hazards to ordnance in ref.
(29). One of the first published accounts of a blasting ac-
cident attributed to radio transmission was by E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Co. in 19*+9. Several cases of premature igni-
tion of rocket motors were known in the U. S. Navy before
1957. At that time two projects were started, the RAD HAZ
(Radiation Hazards) program under the Bureau of Ships and
the HERO (Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance)
program under the Bureau of Naval Weapons. Presently all
the armed services are interested in such hazards. However,
the problem is not restricted to military weapons. Construc-
tion companies using r-f initiated blasting caps take pre-
cautions to ensure that no radio transmitters are used near
blasting sites.
The RAD HAZ program, outlined in ref. (33) is more com-
prehensive than the HERO program. The former also covers
hazards to personnel and fuels.
In ref. (21), Richard E. Grove explains the reason for
the incompatibility between electromagnetic fields and many
modern dav ordnance systems. These ordnance devices rely on
electroexplosive devices (EED's) to provide electrical
lk6

switching, to actuate and perform mechanical f-unctions, and
to ignite explosive and propulsive sequences. Two types of
EED's are in conmon use: the wire bridge initiator and the
carbon bridge initiator. In the wire bridge initiator, a
fine wire is heated by energy from the firing circuits. A
small bead of temperature-sensitive explosive is positioned
near the fine wire and is used to initiate the explosive se-
quence. The carbon bridge initiator, which is even more sen-
sitive than the wire bridge, utilizes a thin film of poly-
crystalline carbon deposited on an insulating substrate.
When energy is applied to the carbon bridge, it is thought
that sparking between adjacent crystallites and Joule heat-
ing initiates the explosion. Lead wires to both of these
types of initiators are believed to act as antennas in pick-
ing up extraneous electromagnetic radiation and thereby caus-
ing firing of weapons.
Several testing procedures that have been used to deter-
mine the level of susceptibility of various weapons to an
electromagnetic environment are also described in ref. (21).
The earliest tests were "go/no-go" tests in which a weapon,
with explosives removed, was placed in a known electromag-
netic field. The various parameters considered were fre-
quency of radiation, transmitter power, distance from the
transmitter antenna, and weapon orientation with respect to
the antenna. Radiation levels were increased until the EED's
were initiated. This proved time consuming and expensive;

larce numbers of tests had to be performed before a reliable
statistical statement of firing characteristics could be
made.
Attempts have been made to replace actual EED's with in-
strumented EED's. These attempts have not been completely
successful because the electrical characteristics of the
EED's have not been fully duplicated. Three major types of
EED instrumentation that have been used are radiation thermo-
couples, thermistors, and sensitive resistance measuring de-
vices.
The principle measure taken to eliminate undesired ac-
tivation of EED's has been to provide an electromagnetic
shield to the EED's. A proposed specification for such
shielding is given in ref. (3D. The basic features of the
proposed specification include an electrically continuous
metallic enclosure, only "wave guide below cut-off" holes in
the shield, separation of EED firing circuit condLictors from
other weapon component conductors, and shielding of conduc-
tors. The use of low-pass filters to protect EED's is pro-
posed in ref. (3^)» however, no tests are reported.
FUEL HAZARDS
It is quite elementary that sparking in the presence of
a volatile gas is hazardous. Large amounts of volatile gas
are generated in practically all refueling operations. Sev-
eral references in earlier sections of this chapter have
pointed out that sparking can be produced by radio frequency
1H8

electromagnetic fields. Both radio frequency electromagnetic
fields and refueling operations are found aboard ships and
at air facilities. Ref. (hh) describes tests which were per-
formed at Rome Air Development Center to determine the ac-
tual hazard created by refueling aircraft in an electromag-
netic environment. In general, it was found that at distan-
ces greater than 100 feet radio frequency radiation arcing
caused by an AN/FPS-6 radar did not constitute a hazard to
volatile gases.
0. B. Rawls, et al, report in ref. (Hi) that the U. S.
Air Force has established a critical power density of 5
watts/sq. cm. -peak which must not be exceeded in locations
where fueling operations are in progress. This standard is
relatively high because it was established under ideal condi-
tions. However, if it is observed, it leads to a higher fac-
tor of safety. In contrast to ref. (M+), this report states
that an AN/FPS-6 radar would cause a fueling hazard at dis-
tances of up to 2^00 feet. Hazardous distances for other
radars are also listed.
Some of the factors which determine if an explosive
hazard exists are richness of fuel-air mixture, air tempera-
ture, type of configuration acting as an antenna, gap width
where sparking occurs, pulse width and repetition rate of
r-f source, frequency, and field intensity of the electro-
magnetic radiation. Considering all these factors, it can
be seen that making predictions of the existence of explosive
1^9

hazards is quite complicated. Any instrument designed to
measure the presence of explosive hazards would need to take
these factors into account. No references were found that






1. Charles L. Stec, Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards, U. S
BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 6, pg. 32-33, Aug. 1957.
The personnel hazards from electromagnetic radia-
tion are discussed for frequencies from 60 to
10 ^ cps. Heating effects and ionizing effects
are included.
2. Russell L. Carpenter, An Experimental Study of the Bio-
logical Effects of Microwave Radiation in Relation to
the Eye, Tufts Univ., Bedford, Eass., Feb. 28, 1962,
(AD-275 8M-0).
3. Charles I. Barron, Physical Evaluation of Personnel Ex-
posed to T 'icrowave Emanations, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
1055, (AD-63 85D.
This report briefly reviews results of experiments
performed to evaluate the effects of electromagnetic
radiation on the eyes, blood, nervous system, and
testicles of animals. It then describes a program
which was undertaken at Lockheed Aircraft Corp. to
evaluate the effects of microwave radiation on per-
sonnel. Results of the program after six to nine
months are given.
h. Radiation Hazards in Naval Electronic Equipment, U. S.
BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 10, pg. 33, Jan. 1961.
Two types of* hazards are covered:.-
(1) RF radiation ( = 1 to 10 foem) •— causes heat-
inp of body
(2) X-radiation ( = 1x10-7 to 1x10-30 cm) --
causes ionization of body tissues. Less
power is required for this than for RF
damage. X-ray dose limit was set at 0,3
R/week.
Devices in which electrons are accelerated by volt-
ages greater than 25,000 volts required lead shield-
ing. Methods of detecting RF radiation also are
discussed,
5. 0. TT . Salati, A. Anne, H. P, Schwan, Radio Frequency Rad*
iation Hazards, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol* 21, rg. 96,
Nov. 1962.
"The presently known harmful effects of excessive
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radiation are strictly thermal in nature, and a
rise in body temperature of 1° is taken as intoler-
able. In analyzing the amount of radiation that
can be withstood, the considerations are the amount
of heat that the human body can dissipate, the do-
sage rate and the length of time of exposure."
6. William L. Bunch, Jr., RF Radiation Hazards, U. S. BUREAU
OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 10, pg. 10, Oct. 1961.
RF radiation was not considered hazardous to per-
sonnel until high-power was used in W.W. II.
BT7MED established tolerance of 0.01 w/cm2 . A
table gives minimum distances to antennas of vari-
ous equipment. Greatest harm to people is heat.
Heat is a function of field intensity, distance,
frequency, exposure time, ability of body to dissi-
pate heat, and climatic conditions when exposed.
Frequency determines penetration: 200-3000 Mc.
penetrate deeply, 3000-11,000 Me heats surface.
In most cases, damage to tissues is done before
heatin? effect can be felt.
Critical power density for damage?
Eyes - o l w/cm
Testicles - 0.00? to o 01 w/cm2
7. W. W. Mumford, Some technical Aspects of Microwave Radia-
tion Hazards, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS,
Vol. M-9, pp. V+6-7, peb. l°6l.
"This paper reviews the history of the recognition
of this potential hazard and safety measures adopted
by the Bell System and others to protect personnel.
Some typical and pertinent research work is discus-
sed, and it is shown how these results have influ-
enced the establishment of criteria for safe and po-
tential hazardous environments for human beings.
The currently adopted safety limits of the Bell
System and others are reviewed in some detail, and
a recommended method of calculating power densities
is derived, pointing out the limitations of the ap-
proximations used. Some of the commercially avail-
able power density meters are mentioned, and their
method of operation is described. Their use in
surveying a site is discussed, and the shielding
effect of wire mesh fences is presented in a nomo-
graph. "
8. R. Haitch, RFI: Invisible Killer?, SATURDAY EVENING




9. C. Goode, I. Kabik, Characterization of Squib MK 1 Mod 0:
5 Mc RF Sensitivity for Long Duration Pulses, Naval Ord-
nance Laboratory, April 2*+, 1961.
The test procedures, equipment, and results are de-
scribed for determining the ^0 percent fire level
for this electro-explosive device. The effects of
current amplitude and pulse width are studied.
10. I. Kabik, C. Goode, Characterization of Squib MK 1 Mod 0:
Sensitivity to 9 kMc Radar Pulses, Naval Ordnance Lab.
Tech. Rpt. 62-77, Aug 31, 1962.
"Mk 1 Mod Squibs were fired in the waveguide of
a 9kKc radar. For fully loaded squibs, on the ba-
sis of previous tests at D.C. to $ Mc, the bridge-
wire in the 9 kMc tests did not reach the tempera-
ture expected necessary for firing. Squibs without
cup or base charge approximated the expected firing
temperature. From the results it is inferred that
squib simulators used to predict firing on the ba-
sis of bridgewire temperature may not be applicable
at frequencies as high as 9 kMc. It is also hypothe-
sized that the powder charges in some devices may
act as attenuators somewhat reducing the probabil-
ity of firing in high frequency RF fields."
11. L. D. Hampton, J. N. Ayres, Characterization of Squib MK
1 Mod 0: Thermal Stacking from Radar-like Pulses, Naval
Ordnance Lab., Sept. 1961.
"The electro-thermal equations describing the heat-
ing and cooling of wire-bridge electro-explosive
devices are solved for constant-current radar-type
input pulses. The bridge-wire temperature-time
history is obtained for a variety of pulse ampli-
tudes and repetition frequencies. Equilibrium
temperatures are obtained for varied input condi-
tions and are all combined in a single nomograph...
The conditions for explosion are deduced...."
12. R. A. Dietrich, L. A. Dignazio, Description of Manufac-
ture for Plug, Detonator, T-21+EL, R-F, Protective, Atlas
Chemical Industries, Inc., Tamaqua, Pa., Aug. 1, 1961,
(AD-266 ^29).
13. Russell N. Skeeters, Design Techniques to Reduce the Haz-
ard of Inadvertent Firing in Electroexplosive Devices by
Electromagnetic Energy, Naval Ordnance Test Station,




"Accidental firings of electroexplosive devices
can result from electrical sources such as static
discharges, sneak currents, and currents generated
by thermoelectric action, galvanic action, and
electromagnetic induction. Military propellants,
explosives, and explosive devices use electrical
initiation almost exclusively and hence are subject
to inadvertent actuation by spurious electrical
currents. It is incumbent upon designers of ord-
nance to inform themselves of these potentialities
and to incorporate into the designs of weapons and
weapon systems measures for protection against
such accidents. Methods devised or proposed for
alleviation of electromagnetic hazards are discus-
sed, and suggestions are made for the incorpora-
tion of preventive measures in the initial design
of weapon systems."
l*f. Paul F. Mohrbach, Robert F. Wood, Development of Broad-
Band Electromagnetic Absorbers for Electro-Explosive De-
vices, Laboratories for Research and Development, Frank-
lin Institute, Phila. , Pa., Monthly Progress Rept.
,
Oct. 1-31, 1961, (Conf. Report), (AD-327 6lh).
15. F. Triola, H. Brueckmann, The Effect of Radio Waves on
Electrical Blasting, Army Signal Corps Engineering Lab.,
Aug. 1953, (AD-19 50h).
16. M. M. Abromavage, C. C. Merchant, L. de Pian, Electromag-
netic Coupling to Ordnance Systems, Jansky and Bailey,
Inc., Washington, D. C. , Aug. 25, 1961, (AD-265 ^73).
"Experimental and analytical procedures are presen-
ted for the measurement and analysis of transmis-
sion of energy from electromagnetic radiators to
electrically initiated devices of ordnance systems.
Several methods of analysis are presented which
are applicable to the transmission of energy along
electric circuits from the exterior to the interior
of the ordnance device. A method is also presented
which applies to the direct entry of electromagnetic
wave energy into the interior of a missile through
openings in the missile body, such as arming hatches,
radomes, and others. A section is included which
gives the magnitude of the sum of the radiation and
quadrature components of the electric field produced
by vertical radiators in a form which is especially
useful for computing the hazards of electromagnetic
radiation to ordnance (HERO)."
17. W. L. Teeter, B, Wend, et al. , Electromagnetic Energy
Hazards to the 2.^5 inch FFAR Rocket, Navy Electronics
19+

Lab., Rpt. 722, Sept. 17, 1956.
18. D. Shaw, Exposure Tests of RF Attenuated Electric Initia-
tor Aboard the Aircraft Carrier U. S. S. Bon Homme Rich-
ard, "Feltman Research and Engineering Lab., June, I960,
(Conf. Report), (AD-317 238).
19. Ernest E. Mason, Dorothy H. Zehmer, Hazards of Electromag-
netic Radiation to Ordnance. The Development of Tech-
niques to Detect and Determine the Effects of Heat on
Selected Primary Explosives, Naval Weapons Station, York-
town, Va., Frogress Rpt. No. 1, Jan. 22, 1962, (AD-277
1+13 00).
20. R. Skeeters. HERO Quarterly Progress on NAVDVFNLAB Task
Assignment, P0-1-0O5, Naval Ordnance Test Station, Dec.l,
I960 through Feb. 2?, 196l, (Conf. Report), (AD-322 785).
21. Richard E. Grove, HERO Testing. Techniques and Proce-
dures, Naval Weapons Lab, Dahlgren, Va. , NWL Tech. memo
W-20/60, Sept. I960, (AD-2*f2 910).
"A major responsibility of the Navy's HERO program
is to predict and evaluate the hazards presented
to ordnance by electromagnetic radiation from the
fleet's shore, shipboard, and airborne transmitters.
This memorandum has reviewed the concepts and pro-
cedures that have evolved in the first two years
of the organized HERO program for the evaluation
of these hazards. The problem will be a continuing
one because o^ th* evolution of new weapon sys terns
and because of the need to evaluate the effective-
ness of techniques designed to reduce the suscepti-
bility of weapons to electromagnetic radiation."
22. T. Sueta, Interim Report of Radio Wave on Electrical
Blasting, Signal Corps Engineering Lab., Sept. 1952.
23- L. Lysher, Investigation of Electromagnetic Hazards to
the Guided Missile Complete Round MK 6 Mod (Terrier
BW-1) on Board the USS Providence (CLG-6), Naval Weapons
Lab.. Dahlgren, Va. , March, I960, (Conf. Report), (AD-
315 623).
2h. Martin M. Ahromavage, Investigation of Electromagnetic
Hazards to Ordnance at the U. S. Naval Weapons Lab.,
Dahlgren, Va., Jansky and Bailey, Inc., Alexandria, Va.,
Hay 30, I06I, (AD-25 r? 289).
"An explanation is given o^ procedures used in the
measurement and analysis of electromagnetic energy
inadvertently delivered to electroexplosive devices
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tested at the Naval Weapons Laboratory. Dahlgren,
Virginia. The hazards of electromagnetic radia-
tion to ordnance devices are associated with the
radiated poller transmitted from antennas, environ-
mental field strength magnitudes, RF voltage picked
up by exposed firing cables, the RF impedance of
the firing circuit, and the terminating impedance
of the circuit. It was concluded that a possible
hazardous condition existed in the CAD area at the
Naval Weapons Laboratory.
"
25. Investigation of Electromagnetic Radiation Hazards To
Regulus I Missile Booster Igniter Aboard the USS Helena
(CA-75), Naval Weapons Lab., Dahlgren, Va., Oct. 1959,
(Conf. Report), (AD-312 863).
26. C. Hinkle, W. Gilbertson, Investigation of Electromag-
netic Hazards to Terrier BT-3 and BW-1 Missiles on Board
the USS Dewey (DLG-l*f), Naval Weapons Lab.. Dahlgren,
Va., May, i960, (Conf. Report), (AD-316 67b).
27. P. C. Cerstant, B. L. Rhodes, G. E. Chambers, Investiga-
tion of Premature Explosions of Electroexplosive Devices
and Systems by Electromagnetic Radiation Energy, Midwest
Research Institute, Kansas City, Missouri, April 1962,
(AD-275 302).
2^. S. R. Longman, Investigation of the Radio Frequency Haz-
ards to Case Ignition Primers of 5'738, 6"A? and 8"/55
Fixed Ammunition, Naval Research Lab., R-3132, June I9V7.
29. Russell N. Skeeters, Near Fields and Ordnance Hazards,
Naval Ordnance Test Station. China Lake, Calif., Rpt. No.
NOTS TP 25>+3, Jan. 196l, (AD-253 ^27).
"The electric and magnetic fields surrounding a
vertical antenna are discussed. Information ob-
tained on this subject is applied to the problems
of reducing radiation hazards to ordnance."
30. R. N. Skeeters, The Prevention of Accidental Firing, by
Induced R.F. Energy, of Rockets in the Aero 7D Launcher,
Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif. , Rpt. No.
NOTS TP 2735, Nov. 1961, (Conf. Report), (AD-326 662).
"The final phase of development and the evaluation
tests of a fix for the radio frequency (RF) suscepti-
bility of the 2.75-in. folding-fin aircraft rocket
in the Aero launcher are reported."
31. R. R. Potter, Proposed Naval Weapons Requirements.
Weapon Design Requirements to Preclude Hazards from
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Environmental Electromagnetic Fields, TTaval Weapons Lab,
Dahlgren, Va. , Tech. memo No. W/2-61, Jan. 1<^1, (AD-2^9
730).
"An investigation is presented on the hazards of
electromagnetic radiation to ordnance (HERO). The
purpose of this research is to present in the for-
mat of naval wearons requirements a proposed stand-
ard of pood engineering practices to be followed
by designers of future weapons to preclude hazards
to electro-explosive devices contained in weapons
and weapon systems from environmental radio-
frequency electromagnetic fields.
32. Quantum Detector for Measurement of EED Bridge Wire Tem-
perature Rise, Measurement .Systems, Inc., Norwalk, Conn.
Monthly Progress Bept* No. 1, Aug. 1, 1961 (AD-261 362)
and Monthly Frogress Kept. No. 3, Oct. 1, 1961 (AD- 26*+
727).
"Research is concerned with the development of a
small quantum detector of such size and shape that
it can b^ mounted inside the cavity of an inert or
simulated "ED Electroexplosi ve device, such as the
MK 1 Squib, to monitor the temperature rise of the
"ED bridge wire when the EED is placed in an elec-
tromagnetic field. Design objective is to sense a
temperature rise in the bridge wire of 2 C above
enbient, with a signal-to-noise ratio of 6 db, and
a time constant of less than 100 microseconds. In-
vestigations in the following areas were initiated
or completed: (1) to det~rrine which types of exist-
ing detector materials could be used, (2) to deter-
raire optimum signal-to-noise ratios for various de-
tectors as a function of identical detector and
bridge wire temperatures, (3) to determine the feas-
ibility of using a cryogenically cooled d?tector
9
and Of) to determine type of chopper best suited
for this application. Investigations were contin-
ued on (1) the energy density and quality of images
produced by cylindrical and spherical mirrors,
(2) the optical condensing system, (3) the feasi-
bility of using fiber optics, 0+) the optimum PbS
detector, and (5) the design of a vibrating reed
chopper .
"
33. RAD HAZ Program, U. S. BOB 1AU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 8,
pg. 31, Sept. 1959.
This article briefly describes the scope of the
RAD HAZ (radial-ion hazards) program and gives a
short history o-f why the program was instituted.
15?

Mention is made of the premature firing of rockets,
sparking from loading hooks and aircraft tie-downs,
and spark ignition of volatile materials. The in-
vestigation of personnel hazards are also discussed
.
3*f. P. C. Constant, Jr., E. J. Martin, Jr., The Radiation
Hazards (RAD HAZ) Program on the Formulation of Stand-
ards, INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
TRANSACTIONS ON RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, RFI-5,
pp. 56-76, T 'ar-oh 1?63.
"The over-all approach taken in the preparation of
RF radiation hazard standards and some basic stud-
ies in the area of RF measurement instrumentation
are treated in generalities. Specific problems
which need to be investigated before final stand-
ards can be formulated are delineated. "Alphas is
is placed on the evolution and composition of ra-
diation hazard standards, RF radiation instrumen-
tation, electromagnetic wave propagation in the
'near field' and RF field intensity sensors. Sen-
sor investigations discussed cover the Hall effect
and the pearl chain phenomenon."
Several tables are included which present toler-
able levels of RF radiation as recommended by
some investigators. Eighty-eight references are
also given.
35. J. Bankton, R. Curtis, R. Skeeters, Radiation Hazard
Tests Conducted Aboard USS Bon Homme Richard, Naval
nance Test Station, Oct. 1959, (AD-312 ?h6) a
36. R. H. Stange, Radiation Hazard Tests Performed on the
Project Success D^nth Charge W0X-3B, Naval Ordnance Lab
White Oak, Md., Nov, 1961, (Conf. Report), (AD-327 865L)
"Radiation hazard tests were performed on the depth
charge W0X-3B to determine the susceptibility of
the many electro-explosive devices (EED's) in the
weapon to spurious initiation of electromagnetic
radiation (EMR). The tests were instrumented by
monitoring EED bridgewires using diode voltage de-
tectors and therrocouple current detectors. The
weapon proved to be vulnerable to EMR exposure,,
Proper shielding and loading procedures should re-
duce, to an acceptable level , the likelihood of
EED prematures owing to weapon exposure to EMR 8 "
3°. Radio Frequency Radiation Hazards. IT. S. Air Force Hand-




38. I. Kabik, L. A. Rosenthal, A. D. Solem, The Response of
Electro-Explosive Devices to Transient Electrical Pulses,
Naval Ordnance Lab c , April 196l e
The electroexplosive device is viewed as an energy
transducer converting electrical input energies
into heat in the explosive system. The basic ther-
mal equation governing the behavior of the device
is given and solved for inputs of constant current,
capacitor discharge, 5 me r a f., and typical radar
input energies. The solutions are found to compare
favorably with experimental firings of the squib
Mk 1 Mod' 0.
39. Paul F. Mohrbaeh, Robert F. Wood, RF Attenuating Mater-
ial Studies. Development of Broad-Band Electromagnetic
Absorbers for Electro- Explosive Devices, Laboratories
for Research and Development, Franklin Institute, Phila.,
Fa., Sept. 30, l?6l, (Conf. Report), (AD-327 576).
ho. Russell N. Skeeters, RF Filters as Radiation-Hazard Sup-
pressors, Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, Calif
Dec. 1961, (AD-271 117).
"One of the techniques used in protecting ordnance
from accidental initiation by radio frequency cur-
rents is to place a low-pass filter in front of the
electroexplosive device. The task of designing fil-
ters for this purpose, using the procedures based
upon transmission line theory, is tedious and dif-
ficult to realize. An analysis is presented of
some elementary low-pass filters which points out
implications of their loss-characteristic equations
for the design of radiation-hazard-suppressing fil-
ters. "
hi. 0. B. Rawls, R. J. Stilwell, B. M. McDonald, RF Radia-
tion Hazards. Air Force Missile Test Center, Ordnance--
Bio-Effects—Fuel, RCA Service Co., Inc., Patrick Air
Force Base, Florida, July 1961, (AD-260 721),
"An analysis of Air Force Missile Test Center ra-
diation sources, which constitute potential radia-
tion hazards, is discussed. The analysis is in
three parts; Parts T, II, and III deal with ord-
nance, bio-effects and fuel, respectively. Within
Parts I, II, and III, tabulations have been inclu-
ded which show the extent of hazardous radiation
to ordnance for each missile complex; the areas
dangerous to personnel? and the areas surrounding
the individual instrumentation systems within
which fueling operations may be dangerous when
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irradiated. A map of Cape Canaveral showing in-
strumentation site locations and average effective
radiation powers is included."
*+2. R. N. Skeeters, S. Shefler, Shielding Device Against RF
Energy for Zuni Rocket Motor MK 16 Mod 0, Naval Ordnance
Test'Station, China Lake, Calif., NAVWEPS Rpt Wo. 77^7
',
Aug. 1961, (AD-261 ^+1).
"This rerort describes a shielding device used to
protect the .ignition terminal of the Zuni Rocket
Motor MK 16 Mod from contact with sources of cur-
rent and from the effects of electromagnetic fields
that otherwise might induce current in the ignition
circuit and possibly cause premature ignition. The
theory of shielding as a protection against radio
frequency (RF) fields is reviewed, and instrumenta-
tion for detecting RF energy in the ignition cir-
cuit is described."
FUEL HAZARDS
^-3. F. J. 'Woods, K. G. Williams, et al, Shipboard Studies of
Fuel—Vapor Ignition by Radio Arcs, Naval Research Lab.,
Rpt. No. 5W3, Jan a 25, I960, (PB 1V3 950) e
hh. V. T. Burkett, I. W 9 Wolf, Z e Zenon, Study of the Radio
Freauency Radiation Arcing Hazard in Refueling, General
Electric, Tech. Rpt e Mo, RADC-TR- 56-68, Feb, 1956, (AD-
93 088)/
This report was prepared to enable the U. S, Air
Force to determine the order of magnitude of haz-
ards of refueling aircraft in the vicinity of high-
powered radar. Blanking and shielding of the radar
beam in the direction of the refueling areas is
discussed as possible ways of eliminating the haz-
ards. Laboratory and field tests which were used






There is no one solution for all RFI problems. However
one of the most common methods of eliminating, or at least
minim: zing RFI is through the application of an electromag-
netic shield. A shield is any device which is Ltsed to de-
crease the amplitude (intensity) of an electromagnetic wave
in a region as compared with its amplitude in the regions
outside the shield. There are two broad aspects of shield-
ing? one, interference can be shielded at its source, and
two, shielding can be used to provide a comparatively small
region which is interference- free. Shielding effectiveness
is dependent upon many factors including the material of
which a shield is constructed, the type wave to be shielded,
and the frequency of the wavefield.
THEORY OF SHIELDING
The most commonly referenced work on the theory of
shielding is S. A. Schelkunoff ' s book, "Electromagnetic
Waves", ref. (2). Schelkunoff treats shielding as a trans-
mission line problem. This approach is demonstrated in
Fig. X - 1. An electromagnetic wave, Wq, is traveling
through region when it strikes boundary "a" of the shield.
Because of the difference in Intrinsic Impedance of the two





Figure X - 1 Reflection and Attenuation of Wave Striking
Shield
the wave, W.. is transmitted. As VL travels through region 1,
it is attenuated. When W. strikes the boundary "b" there is
reflection of W ' because of the difference in intrinsic im-
pedance between regions 1 and 2. W? is that portion of W
which is transmitted to region 2. Thus, the total shielding
effect is made up of a reflection factor and an attenuation
factor. The "shielding efficiency" in db is 20 log, W .
w2Schelkunoff develops the following equation for
shielding efficiency, S, of metallic shields:





R = 20 login J kfll 2 clb (reflection factor)'10
-*w\
k = intrinsic impedance of metallic shield
intrinsic impedance" of incident wave
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A = 8,686^il/4fg t db (attenuation factor)
jx permeability of shielding material
g = conductivity of shielding material
t = thickness of shielding material
f = frequency
<T = the complex propagation constant
The last term in the eauation for S becomes significant only
when A is less than 10 db.
From this equation several important conclusions can be
drawn: first, the greater the difference in intrinsic imped-
ances in two regions, the greater the reflection, and second,
attenuation losses will be small at low. frequencies.
In an earlier work. ref. (3), Schelkunoff presents de-
tailed solutions of special applications of shielding to
cylindrical waves, spherical waves, and plane waves at ob-
lique angles.
A. R. Kail and I. Zipper include a review of Schelkunoff '
s
equations and discuss the theory behind them in ref. (*f).
This report shows how constant attention to shielding princi-
ples must be made through the design, construction, and
maintenance phases of a shielded structure.
In a paper titled "Shielding Efficiency Calculations
for Screening, Waveguide Ventilation Panels, and Other Per-
forated Electromagnetic Shields", ref. (5"), William Jarva
adds correction factors to Schelkunoff ' s equations to calcu-
late the shielding effectiveness of non-solid shields. Cal-
culations were made and laboratory tests were performed in
the frequency range of 0.1 to 100 mc. Comparisons showed
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only minor variations in shielding efficiencies between theo-
retical and experimental values.
CHOICE OF SHIELDING MATERIALS
Normally reflection is disregarded in shielding design
because the reflection factor is almost negligible at higher
frequencies. Therefore for rough calculations, Schelkun-
off 's equation has been reduced to
S = A = 3.338 t ^fm/*r gr db
where t = thickness in mils




= conductivity relative to copper
This equation was found in several references, for example
refs. (23) and (36). It would appear desirable to have a
material which has a high permeability and high conductivity,
however it is found that most of the good conductors have a
relative permeability of one and most magnetic materials
which have high permeability are poorer conductors. Another
factor, which is not apparent from the equation, is that the
permeability of magnetic materials varies with saturation
and frequency. At higher frequencies u for a magnetic ma-
terial may decrease to a value of one.
In ref . (10) N. H. Cale presents a table giving a com-
parison of the shielding effectiveness of seven different ma-
terials over a frequency range of 500 kc to 10 9 000 mc.
These measurements were taken in accordance with the test
procedures outlined in MIL-STD-285" and are in the table pre-







Cu. Sheet Sheet Sheet Sheet
Mesh Copper Copper Copper ETP
No„22 1-oz. l+-oz. 7-oz. l6-oz.
500 kc"
La ^ 71 66 75 65 ?3 661000 kc
'
80 80 71 70 71 68 72
0.15 mc: 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
0*50 mc 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1.5 mc 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
5,0 mc -b 100 100 100 100 100 78 53
10 mc 100 100 100 100 100 100 78
60 mc 87 76 70 87 77 78 73
100 mc. 77 69 1+8 7h 61+ 69 5h
hOO mc h2 61 0f 59 57 5^ 70
750 mc 55 9+ 61+ 73 61 57 61
1000 mc -c 1+2 1+9 62 81 68 61 66
5000 mc 30 23 32 29 39 32 55
10000 mc 20 9 13 22 28 18 5
Pig. X
a. Low Z magnetic range
b. High Z electric field
c. Plane wave range
Comparative Data on Commonly Used RFI Shielding
Materials (Attenuation in Decibels)
Many studies have been made to find new materials to
use in shielding applications. One reason for such studies
is the relative high cost of good shielding materials such
as copper: another reason is that such metals are usually
very scarce in times of national emergency. The results of
one such study are presented in ref. (15). Twenty- four dif-
ferent materials, including aluminum foil in combination
with fiberglas or mylar, conductive glass yarn, semi-conduc-
tive plastic, aluminum tape, tinned copper braid, conductive
polyethylene, collodial graphite, and silver, were used as
cable shields and compared with RG 58/U coaxial cable. It
was found that a shield made up of eight carriers of
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conductive glass yarn plus eight carriers of copper was al-
most as effective as the standard. A savings in weight was
also realized.
The Naval Research Laboratory has conducted several ex-
periments to determine the shielding effectiveness of coke.
These experiments are described in refs . (11) and (25). A
project in which a wooden hut was completely surrounded by a
two foot thickness of coke is described in ref. (11). This
construction offered at least 75 db of isolation. The au-
thor points out that many construction problems would be en-
countered in an attempt to shield an entire building with
coke. He also states that the weatherability of coke is un-
certain.
Conductive glass is another material that has been
studied as a possible shielding material. In ref. (l*f)
H. M. Sachs, et al, report on one study of the shielding
effectiveness of conductive glass used in fluorescent light
shielding applications. They found that the efficiency of
light transmission was reduced approximately 10 percent when
a conductive coating was applied to the glass under study.
They also found that the conductive glass would shield the
radiated noise output of a fluorescent light to within the
limits established by Military Specification MIL-I-16910A.
They also found that shielding effectiveness increases as




Shielded enclosures (or rooms) can basically be divided
into three categories: single shielded, double- shi eld ed
,
and cell-type. The first two categories are the types which
are most often used when a shielded enclosure is constructed
as an integral part of a building. The cell-type enclosures
are particularly adaptable to demountable and portable type
shielded rooms although they are not always used in this man-
ner. A single-shielded enclosure consists of one layer of
conducting material completely surrounding the enclosed
space, whereas a double-shielded enclosure has two layers of
conductive material, normally separated by one to six inches
and connected electrically at only one point if possible.
The cell-type enclosure also has two layers of conductive ma-
terial but the enclosure is made up of panels, each panel
being a "cell" or completely enclosed unit. The surrounding
conductive layer may be either in solid sheet form or may be
woven into the form of a screen.
Most factors that degrade the shielding effectiveness
of a shielded enclosure are common to all three types of en-
closures.. The first degrading factor to be considered is
that of faults and discontinuities in the conductive layer.
(In the following discussion it is assumed the shielded en-
closure is designed to keep out RFI.) If the enclosure is
to act as a shield, the current flow due to electromagnetic
fields must be restricted to the outside of the enclosure.
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Any small discontinuity, such as poorly sealed access doors
or ventilating duct or joints between conductive sheets,
will allow currents to enter the enclosure and establish
fields within the enclosure. This type problem is more se-
vere with cell-type construction and it has been found that
the joints between adjoining panels must be tightened period-
ically if the shielding effectiveness of such an enclosure
is to be maintained.
Another defect which lowers the shielding effectiveness
of an enclosure is the passage of a conductive material
through the shield of the enclosure when there is not a zero
impedance bond between the conductive material and the
shield. A nail driven through the shield or an improperly
installed water pipe is an example of such a defect, and
either may act as an antenna to pick up fields external to
the enclosure and reradiate them inside the shielded enclo-
sure if they are not properly bonded to the shielding.
An unfiltered power line can also degrade the shielding
effectiveness of an enclosure. The answer to this problem
is the insertion of low pass filters in the power line just
prior to entry of the line into the enclosure.
When a solid sheet conductive material is used as the
cover over the shielding enclosure it is necessary to pro-
vide some method of ventilating the enclosure. Screening
could be used but it has been found that screen in general
is not as satisfactory a shield as solid metal Therefore
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use is made of a group of parallel waveguides of such size
that the cutoff frequency is much higher than the frequen-
cies which are to be excluded. Refs , (5)? (21) and (36) pre-
sent formulas which may be used to determine the sizes of
the waveguides. For rough calculations, the formulas in
ref. (36) are easiest to use. For a circular guide the dia-
meter is found bv 6820 inches
d » f
f = lowest frequency (in mc) to be
transmitted
The amount of air required for ventilation is established
and the area, A, necessary for passage of this air is deter-
mined. Then the number of parallel guides required is deter-
mined by m
-s A where a is the cross sectional area of
" * a
each guide. Because each section transmits a certain amount
of energy the attenuation offered by N parallel sections is
less than that offered by each section. The reduction in
attenuation is given by db = 20 log^N. The attenuation,
in db, of one section of circular guide is given by
a, = 32i dbx
d
where X = length
d = diameter
X and d being in the same units




The author states, that as a factor of safety, the actual




Lighting may be another problem area in a shielded en-
closure. Since fluorescent lights are a source of RFI they
should not be used unless they are shielded. Incandescent
type lighting is normally interference free.
The physical size of realizable shielded enclosures has
grown immensely in recent years. Refs. (29), (36) and (52)
are reports on some of the larger shielded enclosures which
have recently been publicized. The use of larger sized
shielded enclosures has also given added impetus to studies
of the use of less expensive shielding materials. Ref. (56)
reports the use of 2k gauge TRAN-COR-72 sheet steel in the
construction of a shielded room. It was found that an atten-
uation of *+6 db was attained at 15 kc and an attenuation of
more than 160 db was attained between one and ten mc.
SHIELDED CABLES
Shielding of cables is important because cables may ra-
diate interference to surrounding circuits and they are also
susceptible to picking up interference from other sources.
Shielding against electric fields may be effected by enclo-
sing the conductors in a highly conductive enclosure, where-
as a magnetic material is required for shielding against mag-
netic fields. Electrical conduit may, in itself, act as a
shield, but it has the major disadvantage of not being flexi-
ble. In ref. (60) S. L. Shive presents results that were ob-
tained in measuring the shielding effectiveness of several
samples of flexible and non- flexible shields. These restilts
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are presented in Fig. X - 3 The curves are taken from sev-
eral figures in ref. (60). Double shielded cable is also
available if single shielding is not effective enough.
In ref. (56) Arnold L. Albin suggests some general
rules to be followed in reducing interference in cables. In
general, he states that power cables, high level and low
level signal cables should be physically isolated from each
other as much as possible, all r-f signal cables should be
shielded, proper grounding of shields must be applied, and
twisted shielded pairs may be necessary if magnetic fields
are present.
500




GROUNDING, BONDING, AND GASK^TING
Just as proper grounding can eliminate some RFI sources,
improper grounding can worsen RFI problems. A short length
of conductor that offers a low impedance to ground for d.c.
and low frequency a.c. may present a very high impedance to
ground for high frequencies, especially when its length is
an odd multiple of quarter wavelengths. It is normally ad-
visable to provide a separate ground system for both signal
and power circuits. Long ground leads should also be avoid-
ed.
In ref. (81) Irwin M. Newman and Arnold L. Albin report
the results of tests performed to determine the proper ground-
ing techniques on shielded cables. They concluded that
shields should be bonded to ground at both ends of a coaxial
cable to minimize coupling when radio frequencies are used.
However for low level, low frequency applications, they rec-
ommend grounding of the shield at only one end to prevent
*+00 cycle and 60 cycle ground currents from inducing audio
frequency interference into the cables. If the radio fre-
quency interference under this arrangement is not tolerable
they recommend the use of shielded twisted pairs.
Grounding of a shielded enclosure is not considered nec-
essary. In fact if the shielding effectiveness changes with
the addition or deletion of a ground there is a strong possi-
bility that a shielding defect exists.
The purpose of bonding is to form a low impedance path
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between any two metallic structures which may be in an elec-
tromagnetic field. When two structures are isolated from
each other even a small amount of charge accumulated on the
structures may cause a large potential difference. This may
cause an arc or spark discharge, one of the most serious
sources of RFI. If the two structures are bonded together
there is less chance of the impedance between them changing
due to mechanical vibration or shock. Thus bonding will
eliminate the generation of RFI caused by a varying imped-
ance.
In general there are two main types of bonding: direct
bonding and bonding by jumpers. Direct bonding is prefer-
able and is achieved by ensuring permanent metal-to-metal
contact between the members to be bonded. Extreme caution
must be used in jumper bonding at high frequencies because
of the fact that the high frequency impedance of a jumper
may be appreciably greater than its low frequency or d.c. im-
pedance. The difference in these two impedances is due to
the series inductance and the distributed capacitance of the
jumper and the capacitance of the bonded members.
Gasketing materials have found wide usage when it is
necessary to have removable panels on a shielded enclosure.
The one common property of nearly all conductive gasketing
materials is that they must have some degree of compressibil-
ity in order that they may conform to the two mating sur-
faces. Ref. (80) describes some 0^ the common types of r-f
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gasketing materials and lists some of the advantages and dis-
advantages of each type. Some of the common types are silver-
plated copper braid interwoven with textile fibers over a
neoprene core, neoprene impregnated aluminum mesh, serrated
finger -type, saw-tooth seams, aluminum tubing filled with
neoprene, and compressed knitted wire mesh.
SHIELDING MEASUREMENTS
Numerous methods have been proposed for cieasuring the
shielding effectiveness of materials used in shielded cables
and enclosures. In ref. (10*f) H. E. Dinger and J. E. Rauden-
bush proposed a techniaue by which small samples of materials
could be tested in both high- and low-impedance fields. The
samples were inserted between two shield cans containing
small transmitting and receiving elements and the attenua-
tion of the sample was determined by a ratio of the energies
reaching the receiving element with and without the inserted
sample. This method was limited to an upper frequency of
100 mc because of the physical dimensions of the transmit-
ting and receiving elements.
The same authors, in ref. (97), describe three other
methods of evaluating shielding room effectiveness. The
first of these is referred to as the "door-open, door-closed"
method. This method consists of placing a transmitter out-
side a shielded enclosure and measuring field intensity at
the center o^ the room with the door open and then with the
door closed. The attenuation of the enclosure is the ratio
17H

of the two readings expressed in decibels. This normally-
gives a conservative resu.lt. The second method is the "in-
side, outside" method. It differs from the previous method
in that the initial reading is taken outside the enclosure
but as close as possible to it. It is assumed that the field
surrounding the room will have a high gradient. The third
method, termed the "uniform-field" method, consisted of trans-
porting the shielded enclosure to the vicinity of a ten to
300 kw transmitter antenna system. The enclosure was posi-
tioned in a uniform field and field intensity readings were
taken inside and outside. The major disadvantage of this
method was the necessity of finding transmitters that varied
over a wide enough frequency range.
The most important method of measuring shielding attenu-
ation for individuals contracting with the Department of De-
fense is described in MIL-STD-285. This standard covers the
frequency range from 100 kc to 10,000 mc and includes proce-
dures for measuring attenuation of low- and high-impedance
and plane wave fields. Types of equipment, equipment spacing
and orientation, and specific frequencies are set down for
the measurements Sources of intense peak power magnetic
and electric fields are also given.
Although several references ((90), (91), (9*0, (102))
were found relating to development of shielding effective-






1. John P. Qnine, Howard Q. Tolten and others, Electromag-
netic Shielding Principles. Vol. 1, Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute, March 1, l c56, (AD-91 297).
2. S. A. Schelkunoff, Electromapnetic Waves, D. Van Nostrand
Inc . , New York , I9V3
.
This is a general book on electromagnetics and in-
cludes chapters on the fundamental electromagnetic
equations, networks, transmission theory, waveguides,
radiation and diffraction, and antenna theory. Sec-
tions which are most pertinent to the topic of shield-
ing are l+.Q, 7.13, 7.19, 8.18, and 8.19.
3. S. A. Schelkunoff, Impedance Concept and Its Application
to Problems of Reflection, Refraction, Shielding and Pow-
er Absorption, BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL, Vol. 17,
Pp. 17-h8, June 1938.
This paper attacks the theory of shielding from the
transmission line theory approach, i.e., whenever
an electromagnetic wave passes through a transmit-
ting medium, there is an absorption loss and when-
ever it passes from one medium to another of differ-
ent impedance, there is a reflection loss. Special
applications of these concepts are treated for
cylindrical waves, spherical waves, and plane waves
with an oblique angle of incidence. The method of
images is also presented.
k, A. R. Kail, I. Zipper, RFI Shielding and Suppression,
Electro-Search, Inc., May 22, 1952, (AD-73 630).
This report covers work done under Contract NoY -l86hC with BUDOCKS for preparation of plans and
specifications, consulting services, inspection,
and testing of RFI portions of construction of
(1) the human centrifuge project at the Aviation
Medical Acceleration Laboratory, Naval Air Develop-
ment Center, Johnsville, Pa., and (2) the Electron
ics Standards Laboratory, Naval Air Station, Norfolk,
Va. RFI suppression techniques were designed into
the buildings. Material covered includes grounding
systems, RFI suppression theory, RFI measurements




5. William Jarva, Shielding Efficiency Calculations for
Screening, Wfetveguide Ventilation Panels, and Other Per-
forated Electromagnetic Shields, Proceedings of the 7th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, pp. 1*78-^98, Nov. 1961, (AD-276 205).
"The basic procedures for calculating the shielding
efficiency of continuous metallic shields, which
were originally developed by S. A. Schelkunoff,
have been found to apply equally as well to perfor-
ated shields. Methods are developed for calculat-
ing the shielding to be expected from discontinuous
shields having a wide range of different physical
structures, and results are compared with values
measured in the laboratory. Theoretical explana-
tions are provided for test results obtained by some
investigators, which are essentially independent of
frequency, whereas results obtained by others vary
radically with frequency..."
6. J. P. Quine, Theoretical Formulas for Calculating the
Shielding Effectiveness of Perforated Sheets and Wire
Mesh Screen, Proceedings of the 3rd Conference on Radio
Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
pp. 315-329, Feb. 1957, (AD-23^ 211).
Formulas are derived for calculating the high and
low impedance attenuations obtained when an aper-
ture in an equipment cabinet is covered with per-
forated conducting sheets or wire mesh. The formu-
las are based on aperture polarizabili ty concepts
first introduced by H. A. Bethe. For infinitely
thin sheets, attenuation is proportional to the
first power of the aperature linear dimension. For
finite sheet thicknesses, each perforation is trea-
ted as a cutoff waveguide. Calculated and measured
values are compared.
7. D, B. Wright, C. R. Freberg, Theoretical Investigation
of Electromagnetic Shielding, Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory, Report No. TR 006, Nov. 19*+9, (PB 107 hCk)
.
MATERIALS
8. F. 0. McMillan, Asphalt Emulsion Treatment Prevents Ra-
dio Interference, ELECTRIC WEST, Vol. 7*+, pp. 16-19,
June 1935.
9. A. P. Efimov, Choice of Material for Electromagnetic




10. N. H. Cale, A Comparison of R-F Shielding Materials,
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIE, Vol. 21, pg. 106, Dec. 1962.
Using the test procedures as given in MIL-STD-285
the comparative shielding effectiveness of seven
commorly used materials was measured. A table is
given showing the db attenuation at l1 !- frequencies
ranging from $00 kc to 10,000 mc.
11. P. F. Nicholson, Electromagnetic Shielding with Coke,
Naval Research laboratory, Memorandum Report 1080, July
18, 1?60.
This report describes a field test and laboratory
tests performed on coke to determine its effective-
ness as an e-m shield. The field test involved
complete envelopment of a small wood hut in a two-
foot blanket of cok^. At least 75 db of shielding
was afforded In the HF and VHF portions of the spec-
trum. Laboratory tests lead to the conclusions that
the shielding effectiveness was dependent upon (1)
the thickness of the coke layer, (2) the size of
the individual pieces of coke, and (3) the purity
of the coke. The author also raises some practical
problems that would be involved in surrounding an
entire building with coke.
12. E-M Shielding with Transparent Coated Glass, INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS. Vol. ^2, pp. 5^8-553,
March 1951*-.
13. R. J. Fabian, Engineer's Guide to Electrical Material,
MATERIALS ITT D"?SIGTT ENGINEERING, Vol. 55, pp. 121-132,
June 1962.
This article covers all tvpes of materials includ-
ing conductor, maser, magnetic, emitter, and shield-
ing. Nickel alloys, notable mumetal, are recommended
for electric shielding. 5®% nickel - 5®% iron alloys,
silicon iron, or soft cold rolled steel coated with
ferrite powders are recommended for magnetic shield-
ing. A sandwich of nickel alloy and copper is also
recommended.
1*+. H. M. Sachs, II. G. Tobin, W. Benjamin, Evaluation of Con-
ductive Glass in Fluorescent Light Shielding Applications,
Proceedings of the 6th Conference of Radio Interference
Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 28l-29*+, Oct.
1^60, (AD-253 015).
Comparisons are made of the shielding properties of
conductive glass of various resistance coatings to
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that of corr^r screen:; n^, hardware cloth, and an
aluminum grill as used in a fluorescent lighting
fixture. The effect of coated glass on light trans-
mission is also discussed. The grounding require-
ment for coated glass shields is also considered.
15. Valuation of Shielding Materials for Aircraft Wire and
Cable, American Enka Corp., Willimantic, Conn., Final
Rpt., Aug. 21, 1961, (AD-261 *+ c9L).
"A total of 2h materials, singly and. in various com-
binations, were evaluated to determine the shield-
ing effectiveness of each as compared to the Cu
braid described in MIL-C-7078A specification.
Measurements were made over the frequency range of
15° kc to l*+0 mc in maximum increments of one octave.
Several constructions equalled or exceeded Cu at the
high end of the frequency range (10 to l*+0 mc) when
tested for the transverse-electric mode and none
were the equal of Cu when testing for the transverse-
mapnetic mode (150 kc to 2,h mc). The material
which came the closest to matching on all Cu braid
for shielding effectiveness was one in which eight
carriers of conductive glass yarn were substituted
for eight carriers of Cu."
16. E. Hawthorne, D. B. Geselowitz, Investigation of the
Shielding Properties of Conducting Glass, Moore School
of Electrical" Engineering, Oct. 1953, (AD-23 015).
Both theoretical and experimental determinations
were made of the shielding effectiveness of conduc-
tive-coated glass. Some possible applications that
were evaluated were (1) multiple layers of conduc-
tive-coated glass, (2) single layers of coated glass,
and (3) coated glass covers for apertures in metal-
lic shields. The loss in translucency is also in-
vestigated.
17. S. Oster, Linear and Non-Linear Resistive Materials for
the Reduction of Radio Interference, Material Laboratory
Naval Shipyard. New York, N. Y. , Dec. 1956, (AD-139 997).
1?>. Oakes, Magnetic Shielding by Super Conducting Films,
JOURNAL OF APFLIED PHYSICS, Vol. 33, TV- 177-179, Jan.
1962.
19. Ralph E. Shephnrd , Measurements of Electromagnetic Wave
Attenuation Characteristics of Portable Shelters Com-
posed of Pliable Reflecting Materials, Pickard and Burns,
Inc., Needham, Mass, April 15, 1959, (AD-23 ,+ 762).
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"A model portable shelter was analyzed under 3 dif-
ferent operational conditions: (l) the batting and
ground cloth carefully joined to avoid openings;
(2) the batting readjusted and the ground cloth re-
moved : and (3) the frame attached to the ground
leads at each corner (less ground cloth). The re-
sults for the condition with ground cloth in place
show a degree of attenuation which, with moderate
adjustments should result in a shelter with adequate
shielding or attenuation to fully protect personnel
and/or equipment as required. For the 1,000 mc
situation, as an example, the decree of attenuation
achieved 3 s at least equal to that of certain all-
metal shelters available commercially. Despite the
high degree of attenuation achieved, internal leak-
ages were detected at the following regions: (1)
the center sean (gaps due to type of construction
and fastening); (2) area n^ar joints of ground
cloth and underlapped sides of shelter (no electri-
cal bonding provided); and (3) zipper ed entrance
(cloth parts of zipp°r acting like a slot antenna)
causing coupling of external energy to interior of
shelter. The use of a conducting ground cloth,
which provides an average of 3° db attenuation up
to 10^000 mc, is shown to be essential. The fail-
ure of the shelter to attenuate evenly and effectiv-
ely over all areas studied was not due to poor selec-
tion of reflective material, but rather to a need
to re-arrange the material to achieve complete elec-
trical contact at all points."
20. B. H. Porter, Non-Metal Shields? Collodial Graphite
Films, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 15, pg. 33, April 19^2.
This article deals with the application of films of
collodial graphite on glass, plastic, and wood to
form shields for vacuum tubes, electronic musical
instruments, electrostatic generators, and guard
rings for vacuum apparatus.
21. D. J. Angelakos, Radio Frequency Shielding Properties of
Metal Honeycomb Materials and of Wire-Mesh Enclosures,
Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interference
Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 26?-280, Oct.
I960, (AD-253 015).
In this pap^r the cells of honeycomb materials are
treated as waveguides and a method is presented
whereby the upper frequency at which the material
acts as a shield may be estimated. The low fre-
quency limit is determined by considering the struc-
ture as having an equivalent mass or an equivalent
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conductivity. The calculation of the shielding
provided by wire-mesh is based on the Rayleigh
formula for diffraction of plane waves by a small
circular aperture and extension of this concept to
small square apertures. The losses within the mesh
are also taken into account.
22. N. R. Zitron, Shielding By A Thin Conducting Sheet Again-
st Transient Electromagnetic Signals, Cruft Laboratory,
Harvard Univ., Cambridge, Mass., Techn Rpt. No. 3H> Aug„
10, 1959, (AD-235 69^), (Also published in JOURNAL OF RE-
SEARCH OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU 0^ STANDARDS, Vol, 6^-D,
pp. 563-567, Sept. I960).
"The shielding effect of a thin, horizontal imper-
fectly conducting sheet against the transient field
of a vertical magnetic dipole when excited by a
ramp function is investigated. The results are
calculated by taking Laplace transforms of the fre-
quency spectrum functions for the steady-state
problem. The response to the ramp function is cal-
culated and the significance of the results in
shielding against surges is disctissed."
23. J. F. Sodaro, Shielding Nomograph, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 27,
pg. 190, May 195^.
"Attenuation chart simplifies design calculations
for shielded rooms, filter enclosures, coaxial
cables, and chassis construction materials. Effec-
tiveness of shielding can be determined for both
magnetic and nonmagnetic materials."
The nomograph is made up in terms of frequency,
resistivity, magnetic permeability and attenuation,,
In addition the resistivity and permeability for
nickel, cast iron, low-, medium-, and high-silicon
steel, permalloy, mumetal 9 aluminum, brass, copper,
bronze, tin and zinc are given.
2*4-
. E. L. Hill, The Shielding of Radio Waves by Conductive
Coatings, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,
ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION— A P- 3, No. 2, pp 72-76, April
1955.
"A theory is given of the shielding of radio waves
by the conducting coatings which are placed over
the cockpit dome and windows of an airplane. At
low and medium frequencies the shielding arises
primarily from the quasi- electrostatic charges
which are induced on the surface, the effects of
which increase strongly with decreasing frequency.
At higher frequencies the shielding from this
l8l

source diminished in importance while that from
the induced eddy currents increases in effective-
ness. "
25. P. F. Nicholson, Study of Coke-Aggregate Concrete As A
Shield to Electromagnet: c Radiation, Naval Research Lab.,
Washington, D. C, NRL Rpt. No, 5^73, May 6, I960, (AD-
23B 302).
"The electromagnetic behavior of a coke-aggregate
concrete as a shield to radiation has been investi-
gated. Measurements have been taken on a sample
within the frequency range from 1 to 1000 Mc. The
loss-versus-frequency characteristic can be predic-
ted with reasonable accuracy by the adaptation of
classical propagation theory to the transmission
of electromagnetic waves through an imperfect con-
ductor. With a knowledge of the approximate value
of complex permittivity and a measurement of direct-
current conductivity, substitution of these para-
meters into a general equation will then yield the
total insertion loss at the desired frequency.
"
SHIELDED ENCLOSURES
26. William D. Murray, Alan M. Nathan, Harold Gussaroff , Air
Transportable Shelter for Ground Electronic Equipment,
New York Univ., College of Engineering, Contract AF 30
(602)205, Tech. Rpt. 222 o 05, May 15, 195*+, (Ad -^3 896)
.
27. C. C. Pine, Construction of Shielded Room in VHF Shield,
ELECTRONICS, Vol. 21, pg. 1?0, April 19^8,,
This article describes a triple shielded room, the
outer shield of lb-inch galvanized mesh, the middle
shield of graphite-impregnated cloth , and the inner
shield of copper foil. Power line filtering and ven-
tilation features are described.
2P. Copper-Lined Room at G E Plant Excludes Electromagnetic
Wave, IRON AGE, Vol. 173, pg. 15°, May 13, 195*+.
The construction of a room 68 c X 58 B X 6O 5 high is
reported. 20,900 lbs of copper was used for shield-
ing the room—an anechoic chamber for the G. E.
sound test building. Specifications call for at
least 100 to 1 attenuation at 1 mc.
29. C C. Eaglesfield, Design of a Screened Room, ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING, Vol. 18, pp. 106-108, April 1^+6.
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30. Design of a Welded Steel Shielded Room, Naval Civil En-
gineer:^ Lab., M-C1f6, Sept. 1951.
31. Arnold L. Albin, Designing Noise-Free Enclosure Openings,
ELECTRONICS, Vol. 31, pg. ^8, Aug. 29, 1958
.
"Technique reduces interference introduced by meter
ventilation openings in electronic equipment enclo-
sures. When apertures are designed as waveguide
attenuators operating below cut-off for lowest pro-
pagating frequencies, shielding efficiencies up to
100 db are obtained."
The author uses the formula
where r = radius
f frequency
to determine attenuation of the TE-^ mode, which
is dominant in circular waveguides"."" A chart is
given for determining attenuation in rectangular
waveguides.
32. Frank J. Rizzo, Alvin 0. Rams ley, Frank 0. Johnson, De-
velopment of Electromagnetically Shielded Portable Shel-
ters, Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command,
Natick, Mass., Oct. 1959, (AD-231 509).
"The various steps in the development of a design
for portable shelters which afford shielding from
microwave radiation are described. The shelters
were designed to house electronic computing devices
and operating personnel in proximity to radar trans-
mitters. Shielding from microwave radiation is nec-
essary to prevent interference and consequent mal-
function of electronic equipment and to insure
safety to operating personnel. Reflectivity to
.microwave radiation was measured for several flexi-
ble materials, A silverized nylon fabric and alu-
mini zed polyester film were found to be more effec-
tive in reflecting the energy than the other mater-
ials studied. A scale model of the shelters was con-
structed of materials suggested for use in the final
design. The model was submitted for evaluation to
a field type test to determine levels of attenuation
within the shelters when illuminated with microwave
radiation at three frequencies. It was found that
leakage at overlapping joints limited attenuation
to an average of about *+0 db for "L 8 band, 33 db
for 'S« band, and 26 db for 8 X« band. Designs are
suggested for improving the closure at overlapping
I83

joints which should raise the level of attenua-
tion."
33. Donald L. Benedict, Elimination of Radio Interference by
Shielding and Design of Shielded Rooms, Stanford Research
Institute, SRI Project 3^6, Aug. 1952, (FB-ll 1* 6^+6),
(TIP G U2^859).
An experimental room was made of 635-nim silicon
transformer steel sheet and evaluated. Forty-six db
attenuation was attained at 15 kc. The attenuation
was proportional to the square root of the fre-
quency and became greater than 160 db in the 1 to
10 mc range. Construction procedures and test pro-
cedures are described along with auxiliary facili-
ties such as lighting, ventilating, and power line
filtering.
$+. William C. Weber, Investigation of a Screen Room to Sup-
press Interference from Arc Welders, Engineering Develop-
ment Laboratory, Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,
Pa., Rpt. on Phase 1, Rpt, No. NADC ED~601i+, July 18,
I960, (AD-2^-1 829L).
"This report covers an investigation to determine
the effectiveness of a screened enclosure to sup-
press the high-frequency interference, both conduc-
ted and radiated, generated by arc welders. The
P & H *'odel DAR-300 HF-SG a.c./d.c welder and the
Killer Model BWC-300 a.c. welder were used in a modi-
fied screened enclosure. Both welders, when operat-
ing as a.c. welders, rroduce conducted and radiated
interference above the limits of specification MIL-
1-16910 (Ships). The screen room shields the high-
frequency radiation from both welders to within the
limits of this specification, and the filters on
the powerline to the screen room eliminate all con-
ducted interference. Tests indicate that no inter-
ference is produced by the P & H welder during d.c.
welding. It is recommended that a study be eondtic-
ted to determine if any new method can be found for
the shielding of radiated interference from a c
arc welders.
"
35. R. J. Costello, B. D. T'cMichael, Large Shielded Enclo-
sures, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 30, pg c 236, Aug. 1, 1957.
This article reports that a large shielded room,
^0 ft. long by 35 ft„ wide by 18 ft. high, has been
constructed to accommodate complete aircraft and
missile systems. Hydraulic and electric power are
made available. The room is constructed of
18U

galvannealed iron panels bolted on steel channels
and tensiorors.
36. Gustavus A. Morgan, Jr., Notes on Design, Construction,
and Evaluation of Shielded Rooms, Naval Research Lab.,
Rpt. No. 3578, Dec. 9, 19^9, (ATI 72 96*+).
The basic principles of shielding are viewed with
particular attention on how these principles are
applied to shielded rooms. Line filtering, ventila-
ting openings, grounding, and the effects of defects
are reviewed. Several methods of evaluating the
shielding performance of a room are given.
37. Optimum Shielding of Equipment Enclosures, ELECTRONIC DE-
SIGN, pg. 1+8, Feb. 3, 1960o
38. J. Miedzinski. S. F. Pearee, The Performance of Screen-
ing Rooms, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, Vol. 22, pp c l+ll+-l+19 9
Oct. 19^0.
Four types of screened rooms were tested; (1) per-
forated zinc sheet, (2) electro-galvanized expanded
steel, (3) tinned iron mesh, 0+) galvanized iron
wire netting. In general, the type (1) room gave
the highest attenuation over the frequency range
used— .75 to 2^ me. The transmitter was placed
inside the screen rooms and measurements taken
outside. A theoretical analysis Is also made
39. Harry ¥. Kenny, Barton L. Conard, A Practical Approach
to R-F Shielded "nelosure Design, Ace Engineering and
Machine Co.
,
presented at the Armour Research Foundation,
Dec. 12, 1Q61,
The factors involved in construction of a shielded
enclosure are described In the layman's language,,
The importance of shield continuity and power line
filtering are discussed. This report would make a
good introduction to R-F shielding practices for
an architect designing a structure which included
shielded areas.
*+0. C. S. Vasaka, Preliminary Service Manual for NADC-AEEL
Takedown Cell Type Screen Room, Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsville, Pa
,
Rpt u No, NADC-EL- 5^+122, Dec.
1959, (AD-55 21*+)
*
This manual describes the cell-type screen room
which was designed by NADC and also gives mainte-
nance procedures which are applicable to most
shielded rooms of similar construction,, Test
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procedures for locating leaks are also given.
l+l. Edward M. T e Jones, Principles Governing the Construc-
tion of Shielded Rooms, Stanford Research Institute,
SRI Proj. No. 336, Tech. Rpt. 1, April 1951, (FB ll*f
7)4-2), (TIP G Ul8l08) o
An analysis is presented of methods of obtaining a
shielded enclosure that will provide 120 db attenua-
tion to all e-m signals in the range from 15 kc to
2*+, 000 mc. The shielding problem is described in
terras of transmission line theory 9 Specific recom-
mendations are given for the construction of shielded
rooms. Power line filters are also discussed,
*f2. A. G. Swan, Radiation from R-F Heating Generators, ELEC-
TRONICS, Vol. 19, pg 6 162, Fay 19*f6.
A simple description of shielded room construction
and line filtering is given for preventing radiation
from diathermv equipment used in Hawaii during
World War II.
If3- Donald L. Benedict , Radio Interference Elimination, Stan-
ford Research Institute, Calif., Progress Rpt. No„ 2,
l
rarch 30, 1951, (AD-222 178).
"Methods of eliminating radio interference are in-
vestigated. The project includes studies of
the nature of interference from various sources,
methods of measuring the interference and noise
power level, filter networks for suppression of in-
terference at its source, and shielding procedures
using conductors or lossy dielectric materials..."
Donald L. Benedict, Radio Interference Elimination, Stan-
ford Research Institute, Calif. Progress Rpt* No. 3,
June 15, 1951, (AD-222 177),
"The properties of various sheet iron stocks have
been examined. Armco Transformer Steel Type M-19
or M-27 is used. A shielded room is to be designed
which will feature good attenuation, low cost, and
freedom from such difficult construction procedures
as wooden frames and dou.ble shields. A room so de-
signed will be expendable; thus, special assembly
bolts and storing difficulties, including warpage
and shrinkage, which are anticipated in the now
popular demountable rooms, will be eliminated."
Donald L. Benedict. Radio Interference Elimination, Stan-
ford Research Institute, Calif., Progress Rpt. No. *f,
Sept. 15, 1951, (AD-222 175).
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Donald L. Benedict. Radio Interference Elimination, Stan-
ford Research Institute, Calif., Progress Rpt„ No, 5,
Dec. 15, 1951, (AD-222 176)„
hh. R. G. Klouda, Requirements of Measurements of Shielded
Installations, Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Ra-
dio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
Nov. 1961, pp. lf60~M-72, (AD-276 205).
This paper covers both prefabricated shielded enclo-
sures and shielded enclosures which are constructed
as an integral part of a building. The problems
associated with personnel doors, ventilating open-
ings, entrance of power lines and plumbing, and il-
luminating the enclosure are also discussed. The
selection of a shielding material is also treated.
h5 , Barton L. Conard, A Report on the Design and Construc-
tion of a Shielded Mobile Laboratory, Ace Engineering
and Machine Co., Inc., Huntingdon Valley, Pa., Contract
AF 30(602)230*+, Pro ti. 5570, Aug, 2, l?6l, (AD-326 550)
h6. E. Squire, Research Leading to Improved Structural De-
sign for Ground Electronic Applications, Polytechnic In-
stitute of Brooklyn, Nov. 1953, (AD-25 088).
*+7. D. L. Hollway, Screened Rooms and Enclosures, INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS (AUSTRALIA) PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 21,
pp. 660-668, Oct. 196o 8
!+". J. Quine, Screened Room Calibration Factors at Low Fre-





. Titley, Shielded Room for High-Voltage Test, ELEC-
TRICAL WORLD, Vol. 120, pg s 2078, Dec. 11, 19l+3.
This article describes briefly a shielded room that
was used in determining RFI characteristics of bush-
ings, pin and suspension insulators, No 10 gauge
copper sheet was used as shielding. The, power sup-
ply was not filtered
.
50. C. C. Borden, Shielded Rooms for Electronic Equipment,
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Vol. 130, pp. 195-196, SeP t 1961.
51. A. R. Kail, F. Kugler, The Shielded Test Cells of the
Titan ICBM Test Facility, The Martin Company -s Denver
Division, Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio In-
terference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, 0ct o
I960, Vv. 2?5-30i+, (AD-253 015).
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This paper describes the architectural and construc-
tion details of six electromagnetically shielded
test cells, each over 100 feet high u Methods of
welding shielding material , installation of wave-
guide air inlets, power and signal filters, and in-
spection test methods are described. Although not
fully met, the original intent was to have a shield-
ing effectiveness of 100 db in the frequency range
of 60 cps to 10 kmc.
52. Cyril F. Durnovo, Shielding an Enclosure, ELECTRONIC IN-
DUSTRIES, Vol, 21, pp. 112-11*+, Jan. 1962.
The author defines attenuation, gives a brief de-
scription of single shielded type, double shielded
isolated wall type, and double shielded cell type
screen rooms, and examines other factors such as
frequency, type field, and construction features.
53. R. B. Schulz, D. P. Kanellakos, Shielding Enclosure Per-
formance Utilizing New Techniques, INSTITUTE OF RADIO
ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RECORD, Vol. 9, pp.
19-36, part 8, 1961.
5*+. C. Vasaka, Theory, Design, and Engineering Evaluation of
R-F Shielded Rooms, Aeronautical Electronic and Electri-
cal Laboratory, Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville,
Pa., Aug. 1956, (AD-117 50+)
o
This report includes the following: (1) basic theory
of shielding In a form suitable for direct applica-
tion to design and construction of shielded rooms,
(2) graphs and tables of the shielding effective-
ness of solid metal barriers for 60 cps to 10,000 mc,
(3) compilation of pertinent factors affecting
shielding measurements, (*+) development of a shield-
ing effectiveness test.
55. A. M. Intrator, The Use of Steel Sheet for the Construc-
tion of Shielded Rooms, C OKI^UNICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS,
No. 72, pp. 599-605, Nov. 1953, (also condensed in ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 72, -pg 809, Sept. 1953).
Because of the high cost of copper and its scarcity
during national emergencies, other materials were
sought. A room was constructed of 2k gauge TRAN-
COR-72 sheet steel. Wave-guides below cut-off were
employed. Difficulty was experienced on door con-
tacts. Theoretical shielding effectiveness was. com-
pared with experimental values which were derived
by use of a magnetic dipole radiator. It was con-
cluded that sheet steel eould be used, with
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attenuation of ^6 db at 15 kc and more than 160 db
at 1 to 10 mc obtainable.
SHIELDED CABLES
56. Arnold L. Albin, Applying Shielded Cables to Reduce In-
terference, Eiltron Company, Inc.
General rules for cable selection are given: (1)
unshielded wire for external power circuits (115 v,
t+00 cps and 28 v d.c), (2) shielded wire for
multiple-ground a-f or power circuits, (3) twisted
pair for a-f circuits with single ground and for
internal power circuits, (k) shielded twisted pair
for single-point ground circuits, and for multiple-
ground circuits where maximum low-frequency isola-
tion is renuired, (5) coaxial cable for transmission
of r-f pulses, high frequencies , and where impedance
matching is critical. The author stresses separa-
tion of power and signal cables, shielding of all
r-f cables, and good grounding.
57. Applying Shielded Cable to Reduce RFI, ELECTRONIC DESIGN,
pg. hS, Jan. 7, 1962.
58. Development and Evaluation of Shielded Lead-in Provisions,
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Hd. Rpt. No. 1,
Final, Jan. 11, 195^, (AD-37 368)
.
59. William J. Mashek, Development of a Two-Conductor Shield-
ed Cable Connector for Use in Missile Firing Circuits,
Amnhenol-Borg Electronics Corp., Chicago, 111., Quarter-
ly" Tech. Prog. Rpt. No. 1, Sept. 28, 1961, (AD-265 827).
"An investigation was begun on parts and assembly
techniques leading to and including the development
of a two-conductor shielded cable connector suit-
able for use in missile firing circuits. Studies
are being conducted to determine the feasibility
and means of meeting Navy objectives and also to
prepare a suitable electrical testing procedure
which will be used to evaluate the shielding effec-
tiveness of the connector to be developed. The
current areas of study and investigation dealt with
the developmental objectives, the preliminary con-
nector design concepts, and the evaluation of shield-
ing effectiveness."
William J. Mashek, Development of a Two-Conductor Shield-
ed Cable Connector for Use in Missile Firing Circuits,
Amphenol-Eorg Electronics Corp., Chicapo, 111., Quarter-
ly Tech. Prog. Rpt. No 9 2, Dec. 28, 1961, (AD-272 39*+).
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William J. Mashek, Development of a Two-Conductor Shield-
ed Cable Connector for ITse in T 'issile Firing Circuits,
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp. , Chicago, 111. , Quarter-
ly Techn. Prog. Rpt. No. 3, March 28, 1962, (AD-275 856).
60. S. L. Shive, Effectiveness of Conduit as r.f. Shielding,
ELECTRONICS, Vol. 19, pg. 160, Feb. 19^6
.
This paper describes a laboratory method of evalua-
ting the shielding effectiveness of conduit and dis-
cusses a number of typical measurements. Graphs
are presented to show the shielding effectiveness
of conduit of various thickness and of various met-
als. Measurements are also made on flexible con-
duit.
61. Louis V. King, Electromagnetic Shielding at Radio Fre-
quencies, PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE, Vol. 15, pg. 201, Feb.
1935.
62. Evaliiation of 2 and h Conductor Cable, Lockheed Aircraft
Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., Rpt. No. TA 15,053, Nov. 20,
1961. (AD-275 202).
"Performance evaluation tests were conducted of 2 and
h conductor shielded electrical cables in accordance
with reliability test procedure no. 299."
63. Examination of Lines Variously Shielded to Avoid Radio
Interference, U. S. Army Air Forces, AAF ATSC T-2, Trans-
lation 519, Feb. I9I+6, (PB-23 565).
6h. J. D. Meindl, E. R. Schatz, The External Electromagnetic
Fields of Shielded Transmission Lines, Proceedings of
the 6th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Ar-
mour Research Foundation, Oct. i960, pp. 388-1+05, (AD-253
015).
"A theoretical analysis of the problem of leakage
from shielded transmission lines is presented. The
external or leakage fields of the coaxial and shield-
ed pair transmission lines are related to the in-
ternal excitation of the lines and their physical
properties. The analysis method used is a direct
extension of a classical perturbation technique
used to calculate the attenuation in high frequency
transmission lines and waveguides. Since a well-
designed shielded transmission line operated
"nearly" TEM mode, the transverse field pattern in
the line dielectric is substantially the static
configuration and only a relatively small component
of axial electric intensity exists. ... .Results
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achieved show that the electric and magnetic fields
depend upon the shield properties as well as the
line dielectric constant "
65. Ernest F. Weinberger, Louis Auerbach, Investigation to
Determine the Radiation from Simulated Shipboard Instal-
lations of Armored Power Cables, Material Lab., New York
Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, Final Tech. Rpt. , Feb. 5, 1958,
(AD-156 657).
'•The shielding effectiveness was determined of the
metallic armor of certain cables and grounding
techniques which provide most effective shielding.
Results showed that when a large portion (10 feet)
of armor is stripped from an armored cable, the
radiation emanating from the cable is approximately
the same as that emanating from a cable whose armor
is terminated to ground through a large loop or is
not grounded at all. Previous work completed under
this project indicated that the size of ground
loops at the terminals of the armored power cable
is a major factor in achieving the maximum shield-
ing effectiveness of the armor. The work showed
that coaxial type terminals at both ends of the
cable provide the greatest shielding effectiveness,
varying between 35 and 5° decibels, depending on
frequency and other variables. Addition of a ground
on the armor at the center of a coaxially grounded
cable affords no over-all improvement in shielding
effectiveness.
"
66. K. Ikrath, Leakage of Electromagnetic Energy from Coax-
ial Cable Structures, Army Signal Research and Develop-
ment LaT^oratorv, Fort Konmouth, N. J. , Tech. Rpt. No.
196^-, April 1, 1958, (AD-201 199).
"A better understanding of the behavior of electro-
magnetic leakage fields emanating from braid shield-
ed coaxial cables is obtained. It is shown that a
braid surface EFF per unit length which is linked
to the magnetic leakage-flux distribution in the
braid apertures tends to support a slowly propaga-
ting surface wave along the cable. At higher fre-
quencies end effects play an important role in the
shaping of the leakage radiation fields which ac-
quire the typical tilted multilobe patterns of slow
wave radiators. Measures regarding the suppression
of leakage through cable braids employing concen-
tration and hysteresis type dissipation of leakage
energy in ferrite braid coatings is suggested. The
initiation of an investigation of the practicality
of utilizing the phenomena associated with leaky
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braid shielded cables ^or the design of slow wave
radiators and surface wave launchers 5 s recommen-
ded."
67. P. J. Bearer, B. A. Firweather and others, Project Mil-
cest, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Whippanv, N. J.,
Quarterly Prog. Rpt. No. 11, Oct. 31, 1961, (AD-266 930).
"A brief field test was conducted concerning radio-
frequency field intensities and resulting interfer-
ence in coaxial cable CX-h2h5/G. Tests were made
on several lengths of cable at 3 frequencies, with
the cable on the ground or supported alone on a
pole line. Measurements were made with the inter-
fering radio transmitter several miles away and, at
one frequency, in close proximity to the cable.
Measurements were also made with a mobile transmit-
ter at constant range but at several angular posi-
tions with respect to the cable run. An interfer-
ence directivity pattern for the cable was devel-
oped. To compare interference measurements on the
CX~ lf21+5 coaxial cable, which consists of a twisted
pair of coaxials, and computations of interference
based on a single coaxial, the effect of the pres-
ence of a second coaxial on interference pickup
was calculated. Results of computations, based on
the general theoretical equation, of the ratio of
resulting interference to the intensity of the ra-
dio field are presented."
P. J. Bearer, C R. Crue and others, Project Milcest,
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Whippany, N. J.,
Quarterly Prog. Rpt, No. 10, July 31, 1961, (AD-262 7*+5).
68. C. W. Harrison, Jr., R-F Shielding of Cables, AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF NAVAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 73, pp. 529-533,
Aug. 1961.
The author shows how complete r-f shielding of a
conductor is necessary in order to avoid undesired
pickup. Several cable shielding arrangements are
examined qualitatively for their effectiveness at
selected frequencies.
69. L. Krugel, Screening by Outer Conductors in Flexible Co-
axial Cables, Royal Aircraft Establishment (Great Britain)
April 1958, (AD-218 1*68)
.
70. E. T. Pfund, Jr., J. E. Russell, Capt. Bard Suverkrop,
The Shielding Effectiveness of Concentric High Frequency
Transmission Lines, Proceedings of the 6th Conference on
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Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
pp. 360-371, Oct. i960, (AD-253 015).
"The relative shielding effectiveness of several
concentric lines has been experimentally determined.
Relative interference considerations for standard
and corrugated tubing of copper, aluminum, nickel-
plated copper, stainless-clad copper, and stainless-
clad coin silver are presented for ceramic, plastic,
and air-insulated transmission lines from 150 kc
to 28 Mc."
71. F. H. Godding, H. B. Slade, Shielding of Communication
Cables, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 7h, pg. 52*f, June
1955.
The authors point out that the theory of shielding
is fairly well established when applied to continu-
ous metal tub^s, but the effectiveness of metal
tapes and braid has to b<? determined empirically.
The effects of frequency and of electric versus
magnetic fields are discussed for various shields.
A graph is presented to show the shielding effect
of various materials, both as solid tubes and as
braids and tapes.
72. Study of Tubular Shielding Conduit, Technicraft Labora-
tories, Inc., Thomaston, Conn., Final Report, 19^9,
(PB-99 517).
73. Wire Mesh Makes Flexible R-F Shields, ELECTRONICS, Vol.
33, PP. °0-92, Oct. 21, I960.
This article describes the manufacturing processes
in making r-f gasketing material and flexible shields
from knitted wire mesh.
7h. J. Sell, Wire Shielding Values, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 32,
pg. 88, Nov. 13, 1959.
This article presents and d escribes a nomogram which
can be used to determine the percent coverage, num-
ber of wires per carrier, and angle of braid with
cable axis for flexible shielded cables. The amount
of shielding afforded is not included as a parameter.
GROUNDING, BONDING, GASKETING
75- V. Pulsifer, Bonding Materials, Metallic Mating Surfaces:
Low RF Impedance, Armour Research Foundation, Chicago,
111., Jan. 195)+, (PB-111 930).
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76. Gary Steven, W. C. Troy, Bonding Materials, Metallic Ma-
ting Surfaces: Low RF Impedance, Armour Research Founda-
tion, *Tay 1952, (PB-107 359).
77. C. B. Pearls ton, Case and Cable Shielding, Bonding, and
Grounding Considerations in Electromagnetic Interference,
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RADIO FRE-
QUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. RFI-*+, No. 3, pp. 1-16, Oct.
1962.
This paper attempts to assemble concisely the theory
and techniques relating to shielding, bonding,
grounding, and cable selection, all basic tech-
niques in electromagnetic interference reduction.
Topics covered include shielding theory, selec-
tion of shielding materials, optimum enclosure
design, interconnecting cabling, magnetic and elec-
trostatic coupling, ground currents and shield
grounding, and design guides.
78. 0. P. Schreiber, S. Nellis, Design of Combination Fluid
or Pressure and RF Gaskets, Proceedings of the 3rd Con-
ference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, VV* 3^0-355, Feb. 1957, (AD-231* 211).
"This paper discusses the design of combination
pressure and RF gaskets. Techniques for the design
of pressure gaskets alone are discussed first, in-
cluding some simple rules for improving sealability.
The design of RF gaskets is then reviewed. Combina-
tion gasket design is developed by combining the
design procedures of both pressure gaskets and RF
gaskets.
"
79. Design and Applying RFI Shields and Gaskets, ELECTRONIC
DESIGN, pg. 62, Sept. 27, 1962.
80. W. E. Stinger, Evaluation of Seams and Gaskets Used in
Shielding Enclosures and Development of Correctives for
Improvement, Naval Air Development Center, Rpt. No. NADC-
EL- 52139, Feb. 3, 1953, (AD-9'^9*0.
81. Irwin M, Newman, Arnold L. Albin, An Integrated Approach
to Bonding, Grounding, and Cable Selection, Proceedings
of the 7th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction,
Armour Research Foundation, Nov. 1961, pp. h2>h-h5Q 9
(AD-276 205).
This article discusses the RFI problem at a govern-
ment missile checkout complex. The interference
was traced to poor grounding, automotive vehicles,
fork-lift trucks, adjacent r-f equipment, and power
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generating equipment., Solutions to the problems
are presented along with pictures of shielding and
grounding techniques applied. Graphs showing com-
parisons of various shielded cable grounding meth-
ods are included.
82. Locating Grounds in Shielded Room, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 20,
pg. 13lf, Oct, 19V7.
83. Verne Pulsifer, A. J 9 Hoehn, Low- Impedance Gaskets for
Radio Frequency Applications, Proceedings of the Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, Dec. 1951*-, pp. 290-30*+, (AD-76 686).
"This paper describes the work performed to develop
a gasket material which will prevent radio frequency
energy from escaping at joints in closed containers
while simultaneously effecting a gas-tight seal„
A preformed gasket was designed which shows superior
interference-reduction characteristics. A gasket
cement consisting of metal particles in a suitable
binder also was developed which approaches the prop-
erties of welded metal from the standpoint of r-f
shielding. General principles of gasket design are
discussed including type, orientation, and number
of conductors in the gasket, and the effects of pres-




8H. Radio Frequency Gasketing, ELECTRONIC DESIGN, pg. 1+6,
Feb. 17, I960.
85. 0, P. Schreiber, RFI Gasketing—How to Use It, ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING, Vol. 9, pp. 91-93, March 1961.
86. G. Failla, "Shielded Contact" Grounding Key for Electro-
motors, Atomic Energy Commission, Nov. 10, 19*+7« (TIP G
U3726).
87. Shielding and Grounding Techniques, Naval Civil Engineer-
ing Lab., Rpt e No. TN 1+35, 1962, (AD-279 882).
88. Structurals Play An Electronics Role in Transmitter Build-
ing, ENGINEERING NEWS RECORD, Vol. 162, pp. 3*+-35, April
2, 1959.
Some of the grounding practices in the construction
of a 25 ft. high, 25,000 sq. ft. transmitter build-




89. Richard B. Schulz, Evaluating Shielded Enclosures, TELE-
TECH AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 13, pp. 75, 166-
168, Feb. 195*+.
The author discusses the different meanings and mis-
uses of the terms "attenuation" and "insertion loss".
The methods of measuring attenuation and insertion
losses are discussed, and the advantages and disad-
vantages of the various methods are compared.
90. L. Castriota, The Evaluation of a Sectionalized Shielded
Enclosure, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, July 1952,
(TIP G U2>+2l+3).
This report discusses the various methods used to
obtain shielding efficiencies of s creened rooms, i.
e. , the "open-door, closed-door", "inside-outside",
ana "uniform field" methods. In view of the disad-
vantages of these methods, an alternate method is
proposed and used in testing a cell-type shielded
room. Methods of obtaining the attenuation char-
acteristics of the power line filters are also dis-
cussed.
91. W. E. Stinger, Evaluation of Shielding Effectiveness
Test Developed by Technicraft Laboratory, Aeronautical
Electrical and Electronic Lab. , Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsville, Pa., Oct. 1953, (AD-30 862).
This report is the evaluation of a shielding effec-
tiveness test of conduit as proposed by Technicraft
Laboratories. The laboratory tests under this
method compared favorably with theoretical values
calculated on the basis of transfer impedance
theory.
92. D. Arany, Experimental Model, Shielding Component Evalua-
tor, Low Frequency, White Tuning Corporation, Final Rpt.
.
July 1950, (TIP G Rl+39D.
This article is a report on the development of an
evaluator to measure the shielding effectiveness
of flexible or rigid conduit from 0.25 to 1«5 in-
ches i.d. and of various sizes of metal boxes be-
tween frequencies of 10 cps and 150 kc. Different
configurations and spacings of several materials
are investigated as factors in shielding.
3. W. C. Stoker, H. F. Hicks, An Investigation of Electro-
magnetic Coupling Devices for the Measurement of Noise
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Fields, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Feb. 1951,
(ATI-108 035).
9^-. The Investigation of Measurement Techniques for the
Shielding Effectiveness of Coaxial Cable, Signal Equip-
ment Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash., Interim Development Rpt.
No. 1, July 1 - Dec. 30, 195^, (AD-130 006).
"This report describes the research work on measure-
ment techniques for the shielding effectiveness of
flexible coaxial transmission lines. Included are
the tests on various samples of flexible metal hose,
used as additional shielding over standard RG-8/U;
and the results obtained by the continuous record-
ing of the longitudinal field distribution along
samples of coaxial cable over the frequency range
from 30 kc to 800 mc."
95. J. Johnson, W. Siddons, The Investigation of Measurement
Techniques for Shielding Effectivness of Coaxial Cables,
Signal Equipment Company, Inc
,
Aug. 1956, (AD-8*f 05*+).
96. Measuring Effectiveness of Shielding Materials, ELECTRI-
CAL FAMJFACTURING, Vol. 52, Aug. 1953
«
97. H. E. Dinger, J. E. Raudenbush, Measuring the Shielding
Efficiency of Screened Enclosures, Naval Research Lab.,
Rpt. No. 3908, Dec. 1U-, 1951, (ATI-122 259) (TIP G
U20197).
The authors describe the "uniform-field" method of
measuring attenuation which was used for evaluating
a double-shielded and a cell-type room. The effect
of weathering was noted on the shielding efficiency
of the cell- type room. A transfer-impedance method
of evaluating shielded enclosures is also described.
98. T. M. Good, A Method of Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Radio Freqtiency Gasket Materials, Proceedings of the 5th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Oct. 1959, pp. 601-621, (AD-235 099).
This paper is concerned with describing a method
of evaluating the effectiveness of radio-frequency
gasket materials. Frequency ranges of o l5 to 1000 mc
are considered. Test setups, results, and problems
encountered are discussed.
99. D. E. Foster, C. W. Finnigan, Methods of Measuring the
Effectiveness of Electrostatic Loop Shielding, INSTITUTE




"In the design of radio receivers employing electro-
statically shielded loops, difficulty in measuring
the effectiveness of the loop shielding in the lab-
oratory is usually encountered. This paper describes
a method using a short rod antenna connected to a
conventional standard-signal generator which has
been found to be convenient to operate and capable
of producing consistent results. The effectiveness
of shielding is determined as the ratio of the ef-
fective height of the loop as a magnetic field col-
lector to its effective height as an electric-field
collector.
"
100. D. P. Kanellakos, R. B. Sehulz, L. C. Peach, A. P.
Massey, New Techniqties for Evaluating the Performance of
Shielded Enclosures, Proceedings of the 5th Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, pp. 526-559, Oct. 1959, (AD-235 099)
.
The shielding effectiveness of an enclosure was
measured at a low (15 kc) frequency utilizing a
transmitting loop which surrounded the enclosure.
A small 12" loop was used for the receiver in the
center of the room. At mid frequencies the effects
of standing waves within the enclosure on the radia-
tion resistance of the receiving dipole were con-
sidered. The transmitting antenna outside the room
was also a dipole. For high frequencies (9.375 kmc)
a radar transmitter was used as a source. Diagrams
are given of test set-ups and results are plotted.
101. J. A. Allen, A Proposed Standard for Testing the Shield-
ing Effectiveness of Coaxial Cables and Shielding Mater-
ial, Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 372-387,
Oct. I960, (AD-253 015).
The proposed technique evaluates the leakage electro-
magnetic energy by measuring the lumped constant
voltage that is produced at the end of a cylindri-
cal test enclosure. The coupling of electromag-
netic fields between the inner and outer surfaces
of a cylindrical shielding sample is considered.
Test equipment and measuring techniques are given.
102. Edward R. Schatz, Maurice E. Taylor, Research Leading to
the Development of a Shielding Effectiveness Tester,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa., Quar-
terly Prog. Rpt No. 3, Dec. 15 - March 15, 1957, (AD-
l*+0 899); Quarterly Prog. Rpt. No. k, March 15 - June
15, 1957, (AD-155 260)5 Quarterly Prog. Rpt e No. 5,
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June 15 - Sept. 15, 1957, (AD-155 259)% Quarterly Prog.
Rpt. No. 6, Sept. 15 - Dec. 15, 1957, (AD-157 55%) ;
Final Rpt. June 15, 19% - June 15, 1958, (AD-213 322).
103. D. P. Kanellakos, H. M. Sachs, Revision of Standards for
Measurements of Shielding Effectiveness of Enclosures,
Armour Research Foundation, ARF Proj. E108, Oct. 1959,
(PB-157 57h).
10*+ . H. E. Dinger, J. E. Raudenbush, A Technique for Measuring
the Effectiveness of Various Shielding Materials, Naval
Research Lab., Rpt. No. *+103, Jan 22, 1953.
The authors describe a method whereby the shielding
effectiveness of small samples of various materials,
including wire mesh and conductive coatings, can be
tested in high- and low-impedance fields. Samples
are inserted between two shield cans containing
small transmitting and receiving elements. Calcula-
ted and measured values are compared for several
samples.
GENERAL ARTICLES ON SHIELDING
105. E. Ornstein, Attenuation of E-M Radiation by Sea Water,
Naval Research Lab., Rpt. No. 5280, April 1, 1959.
This report presents a plot of attenuation (db/yd)
of sea water versus frequency—103 to 10^1 cps.
Attenuation increases with frequencies up to 3 X
10b db/yd at approximately 1012 cps.
106. J. D. Noyes, Commercial Mobile Radio Interference Shield-
ing, Proceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pt). 258-26*+,
Oct. I960, (AD-253 015)o
The present-day automobile is treated as a source
of radiated electromagnetic interference. The vari-
ous sources in the automobile and the interference
characteristics of each source are considered. The
effects of these RFI signals on a radio receiver
are presented. A commercially available suppression
kit is described in great detail.
107. L. W. Thomas, Control of Interference Through Basic De-
sign, U. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 6, pg. 31-33,
Sept. 1957.
"This paper deals not with the suppression of radio
interference, but with the control of it in the
basic design of equipments. Both electronic and
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electromechanical devices are considered and design
practices pointed cut for each case."
108. A. R. Anderson, Cylindrical Shielding and Its Measure-
ment at Radio Frequencies, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 3*+, pp<, 312-322, May 19*+6.
"The effectiveness of shields from the point of
view of the wave theory of shielding is discussedo
Specific consideration is given to cylindrical
shielding against low-impedance fields and its
measurement at radio frequencies. Various methods
of measurement are discussed briefly. ..„ Experimen-
tal results obtained. ... „from 200 kc to 1.0 Me are
given. Tests at various frequencies on thin-wall
copper tubes of different thicknesses are shown to
be in agreement with the results predicted by
theory. Included are data on metal tubes, wire
braids, coaxial cable, and flexible-shielding con-
duits Various factors affecting test results
are considered and formulas are given for correc-
ting results obtained on exceptional specimens
having abnormally high resistance."
109. A. L. Albin, H„ M. Sachs, Design of Electronic Equipment
for Radio-Interference Reduction, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS I (COMMUNICATIONS AND
ELECTRONICS), Vol. 75, pp. 352-357, July 1956.
"The control of radio interference is a serious
problem to both designers of electronic equipment
and to military operational activities. Some of
the critical areas of design that have affected
equipment and system performance in the field are
discussed herein. Several types of equipment for
ground and air-borne applications are discussed,
including radar, communications, and navigation
apparatus. The effectiveness of practical suppres-
sion techniques such as shielding and filtering is
also considered. Requirements of the current inter-
ference specifications are reviewed and techniques
discussed for making conducted and radiated measure-
ments of continuous-wave and broadband interference
sources.
"
110. C. F. Davidson, J. C. Simmonds, Effect of Spherical
Screen Upon An Inductor, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 22,
pp. 2-5, Jan. 19^5.
The change in impedance of an inductor due to the
presence of a circular screen is calculated and
curves are present which enable the increase in
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resistance and decrease In inductance to be corn-
put ed
.
111. H. Kaden, Electromagnetic Screens with Joints and Gaps,
WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 21, pg. &%, Feb. 19M*.
The object of this paper Is to investigate the ef-
fects of joints and gaps in electromagnetic screens
.
Two treatments are presents joints parallel and
at right angles to eddy currents.
112. S. Levy, Electromagnetic Shielding Effect of An Infinite
Plane Conducting Sheet Placed Between Circular Coaxial
Coils, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol e 2*f,
pp. 923-^1, June 1936.
"In apparatus employing amplification it is fre-
quently necessary to Isolate certain circuit ele-
ments from electromagnetic disturbances. In cir-
cuits employing high amplification the amount of
shielding required for isolation may be extremely
high, and the usefulness of the device may be im-
paired due to inadequate shielding,, The theory of
shielding against magnetic and electrostatic fields
are discussed and examined. A bibliography of arti-
cles which treat the subject of shielding is given "
113. Electromagnetic Shielding Principles, Vol. II of Investi-
gation of Interference from Radar Modulators, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, March 1, 19^6, (AD-91 298)0
This volume of the report covers electromagnetic
leakage from coaxial cables, estimation of required
shielding (for cabinets and pulse cables), and con-
ducted interference,,
11*+
. W. Lyons, Experiments on Electromagnetic Shielding At
Frequencies Between One and Thirty Kilocycles, INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol, 21, pg, ?7H, April
1933.
"This paper describes a method used in measuring
the ratio of magnetic field intensities within con-
ducting cylindrical and spherical shells to that
outside, values being given for various frequencies
between 1000 and 30^000 cycles per second of the
exciting field and various lengths and radii. A
theoretical derivation of a shielding formula is
given for a thin spherical shell and a cylindrical
one of infinite length. Satisfactory agreement
between theory and observation is found In the case




115. Hsu Chang, Fields Associated With Ellipsoids With Appli-
cations to Shielding, Thin Films, and Twistors, Carnegie
Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 1959,
(AD-Zlh 973).
"Static fields associated with a ferromagnetic el-
lipsoid with uniform magnetization or paramagnetic
hollow spheriod immersed in an originally uniform
or non-uniform f i eld are considered . The hollow
spheroid (prolate or oblate) approximates a wide
variety of geometries, ranging from an infinite
hollow cylinder to a rod of finite length, from two
parallel plates to a disc. Thus the solutions per-
mit calculation of: (a) Shielding factors of hol-
low spheroids? (b) Fields outside a circular or
elliptic thin film; and (c) Demagnetizing field in
a hollow twistor, and the field outside the twistor.
The solutions may be applied to both linear and
"square-loop" magnetic materials «,"
116. D. T. Geiser, Filtering and Shielding the Station Re-
ceiver, QST, Vol. if2, pp. 27-29, Aug. 1958.
This article describes "jury-rig" modifications to
a ham receiver that resulted in reduced stray pick-
up and radiation.
117. C. IT. Jorgensen, "Foiling" Magnetic Interference, RE-
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, Vol. 12, pp. 106-107, Oct. 1961.
Several new types of foil shaped alloys that are
useful in magnetic shielding are described. Meth-
ods of reducing the reduction in permeability as
flux density increases are suggested
.
118. Robert W. Heath, How to Control Extraneous Magnetic
Fields, INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES, Vol. 10, pp. 8-11, Ap-
ril 1959.
The author lists some common laboratory equipment
that is affected by magnetic radiation. Other than
pointing out that magnetic shielding can be best
accomplished by use of magnetic- type alloys, the
main topic is the construction of a probe for pick-
ing up magnetic radiation.
119. 0. P. Schreiber, Is Your Rig R-F Tight, QST, Vol. 37,
pp. 20-30, Aug. 1953.
This article describes the use of r-f gasketing
material (called electronic weatherstripping by the
author) in suppressing TV I from ham transmitters.
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120. Spring, Magnetic Shielding, ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING,
Vol. 61, pp. 138-139, Feb. 1958.
121. Magnetic Shielding, TELE-TECH AND ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES,
Vol. 1>+, pg. 153, May 1955.
122. Schweizor, Magnetic Shielding Factors of A System of Con-
centric Spherical Shells, JOURNAL OF APPLIED PHYSICS,
Vol. 33, pp. 1001-1003, March 1962.
123. D. E. Longmire, Magnetic Shielding Practice in Electronic
Packaging, ELECTRO-TECHNOLOGY, Vol. 71, pp. 63-66, Jan.
1963.
12 1+. R. C. Looser, J. C. Simraonds, C F. Davidson, Power Loss
in Electromagnetic Screens, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 23,
pp. 8-15, Jan. I9V6.
"A method is developed which enables the increase
in resistance of an inductor to be calculated when
a screen consisting of circular loops of wire is
brought near it. The calculated resistance in-
crease agrees within about 20$ or better with ex-
perimental values obtained by measurement on small
screens.
"
125. C. S. Vasaka, Problems in Shielding Electrical and Elec-
tronic Equipment, Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical
Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.,
Rpt. No. NADC-EL-N5507, June 1955, (AD-68 87^).
This report discusses the over-all problem of shield-
ing against RFI in the frequencj^ range 1*+ kc to 10 kmc.
Shielding effectiveness of 50 to 100 db are desirable.
The negligible shielding effect of a ship or aircraft
structure is discussed. Tables of reflection and
absorption losses are given for iron and copper at
various frequencies. Shield discontinuities are
also discussed.
126. J. W. Shrecengost, Radio Interference: Control Plan and
Test Plan Autopilot Gyroscope Control Group #27-*+1002,
Convair-Astronautics, San Diego, Calif., Rpt. No. AZN-27-
111, April 16, 1959, (AD-2^2 633).
127. J. F. Fischer, Jr. , Radio Interference. Control Plan
and Test Plan Autopilot Programmer Canister #27-^1001,
Convair-Astronautics, San Diego, Calif., Rpt. No. AZN-27-
098, March 6, 1959, (AD-2^2 632).
128. J. F. Fisher, Jr., Radio Interference. Control Plan and
Test Plan Autopilot Servo-Amplifier Canister #27-^1000,
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Convair-Astronautics, San Diego, Calif., Rpt. No. AZN-27-
10?, April 9, 1959, (AD-2>+8 702).
129. W. R. Johnson, Radio Interference. Control Plan and Test
Plan Propellant Utilization Canisters #27-^3000 - #27-
^-3001, Convair-Astronautics, San Diego, Calif., Rpt. No.
AZN-27-090, Feb. h, 1959, (AD-2*f2 63D.
130. J. F. Fischer, L. E. Robbins, Radio Interference Control
Plan and Test Plan Strobe Light System #27-11236, Con-
vair-Astronautics, San Dieeo, Calif., Rpt. No. AzN-27-
125, July 7, 1959, (AD-21+8 2*+l).
"The equipment canister is a completely enclosed
metal unit, broken only by the lens. Three major
circuits are contained which may generate electri-
cal interference: (a) high voltage capacitor, flash-
tube, and interconnecting wire (high voltage dis-
charge circuit), (b) charging circuit which includes
power transistors, power transformer and associated
rectifiers and filter, and (c) control circuitry
which includes provision for initiating the charg-
ing operation, generating the flashing rate signal
and triggering the flash-tube. Low signal level
circuitry will not be employed and each individual
circuit will be designed for minimum susceptibility
to conducted and radiated interference."
131. G. Weinstein, H. H. Howell, G. P. Lowe, B. J. Winter.
Radio-Noise Elimination in Military Aircraft, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 63,
pp. 793-795, Nov. 19^.
"Discusses the effects of electrical transients,
which result from the operation of electrical equip-
ment, on the reception of desired signals in air-
borne receivers, and describes the methods by which
the noise is coupled into the receiver. The design
necessary to eliminate radio-noise is discussed with
the main emphasis on filters in the power input to
the receiver. Curves of power-line noise in/<.v vs
receiver audio output for several typical installa-
tions; and a laboratory setup for determining
threshold of conducted radio noise for a receiver
are shown."
132. Edward S. Ida, Reducing Electrical Interference, E. I.
duPont de Nemours and Company, CONTROL ENGINEERING,
pp. 107-111, Feb. 1962.
The author discusses several types of interference
and ways of eliminating it. He discusses points to
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be grounded, twisting of lines, shielding of cables,
and line balancing.
133. RFI Control—Clearing the Air, ELECTRONIC DESIGN, pg. 37,
Sept. 27, 1962.
131+. Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves by Ultrasonic Beams,
Emerton, Inc., Silver Springs, Md., Quarterly Prog. Rpt.
No. 2, March 30, 1962, (AD-271* 809).
135. B. Roston, Screening at VHF, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 25,
pp. 221-230, July 19*f8.
"The paper aims at examining the vhf screening prop-
erties of the various metallic surfaces which are
economic and which may be readily adapted to produc-
tion. An analysis of the problem of shielding shows
that in the case of a receiver, where only the radia-
tion field requires to be screened, a conducting
sheet makes an efficient shield. The shielding of
a source of a receiver near a source is relatively
more difficult, since the induction field may pre-
dominate and only a thin surface layer of a shield
is effective in neutralizing this component of the
field. An experimental method has been developed
by which the efficacy of various forms of metallic
shield may be assessed. Tests upon electro-deposited
steel specimens and sprayed-metal specimens have
given results which confirm the theoretical deduc-
tions and determine the order of their screening
efficacy.
"
136. T. S. E. Thomas, Screening Effect of Circular Disk, AMER-
ICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS, Vol. 29, pp. 37-39, Jan. 1961.
"A theory of the effect of a circular metal disk in
screening the electric field of a pole and the mag-
netic field of a radio-frequency dipole (eddy cur-
rent screening) on the axis is developed in terms
of spheroidal functions. The screening effective-
ness is defined as the ratio of the screened to
the unscreened field and curves are given showing
its variation along the djsk axis. In the electri-
cal case the field is zero at a certain distance
along the axis." This report, while not applicable
to complete enclosure screening, can be used as a
basis for application where complete screening is
not necessary, i.e., where one component must be
screened from another
.
137. Moullin, Screening Properties of a Squirrel Cage of
Wires, INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Pt. 3,
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Vol. 91, PP. 1^-22, >rarch 19^.
The energy which is radiated by a long current fila-
ment is screened by a squirrel cage of equally
spaced thin wires. The factors of squirrel cage
wire radius and separation and frequency are con-
sidered. TTo comparison is made with experimental
values.
13°, P. S. Rand, Shielding Against TVI, RADIO AM) TV HEWS.
Vol. M-2, pp. 5^-60, Sept. 19^9.
This article describes how some o^ the basic shield-
ing principles were aprlied to ham gear to reduce
TVI.
13<\ John H. Morecroft, Alva Turner, Shielding of Electric
and Magnetic fields, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PRO-
CEEDINGS, Vol. 13, PS. ]+77 , Aug. 1925.
This article reports on the experimental investiga-
tion of the shielding of electric and magnetic
fields for both constant and changing fields. The
factors of frequency, shielding material, and
shield discontinuities are considered.
llfO. Albert F. Murray, Shielding H.F. Interference, ELEC-
TRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. >+, pp. 108-110, l*t2, Aug. 19^5.
This article is basically a discussion of shielded
rooms of the single shield, double shield, and
cell type construction and line filters. Graphs
are given of attenuation expected from, various
type screening materials.
1*4-1. Shielding High-Frequeney Circuits Can Be Effectively En-
gineered, ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING, Vol. 38, pr^. 13M--13?
Sept. I 0)i6.
]>2. '/. Philbrook, Shielding In Hi-Fi Equipment, RADIO AND TV
NEWS, Vol. ?!-, pp. if8-*+9, Dec. 195?.
The author discusses the desirable features of mag-
netic and electric shields and gives several appli-
cations where shielding can be applied.
l*+3- Shielding Principle Provides Electronic Micrometer, MECH-
ANICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 69, w. h06-h07, Tfay 19^7
.
iMf. Shielding Princirle Provides Electronic rricrometer, PE-
TROLED?' ENGINEERING, Vol. 1-°
,
pg. 113, April 19*4-7.
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lM. C. S. Vasaka. Short Cut to R-F Shield Design, ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES AND TELE-TECH, Vol. 16, pp. 72-71*, March 1957.
"Rule-of-thumb design commonly ignores reflection
losses, resulting in over-designed equipment enclo-
sures. The method presented here takes into account
electric, magnetic, and plane wave reflection los-
ses, and corrects for electrically thin sheets and
shield discontinuities. Data for common shield
designs have been calculated and are presented in
extensive reference tables," Calculations are
based on equations derived by Schelkunoff. Recom-
mended treatment for various discontinuities in
equipment cabinets are given.
1^6, Survey of All Available Information on Commercially Ob-
tainable Conductive and/or Radio Frequency Absorbing or
Attenuating Materials, Interference Consultants, Inc.,
1^0 Causeway Street, Boston 1>+, Mass., Naval Civil Engin-
eering Laboratory, Contract I. C, Jan. 1962.
Contains bibliography of 133 published articles on
shielding plus bibliography of industrial reports
in company files.
1.1*7. T. B. Owen, Very-High-Frequency Radio-Noise Elimination,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS,
Vol. 63, pp. 91+c-9^+, Dec. 19Vf.
It is the purpose of this paper to outline gener-
ally the principles of radio noise elimination at
all frequencies, and to show that the principles
used for medium and high frequencies also apply at
very high frequencies. Subjects treated include
methods of radio-noise generation and transmission,
common impedance coupling, elimination of RFI, and






The most time-saving and money- saving way of eliminat-
ing RFI is through the proper design of potential interfer-
ence generators. However, since there are such a large num-
ber of potential generators, including everything from house-
hold appliances to radar equipment, such a proposal calls
for the mass education of designers of many products. Pro-
posals have been made by various groups that legal action be
taken to curb the generation of RFI. In ref. (2), P. R.
Coursey reports on a meeting which was held in England in
19*+^ at which time such proposals were made. Some of the
types of legislation that could be used and some of the prob-
lems in enforcing such legislation were discussed. R. David-
son, in ref. (21), outlines some of the legal regulations
which have been effected in England for the suppression of
radio interference. These include compulsory fitting of sup-
pressors on ignition systems of motor vehicles, suppression
of interference to within certain limits on any small elec-
tric motor, and control of interference generated by refrig-
erators. In the United States the Federal Communications
Commission is the regulatory body which is associated most
directly with interference control. An example of the type
regulations established by the F.C.C. is given in Chapter II,
Radio Frequency Interference. The standards and specifica-
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tions of the Department of Defense agencies, although not of
a legal nature, have played an important role in ensuring
RFI suppression techniques are applied to a vast array of
products. Appendix A is a list of military standards and
specifications which apply to RFI reduction and measurement.
Since the application of suppression devices must not
alter the primary function of a device to any great extent,
various suppression techniques are required. The most gener-
ally recognized techniques applied today are the use of
choke coils, feed-through and by-pass capacitors, filters,
non-linear devices such as diodes and transistors, resistive
devices, and shielding principles.
One use of choke coils for RFI reduction is in transmis-
sion lines. C. V. Aggers points out in ref. (3D that they
are not normally used to reduce radio noise at its source,
but rather are used to attenuate the transmission of noise
from certain sections of a circuit. He also points out that
radio frequency noise may be reflected on the lines by a
choke coil and th^t, unless the noise is eliminated by shunt-
ing to ground, the reflected noise voltages may actually in-
crease the noise level.
The principle by which a coil acts as a suppression de-
vice is that it presents a high impedance to radio frequen-
cies. This is apparent from the equation for reactance of
a coil, X - 2tffL
where f - frequency
L = inductance of coil
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One of the limitations of coils is that they have small impe-
dance to the low frequency components of radio noise.
Closely related to the choke coil is the by-pass capaci-
tor. These two components make up the simplest type filters.
The application of by-pass capacitors is based on the princi-
ple that they offer a low impedance to radio frequencies.
However, because of the inherent inductance in the leads of
a by-pass capacitor, there is a maximum limit to the fre-
quency at which the by-pass capacitor offers a small imped-
ance to RFI. During World War II the development of the
stud type capacitor, so named because of a short, thick lead,
raised this maximum frequency at which by-pass capacitors
could be used from two to five megacycles. This was report-
ed by S. L. Shive in ref. (122).
Shive continues with a discussion of the feed-through






Fig. XI - 1 Schematic Diagram of a Feed-Through Capacitor
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As can be seen, lead lengths are ultimately reduced to no-
thing. The development of the feed-through capacitor made
capacitors applicable as a suppression device up to frequen-
cies of 1000 mc.
The effectiveness of a suppression capacitor is measured
by its "insertion loss". Insertion loss is defined as the
ratio of voltages existing across a load impedance before
and after "inserting" or connecting the suppressor to be
tested in the circuit. In other words, the insertion loss
tells how much the voltage of a specific frequency component
at a load is reduced by the application of a capacitor. In-
sertion loss is normally expressed in decibels. Fig. XI - 2,
extracted from ref. (122), compares the insertion loss of a
typical feed-through capacitor and a similar valued lead
type capacitor.
1000 Mc.
Fig. XI - 2 Insertion Loss Characteristics for a Typical




The small size and weight, excellent insertion loss
characteristics, and relatively low cost has enhanced the
use of feed-through capacitors as suppression devices. How-
ever, their effectiveness is also limited at lower frequen-
cies.
Filters also play a large role in the reduction of con-
ducted RFI. The principle of filters is to provide a low im-
pedance path -"or desired signals and, at the same time, a
high impedance path for undesired signals. Various types of
filters have been investigated for use in RFI suppression,
however the basic circuit configuration is usually of the pi
or T type with inductors connected jn series with the line to
be suppressed and capacitors connected between the line and
ground
.
In ref. (15), Mervin H. First points out some of the de-
sign information which must be taken into account when select-
ing a RFI filter. Some items are current and voltage rating,
power line frequency, duty cycle, operating temperature and
altitude, required attenuation at various frequencies, maxi-
mum case dimensions, mounting arrangements, and terminal
types to be used.
The use of non-linear devices, such as transistors and
diodes, has also been considered for suppressors in switch-
ing and relay circuits. In ref. (25), G. E. Stannard, et al,
give the principles behind the use of diodes. It is best ex-





Fig. XI - 3 Shunt Diode
Across Load
Fig. XI - h Shunt Diode
Across Switch
In Fig. XI - 3? negligible current flows through the diode
under steady state conditions, but when the switch is opened,
the diode provides a low resistance path over which induc-
tive current from the load may flow. The peak voltage ap-
pearing across the switch (where RFI is generated) is there-
by limited to the sum of the battery voltage and the forward
drop of the diode which may be quite small. Thus, high-
voltage sawtooth discharges are eliminated, but this circuit
is ineffective in retarding the gap voltage buildup. In
Fig. XI - *+, the diode voltage-current characteristics must
have a sharp knee at a voltage which is equal to, or some-
what greater than, the supply voltage. Thus, the steady-
state current through the load will be essentially zero when
the switch is open. When the switch is opened, the voltage
across the gap immediately assumes the knee value. This cir-
cuit is capable of complete suppression of high-voltage
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discharges but again cannot retard the buildup of gap volt-
ages. Stannard also reported that noise reduction in the
order of 3° db had been obtained with the use of diode sup-
pressors. However, their use was largely restricted to cir-
cuits having large inductively-stored energies.
The use of distributed resistance leads in RFI suppres-
sion is covered in Chapter III, Ignition Interference.
Shielding is covered in Chapter X.
Numerous reports have been prepared on the types of sup-
pression techniques applied to specific equipments and are
included in the bibliography for this chapter. The princi-
ples applied to each piece of equipment may be helpful in





1. Antenna Filters for Shore Station Interference Suppres-
sion, Balco Research Laboratories, Newark 2, N. J.,
Dec. 31, 1952, (AD-10 893).
This interim report describes the Zobel method of
design for a fixed-cutoff filter and reports that
standard m-derived design could not meet the con-
tract requirements. Tests on variable-inductance-
fixed capacitance designs for variable-cutoff fil-
ters are reported. Trap filter designs are also
discussed.
2. P. R. Coursey, Aspects of Interference Suppression Under
Post-War Conditions, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
JOURNAL, Vol. 92, pp. 21-22, Part III (Radio and Communi-
cation Engineering), March 19*+5; WIRELESS WCRLD, Vol. 51,
pp. 7-8, Jan. 19^5.
This narrative is a brief of a discussion held at
a British conference in November 19*+*+. Topics dis-
cussed include the broader spectrum in which RFI
control will be important after World War II.
types of apparatus likely to be potential interfer-
ence sources, and wider use of common electric
equipment. The possibility of legal controls on
RFI are also discussed.
3. John L. Pancoast. Contract Acceptance Tests of Sprague
Type 97JXL06A Interference Filter, Naval Engineering Ex-
periment Station, Annapolis, Md. , EED Rpt. No. 810152,
Feb. 25, 1959, (AD-215 986L).
"The Sprague interference filter is intended as an
interference reduction component in the model RC
scaling and chipping tool. Tests indicated that
the filter meets BuShips specifications except that
the markings do not include the class designation."
h. John L. Pancoast, Contract Suitability Tests of Astron
Type AF-1375-B Interference Filters Submitted by Polarad
Electronics Corporation, Long Island City, New York,
Naval Engineering Experiment Station, Annapolis, Md.
,
EES Rept. No. 810110, Nov. 7, 1958, (AD-212 981L).
5. L. I. Enudson, The Design of Reactors for Radio Interfer-
ence Filters, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 69, pp. 129^-1298, Pt. II, 1950.
Particular attention is focused on the design of
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toroids. Curves are presented showing the relation
between (1) number of turns, permeance, and induc-
tance, (2) B vs. H, and (3) incremental permeability
vs H for five magnetic materials.
6. L. Kahn, A. G. Kalstein, Development of Miniature Sup-
pression Capacitors, Aerovox Corp., June 1952 (TIP G
U23378).
The development of miniature suppression capacitors
rated at 250 volts a.c.-d.c. *+00 cycles, for opera-
ting temperatures of 125° C is described. Major
problems encountered were sealing the capacitor can,
making proper terminations, and smallness of size.
Tables are given of the characteristics of the final
product.
7. H. Goldberg, Dynamotor Filtering, RADIO NEWS, Vol. 29,
pg. 13, March 19*+3
.
8. M. B. Ewalt, Electrical Noise Suppression, MACHINE DE-
SIGN, Vol. 26, pp. 161-166, Sept. 1954.
Common sources of RFI are listed and the four fol-
lowing methods of suppression are advocated: (1)
noninductive capacitors, (2) feed-through suppres-
sion capacitors, (3) filters, and (h) application
of electronic principles (bonding, shielding, etc.).
Basic design criteria is given for selecting a
method of suppression.
9. Electronic Interference Suppression, U. S. Navy Bureau
of Yards and Docks Instruction IO38O.I, Dec. 7, 1962.
This instruction deals with the basic aspects of
electromagnetic interference produced by electri-
cal, electronic, and mechanical equipment. The
methods of eliminating interference to the great-
est possible extent are outlined. The general lim-
its of tolerable interference in the range of l*t kc
to 1000 mc are also given in chart form. Accept-
able measurement equipment and methods are included.
10. Harold G. Price, Eliminating Car Noise in 28-Mc Mobile
Reception, QST, pg. 37, May 19^-7.
The author proposes methods of eliminating RFI which
emanates from the car ignition, generator, front-
and rear-wheel static, tire static, and voltage-
regulator. The principle method is to eliminate
RFI at its source.
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11. T. F. Khapp, Engineering Study of Radio Interference Sup-
pression, Lear. Inc., WADC technical rpt. 51+-399, Nov.
19^-, (AD-63 283).
A study of conducted radio interference is presen-
ted showing the effects of design factors such as
commutator configuration and material; brush mater-
ial, pressure and current density; air gap; and
armature winding. The effectiveness of coils, ca-
pacitors, and internal and external filters as sup-
pressors of generated interference is investigated.
Interference measurement techniques and results
are also presented.
12. J. C. Senn, Ferrites in Radio Interference Filters, Pro-
ceedings of the *+th Conference on Radio Interference Re-
duction, Armour Research Foundation, Oct., 1958, pp. kJQ-
lf?i+, (AD-23^ 212).
"This paper describes some of the special proper-
ties of ferrite magnetic core materials which can
be used to advantage in the design of radio inter-
ference filters. It is shown that conventional de-
sign formulae can be adapted to account for these
special effects in filters. Performance of typical
filters using ferrites is demonstrated."
13. G. J. Wheeler, Filters for Electronic Equipment, ELEC-
TRONICS, Vol. 18, pg. 200, July 19^5.
The design of pi-type filters is discussed in this
brief article. The author points out the dangers
of (1) using too large an r-f choke, (2) resonance
within the rejection band of the filter, (3) poor
grounding, and (h) improper shielding of the out-
put from the input.
1*+. W. A. Stirrat, A General Technique for Interference Fil-
tering, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RA-
DIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. RFI-1, No. 2, pp. 12-17,
May I960.
"With one exception, the radiation and leakage from
a signal generator can be held below specified lim-
its. Exception exists in the loop consisting of
the signal generator power cord, the power main,
the ground connection of the signal generator, and
the signal generator itself. Signals passing
through the line filter are resonated in this loop
and these signals can only be reduced by mismatch
or by reduction of the maximum power available.
Since the nature of the loop is unpredictable, a
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mismatch that will hold in every case cannot be
provided. A limit on the maximum power available
holds in every case. This maximum power theoreti-
cally can be measured and the limit which it should
not exceed can readily be found. The load drawing
maximum power from a three terminal network is
found and the theory of measuring this maximum
available power is developed herein. Also indica-
ted are how a limit can be set on maximum available
power and how a simple LC filter fails to provide
reliable mismatch.
"
V). Mervin H. First, A Guide to RFI Filters, ELECTRONIC IN-
DUSTRIES, Vol. 19, pp. 12^-127, June I960.
The author discusses the importance of the location
of suppression devices and of complete specifica-
tion of filter requirements. Ventilator openings
are mentioned briefly. Two tables are included
which list stock type suppressors which are commer-
cially available.
16. J. D. Cooney, How to Suppress Radio Interference, ELEC-
TRICAL MANUFACTURING, Vol. 5*+, pp. 109-128, Sept„ 195^.
"A new problem is being placed on the desks of in-
creasing numbers of design engineers. This is the
problem of radio interference caused by electro-
mechanical products and equipment. Military and
Federal agencies already have begun concentrated
drives to enforce existing laws and specifications.
Indications are that the present tightened situa-
tion is only a forerunner of conditions to come
and that suppression will one day be a primary
part of every design project. The following arti-
cle answers some fundamental questions on radio in-
terference. "
17. Joseph A. Allen, Insertion Loss Measurement Under Load,
Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J. , Tech.
Memo M-1618, Jan. 3, 1955, (also found in Proceedings of
the 3rd Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Ar-
mour Research Foundation, pp. 77-88, Feb. 1957, (AD-23 !+
211)).
"This report describes procedures and equipment for
measuring the insertion loss of radio frequency
suppression filters with rated current applied.
The basic functions of the test circuit and an
evaluation of the equipment utilized are herein
described. A brief definition of "insertion loss"
and an explanation of the procedure for testing
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the insertion loss of filters are included for in-
formation purposes. The "insertion loss" testing
jig assembly described herein for mounting of and
connecting to suppression components permits an
accurate evaluation of the insertion loss of r-f
suppression filters and feed-through capacitors of
a large variety of sizes and shapes having termin-
als that may be oriented axially, skew, or at
right angles with respect to each other."
18. Installation and Maintenance Handbook for Interference
Shielding of Internal Combustion Engines, Department of
the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, NAVDOCKS P-278, Jan.
1963.
This publication provides the information required
to install, test, and maintain suppression shield-
ing on engines.
19. Interference Filters, CONSUMER REPORT, Vol. 22, pp. 375-
376, Aug. 1957.
20. F. H. Tooker, Interference-free A-M Reception, RADIO AND
TV NEWS, Vol. 58, pg. 5*+, Nov a 1957
The author describes a power line filter that can
be used to eliminate conducted interference in an
a.c.-d.c. broadcast receiver. Types of interfer-
ence which cannot be eliminated with the filter
are also discussed.
21. R. Davidson, Interference Suppression, ELECTRICAL REVIEW,
Vol. 157, pp. 755-758, Oct. 1*+, 1955.
The impact of British regulations governing r-f
suppression on small motors is discussed. The gen-
eration and propagation of RFI, methods of suppres-
sion, and safety aspects are reviewed.
22. R. S. Warner, W. P. Barrett, An Interference Suppression
Capacitor Goes to 'L', Proceedings of the 2nd Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, March 1956.
23. H. J. Reich, Interference Suppression in A-M and F-M,
COMMUNICATIONS, Vol. 22, pp. 7, 16, Aug. 19**2.
An analysis of interference suppression in a-m and
f-m systems is presented. Interference from unde-
sired carriers, interference in modulated and un-




2h. B. Blank, Investigation and Study of Communication Inter-
ference Reduction Techniques, Georgia Tech, ^inal Rpt.
Jan. 1958, (AD-lW 8¥f).
'
25. George E. Stannard, et al., Investigation of Solid-State
Rectifier Devices as Radio Noise Suppression Components,
Worchester Polytechnic Institute, Quarterly Prog. Rpt.
No. 1, Aug. 1953, (AD-18 553? No. 2, Nov. 1953, (AD-22
861); ;To. 3, y eb, 1°^+, (AD-29 07^)| No. »+, T"ay l<^f
CD~% 226); No. 5, Aug, 1°5>+, (AD-M+ 395); Ho. 6, Nov.
195*+, (AD- 51 ^S ): No. 7, Feb. 1055, (AD-58 372); and
Final Rpt.
,
June 1, 1953 to ray 31, 1955, (AD-66 731).
The purpose o p this series of reports was to inves-
tigate and determine the usefulness, applications,
and limitations of non-linear devices, in particular
dry disk rectifiers, in the suppression of RFI gen-
erated by current-interrupting contact points. The
results of a library research and of laboratory
experiments are reported. Suppression capacitors
were also studied after it was found that non-
linear devices, such as diodes, were ineffective
in reducing RFI due to low voltage breakdown. The
effects of suppressors on normal operation of the
circuit were also investigated.
26. R. M, -Janowiak, R. E. Saxe, Low Pass Filters Using Fer-
rites, Proceedings of the *+th Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. 1958,
pp. ^75-^86, (AD-231+ 212).
This report describes various physical configura-
tions of" ferri te materials that have been examined
in an attempt to provide a comract low pass filter.
The lossy characteristics of the ferrites are util-
ized to enhance the filter characteristics. The
filters have power limitations because of satura-
tion effects,
27. H. J. Blaine, Low Tension Magneto Filter—Radio Interfer-
ence Attenuation Test Of, Office of Technical Services
Pamphlet 97M-11*, Dec. l 0) \h.
"Results of tests to determine the amount of atten-
uation to the VHF ignition interference obtained
(1) through the insertion o^ the sample filters in
the switch and vibrator circuits and (2) with the
type 15*+ flexible conduit installed on the switch
and vibrator circuits,"
28. R. S, Davidson, Measurement and Suppression of Radio-
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The basic principles for attenuation of noise in
circuits ar? rev "owed in the first report. Mater-
ials applicable to these principles aro also dis-
cos ^ed. The second report covers the use of pow-
dered iron as a medium in which filter elements
are immersed. Attempts were made to measure skin
effect of conductors in dissipative filtering.
The effects of ferrite materials around coils in
filters were also investigated. The third and
fifth reports continue with studies on ferrite ma-
terials. It was found that filters using ferrite
cores showed an appreciable drop in insertion loss
under loaded conditions.
33- D. B. Wright, J. C. Senn, A. M. Brown, A. W. Gosley,
NAVCERELAB Radio Interference Suppression of Operation
D^EF FREEZE I Equipment, Naval Civil Engineering Research
and Evaluation Laboratory, Tech. !'emo M-ll?, Nov. 1,
19%.
"This report describes the types o^ interference
sources encountered and discusses suppression tech-
niques applied to certain Operation DEEPFREEZE I
equipment (supplied) by NAVCERELAB. The suppres-
sed equipment is catalogued, and presuppression and
postsuppression conformance test data are presented
and discussed." Pictures of suppression components
are included. Test equipment and test conditions
are also described.
3h. L. H. Engel, New Cartridge Static Suppressor, SCIENCE,
Vol. 88, pg. 8, Oct. 21, 1?38.
3^. Rod vacDonald, Noise Suppression in TTobile Ecmirment,
QST, pg. 59, Sept. 1951.
The author suggests a simple method of locating
and eliminating automobile ignition interference in
a ham radio. The method consists of using a coax-
ial cable connected to the antenna terminals and
using the free end as a probe in locating offend-
ing circuitry. Bonding or by-passing noisy circuits
is suggested as the remedy.
3^. Varone, One Point Ground System with R-F Shielding and
Filtering, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 79, pp. 1028-33,
Dec. I960.
"> n T? F
J> Hansen, A Polarized Dissipative RFI Suppression
Filter. Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Radio Inter-
ference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. ^73-
J+77, Nov. 1961, (AD-276 205).
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"A neitf filter is described, whereby series induc-
tance and distributed shunt capacitance are com-
bined with electrical loss in a compact device
without the use of lumped parameter reactive com-
ponents and without obtaining the undesirable
peaks and valleys which usually characterize the
attenuation performance of lumped parameter cir-
cuits when plotted in the frequency domain. The
addition of a feed-through capacitor on one end
acts to polarize this filter, thus obtaining desir-
able performance for noise suppression at a magne-
tron. "
38. P. B. Wilson, Jr., Practical Approach to Interference
Prediction and Suppression, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 33, pp. $+•
87, Sept. 9, I960.
This article presents step-by-step procedures for
predicting interference that will be generated in
a printed circuit card. Suppression techniques ap-
plied are separation of components and proper ground-
ing and shielding. Filtering the entering point of
power supplies is also considered.
3°. Power Line Filters, Sprague Electric Co., North Adams,
Mass., April 1953, (AD-Hf 908).
This report covers the development of a series of
low-shock power line type radio noise filters for
use in 125 and 250 volt, 60 cycle power systems.
Attenuation of RFI in the frequency range of 150 kc
to 156 mc was sought. M-derived and pi filters
were given considerable study. The designs and
the insertion loss characteristics of the final
filters are presented.
1+0. H. R. Schwenk, Preventative Design Aspects of RFI Con-
trol, SPERRY ENGINEERING REVIEW, Vol. 11, pp. 15-22,
Dec. 1958.
The author advocates consideration of RFI control
from the beginning of a design project and lists
seven sequential steps which, if followed through-
out design will help insure a RFI-free product at
the end. He describes the basic types of suppres-
sion devices and gives examples of how they can be
applied to some common RFI sources.
hi. John L. Pancoast, Qualification Tests of Filtron Radio
Interference Filter Type FA-555B, Naval Engineering Ex-
periment Station, Annapolis. Md., EES Rpt. No. 810033-P
(2), March 20, 1956, (AD-208 9^1L).
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h2. H. R. Wallace, William Coquillettee, Radio Interference
Can Be Reduced To Minimum by Grounding, Coupling, U. S.
BUREAU OF SHIPS JOURNAL, Vol. 1, pp. 33-35, July 1952.
The authors point out that a good d.c. ground may
be a very poor a.c. ground. Ground leads have been
shown to be good radio frequency radiators. The
value of cabinet shielding is stressed and examples
of proper and improper cabinet construction are
given.
1+3. Radio Interference Reduction, U. S. Army, AR 105-68,
July 26, 1955.
Mf. R. A. Dilworth, Radio Interference. III. Suppression,
POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, Vol. 51,
pp. M-0-^-5. Pt. 1, April 1958.
V5. R. H. Brook, 200° C Radio Interference Filter Program,
Filtron Co., Inc., Flushing, N. Y. , Interim Tech. Engin-
eering Rpt. 1 on Phase 1, Dec. 1, 1958 to March 1, 1959,
(AD-215 355); Interim Rpt. 2, March 1, 1959 to June 1,
1959, (AD-230 389), Interim Rpt. 3, June 1, 1959 to Sept.
1, 1050, (AD-229 37D-, Interim Rpt. 5, Dec. 1, 1959 to
March 1, 196l, (AD-253 265).
"Efforts are concerned with the development of a
series of filters for operation at 200° C and the
establishment of a pilot production line. Prelim-
inary electrical designs were formulated. These
designs established the parameters required to pro-
vide *+0-db attenuation at full rated load from
150 to 250 kc, and 60 db from 250 to 1000 mc. Pre-
liminary mechanical filter designs were developed.
These designs incorporate either teflon or ceramic
dielectric connectors, ceramic terminals and com-
pletely welded containers. All internal connec-
tions are either mechanically fastened or spot wel-
ded. Torodial inductor cores were subjected to
high temperature tests. Standard finish molybdenum
permalloy cores deteriorated after extended periods
at 200° C. However, a series of high temperature
powdered iron cores withstood 200° C operation and
had suitable saturation characteristics. A sample
molybdenum permalloy core utilizing a special high
temperature finish exhibited suitable characteris-
tics. Capacitors were wound of ,001-in. thick
teflon film and .00075- in. mica paper and subjected
to preliminary electrical tests. The teflon capaci-
tors showed excellent characteristics."
^6. Radio Interference Filters, IT. S. BUREAU OF SHIPS
22^1-

JOURNAL, Vol. 6, pp. 33-3^, July 1957.
Typical circuits for four kinds of radio interfer-
ence filters—low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and
band-elimination—are diagrammed
.
k?, H. 0. Merriman, F. G. Nixon, Radio Interference—Investi-
gation, Suppression and Control, INSTITUTE OF RADIO EN-
GINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 27, pp. 16-21, Jan. 1939.
The work of the Radio Division of the Division of
Transport of Canada in locating and controlling
radio interference is described. General means of
suppressing interference through the use of capaci-
tors, choke coils, and shielding are outlined. Ref-
erence is also made to legal action taken in Canada
to control the use of interfering apparatus. The
problem of measurement standards is raised, and one
system is given.
hP,. Radio-Interference Suppression, ELECTRICAL REVIEW, Vol.
3M, pp. 759-760, Oct. 21, 19^9.
^9. S. F. Philpott, Radio Interference Suppression, ELECTRIC-
IAN, Vol. llflf, pp. 1025-1029, March 31, 1950.
"Obligations imposed upon manufacturers under the
Wireless Telegraphy Act of 19*+9, lend topicality
to this article by the Chief Electrical Engineer
of Wolf Electric Tools, Ltd., through whose cour-
tesy we are permitted to reproduce the photograph
in Fig. 2. An expert on fractional horsepower
motors, Mr. Philpott deals mainly herein with in-
terference caused by such motors, but much of the
information will be found of general application."
50. G. L. Stephens, Radio Interference Suppression, Iliffe
and Sons, Ltd., London, 2nd Edition, 1952.
"Discusses origins of interference and basic prin-
ciples of suppression techniques in radio and TV
reception. Presents data on design and choice of
suppressor components, methods of locating the
source of interference, and suppression at the re-
ceiver itself."
51. Whitfield C. Smith, Radio Interference Suppression, IN-
STITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS, Vol. CS3, pp. 8-13, March 1955.
Radio interference is defined and its effect on a
receiver is discussed. Sources of RFI are listed.
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Shielding and other types of suppression, including
resistors, by-pass capacitors, coaxial capacitors,
and filters are discussed. Gasketing and bonding
are also mentioned.
52. D. B. Wright, Radio Interference Suppression as Applied
to Deepfreeze Equipment, Naval Civil Engineering Research
and Evaluation Lab., Tech. Note TN-256A, Sept. -Oct. 1955.
This publication consists of 18 instruction manuals
telling how to apply various suppression techniques
to pieces of equipment to be used in Operation
Deepfreeze.
53. Radio-Interference Suppression as Applied to Experimen-
tal Engines, Model B, BP, BPK, and BR-6, Manufactured by
Briggs and Stratton, Corp., U. S. Army signal Corps,
Engr. Memo D-293-E-P-*+5, 19^5 (PB 15 238).
5*K George William Ingram, Radio Interference Suppression as
Applied to Radio and Television Reception, 2nd Edition.
^, S. L. Shive, Radio Interference Suppression Characteris-
tics of Various Capacitor Types, Coles Signal Laborator-
ies, April 1950, (ATI 76 857).
56. Radio Interference Suppression of a Prosperity No. 2C-JR
Laundry Washer, Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Feb. 1953*
(PB-15*+ 651).
57. L. J. Chapman, Radio Interference Suppression of Elec-
tric Motor Unit, Manufactured by the Silver Creek Co.,
Silver Creek, N. Y. . Signal Corps Engineering Lab.,
March I9V7, (PB-L-7H 706).
58. T. J. Kalafarski, Radio Interference Suppression System
Conforming to Military Specification MIL-S-II683 —
Briggs and Stratton Gasoline Engines Models N, 6, 8, 9,
lh. and 23, Coles Signal Lab., Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-1^87, Feb. 20, 1953, (AD-l*f 1^2).
Shielding and bonding principles are applied to
this system. Shielding terminations are designed
to be compatible with normal production procedures.
The system is described and drawings are included.
59. Hyman Goldman, William Endlicher, Radio Interference Sup-
pression System, Electric Machinery 30-KW 3-Phase Alter-
nator, Coles Signal Lab., Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech.
Memo M-1566, March h, 195^, (AD-30 709).
A simpler suppression system than previously used
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is described in this report. Four feed-through
capacitors and proper seating of brushes elimin-
ated 17 by-pass capacitors, seven shielded d-c
leads, and numerous bonding applications.
60. Howard E. Hennell, Radio Interference Suppression System,
for a Model 30? ACK-99E 3.5 KW/AC. 1.5 KW/DC Engine Gen-
erator Manufactured by D. W. Onon and Sons, Inc., Minnea-
polis, Minn. , Army Signal Engineering Lab. , Fort Monmouth,
N. J., Tech. Memo M-1853, Jan. 22, 1958, (AD-156 256).
"The radio suppression system was evaluated for
conformance with MIL-I-II683A. Tests for radiated
interference were conducted between 0.15 and if0.0
mc with test set AN/URM-3 and between *f0.0 and 1000.0
mc with test set AN/URM-29. Conduction tests were
made between 1.5 to *f0.0 mc at the generator output
terminals with test set URM-3 and coupling blocks
CU-152 and CU-153. Results showed that the radio
interference suppression system was unsatisfactory
because objectionable radiated and conducted inter-
ference emanated from the 30-v dc generator between
5.0 and 20.0 mc; this interference was attenuated
to the specified level."
61. B. Hoerl, Radio Interference Suppression System for a
Model 1+820 30 KW Generator Set, Manufactured by Electric
Service Engineering Co., Lockport, 111., Army Signal
Corps Lab., Nov. 1956, (AD-119 377).
62. John Lucyk, Radio Interference Suppression System for a
Model PU-20/C Motor Generator Set Manufactured by Bogue
Electric Manufacturing Co., Paterson, N. J., Army Signal
Engineering Lab., Fort Monmouth. N. J., Tech Memo M-
18^ Dec. 10, 1956, CAD-125 160).
"The radio interference suppression system proposed
by the contractor was found to be unsatisfactory as
objectionable radiated and conducted interference
was found to be emanating from the unit in the fre-
quency range of 20.0 to 95.0 megacycles. This in-
terference was attenuated to the level specified in
the governing specification by the engineers con-
ducting the investigation and the final suppression
system is described. The permissible limits of in-
terference and the test procedure are detailed."
63. H. E. Hennell, Radio Interference Suppression System for
a Model WD-23 Vacuum Cleaner Manufactured by the Clarke
Sanding Machine Co. , Muskogan, Mich. , Army Signal Corps
Lab., Oct. 1956, (AD-113 390).
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6h, G. Mitchell, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Atlantic Equipment Company Model DAW - 100 KW Generator
Set, Army Signal Engineering Laboratories, July 1956,
(AD-105 1*19).
65. E. Wimmer, Radio Interference System for Barber-Greene
Company Model 879A Bituminous Material Machine, Armv
Signal Engineering Laboratories, May 1956, (AD-105 *+l6 ).
66. R. R. Newcomb, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Bay City Shovel Model 180M Truck-mounted Crane-shovel,
Army Signal Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N.
J., Tech. Memo M-I89I, May 2*f, 1957, (AD-I38 V68).
"The crane was investigated for conformance to
Spec MIL-I-II683A for radio interference suppres-
sion. Data are presented to assist in the mainten-
ance and rebuilding of the suppression units.
Tests for radiated interference were conducted
over the 0.15 to *+0.0 mc range with test set AN/URM-3
and over the **0 to 1000 mc range utilizing test set
AN/URM-29. The permissible levels of interference
are indicated. Results indicate that the suppres-
sion system when properly applied will attenuate
radiated interference to the degree required."
67. Hyman Goldman, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Black and Decker Company Catalog No. 590E 7-inch Sander
Grinder and Catalog No. 36IE i-inch Standard Drill,
Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech.
Memo M-1628, Feb. 2*f, 1955, (AD-65 8V2).
The suppression system, consisting of by-pass capa-
citors from the brushes to ground and by-pass capa-
citors from each side of the input line to ground,
is described. Two photographs are included.
68. B. Hoerl, Radio Interference Suppression System for Car-
ter Motor Co. Model E6*f2P Dynamotor, Army Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratories, Oct. 1955, (AD-78 089).
69. J. Lucyk, Radio Interference Suppression System for Cat-
erpillar Tractor Co. Model D 2 Tractor, Army Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories, Feb. 1956, (AD-95 8^5).
70. Hyman Goldman, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Chrysler Corporation Engine Model IND-8-51*- as Utilized
on Hale Fire Pump Company Type CFS 500 GPM Fire Fighting
Pumper, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-1626, Feb. 2*f, 1955, (AD-65 803).
The suppression system as applied to the ignition
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and battery charging systems is described. Shield-
ing and bonding principles and feed-through capaci-
tors are used. Drawings are included.
71. E. Wimmer, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Clark Equipment Company Model 75 AG Front End Bucket
Loader, Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, July
1956, (AD-105 ^18).
72. R. C. Hizer, Radio Suppression System for Cleaver Brooks
Company—Model DVC-8M Distillation Unit, Army Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories, July 1956, (AD-111 335).
73. E. Wimmer, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Clemente Manufacturing Co. Model G-10 Hand Type Vacuum
Cleaner, Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories,
July 1956, (AD-106 083).
7*+. T. J. Kalafarski, Radio Interference Suppression System
for Continental Model R-602 Gasoline Engine as Utilized
on Hale Fire Pump Company Model 20 FG-2 Fire Foam Genera-
tor, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J. Tech.
Memo M-16V3, April 13, 1955, (AD-65 801).
Potential sources of RFI are listed and the measures
taken to suppress RFI are enumerated. Drawings are
included.
75 . John Boyadjian, Radio Interference Suppression System
for Continental Model R-602 Gasoline Engine as Utilized
on John Reiner and Company Model GP-110-3 Centrifugal
Pump, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-1660, May 27, 1955, (AD-66 359).
The use of bonding, shielding, and feed-through
capacitors in the suppression systems on the igni-
tion and battery charging systems is described.
Pictures and diagrams are included.
76. G. Mitchell, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Crouse-Hinds Company 18" Shuttered, Incandescent, Lamp-
type Searchlight, Army Signal Corps Engineering Labora-
tories, March 1956, (AD-96 032).
77
'. G. Mitchell. Radio Interference Suppression System for
Cummins Engine Company Model HF *+5 D, if5 KW, m-00 cycle
Engine Generator, Army Signal Corps Engineering Labora-
tories, June 1955, (AD-7V 637).
78. R. C. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System for
E. D. Etnyre Bituminous Material Distributor, Army Sig-
nal Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J. Tech.
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Memo M-1898, June 25, 1957, (AD-I38 V70).
"The conformance of model MX, style RE distributor
to Spec MIL-I-H6P3A for interference suppression
was investigated. The model MX is a trailer mounted,
1250-gal. capacity distributor powered by a ^-cylin-
der. 5—c, water-cooled, standardized Hercules model
IXB3-ER engine rated at 20 hp for 1200 rpm. Tests
for radiated interference were conducted over the
0.15- to *+0.0-mc range with the AN/URM-3 set and
the VO.O- to 1000. 0-mc range with AN/URM-29 set.
The test results indicated that the radio interfer-
ence suppression system, when properly applied,
will attenuate radiated and conducted interference
to the degree required by the specification."
79. F. Alvarez, Radio Interference Suppression Systems for
Electric Motor Driven Tools Utilized by the Department
of the Army, Army Signal Engineering Laboratories, April
1957, (AD-l*f5 225).
80. Albert Ruzgis, Radio Interference Suppression Systems
for Electrical Sub-Assemblies of Tank, T-92, Army Signal
Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J. Tech. Memo
M-1911, Aug. 28, 1957, (AD-l>+5 3^8).
"The following assemblies to be utilized in the
T-92 tank were modified to suppress radio interfer-
ence and then tested: (1) auxiliary engine genera-
tor, (2) driver compartment ventilating fan, (3)
turret blower, (*+) personnel heater, (5) slip ring
junction box, (6) radio junction box, and (7) ammu-
nition booster motors. Tests for radiated interfer-
ence were conducted from 0.15 to WO.O mc by utiliz-
ing test set AN/URM-3 and from VO.O to 1000.0 mc.
with test set AN/URM-29. The antenna of the test
equipment was located 12 in. from the components
during all measurements as required by Spec. MIL-S-
10379A. Conduction tests were performed over the
1.5- to ^fO.O-mc range at the output terminals of
the auxiliary engine generator and at power input
leads of each of the other sub-assemblies by util-
izing test set AN/URM-3 and coupling blocks CU-152
and -153 . Test results indicated that the radio
interference suppression modifications on the sub-
assemblies will satisfactorily attenuate radiated
and conducted interference in conformance with
Spec. MIL-S-10379A."
81. R. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System for Fed-
eral Sign and Signal Corp. 6, 12, and 2*+ volt Sirens,
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Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, June 1956,
(AD-105 *fl7).
82. R. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System for Four
Wheel Drive Auto Co. Model FR50T Fire Truck. Army Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories, May 1956, (AD-100 121).
83. E. Wimmer, Radio Interference Suppression System for GAR
Wood Industries Inc., Model 75B Crawler Mounted Crane,
Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, July 1956,
(AD-106 08*+)
.
8*+. B. H. Hoerl, Radio Interference Suppression System for
General Motors Corporation Diesel Engine Models 6058C
and U03OC as Utilized on Insley Manufacturing Corpora-
tion Model WB-9555 Crane, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort
Monmouth, N. J. Tech. Memo M-1627, Feb. 28, 1955.
Bonding and shielding principles and feed-through
capacitors were used in the system described herein.
Even the windshield wipers were found to be a source
of interference. Drawings are included.
85. Fred B. Alvarez, Radio Interference Suppression Systems
for Heaters Utilized by the Department of the Army, Army
Signal Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-l85*+, Jan. 28, 1957, (AD-125 73*+).
"A radio interference suppression system is de-
scribed which when properly applied will attenuate
radiated interference to the degree required for con-
formance to the applicable suppression specifica-
tions which were considered. Recommendation was
made that the material contained in the manual en-
titled "Suppression Systems Suggestions-Inspectors'
Guide" be utilized as a reference in the applica-
tion and inspection of the suppression systems ap-
plied to the units."
86. A. G. Ruzgis, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Hercules QXLDER Gasoline Engine as Utilized on Kershaw
Manufacturing Company Model 3FW-A Track Patrol, Ballast
Regulator, Scarifier, and Plow, Coles Signal Laboratory,
Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech. Memo M-l65^, May 17, 1955,
(AD-66 358).
The components of the battery charging system and
ignition system to which suppression techniques
were applied are described. Test procedures and




87. J. Boyadjian, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Hercules Models TDXC and JXLDER Gasoline Engines as Util-
ized on Bay City Shovels, Inc., Model 150M Truck Mounted
Crane, Coles Signal Laboratory, April 1955, (AD-66 267).
88. J. Lucyk. Radio Interference Suppression System for Ho-
bart Brothers Company Model HF 30 GM, 30 KW, U00 cycle
Engine Generator Set, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Mon-
mouth, N. J., Tech. Memo M-1638, April 5, 1955, (AD-66
813).
The potential sources of radio interference are
listed and the preventive steps taken are listed.
Drawings are included.
89. H. Goldman, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Homelite Corp. Model 2*fD28-9 Engine Generator Set, Army
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Sept. 1956,
(AD-113 387).
90. F. B. Alvarez, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Ruber Warco Manufacturing Co. 10-ton Road Roller, Army
Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, March 1956,
(AD-95 8i+9).
91. F. Alvarez, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Ideal Electric and Manufacturing Co. Model S. 0. 202060-
062 Motor Generator Set, Army Signal Corps Engineering
Laboratories, Jan. 1956, (AD-90 767).
92. J. Lucyk, Radio Interference Suppression System for In-
duction Soldering Equipment TL-615/U Manufactured by
Marion Instrument Company, Manchester, N. H. , Army Sig-
nal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Sept. 1956, (AD-113
388).
93. Hyman Goldman, Radio Interference Suppression System for
John Reiner and Company Model GGC-10 AC, 10 KW Engine
Generator, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-l62*+, Feb. 15, 1955, (AD-61 560).
The suppression system as applied to the ignition
system, battery charging system, alternator and
exciter, control panel, and heaters is described.
Drawings are included.
9*+. Robert C. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System
for Kiekhaefer Aeromarine Motors Inc. Model KB6-F Gaso-
line Engine, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N.
J., Tech. Memo M-lM^9, April 1, 1953, (AD-12 *f65).
The originally designed suppression system did not
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meet the requirements of MIL-T-H683, but the new
system, which does meet the standard, is described.
Bonding, shielding, and resistive leads were used.
95. J. C. Dockendorf, Radio Interference Suppression System
for Mars Signal Light Company Model S60 Siren, Coles Sig-
nal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., May 1955, (AD-69
652).
96. R. C. Hizer. Radio Interference Suppression System for
Massey-Harris-Ferguson, Inc. Model I-2M+G Tractor, Army
Signal Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
Tech. Memo M-1899, June 26, 1957, (AD-I38 56l).
"The tractor was investigated for conformance to
Spec MIL-I-II683A for radio interference suppression.
Tests for radiated interference were conducted over
the 0.15- to *fO-mc and *+0- to 1000-mc ranges with
the AN/URM-3 and URM-29 test sets, respectively.
Permissible levels of interference are given. When
properly applied, the suppression system will at-
tenuate radiated interference to the degree re-
quired."
97. R. C. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Model *+22 AW "Speed Swing" Industrial Tractor Manufac-
tured by the Pettibone Mulliken Corporation, Army Signal
Engineering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech.
Memo M-1878, April 9, 1957, (AD-132 953).
"The radio interference suppression system proposed
by the contractor was found to be satisfactory as
no objectionable radiated interference was emanating
from the unit. The final suppression system is de-
scribed. The permissible levels of interference and
the test procedure are detailed."
98. Rnil V. Wimmer, Radio Interference Suppression System
for Model 3^62, 500 GPM Water Pump Manufactured by the
Gorman-Rupp Company, Mansfield, Ohio, Army Signal Engin-
eering Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech. Memo
M-1912, Aug. 20, 1957, (AD-ll+5 3**9).
"Radio interference tests were conducted on a 500-
gpm model 3l+62-BS water pump which had been modified
to suppress radio interference. This Gorman-Rupp
centrifugal self-priming pump has a *+-in. inlet and
outlet; it is powered by a Wisconsin model MVG*fD,
^-cylinder gasoline engine (3^.5 hp at 2200 rpm)
equipped with a 2*+-v battery starting and charging
system with magneto ignition. Following modifica-
tion of the Wisconsin model MVG^D engine ignition
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system and the 2M—v charging system, tests for ra-
diated interference wer^ conducted over the 0.15-
to **0.0-mc range by utilizing test set AN/URM-3
and from M-0.0 to 1000.0 mc with test set AN/URM-29.
The antenna of the test equipment was located 5 ft
from the unit as required by Spec MIL-I-II683A.
Test results indicated that the radio interference
suppression system incorporated into the pump will
satisfactorily attenuate radiated and conducted in-
terference to the degree required for conformance
to Spec MIL-I-II683A."
99. R. Newcomb, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Models 22~2*+0 and 22-2H-1 Cleaners (Vacuum/blower) Manu-
factured by Ideal Industries, Army Signal Research and
Development Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., April 1958,
(AD-200 35D.
100. R. Newcomb, Radio Interference System for Oshkosh Motor
Truck Inc. Model W-700-15-R Snow Plow Truck Chassis,
Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories, Fort Mon-
mouth, N. J., July 1956, (AD-106 082).
101. R. C. Hizer, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Power Unit PE-75 ( ), Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Mon-
mouth, N. J. Tech. Memo M-1552, Dec. 28, 1953, (AD-27
511).
A comparison of the effectiveness of a new suppres-
sion system with that of a system designed in 1°M-
is made. The new system is described and makes use
of the principles of shielding and bonding and also
utilizes feed-through capacitors.
102. J. Boyadjian, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Waukesha Model 14-56KB and 6SRKR Gasoline Engine as Util-
ized on Bay City Shovel, Inc. Model 180 M Truck Mounted
Crane, Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J.,
April 1955, (AD-6*+ 625).
103. Theodore J. Kalafarski, Radio Interference Suppression
System for Wisconsin Motor Corporation Gasoline Engines
Models ABN. AKN, AEN, AEH, AFH, AGH, AHH, TE, MTFD, V#f,
TF, VF4-, VP*+, MV^fD and MVF4-D., Coles Signal Laboratory,
Fort Monmouth, N. J., Tech. Memo M-l59*+, July 15, 195m-,
(AD-1+0 511).
Radio interference suppression systems conforming
to the requirements of Military Specification MIL-
I-H683A are described, and permissible limits of
interference and test procedures are outlined. Sup-
pression techniques include shielded and suppressed
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spark plugs, shielded magneto, shielded ignition
cable, magneto bonded to engine gear case, and
shielded maerneto switches.
10*f. A. Ruzgis, Radio Interference Suppression System for
Worthington Mower Model G - Tractor, Army Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratories, Oct. 1955, (AD-95 8^2).
105. H. Goldman, Radio Interference Suppression System for
York-Shipley, Inc. High Pressure Steam Boiler. Army Sig-
nal Corps Engineering Laboratories, April 195°, (AD-96
036).
106. Radio Interference Suppressors, Sprague Electric Company,
Contract AF 33(038)9353, Progress reports (2) April 13
to July 13, 1950; (3) July 13 to Oct. 13, 1950; (5) Jan.
13 to April 13, 1951; (8) Oct. 13, 1951 to Jan. 13, 1952;
Final Report No. 1, Oct. 1952, (AD-18 101).
In this series of reports the theoretical develop-
ment of various filters is extended to include lat-
tice, m-derived, unsymmetrical and multi-mesh pi
filters in addition to the single mesh pi filter.
Models were made and measured to confirm the theo-
retical work. In higher frequency spectrum it was
necessary to carefully control capacitor design,
shielding the common impedance. The filters are
for a-c and d-c power line applications. In re-
port #3, the theoretical work is described for "L"
sections. The problem of size and weight of induc-
tors is considered and schemes for cancellation of
saturating field in ferromagnetic cores are exam-
ined. In report #5, the design of 11 filters and
production problems are discussed. Curves of in-
sertion loss versus frequency for two 500 ampere
28 volt d-c filters are given. Report #8 describes
production tests on previously designed filters
and new designs are ljsted. Insertion loss versus
frequency curves are presented for completed fil-
ters. The final report no. 1 gives a summary of
results to that time.
107. Radio Interference Suppressors, Sprague Electric Company,
Contract AF 33(038)9353, Progress Reports (10) April 2*f
to July 2*f, 1953, (AD-22 90V); (11) July 2h to Oct. 2*f,
1953, (AD-lf2 387); (12) Oct. 2*+, 1953 to Jan. 2*f, 1951*-,
(AB-*f2 388); Final Report, Oct. 195^, (AD-50 997).
In an extended phase of the contract described in
the previous reference, investigation is made of
the use of resin impregnated metallized paper in
12 5° C suppressors. New developments in the field
of magnetic core materials are investigated to
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determine if low frequency suppressors can be re-
duced in size and weight. New dielectric materials
are investigated for 200° C and higher applications.
A summary of all results is given in the final re-
port.
108. C. W. Frick, S. W. Zimmerman, Radio Noise Filters Ap-
plied to Aircraft, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 62,
pp. 590-595, Sept. 19^3.
This paper deals with capacitor and filter type
suppressors. Typical characteristics for some fil-
ter suppressors are given. Physical separation
and shielding are treated briefly. Methods for
measuring the effectiveness of suppressors are sug-
gested.
109. Radio Noise Suppression Units for Aerial Photographic
Equipment, U. S. Army Air Forces, TSEPL-*f-675-1^9-2,
191^, (pb:? 768).
110. Don Miller, Radio Noise Suppressors, U. S. Army Air For-
ces, Engineering Division, ENG- 59-675-l*+9-l, 19^,
(PB-11 639).
111. A. M. Intrator, Recommended Techniques for the Suppres-
sion of Radio Interference from Engine Generator Sets,
Naval Civil Engineering Research and Evaluation Labora-
tory, Tech. Memo M-072, Aug. 28, 1952.
Common sources of RFI are listed and the general
suppression technique applicable to each is listed.
Shielding, bonding, use of by-pass capacitors, and
distributed resistance leads are proposed.
112. Ida, Reducing Electrical Interference, CONTROL ENGINEER-
ING, Vol. 9, pp. 107-111, Feb. 1962.
"After discussing several types of interference
that can and do degrade process instrument perform-
ance, the author shows how to get cleaner control
signals by proper use of shielding, by avoiding
ground loops, and by balancing of transmission
lines."
113. D. L. Sullivan, Relay Noise Suppression in Airborne Elec-
tronic Systems, Proceedings of the 5th Conference on Ra-
dio Interference Reduction. Armour Research Foundation,
pp. 6Vf-662, Oct. 1959, (AD-235 099).
"Techniques for transient noise suppression of re-
lays and similar inductive circuits are presented
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from a systems viewpoint. The effect of pickup and
coupling on cable routing is discussed, as are meth-
ods of obtaining suppression with emphasis on early
design level planning."
ll^t. Report of Radio Interference Tests of LVT-IV Polar Fire
Fighting Vehicle, Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory,
Port Hueneme, Calif., April 1956, (AD-108 358).
115. Joseph Allen, R-F DC Insertion Loss Measurements of Ra-
dio Interference Filters, Army Signal Engineering Labora-
tories, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Test Rpt. T-1V13, Nov. 7«
1956, (AD-125 158).
"Tests showed that the application of rated current
may cause considerable variations in the no-load
insertion-loss measurement of radio-interference
filters. These variations usually represent a de-
crease in insertion loss at the lower test frequen-
cies or a decrease in the suppression effectiveness
of filters. The insertion loss of filters employ-
ing solenoidal chokes as inductance elements were
unaffected by the application of rated current;
only a fourth of the randomly selected filter sam-
ples tested utilized such nonsaturable inductance
elements. To obtain a realistic evaluation of the
suppression effectiveness of radio interference fil-
ters, it is necessary to conduct insertion-loss
tests with rated load current applied. The test
methods and equipment utilized for these tests
provide an accurate method of performing insertion-
loss measurements with rated load applied."
116. RFI: Suppression Methods for V/ater Heating Plants, ELEC-
TRICIAN, Vol. 116, pg. 96, June 2*+, 1936.
117. D. J. Jobe, Shipboard Electronic and Electrical Installa-
tion Methods for Reduction of Electrical Interference,
Proceedings of the Conference on Radio Interference Re-
duction, Armour Research Foundation, pp. 35-^0, Dec. 7-8,
195»s (AD-76 686).
"Electronic and electrical equipment installation
methods effectively used by a naval shipyard for
interference reduction are outlined. The value of
grounding and bonding for interference reduction
has been over-emphasized. Ship electronic and elec-
trical installation plans are being revised to be
more specific on what, where, and how to bond for
effectiveness. Interference may be reduced by im-
proving the shielding of equipment and cables, and
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isolating certain units, cables, and antennas. Fil-
tering has been one of the most effective interfer-
ence reduction measures used by the Navy. Detailed
installation plans, good workmanship, correct
alignment and adjustment, and good maintenance of
electronic and electrical equipment aboard ship is
of paramount importance in reducing interference."
118. W. Pecota, Small, Lightweight R-F Interference Suppres-
sors Using Transistors, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
NATIONAL CONVENTION RECORD, Pt. 8, Vol. 6, pp. l6*f-175,
1958.
"A conventional filter designed to suppress relay
coil and heater thermostat switches often presents
unsurmountable weight and packaging difficulties.
RFI filters using only a transistor and a resistor
may be used to replace conventional types in direct
current circuits, thus reducing filter weight to
less than five per cent and eliminating shielding,
special wire routing, and filter mounting and space
problems. Successful design of a transistor filter
requires matching of load, switch, and transistor
characteristics heretofore not considered by the
filter design engineer. A complete picture of the
effects of alpha-cutoff, carrier diffusion, contact
potential, voltage, current, and load impedance on
the amount of RFI suppression obtained with a trans-
istor filter is presented."
119. M. E. Krom, Suppressing High-Frequency Disturbances from
Telephone Apparatus, BELL LABORATORIES RECORD, Vol. 20,
pp. 2^-257, June 19*+2.
"Discusses the use of special filters designed to
suppress noise from switching and commutating de-
vices. These filters are described. Methods of
connecting these filters are prescribed since their
effectiveness depends on the manner in which they
are connected to the circuit."
120. D. C. Rogers, Suppressing Impulse Noise, WIRELESS WORLD,
Vol. 55 9 pp. J+89-M-92, Dec. 19^9.
121. Suppression Applied to Outboard Motor, Model POLR-15,
(Johnson Motors Division, Outboard Marine and Manufactur-
ing Co.), U. S. Army Signal Corps, Engr. Memo D-363-E-P-
^5, 19^5, (PB-35 236).
122. S. L. Shive, Suppression Capacitors, Proceedings of the
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour
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Research Foundation, pp. 305-317, Dec. 1951*-, (AD-76 686).
The development of suppression capacitors is re-
viewed with respect to the increasing RF spectrum.
The principle of the use of suppression capacitors
is outlined, and various types of capacitors are
discussed. Particular attention is focused on feed-
through capacitors. The author also points out the
limitations on the use of capacitor suppressors.
123. Hyman Schwartz, Suppression Investigation of Jack and
Heintz G-22 300 Ampere DC Generator for Armored Vehicles,
Coles Signal Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Test Rpt.
T-1331*-, June 10, 1951*, (AD-36 lf8l).
The suppression system for this equipment, designed
by the laboratory personnel, is described. The
principles of shielding and bonding and feed-
through capacitors are used. Drawings and pictures
are included.
12h. A. Hunter, Suppression of Electrical Interference to
High-Frequency Apparatus in Naval Vessels, INSTITUTION
OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Pt. 3 (Radio and
Communication Engineering), Vol. 96, pp. 159-165, March
19^9.
"The paper is a review of the special problem of
the suppression of interference from electrical
equipment in naval craft. The paper deals for the
most part with only the smaller vessels since the
problem is very much reduced in steel decked ships.
The relative importance of the alternative methods
of eliminating interference, namely screening and
suppression at source, are discussed, and it is con-
cluded that suppression at source is more certain
and durable. Details are given of the design and
performance of the suppression equipment in use at
the end of the war. The development of suitable
components to withstand the rigors of naval service
is also described, with particular reference to
capacitors. There are brief references to interfer-
ence measurement and to the instruments employed."
125. Suppression of Interference, ELECTRICAL TIMES, Vol. 127,
pg. Ifll, March 10, 1955.
126. Suppression of Power Generating Unit HRUA, 1.5 kw Engine
Generator, U. S. Army Signal Corps, Engr. Memo D-57-E-P-
lf6, 19^5, (PB-9 608).
127. Suppression of Radiation Interference, ELECTRONIC
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ENGINEERING, Vol. 22, pg.362, Sept. 1950.
This article reports on the successful application
of a quick-drying water-based conductive paint to
the inside of a TV cabinet in an effort to reduce
interference to normal radio reception by television
receivers.
128. Suppression of Radio Interference, ELECTRICIAN, Vol. I*f3,
pg. 1235, Oct. Ik, 19*f9.
129. Suppression of Radio Interference Created by Engine-
Generator Units, XT. S. Army Signal Corps, Manual SIG
lf6l-l, Aug. 19*f5, (PB-19 223).
130. Suppression of Radio Noises, U. S. War Department, Tech.
Manual TM-ll-*f83, (PB-3 137).
131. H. W. West, Suppressor Unit Capacity Selector, RADIO
NEWS, Vol. 38, pg. 88, April 19M.
132. A. M. Brogden, J. C. Cook, C. F. Douds, A Survey of In-
terference Reduction Techniques, Vol. 1, Communication
and Radio, HRB-Singer, Inc., State College, Pa., June
1962, (AD-277 558).
133. Trolley Busses; Methods of Suppressing Radio Interfer-
ence, ELECTRICIAN, Vol. 116, pg. if82, April 10, 1936.
13*f. Vehicle Design Considerations to Meet Suppression Objec-





RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE MEASURING DEVICES
Radio interference, for purposes of measuring, can be
broken into two broad categories. Narrow band interference
originates at a discrete frequency or narrow group of dis-
crete frequencies. This is typified by spurious emissions
from transmitters, receiver local oscillator emissions and
so on. The other category, broad band interference, gener-
ally includes impulsive type noise and random noise. Exam-
ples of this are transients from switching relays, ignition
systems, radar pulses, etc. Since narrow and broadband in-
terference have distinctive characteristics the question
then is, "What shall we measure? 11 . For instance the suscep-
tibility of receiver circuits to broadband interference is
a function of the bandwidth of the circuit. Therefore it
would seem desirable to measure broadband interference in
terms of the bandwidth factor. Of the three measurable
voltage parameters, peak, rms and average, only peak and rms
are functions of bandwidth for both impulse and random
noise. With a low repetition rate the rms value, or average
power, falls to a low level. Therefore the peak parameter
is best for measuring broadband interference. The problem
of measuring various forms of interference was commented on
by Burrell, in ref . (27), in 19^1. He writes,
The most difficult problem in radio noise measure-
ment is to select, from the many types of measure-
2*fl

ments which might be made, the ones which are the
most significant for the purposes desired. It is
easy to obtain numerical measures of radio noise;
the problem is the interpretation of the values
after they are obtained.
A typical RTFI meter is shown below from an illustra-
tion contained in ref. (36), a discussion of RFI instrumenta-
tion.



























Fig. XII - 1 Block Diagram of a Typical RIFI Meter
2*4-2

The instrument is basically a superhetrodyne receiver con-
taining an r-f mixer, oscillator, and i-f amplifiers. In
addition attenuators (usually in 10 db steps), output indica-
tors (meter, oscilloscope, or recorder) and means of intern-
ally calibrating the device are included. The detector
circuit is usually designed so that three different voltage
functions may be taken. The average function gives the av-
erage of the envelope of the waveform at the i-f amplifier
output. To accomplish this a long RC time constant for aver-
aging is incorporated. The quasi-peak function measures the
"nuisance" value of the interference. There are no fixed
values for the weighting circuits in the quasi-peak position.
The following time constants are most commonly found:
(1) 1 msec charge 600 msec discharge
(2) 10 msec charge 600 msec discharge
(3) 1 msec charge 160 msec discharge
In a series of tests in the early 19*4-0' s, the effect of
each type of interference on a signal being listened to was
given a "nuisance" value. It was found that the 10 - 600
time constant had the greatest degree of correlation with
the "nuisance" value for all types of interference. The
peak function has a very short charge time (one microsecond)
and a discharge time in the order of a second. The output
meter is then able to read peak values even for low repeti-
tion rates.
Internal calibration of the RFI meter is usually
2«+3

accomplished by one or a combination of the following: a
sine wave os ciliator- -tuned or fixed frequency; a random
gaussian noise generator: and an impulse generator. Impul-
ses are usually generated by periodically discharging a
pulse forming transmission line resulting in a rectangular
pulse output whose amplitude is one-half the charging vol-
tage. The frequency spectrum for such a pulse is
F(f) = 2A*/ Sm)f$Y_
where F(f ) spectral density in volts/cps
f s frequency in cps
At low frequencies £m JT 4T ~ i and therefore the spec-
tral density and the impulse strength are nearly equal.
Random noise generators are usually temperature limited
diodes, the noise output being given by
i 2 = 2eIB^x
n p
p
in s mean- square noise current in bandwidth B
e = charge of the electron in coulombs
I s d.c. flowing between anode and cathode in amperes
B_ = effective bandwidth of the measuring circuit in cps
These two types of calibrators, being broadband, have
the advantage of their output being available anywhere in
the band.
Since RFI meters must cover a wide spectrum of frequen-
cies, various antenna forms are utilized. At the lower fre-
quencies (below 30 Mc) vertical rod and loop antennas are
used. The loop is usually insulated so that it may be used
2bb

as a probe in the vicinity of high voltages. From 30 to
1000 mc tuned dipoles are used and beyond 1 krac calibrated
horns are normally used.
In addition to measuring radiated interference the RFI
meter is also used to measure conducted interference. Direct
connection can be made through a coupling network that iso-
lates the meter and maintains the proper impedance.
An excellent summary of the characteristics of commer-
cially available RFI meters is included in ref. (36), an in-
strumentation article by Haber and Showers, and is reprodu-
ced in F5g. XII - 2.
The RFI meters described in Fig. XII - 2 record inter-
ference in terms of microvolts/meter or microvolts/meter/
unit of bandwidth. It has been found desirable, particu-
larly in areas where r-f hazards exist, to measure the r-f
power density directly. Knapp and Lambdin, in ref. (3*0*
describe such a device that uses constant gain antenna
probes and a thermistor balanced bridge which will read power
levels from 0.1 milliwatt to 2 watts over the frequency
range of 200 mc to 10,000 mc. Although the instrument reads
average power, the peak pov/er of pulse interference can be
quickly calculated if the duty cycle of the pulse transmis-
sion is known.
A different approach to measuring interference is de-
scribed by Newman and Stahlman in ref. (10), a report on a
counter-type interference analyzer. The counter analyzer
2h5

; Fig. XII - 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEVERAL COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE RIFI METERS
























loop. 12'; rod, 1/2 meterTA/NF-10S 150kc/s-30mc/s 5-15kc/s(4>
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tuned dipole.
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Ferris 320 550kc/s-2W 6.4-9.6kc/s<2) U* 0P1
SBP
mult i -vibrator 1/2 meter rod;
loops: one per band
S*-6 1/2* "Square" ;
loop probe 2* dia;
Dummy .antenna.
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loops. 30* and S 3/8' dia;
BF Probe.
Stoddart NM-20B AN/PW-U lS0kc/e-25mc/s 2-6xc/s<2) 3*» A
SBP
QP1
random noiae source rod: 1/2 meter;
loops: 30* dia, and
'7* x 8* reet.
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«• TTir tonu'virfrh of this instrument it continuously variable over the range
ihosn.
J. 77>« tianaVidfh of this instrument dtpendt upon the frequency to which the
device it timed'.
3. The bandwidth of this instrument it virtually constant over the tuning range.
v, 77iit unit it tuned in 6 bands; within any one band the bandwidth it taid to
be virtually constant.
i. The bandwidth quoted in this column it either the 6db bandwidth or the
"effective impulse bandwidth" defined as the peak output voltage at thtdeetor
to an impulse divided by the impulse strength. The latter it for most usual
circuits nearly eouol to the Sdb bandwidth.
6. The sensitivity limit it not defined rigorously in most manufacturing bul-
letins. It may be viewed at the rmt amplitude of a tine wave input signal
required to equal the detector output obtained from the internal receiver noise.
7. Dector functiont are designated by the following
A = Average of envelope
SBf m 5t ide Back Peak
P = Peak
QPt - Quati-Peak. imiec charge - 600mtec discharge
QP? = Quati-Peak. lOmtec charge • 600msec ditcharge
2h6 QPl m Quati-Peak, lmtec charge • ISOmtee ditcharge

measures the significant characteristics of the interference
directly rather than measuring the response of the RFI meter
to the interference. The counter analyzer indicates the
rate of rise, amplitude, average level and pulse repetition
rate of impulse type interference. It is felt that with
this information more effective means of reducing the inter-
ference can be designed.
The upper frequency limit of the RFI meter is continu-
ing to keep pace with the ever higher frequencies being used
for communication. But there is an increasing need for
equipment that will continually monitor the communication





1, G. A. Morgan, Analysis and Calibration of Loop Probes
for Use in Measuring Interference Fields, Naval Research
Lab., Washington, D. C. , June 19^9, (ATI 61713 (3-*0).
"An analysis and calibration were1 made of loop
probes for use in measuring electromagnetic inter-
ference fields. The probe consisted essentially of
a small shielded loop antenna used for indicating
and measuring radio-frequency interference fields
from electronic equipment. The input impedance is
analogous to an equivalent shorted two-wire balanced
transmission line. Loop probes of the approximate
dimensions of those analyzed have been shown to be
usable for the desired applications at frequencies
below *f00 Mc only, both because of unsatisfactory
response characteristics and because of difficul-
ties of calibration at higher frequencies. The
method of calibration uses a second small shielded
loop to establish a RF field of known characteris-
tics."
2. M. Engelson, AN/TRM-7 Unique Self Calibrated F.I.M. , Pro-
ceedings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interference Re-
duction, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. I960, (AD-253
01?).
"The expanding frequency range for which there are
military specifications, and the therefore increas-
ing demand for Radio Frequency Interference Suppres-
sion, make it desirable to increase measurement
speed by decreasing the number of computations and
instrument calibration points. The AN/TRM-7 self-
calibrating Radio Noise and Field Intensity Meter
(0.l5-2!> Mc) was specifically designed with the
above aim in mind. Calibration time is decreased
through the use of both an impulse, and a continu-
ously tunable sinewave generator calibrator. Low
variation in receiver gain, antenna transfer char-
acteristics and system noise bandwidth reduce com-
putations to a minimum. The discussion includes
operational limits, methods of measurements and de-
sign philosophy. Included are experimentally de-
termined impulse generator spectra and a discussion
of spurious impulse generation as a source of error.
The direct reading VTVM capable of pulse measure-
ments below 10 pps and the aural and visual slide-
back circuitry constitute some of the unique fea-
tures of this instrument."
2*+8

3. J. L. Smith, Application of the Low Noise Travelling
Wave Tube to Interference Instrumentation, Proceedings
of the 5th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction,
Armour Research Foundation, Oct. 1959, (AD-235 099).
"The low noise travelling wave tube offers many ad-
vantages when used as a system element in microwave
interference instrumentation. Following a brief
review of these advantages, some of the character-
istics of the tube are presented as they apply to
interference measuring equipments in the 1 to 11 kmc
region. TWT amplifier gain, saturation and gain
control characteristics are discussed. In addition,
third order intermodulation, input VSWR and desensi-
tization occurring in the tube are considered. In
reviewing the characteristics of the TWT, direct em-
phasis is placed on choosing a desirable tube for
instrumentation uses and the manner in which tube
characteristics vary with operating parameters."
h. Calibration and Test Procedures for Use with RFI Measur-
ing Set AN/URM-28
?
Aeronautical Electronic and Electri-
cal Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.,
Rpt. No. NADC-EL-5366, June 1953.
This report includes a brief description of the
complete equipment, theory of operation, calibra-
tion procedure, operation and use in measurements.
5. Characteristics and Performance of Apparatus for Measure-
ment of Radio Interference, British Standard, No. 727,
pg. 21, 195^-.
6. H. Harbottle, The Circuit Noise-Meter (Psophometer) And
Its Applications, INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOUR-
NAL, Vol. 83, pp. 261-271*, Aug. 1938.
"The circuit noise-meter (or psophometer) is an in-
strument which has been designed for measuring the
disturbing effect of power induction on telephone
conversation. Measurements have indicated that
some form of frequency weighting in the instrument
is desirable. The proposed C.C.I.F. specification
for the instrument is quoted and discussed. Some
useful applications of the psophometer are given.
The limitations of present models as applied to
other types of noise are reviewed."
7. D. Thorn, D. Newby, E. Loveless, C.I.S.P.R. Type Interfer-
ence Measuring Set Developed in the Central Electricity




8. Construction and Use of Noise Meter and Harmonic Analy-
zer, British Electrical and Allied Industries Research
Association, Rpt. M/T 38, 1935.
9. R. C. Schwantes, The Counter-Type Interference Analyzer,
Lightning and Transient Research Institute, Dec. 195l>
(TIP G U23999).
"An interference analyzer designed to indicate the
fundamental noise producing properties of radio
noise is described. The instrument indicates the
average number of times per second that the applied
noise waveform exceeds a given rate of rise and a
given amplitude, the average level of the noise
voltage, and the rate of occurrence of noise pulses
that coincidentally exceed the given rate of rise
and amplitude during a period when the average lev-
el is above any given level. Circuit diagrams and
descriptions are given together with results ob-
tained by the instrument with a typical noise source
applied."
10. M. Newman, J. Stahman, Counter-Type Interference Analy-
zer — Apnendix II — Lightning and Transient Research
Institute* Rpt. No. 267, May 1953, (AD-56 990).
"Counting techniques have been developed as a method
for measurement of impulsive radio interference
based on indicating rates of occurrence of the sig-
nificant noise-producing properties of interference.
The counting approach described is a relatively
simple method of obtaining much of the information
concerning properties of the interference such as
could be derived oscillographically, but in a form
that can be more directly applied. The counter
approach has advantages over conventional noise
meters, which essentially indicate only their own
particular frequency response to a given interfer-
ence rather than the character of interference.
The counter-analyzer model counts pulse amplitudes
and rates of rise above pre-set levels and the
coincidence of these factors."
11. Current Probe, Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co., Inc.. Final
Development Report, 3 April to 29 October 195^+.
"This report covers the development and testing of
a radio frequency current probe (designated as Ra-
dio Interference Current Probe) for making measure-
ments of interference (radio noise) currents flowing
in the conductors associated with an interference
source. The current probe may be used in conjunction
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with a suitable Radio Interference Field Intensity-
meter for measurements in the frequency range of
0.15 to 25 megacycles per second, and is particu-
larly adaptable for measurement of interference
currents in aircraft propellor control circuits."
12. H. Ulfers, The Current Probe, A New Device In the Field
of RFI Measurement, Army Signal Research and Development
Lab., Fort Monmouth, N. J., Jan. 196I, (AD-2*+9 9#0.
13. A. Corwin, Design and Construction of a RFI Measuring
Set AN/URM-7 and Appendix A, Instruction Manual (Final
Report), Empire Devices, Inc., Dec. 195^, (AD-55 27*+).
"This report covers the development of a compact,
portable noise and field strength meter for measure-
ment of electrical field strength as well as for
evaluation and suppression of noise originating in
electrical and electronic equipment. Part of the
development consisted in electrical and mechanical
improvements in the government furnished model. In
addition, several new components were designed.
These included a tuning head covering the range of
^00-1000 Mc, dipole antenna and baluns. Each of
the component parts is considered in detail. Final
test results are presented. Conclusions are drawn
and recomrendations made for future development."
lh. A. Corwin, Design and Construction of RFI Measuring Set
AN/URM-85, Empire Devices, Inc., Dec. 1953, (AD-1^8 302).
15. J. Colebrook, A. Gordon-Smith, The Design and Construc-
tion of a Short-Wave Field Strength Measuring Set, INSTI-
TUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 8*f, pg. 388,
1939.
"The paper contains a discussion of the principal
features of the design of apparatus for the measure-
ment of field strength at very short wavelengths
by reans of a loop aerial. The apparatus consists
of a high-gain intermediate frequency amplifier
(about 1 Mc/sec) associated with a signal frequency
and frequency-charge unit of constant conversion ef-
ficiency. The e.m.f. of thermal agitation in the
input tuned circuit of the IF amplifier is used as
a standard signal for setting the amplifier to a
known gain. The combination of IF amplifier and
signal- frequency unit is calibrated over its signal-
frequency range by means of a radiator which gives
a horizontally-polarized radiation of calculable
intensity. The set can be used for the measurement
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of field strengths to the order of microvolts/meter
at frequencies of 27-^3 ^c with the frequency-
charge and aerial units described."
16 # A. Borck, M. Rodriguez, Design and Development of a
Noise and Field Instrument for 1000 to 12000 Mc/s Fre-
quency Range, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS NATIONAL CON-
VENTION RECORD VII, Vol.9, pg. 125, 1959.
17. H. Zucker anri others, Design and Development of a Stand-
ard White Noise Generator and Noise Indicating Instru-
ment, Proceedings of the M-th Conference on Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. 1958,
(AD- 23^ 212).
"The design and development of a standard white
noise generator in the frequency range from to
1000 Me is presented. The basis of the generator
is Nyquist's Law which relates the noise output of
a resistor to its temperature. The noise generator
consists of a low reflection termination heated in
a coaxial furnace. The basis of the design of the
low reflection termination is presented together
with experimental impedance measurements. The op-
erating temperature of the generator is currently
1300° C. The techniques used in the development
of a resistive material to withstand high tempera-
tures are presented together with the temperature
characteristics of the termination. The thermal
emission effects which occur at the operating tem-
perature of the generator are analyzed. Possible
causes for deviation of the generator from a time
standard are considered. The design of an instru-
ment to measure the linearity of the generator
noise power output as a function of its temperature
is presented."
IP. A. Maepherson, P. Ridout, R. Searle, The Design of a RF
Spectrum Analyzer, Post Office Engineering Dept., Eng-
land, April 1^51, (TIP G R 5663).
"An experimental narrow-band spectrum analyzer, ar-
ranged to measure the bandwidth occupied by radio
frequency emissions operating in the band 3 to
6 Mc/s is described. Some of the problems connec-
ted with the design are discussed, particular men-
tion being made of the effects of "ringing" in the
IF filter and the choice of the filter bandwidth.
Some photographs are included showing typical
spectra obtained with the equipment."
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1°. P. Colebroolc, A. Gordon-Smith, The Design of Ultra- Short-
wave Field Str-ngth Measuring Equipment, INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 90, Part III, pg. 28,
19^3-
20. A. Maxwell, B. Bell, The Development and Operation of A
Dynamic Spectrum Analyzer, Hervard College Observatory,
Cambrid^', rass., ^inal Re-nort, 1 Apr. 195t> to 30 Mar.
1961, Contract AF 1«( 60M-)139S ( "D-260 7^2).
"A survey '. s presented of the research worlr directed
towards the study of radjo burst emissions from the
sun with a dynamic srectrum analyzer consisting of
a series of sweep- frequency receivers. Research is
reported in six sections: CD a discussion of the
scientific purposes of the program, (2) a brief de-
scription of the radio equipment at Fort Davis, to-
gether with its manner of operation, (3) a survey
of results obtained from analysis of spectral ob-
servations of solar radio bursts; statistics of the
various types of bursts, their association with
flares and prominences, and their relation to emis-
sion of high energy particles from the sun, (h) a
summary of regular^ published patrol data, (5)
future programs, and (6) miscellaneous projects in
Cambridge.
"
21. F. J. Trebby, Development of a Square Law Radio Noise
"eter, A] r£lJCAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS TRANS-
ACTIONS, POWER APPARATUS AND SYSTEMS, Vol. 78, Part A
and B, pp. 522-5?7, Aug. 1959', TV. 1186-1189 Dec. 1959.
"It has been shown in studies of radio noise genera-
tion and propagation on transmission lines that the
mean square value of noise voltage is that which
csn be used most advantageously in calculations
and measurements. The circuit design of the square-
lav radio noise meter is that of a superhetrodyne
receiver incorporating a single stage of RF ampli-
fication, a converter stage, three intermediate-
frequency amplifier stages, and a square-law detec-
tor stage. The detector operates as a plate cir-
cuit type of detector in conjunction with a d-c
nilliammeter which measures the average plate cur-
rent o" the detector tubes."
22. Jacob Rosenbaum, Development o** Radio Interference Meas-
uring Set AH/PR*'- Ih ( ), Elk Electronic Labs., Inc.,
Oct. 1958, (AD-211 *+P.7).
"ThJs report discusses the problems encountered and
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the solutions achieved in the development of an
ultra-compact, lightweight and portable RF interfer-
ence measuring set. Since ease of maintenance will
determine the operational life of equipments, unit
sub-assemblies were employed permitting plug-in
replacements of parts and/or units reaching the end
of their useful life. Since some of the data found
in the Instruction "Book is helpful in achieving a
better overall understanding of this equipment, the
complete Instruction Book for the AN/PRM-l^ is in-
cluded."
23. Development of RFI Measuring Set AN/URM-37, Aeronautical
Electronic and Electrical Lab. , Naval Air Development
Center, Johnsville, Pa., Rpt.No. NADC-EL-5l60, Jan.
1953.
"The Model 1A. radio-interference tester was a spec-
ial type of radio receiver designed for reception
of radio- interference signals, and was capable of
responding simultaneously to a range of radio fre-
quencies covering several hundred megacycles. The
present project was established to determine the
feasibility of adding certain desired features to
increase the utility of the instrument. The pro-
ject objectives were achieved by a design which re-
tained the basic principles of this Model 1A but
which more fully exploited the capabilities of this
type of instrument. With respect to portability,
battery life, stability, uniformity of equipments,
simplicity of construction, maintenance, and opera-
tion, the new instrument was found to be inherently
superior to tuned receivers."
2k. D. C. Rohlfs, W. W. Balwarz, F. E. Boyd, Electromagnetic
Probes for Fear Zone Measurements, Naval Research Lab.,
Washington, D. C, NRL 5378, Oct. 1957, (PB-l*f2 hfl).
25. W. Stinger, Evaluation of Empire Devices NF-105 Noise
and Field Intensity Meter, Aeronautical Electronic and
Electrical Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johns-
ville, Pa., Rpt. No. NADC-EL-61113, 18 Dec. 1961.
"A noise and field intensity meter was evaluated
to determine its suitability for making radio inter-
ference measurements in accordance with military re-
quirements. The results indicated that the meter
is acceptable for measuring the parameters of inter-
ference signals required by the specifications at
frequencies between 0.15 and 1000 mc. The perform-
ance of the meter compares favorably with the
25*+

performance of the AN/PRM-1, TS-587/U, and AN/URM-17
interference measurement devices."
26. W. Jarva, Valuation of Radio Interference Pick-Up De-
vices and Explanation of the Methods and Limits of Speci-
fication No, MIL-I-6181B, Naval Air Development Center,
Johnsville. Pa., Rpt. No. NADC-EL-5515, Aug. 1955,
(PB-129 688).
27. C. Burrill, An Evaluation of Radio Noise Meter Perform-
ance in Terms of Listening Experience, INSTITUTE OF RA-
DIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 30, pg. >+73, Oct. 19^2.
"(Tests were made)... for the purpose of indicating
how closely instrurents made in accordance with the
latest radio-noise meter specification of the Joint
Coordination Committee meet the objective of giving
readings proportional to annoyance for all types of
radio noise. Thirty people participated in the
tests which involved three types of radio noise and
three different radio-noise meters. Standard sta-
tistical methods are used in analyzing the results,
and these methods are explained in simple fashion
for the benefit of radio engineers who are unfamil-
iar with statistical science. The general conclu-
sion is that the new radio-noise-meter performance
is very satisfactory."
28. H. Mertel, J. Fischer, Existing Current Probes and Devel-
opment of New Probes to 1 KMC, Proceedings of the 7th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Nov. 1961, (AD-276 205).
"This paper presents the development and the evalua-
tion of current probes to measure conducted inter-
ference in the frequency range of 30 cps to 1000 Mc.
Four commercially available current probes for the
30 cps to 1000 Mc were evaluated. Two current pro-
bes were developed for the 20 Mc to 1000 Mc frequency
region. One current probe was developed to measure
interference currents in large diameter cables.
The sensitivity of these current probes is suffi-
cient to detect interference currents below most
existing specification limits. Several methods are
given to calibrate the current probes. In the 300 Mc
to 1000 Mc frequency range, the current probes were
calibrated by an antenna method."
29. A. Mamford, P. Barker, A Field Strength Measuring Set
Using Thermal Agitation Noise as the Calibrating Source,
POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, England, Vol.
28, pg. tfO, 1935.
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30. A Harmonic Analyser for General Purpose and Noise Analy-
sis, British Electrical and Allied Industries Research
Association, Rpt. M/T 5S 1937.
31. An Improved Harmonic Analyser and Noise Meter, British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association,
Rpt. M/T 108, 19^0.
32. J. Vogelman, An Impulse Generator for Receiver Perform-
ance Measurement, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS NATIONAL
CONVENTION RECORD, Pt. 5, pp. 3-H, 195^.
"An impulse generator has be«=-n developed consisting
of a uniform transmission line which is periodically
charging and discharging jnto a specified output
impedance. The ratio of the transmission line im-
pedance and the load impedance being selected so
as to produce the flattest possible frequency spec-
trum over a frequency band from the very low fre-
quency to in excess of 15,000 Me. The spectral
analysis of the current in the output wave form of
the idealized impulse generator shows a flat response
to about 85 per cent of resonant frequency over the
transmission line. The results obtained by impulse
measurement of receiver performance are compared
to other means now being utilized."
^S» Instrument Aids Radio Interference Evaluation; ADVisor
System, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 155, pg. 62, March 13,
1961.
Describes an automatic digital data collecting de-
vice. The data stored on tape will be used to draw
correlations between weather conditions and RF in-
terference emitted by power lines.
3*4-. F. Khapp, \'J. Lambdin, An Instrument for Measurement of
High RF Power Density, Proceedings of the 6th Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, vg. ho6, Oct. I960, (AD-253 015).
"The first portion of this paper considers the need
for an instrument to permit rapid measurement of
high RF power densities and immediate awareness of
areas presenting RF hazards to personnel. The pres-
ent state of knowledge as to the degree of hazard
presented by various RF power densities is reviewed
briefly. Functional requirements of an instrument
to provide accurate and rapid measurements are next
considered with attention devoted to the broad fre-
quency range and wide dynamic range required, the
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desirability for a direct reading feature, and the
need for extreme portability. The actual instrument
resulting from consideration of these various fac-
tors is then described in some detail with special
attention to the battery power source and to the an-
tenna probes which are designed for constant gain;
to permit direct reading of power density in
milliwatts/cm2 at any frequency from 200 to 10,000 MC."
35". J. Chappell, Instrumentation for Interference and Field
Strength Measurement, Proceedings of the Conference on
Radio Interference Reduction. Armour Research Foundation,
pg. 55, Dec. 19$**, (AD-76 686).
"Problems of radio interference and field strength
measurement are discussed and measurement equipment
developed to cope with these problems is described.
The problems discussed relate primarily to imposed
conditions under which interference and field strength
measurements must be made, and the nature of inter-
ference together with the particular interference
characteristics which are to be measured. The meas-
urement equipment is described from the standpoint
of the measurement system employed and the instru-
ment characteristics that are considered unique."
36. F. Haber, R. M. Showers, Instrumentation for Radio Inter-
ference Measurements, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 20,
pp. 110-116, March 1961.
"The background and present status of the field
survey type of radio noise measuring instrument is
described. These devices are designed for the meas-
urement of all kinds of noise either in terms of
some comparison standards, for example, an impulse
source, or in terms of a standard circuit, such as
the quasi-peak circuit. In some instruments, more
than one measure of the noise is provided and
these often provide a basis for distinguishing be-
tween classes of noise. To a large extent, measure-
ments using such instruments are made to compare
the strengths of similar sources of radio noise,
and to a lesser extent, to determine the relative
interference effect of different radio noises. In
many cases, however, such instruments do not pro-
vide adequate data for establishing the loss of in-
formation in a communication system."
37. T.W. Tunney, Jr., An Integrated Airborne System of Field
Intensity Measuring Equipment, Melpar, Inc., Falls Church,
Va., Final Engineering Rpt. for Phase 2, Nov. 1958 to
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Oct. 195°, Rpt. No. AFMTC TR-59-23, Contract AF 08(606)
17P9, (AD-227 992).
"Research was continued in an effort to design and
develop an integrated airborne field intensity
measuring equipment. The integration of components
and the calibration of the field intensity antennas
are described. Field flight tests completed at
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida, are described and
test results are presented."
38. Interference Analyzer, Final Report, Lightning and Trans-
ients Research Institute, Aug. 1951.
"The analyzer comprises a dual-beam oscillograph,
11 noise-meter-type receivers, and commutation and
metering circuits. The 25 KV dual-beam CRT with
sweep and two independent video channels permit ob-
serving two phenomena at once or one phenomenon at
two different sweep speeds. The video amplifier
for Channel A has a wide bandwidth which is substan-
tially flat from 0.1 to 250 Mc. The receivers and
commutation circuits when used with Channel B per-
mit observation of the effect of interference on
receivers having a 0.1 to 700 Mc frequency range.
Two conduction and three electromagnetic loop probes
are used to pick up the interference signals and
feed them to the input circuits. The input circuits
consist primarily of the various lumped constant
coupling networks, the lumped constant transmission
line, the isolating stages, and the coupling stage."
39. Interference Analyzer—Handbook of Instruction, Light-
ning ard Transients Research Institute, Aug. 1951,
(ATI-139 888 (3-^)).
"A handbook of instructions for use with the inter-
ference analyzer is presented. The analyzer is to
be used in the study of the nature of electrical
noise and the effect of electrical noise on elec-
tronic equipment. The instrument displays oscillo-
graphicaily interference pulses after amplifica-
tion by a wide bank transmission line amplifier.
By this means, atmosphere interference and interfer-
ence generated by a relay, motor, or other electri-
cal apparatus may be examined closely. This instru-
ment is also designed to present panoramically on
a cathode-ray tube the output of series of receiver
type noise-meters shock excited by the interference
pulse and tuned throughout their frequency ranges.
Thus the effects o^ the interference on electronic
equipment over a wide frequency range may be studied."
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hO. R. E. Bloom, R. J. Fleisher, H. A. Favors, Interference
and RFI Meter, INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROL SYSTEMS, Vol. 3*+,
pp. lifM-3-lMfQ, Aug. 1961.
"Accurate RFI measurements demand careful considera-
tion of the type of signal measured, the RFI meter
used, and the accuracy to which the meter is cali-
brated. This article discusses interference sources,
the RFI meter, and calibration set-ups."
4-1. W. Stokes, H. Hicks, An Investigation of Electromagnetic
Coupling Devices for the Measurement of Noise Fields,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Quarterly Rpt. #1,
(Sept.l to Nov. 30, 1950), (TIP G U18177).
"A study was undertaken to improve the methods of
measuring broadband interference from ignition sys-
tems, rotating machinery, electronic equipment, and
similar devices over the 0.15 to 4-00 Mc range. Em-
phasis was directed to the portion of the measuring
system which couples the interfering field to the
interference meter. Interference measurement equip-
ment in current use is discussed. The methods which
appear promising for improving the coupling between
the interfering field and the measuring equipment
are the use of a shielded room and s^all, high-gain
probes. The theoretical development of the shielded
room is presented, and it indicates that by measur-
ing the current at various points on the wall of
the room one can determine the strength of the ra-
diator at the center of the room. The fundamental
properties of small electric and magnetic probes
are discussed and S/N ratio is investigated theo-
retically."
M-2. W. Stokes, H. Hicks, and others, An Investigation of
Electromagnetic Coupling Devices for the Measurement of
Noise Fields, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Quarter-
ly Rpt. #2, (1 Dec. 1950 to 28 Feb. 195D, (TIP G UI8178).
"Work on the shielded room revealed the presence of
modes due to the feed cable. These were not predic-
ted theoretically, and further study was indicated
to determine their effects. The corner-loop method
and the effect of a radiating loop in a box are dis-
cussed. Theoretical and experimental observations
were made on the high gain electric probe. An arbi-
trary figure of merit was established which properly
weights the various factors involved in the utility
of a pick-up device. Work on the amplifier and high-
gain arrays substantiated the validity of this meth-
od of attack and showed that signals of the order of
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0.2 microvolts will give a signal to noise ratio of
unity at 1 mpcs, when the amplifier is driving a
receiver with a sensitivity of about 2 microvolts
at the same frequency.
"
1*3, Measurement of Radio Interference In Frequency Range
0.15 to 30 Me—Portable Measuring Set, British Electri-
cal and Allied Industries Research Association, Rpt. M/T
116, 1953.
M+. A. KacPherson, Measuring Equipment, POST OFFICE EIECTRI-
CAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, England, pp. 115-119, July, 1958.
"Basic characteristics of radio interference and
principles of measurement are discussed. General
design and development details of equipment for
use by the Post Office in interference measurements
are given.
"
*+5. H. Leingangg, Measuring Equipment for Radio Interference
in the U.S.W. Range, Rhode und Schwarz Mitt, No. 3,
pp. 120-125, May 1953.
"Describes and illustrates equipment for measure-
ment of radio interference in the range 30-180 Mc
and 85-330 Mc, and its calibration. Compares stand-
ard British and German measurement equipment."
h6. J. McPetrie, B. Pressey, A Method Using Horizontally Po-
larized Waves for the Calibration of Short-Wave Field
Strength Measuring Sets by Radiation, INSTITUTION OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 83, pg. 210, 1938.
"The paper describes a method for the calibration
of short-wave field-strength measuring sets by ra-
diation using loop transmitter in the horizontal
plane. It is shown experimentally that in the case
of vertically polarized waves the simple ray theory
does not apply unless the transmitter and receiver
are both elevated to considerable heights above the
ground. With horizontally polarized radiation, how-
ever, the simple ray theory holds on short waves for
practically all heights of transmitter and receiver.
This distinction between the propagation character-
istics of the two types of radiation suggests the
use of horizontally polarized waves for field
strength calibrations on short waves."
V7. B. Rosen, Microwave Field Intensity Meter, Proceedings
of the ^-th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction,
Armour Research Foundation, Oct. 1958, (AD-231* 212).
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"This paper discusses some of the problems in the
development of a high freqtiency microwave receiver.
The basic system will be described with a presenta-
tion of the system requirements that were consid-
ered durinp the development."
t+8. R. Schwartz, C. Polk, Microwave Noise and Field Inten-
sity Meter Development. Moore School of Electrical Engin-
eering, Final Report, Apr. 1953 > (AD-23 019).
"With the objective of investigating the feasibil-
ity of constructing a microwave noise and field in-
tensity meter, detailed component studies were made.
These are summarized in this report. Conclusions
regarding the feasibility are presented. A discus-
sion of the work accomplished on low gain antennas
is given, and the items to be specified for the de-
sign are set forth. Investigation of microwave at-
tenuators is summarized briefly, and alternatives
for future study are outlined. The work on pre-
selectors is mentioned, and an alternative to coax-
ial type units proposed. Rather extensive tests
are reported on a local oscillator in which a tri-
ode oscillator drives a crystal harmonic generator.
A CW microwave calibration source is described. A
detailed description of intermediate and low fre-
quency circuit designs is given."
*f9. W. Gerber, J. Meyer De Stadelhofen, New Instruments for
the Measurement and Suppression of Interference, Trans-
lated by F. A. Raven, TECHNISCHE MITTEILUNGEN of Swiss
Telegraph and Telephone Authority, July 1951 1 (PB-106
226).
50. A. Koelle, G. Johnson, Jr. , A New Peak VTVM for Interfer-
ence Measuring Sets, Proceedings of the 2nd Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, March 1956.
51. S. Manfanovsky, W. Lambdin, A Noise and Field Intensity
Meter for the Frequency Range from 1 to 10 KMc, Proceed-
ings of the 6th Conference on Radio Interference Reduc-
tion, Armour Research Foundation, Oct. I960, (AD-253 015)
"The first portion of the paper treats the system
considerations appropriate to the development of a
noise and field intensity meter for this wide fre-
quency range and includes a discussion of the re-
sulting system parameters. After a block diagram
of the entire device is presented, emphasis is
shifted to a more detailed consideration of the
unique solutions incorporated to special problems
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which the stringent systems requirements caused in
the klystron and metering circuits. Other aspects
treated include the compact, mechanical configura-
tion, incorporating the plug-in head concept, and
the utilization of a single broad-band high gain
antenna over the entire operating range of the de-
vice. The concluding section of the paper consid-
ers field applications, with special attention to
the flexibility and ease of calibrating afforded by
the inclusion of a broad-band impulse generator."
52. Noise Measuring Set AN/URM-8, General Lab. Assoc, (Int.
Rpt. June 3 to July 3, 1950), (TIP G R3885).
"Mechanical and electrical requirements are outlined
for the LF tuner which can follow a prescribed tun-
ing curve. A pulse generator was developed capable
of producing variable delay time from 3 to 10,000 Mc,
but requires many tubes. The unit can also be used
as a sinewave generator by simple switching."
53. Noise Measuring Set AN/URM-8, General Lab. Assoc, (Int.
Rpt. July 30 to Oct. 7, 1950), (TIP G R3926).
"VHP circuits using butterfly tuners were estab-
lished. In the UHF tuned circuits, the RF ampli-
fier consists of push-pull type 6f4 with grounded
grid and the mixer circuit comprises two balanced
crystals in conjunction with a butterfly circuit.
A temperature vs. frequency test on the LF tuner
from 100 to 1000 Kc indicated that the Curie point
of about 130° C for the high permeability core pro-
duced less than \% change in frequency."
5*K A. Eckersley, Noise Meter Calibrator Studies, Moore
School of Electrical Engineering, Dec. 1951, (TIP V U
217^0, V U22832, V U23 Lf75, V U2?708).
55. F. Conrad, On the Measurement of High Frequency Interfer-
ence, ELEKTRISCHE NACHRICHTENTECHN1K, Vol. 18, No. 6,
pp. 126-133, June 19^1.
"States that the frequency spectrum of HF interfer-
ence must be determined before adequate measurement
equipment can be designed. These spectra must be
known both at the source and after radiation or con-
duction from the source. That ultra short wave emis-
sion or erissions in the decimetr5c wave range from
improperly shielded apparatus will interfere with in-
terference measurements. Discusses the characteris-
tics which measuring devices nust have Jn order to
properly measure HF interference levels. The device
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can be identical to a standard receiver for all
stages up to the rectifier. However, the rectifier
must not be overcontrolled . The use of superhet
receivers for noise intensity measurements is dis-
cussed. In most cases, consistent results from dif-
ferent equipments are almost impossible to obtain
unless the equipments are electrically and electro-
acoustically identical.
56. R. Powers, A 1 to 10 KMc Panoramic Receiving System for
RFI Monitoring, Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Ra-
dio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
Nov. 1961, (AD-276 205).
"A voltage- swept Panoramic Superheterodyne Receiving
System covering the range from 1 KMc to 10 KMc has
been developed for the rapid intercept and monitor-
ing of radio frequency interference. Known as the
AN/GRR-9, the equipment is contained in a standard
6-foot relay rack except for the indicators, which
are in a separate bench-mounted case, and the an-
tennas, which ray be mounted on a tripod or a rota-
table mast. The entire frequency range of 1 to
10 KMc is covered continuously and simultaneously
in four bands (1 to 2 KMc, 2 to h KMc, k to 7.2 KMc
and 7.2 to 10.3 KMc) at sweep rates of either 15 cps
or 60 cps with receiver sensitivities as high as
-95 dbm. TSach band is provided with a CRT indicator
which displays signal amplitude vs. frequency."
57. D. D. Hughes, Performance of the AN/URM-37 for Radio In-
terference Measurements, Naval Civil Engineering Lab.,
Port Hueneme, Calif., 20 May 1957, Pro;). NY ifll 002-3,
(AD-221 777).
5£. Phase I Report—Design Evaluation of Spectrum Analyzer
TS-69*+ (XN- )/UP Mfgd. by Polytechnic Research and De-
velopment Co., Brooklyn, Naval Air Development Center,
Johnsville, Pa,, Rpt. NADC-EL-L5321*, March 1953, (AD-10
^lM.
59. H. Beer, R. Swindlehurst, W. Bray, Portable Radio Inter-
ference Measuring Set, Post Office Radio Report No. 330,
1937.
60. W. Fakala, R. Showers, Principles and Application of Ra-
dio Interference Measurements, INSTITUTE OF RADIO SNGIN-
EERS TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 1-7, pp. 297-303, Dec. 1958.
"The purpose of this paper is to review the present
status of radio interference instrumentation, the
problems associated with its use and standardization,
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and to describe the problem areas of future devel-
opment .
"
61. C. M. Burrill, Progress in the Development of Instru-
ments for Measuring Radio Noise, INSTITUTE OF RADIO EN-
GINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 29, pp. ^33-^2, Aug. 19^1
.
"Following a brief discussion of the nature of radio
noise, the basic problems of radio-noise measurement
are outlined. The paper concludes with a chrono-
logical account of the different instruments which
have been used to measure radio noise, with descrip-
tions of the fundamental characteristics of each.
Particular attention is given to a quasi-peak type
of radio noise meter with logarithmic scale."
62. Proposed Military Specifications for Field Meter Strength
Radio (TS 509), Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical
Lab., Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa.,
Rpt. NADC-EL-?+96, Aug. 195V.
The meter is described as follows: "The equipment
covered by this specification shall be a Meter,
Field Strength, (Radio), TS-509/UR, capable of pro-
viding a direct visual means of determining the
relative field strength, power, and frequency of
radio-frequency signals falling within the frequen-
cy range fro^ 100 to 'fOO megacycles per second.
The meter shall be suitable for use in maintaining
and testing airborne and other electronic equip-
ment. "
63. B. G. Fresscy, G. E. Ashwell, A Pulse Field Strength
Measuring Set for Very High Frequencies, INSTITUTION OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Part III A, Vol. 93,
pg. 1359, 19^6.
"The paper describes a portable equipment for the
measurement of the field strength of pulse and con-
tinuous-wave signals in the frequency bands 20-30
and Uo~650 Mc/s. The equipment consists essentially
of a receiver, in which are incorporated calibrated
signal-frequency and intermediate frequency atten-
uators and an output meter, and a cathode-ray
output-indicator unit. The field strength is
measured by adjustment of the attenuators for a
standard output, wMeh for pulse signals is read
on the cathode-ray tube and for continuous-wave
signals on the reter. A half-wave dipole aerial
is used, and the initial calibration of the stand-
ard output in terms of the field strength at the
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aerial is carried out by a radiation method. The
noise voltage of the first circuit of the intermedi-
ate-frequency amplifier is used as the reference
voltage for setting up the gain of the amplifier and
an internal oscillation supplies the reference vol-
tage for setting the gain of the indicator unit."
6h. B. Malowicki, QRC T-21 Interference Locator, Rome Air
Development Center, TR-56-2, Feb. 1956, (AD-86 527).
"QRC T-21 is a short-range, ground-transportable,
passive Electronic Countermeasure (ECM) device for
seeking out interference radio frequency signals
in the L and S bands. It is capable of direction-
finding action on signals with no modulation. An
AN/USM-32 oscilloscope provides visual indication
of the presence of amplitude or pulse-modulated
signals above a minus 80 dbm level. Headphones
provide audible indication of amplitude or pulse
modulated signals above a minus 80 dbm level. A
continuous wave meter provides visual indication
of the presence and relative strength of CW signals
above a minus 70 dbm level. For D/F action the
T-21 utilizes a directional horn mounted on a col-
lapsible tripod. The horn is normally in the verti-
cally polarized position."
65. RFI Measuring Set (1000-10,000 Mcs) AN/TRM- (XA1 )
,
Polarad Electronics Corp., 10 Oct. to 31 Dec. 195*+, (AD-
57 13D; 1 April to 30 June 1955, (AD-77 371).
66. F. Brown, RFI Studies, Measurements, and Evaluation of
Electro-Medical and Development of Improved Magnetic
Field Pick-up Device for the AN/PRM-1 Field Intensity
Meter, Electro-Search, Phila., Pa., Sept. 1951*, (AD-78
6>6).
"A breadboard model of an improved magnetic field
pick-up device for the AN/PRM-1 Radio Interference
Field Intensity Meter is described. Conclusions
are drawn from the work and recommendations are
presented."
67. A. Corwin, RF Interference Test Set AN/FRM-lM-, Final Re.
port, Empire Devices, Sept. 1950, (AD-26 711).
"This report covers the development of a compact,
portable noise and field strength meter for measure-
ment of electrical field strength, as well as for
evaluation and suppression of noise originating in
electrical and electronic equipment. Each of the
component parts is considered in detail. Final
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test results are presented. Conclusions are drawn
and recommendations made for future development."
68. Radio Interference Measuring Apparatus for the Frequen-
cies 25 Me-300 Me, CISPR Regulation, CISPR (Central Of-
fice) 303.
6°. F. McMillan, H. Barnett, A Radio Interference Measuring
Instrument, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 5 1*-, pp. 857-862, Aug. 1935.
"The instrument described in this paper provides a means
for measuring w^th acceptable accuracy both crest and
effective values of interference field strength, the
ratio of which agrees with observed discrepancies
between effective and apparent values."
70. Radio Interference Measuring Set AN/TRM-7(XA-1), Polarad
Electronics Corp., Long Island City, N. Y. , Final Engin-
eering Rpt. No. miO/FR, Contract AF 33(600)33023, Aug.
2*f, I960, (AD-2^5 8M-8).
"Details are given of the rrethods and results of
the design and development of Radio Interference
Measuring Set AN/TRM-7(XA-1) . Theoretical and ex-
perimental results are presented for the circuits
developed and tested. Final performance data and
recommendations for improvements are included. In
particular the report discusses the system design
considerations wMch included the choice of a turret
tuner and a synchronously tuned sine wave generator
calibrator. Recommendations on methods of reducing
the size and weight of the equipment are also in-
cluded. "
71. Radio Interference Measuring Set AN/URM-3, U. S. Army
Signal Corps, TM 11-508**, 29 Aug. 1956.
72. Radio Test Set AN/URM-*fl (VLF Interference and Field In-
tensity Measuring Equipment), Televiso, Corp., March
1952, (TIP G U23213).
"Progress is reported on the development of equip-
ment for measuring VLF radio interference and field
intensities. The instrument is required to (1) meas-
ure field intensities of sinusoidal magnetic and
electric fields over a frequency range of 30 to
15,000 cps: (2) perform harmonic analysis of periodic
and random disturbances by utilizing direct coupling,
or electric or magnetic pick-up in conjunction with
a proper calibration chart; (3) operate as a selec-
tive 2-terminal vacuum tube voltmeter over its
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complete frequency range; and (h) operate as an
aperiodic 2-terminal VTVM (untuned) for observing
pulse and other disturbances and coupled to the
metering section and phone and CRT terminals."
73. Rebuilding and Reconditioning of One (1) Each R-F Im-
pulse Spectrum Analyzer, Final Report, Lynmor Engineers,
Fhila., Pa., Jan. i960, (AD-221 *flO).
7*+. M. Levine, Receivers for Interference Measurements in
the 20 to *+000 Megacycle Range, Proceedings of the U-th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Oct. 1958, (AD-23*f 212).
"The design of wide-tuning-range receivers for the
measurement of radio interference presents several
unique problems. The special requirements of such
receivers are discussed and a design philosophy
which minimizes these problems is presented. A
series of receivers which cover the frequency range
from 20 to *+000 Mc is described for illustration.
These receivers are intended to be precision instru-
ments with accurately predictable and reproducible
characteristics. Special emphasis has been placed
on accuracy of impulse measurement and the suppres-
sion of undesired responses and intermodulation
products."
75. Receiver for the Investigation of S. W. Interference Ra-
diated by Ignition Systems, ENGINEERING, Vol. 161, pp.
>+2-V3, Jan. 10, 1936.
76. T. Chew, Relative Field Strength Meter for Locating In-
terference and to Discover the Best UHF Antenna Location,
RADIO ITEWS, Vol. 2?, TV- 19-20, May 19*+1.
77. R. Showers, A. Ackersley, Research Investigation of In-
terference Measuring Instruments, Proceedings of the Con-
ference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, Dec. 195^, (AD-76 686).
"Certain general requirements of a radio interfer-
ence measuring instrument are stated. Radio noise
meters have been developed with specified charac-
teristics to assist in the analysis and reduction
of man-made interference. Some of the technical
problems and design features of equipment designed
to meet current requirements are discussed."
78. D. B. C-eselowitz, Response of Ideal Radio Noise Meter to
Continuous Sine Wave, Recurrent Impulses and Random
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Noise, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RA-
DIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. 3, No. 1, May 1961.
79. Service Test of Radio Interference Measuring Set XAN/PRM-
1*+, Army Airborne and Electronics Board, Fort Bragg, N.
C, Proj. No. CE 960, 19 Aug. i960, (AD-2M-2 770).
"Tests were conducted to determine the suitability
of Radio Interference Measuring Set XAN/PRM-l*f for
Army use. The XAN/PRM-l*f is a portable test instru-
ment designed for interference location and measure-
ment within the frequency range of 1^0 kilocycles
to 80 megacycles. Measurement of noise intensity
is made possible by means of a built-in calibrated
impulse noise source. Measurements may be taken
using either visual (meter) or aural means. The
XAN/PRM-lM- when modified may be suitable for Army
use in temperate climates."
80. Specifications for Radio Noise Meter, ASA C 63.2, ASA,
70 East lf5th St., New York 17, N. Y.
81. H. Friis, A Static Recorder, BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOUR-
NAL, No. ?, pg. 2F2, 1926.
Describes an early instrument for recording static.
The set made use of a fluxiraeter with zero restor-
ing torque by means of which the rectified output
current arisinp from static interference is inte-
grated over a period of ten seconds. The following
five seconds were required to adjust the gain of
the amplifier and record the change in gain from
an arbitrarv level. A record is shown during which
the intensity of static changed by a factor of more
than 10,000.
82. R. Schulz, Studies, Investigations and Applied Research
Concerning Radio Interference Instrumentation, Develop-
ment of Pick-Up Devices and Evaluation of Electro-
Medical Equipments, Electro-Search, Interim Rpt. #12,
May 1-31, 1952, Aug. 1951, (TIP G U2320M.
"Tests on the filters in the link coupling of the
Burdick MF-U-9 diathermy unit produced unsatisfac-
tory results. Modifications utilizing a field-
cancellation approach on the capacitor electrodes
of the Liebel-Flasheim Model SW-660 diathermy unit
indicated that an attenuation of 10:1 or better can
be obtained."
83. R. B. Schulz, Studies, Investigations, and Applied Re-
search Concerning Radio Interference Instrumentation,
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Development of Pickup Devices and Evaluation of Electro-
Medical Equipments, Electro-Search, 1 Sept. 1952 to 30
Sept. 1952, under Contract NObsr-52386, Oct. 1952,
(PB-108 28*0.
Report describes all work performed under contract.
Other reports summarized for electro-medical equip-
ment. Pickup devices and R-I instrumentation re-
ported in detail.
&¥, Studies of Modularization Techniques as Applied to RFI
Measuring Set AN/UBM-1*?, Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co.,
Nov. 1957, (AD-8*+ 218).
"This report covers developmental work accomplished
during the period 21 March 1955 through 20 June 1955
on Navy Contract N0bsr-6 1+592. Data on the various
phases of work done on the second modularized AN/
URM-1^ is presented. Procedures followed and prob-
lems encountered are explained in detail. Prelim-
inary testing and alignment of the first completed
modularized AN/URM-V7 is described."
85. J. L. Smith, T. Thomas, A. Mallett, Study Program for
Radio Interference Measuring Set AN/URM-100, Collins
Radio Corp., Oct. 1959, (AD-226 976).
86. F. A. Giordano, Technical Evaluation of AN/TJRM-13KXN-1)
Radio Interference Field Intensity Measuring Equipment,
Final Report, Material Lab., New York Naval Shipyard,
Brooklyn, Lab. Pro J. No. 6296, 2k July 196I, (AD-267
851L).
"The AN/URM-13KXN-1) radio interference field in-
tensity measuring equipment, covering the frequency
range from 150 kc to 30 mc was technically evalua-
ted. The results of the tests performed are pre-
sented, together witb recommendations. A compari-
son of the sensitivity of AN/URM-13KXN-1) with its
predecessor, the AN/PRM-1, was made. The AN/URM-
131 radio interference field intensity measuring
equipment is a sensitive radio receiver which oper-
ated in the range of 150 kc to 32 mc in 8 bands.
As an RF voltmeter this equipment is capable of
measuring signals as low as 0.1 microvolt and as
high as 1 volt.
87. C. M. Wooten, Technical Evaluation of Field Intensity
Meter NM-52A, Final Rpt., Naval Air Test Center, Patux-




"The radio interference-field intensity meter NM-
52A was technically evaluated and compared to its
prototype, radio test set AN/URM-17. The NM-52A
RI-FI Meter is a sensitive radio receiver, opera-
ting as a selective radio frequency voltmeter over
the 375 to 1000 mc portion of the radio spectrum.
As a selective RF voltmeter, it can measure RF
voltages in the range of 1.0 microvolt to 1.0 volt.
As a field intensity meter with an antenna supplied,
it can measure 10 microvolts per meter to 10 volts
per meter (at 375 mc). It was concluded that with
suggested modifications, the NM-52A is superior to
the AN/URM-17."
88. A Thermistor bridge Voltmeter for Calibrating Interfer-
ence Measuring Instruments, Proceedings of the 5th Con-
ference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, Oct. 1°59, (AD-235 099).
"The paper describes work done to devise a standard
procedure and instrumentation for amplitude calibra-
ting radio interference/field intensity meters over
a voltage range from lOC^tKto 100,000^1/- for fre-
quencies from l*f Xe to 1000 Mc. The frequency-
sensitive input impedance of these instruments pre-
cludes the use of calibrated signal generators since
the source amplitude is known only for matched out-
puts. The result of the project is a thermistor
bridge designed and calibrated to read directly rms
volts at the instrument terminals from 5000,* tf to
100,000 mV - Also described is the coaxial switch-
ing and attenuator system used in conjunction with
the bridge to calibrate the ri/fi instruments down
to 100yU\/. . Several interesting features of the
bridge are covered in detail including: (1) A
unique method of temperature compensation, (2) A
pulsing procedure for comparing the r-f voltage with
a reference d.c. signal, and (3; A potentiometer
measuring circuit that gives rise to a quasi-
logarithmically calibrated indicating dial."
89. W. M. Grim, Jr., The Voice Interference Analysis Set, An
Instrument for Evaluating the Performance of a Voice
Communication Channel, Proceedings of the ?th Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, TIov. 1961, (AD-276 205).
"The Voice Interference Analysis Set rapidly and
accurately analyzes the performance of a voice com-
munication channel in the presence of interference.
The analysis is computed on the basis of a l^-band
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Articulation Index Calculation as developed by French
and Steinberg. A modulated pilot tone, which re-
places the usual speech signal, is transmitted over
the link under test. At the receiver, the tone is
used to normalize the interference so that noise-
to-signal ratio measurements can be made in each
of the bands. The individual channel outputs are
then properly combined to produce the final output.
Analog and coded digital outputs are provided in
addition to a front panel indication. In addition
to simple cases of white and shaped noise, the sys-
tem can evaluate, individually and in combination,
complicated cases involving reduced transmission
path band width, peak clipping at the transmitter,
narrow band interference, and interrupted inter-
ference. "
90. H. Beer, W. Bray, W. Lowry, Wide Range Portable Noise
Field and Voltage Measuring Set, Post Office Radio Re-
port No. 330, 1937.
91. R. Hubbard, J. Cateora, An X-3and Field Intensity Record-
ing Receiver with Txtremelv Narrow Bandwidth, IRE-URSI




METHODS OF MEASURING RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
The measurement of radio interference can be separated
into three distinct areas. Two of these—location and iden-
tification—would normally be accomplished at the same time.
The interference c^.n be located by use of a receiver with a
directional antenna or by systematic isolation of potential
sources. Closely related to this is the identification of
the interference—categorizing it by sound from the audio
output of the detection equipment or by waveform in both the
time and frequency domain. The third area is the actual
measurement of the interference intensity. Interference may
be either or both of two types—radiated and conducted.
As indicated above an unknown source of interference
can be located within a general area utilizing the directiv-
ity of an antenna array and triangulation. In many cases,
such as industrial plants, there may be many potential sour-
ces of interference within the triangulated area. To deter-
mine the location of interference within a particular piece
of equipment suc^ as an ignition system, a probe is used.
The r>robe is usually insulated so that it may be used in
close proxi.mitT'' to hi^h voltage components.
In order to further narrow the number of possible sour-
ces, identification by sound or waveform may be used. The
Signal Corps Guide for Manufacturers, ref. (82), gives the
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Fig. XIII - 1 Types of Audio Noise Correlated with Possible
Sources
Interference can also be identified, and hence in many
cases located, by its "electronic signature". Myers, in
ref. (25), has depicted man}/- of these waveforms. For in-
stance the "electronic signature", or frequency-time-field
intensity relationship of the radiation from a mercury arc
rectifier can be easily expressed in graphs of frequency
versiis time, and field intensity versus frequency as shown
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Fig. XIII - 2
Frequency-Time Signature
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Fig. XIII - 3
Field Intensity-Frequency
Signature of a 6 Mercury
Arc Rectifier
In automobile ignition systems frequencies above 50 mc
are attenuated due to shielding. As shown below there are
two peaks—one is at 200-lfOO kc and is due to the combina-
tion of the co"1'! inductance and the distributed capacitance
of the leads, the other is at 20 mc, the natural resonant
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Figure XIII - 5 illustrates typical interference spectra
from fluorescent lamps, indicating the usual interesting in-
crease at the lower frequencies.
/6»««0
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Fig. XIII - 5 M-O-watt Fluorescent Lamp Radiated Interfer-
ence
It is apparent that the radiation from automotive igni-
tion systems 5s distinctly different from that of rectifiers
and fluorescent lamps. Therefore different radiating sour-
ces can be identified through the use of panoramic receivers
and displays.
Interfering signals can be further classified into the
impulsive type in which the pulse duration is small compared
to the period and the random type, a "white noise", in which
the pulses are very close together and individual pulses can-
not be sinpled out. Impulsive type interference has high
peak values but very low average or rms values. In the case
of random interference there is little difference between
the average and peak values. The interference is usually
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measured in one of three ways; the average or rms value, the
peak value, or the quasi-peak value. The quasi-peak indica-
tion on the meter increases with an increase in repetition
rate therefore it is considered to be a measure of the "nuis-
ance" value of the interference. Since a majority of impulse
interference is of the broadband type and a receiver's out-
put is proportional to its bandwidth, the interference is
measured in the peak position and given in volts per meter
per unit bandwidth.
Generally speaking, interference can be transmitted
either as radiation through the air or by conduction through
a cable. Conducted interference is measured at the power
terminals o* various equipments, from which interference may
be transmitted through the power cables to receivers. Con-
d\icted measurements are made using the field intensity meter
as an HF voltmeter in conjunction with special coupling and
impedance matching networks.
When making field strength measurements of radiation
the measuring equipment must have calibrated antennas in
order to accurately determine the volts per meter factor.
In addition the loss in the transmission line between the an-
tenna and the RI meter as well as the effective height of
the antenna must be considered if accurate field strength
measurements are to be obtained.
A substitution measurement technique, described by
Chappell in ref. (28), makes the measurement independent of
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both antenna impedance and input circuit impedance. This
method provides for the measurement of the unknown interfer-
ence in terms of the output of a calibrated impulse generator
which will give the same peak response to a superhet receiver
as the unknown interference. The impulse generator, calibra-
ted in microvolts/unit of bandwidth, is inserted in the an-
tenna circuit of the receiver so that the interference meter
measures the open-circuit antenna terminal voltage.
Jarva, in ref. (75) » describes some of the problems of
radio interference measurements. He breaks the problems
down into three areas—the radio interference field, antenna
systers, and the correlation of meters. In order to get
similar results of radiated interference in different loca-
tions, the radio interference field must be controlled.
This is generally accomplished by the use of shielded rooms.
Typical set-ups are illustrated in Fig. XIII - 6.
SmtioFp Room













The standard impedance network in the power leads permits ac-
curate and repeatable measurements of conducted interference
and also limits the amount of radiated interference from the
leads.
The amount of energy transferred from the field to the
input terminals of the interference meter is a function of
the antenna length, impedance, location, and orientation.
In the VHF and UHF ranges, the standard antenna is a resonant
dipole. All calculations assume a dipole antenna impedance
of 72 ohms. The voltage induced in the antenna is related
to the mater input voltage by the following formula:
At/T£*/A/4 TmDVCEO Zfi/f>vr Micro volTS / _ \
=' X(l+ 72~ \
Mk«0 VOLTS (mv/Kc or U*) t<U\s/Kt \r j*y ^ Affrf«rVp*/T"2 /
A typical calculation would be as follows for the TS-587 FI
meter:
Frequency 150 Mc
Actual meter reading (peak) h-7
Hi-frequency microvolt calibration 2
Bandwidth 306 KC
Input impedance 95
Equivalent input microvolts across the input terminals
of the receiver - 2 x h-7 = 9*+
Antenna induced voltage -9*+ 72
- n *i.
30o" 9^ - 0. 54-
The primary inaccuracies between meters are foimd in
the broadband correlation. When an impulse is applied to a
tuned RF circuit the circuit w n*ll oscillate until all the
energy is dissipated in the resistance of the circuit. The
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duration of the oscillation is inversely proportional to
bandwidth. There-fore if a signal is fed to a detector which
reproduces the envelope of the RF oscillation, the output
pulse will have a peak amplitude directly proportional to
and a duration inversely proportional to amplifier bandwidth,
Expression of the interference in terms of microvolts per
unit bandwidth rakes the measurement independent of band-
width variations. By definition, the rms sine wave input in
microvolts required to produce a sine wave second detector
peak amplitude equal to that produced by an impulse signal
is enual to the intensity of the impulse in microvolts per
unit bandwidth times the bandwidth of the receiver in the
same units.
Since many of the radio interference field intensity
measurements are taken under varying field conditions, the
accuracy of the measurerents will largely depend on the
skill and knowledge of the operator, ?'any of the variables
may be eliminated by proper site selection, shielding of
test equipment, etc.
It can be seen from the above that there is no stand-
ardized method of measurement that would apply to all types
of interference. This has been summarized by Chappell in
stating that
Measurement methods and procedures must be somewhat
arbitrary, but in a manner that is as consistent
as possible with such practical measurement re-
quirements as sensitivity, operational facility,
repeatability of measurement, interpretation of
2^9

measurements in terms of the effect of interfer-
ence on vulnerable electronic systems, level of






1. P. Varlashkin, W. T. Cronenwett, Advanced Receiver and
Transmitter Interference Measurement Techniques, Electro-
Mechanics Co., Austin, Texas, Supplement to Sections 2
and 3 of the Final Report on Interference Measurement
Techniques and Specifications, Contract AF 30(602)188^,
Pro?. 3966, RADC TN 6l-l6l, May 1, i960, (AD-260 826).
"Sore of the basic parameters to be measured in the
evaluation of the radio-frequency characteristics
of transmitters and receivers are described. An
attempt was made to develop techniques which re-
sult in absolute rather than relative data. Em-
phasis was placed on measurements made at the
equipment antenna terminals. Methods of measuring
radiated power are described and preliminary test
results on several proposed techniques are given.
The problems inherent to power-type measurements
are analyzed and several methods of performing ra-
diated power measurements are described. Experi-
mental data is given to show the feasibility of
methods. A liquid flow calorimetric power measure-
ment device for use in determining calibration ac-
curacies of test equipment as well as for making
power measurements directly is described."
2. H. J. Peake, An Aid to the Calciilation of Electric Field




R-3222, Jan. 19M-8, (PB-129 185).
3. CD. Lafond , Air Force Satellites to Measure Interfer-
ence, MISSILES AND ROCKETS, Vol. 9, pp. 2*+-25, Oct. 9,
1961.
Describes an Air Force program to launch a series
of electromagnetic interference-measuring satel-
lites. The anm of the program is to determine the
amplitude and spectrum characteristics of man-made
radio interference that will be encountered by
electronic systems operating in high altitude aero-
space vehicles.
h, M. M. Newman, Aircraft Radio Interference Measurements,
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 72, pp. 36-I+O, Jan. 1953.
"For radio interference studies covering a wide
frequency range, evaluation of the noise levels re-
quires a great number of measurements for each fre-
quency range and type of communication. A high
speed oscillograph is valuable in such work as it




5. T. S. Bailey, Auto Radio Makes Good Test Receiver for
Noise Location Work — Abstract, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol.
115, pg. 132P, April 19, 19^1.
6. F. J. Morru, B. Fain, M. Deinken, P. Varlashkin,
Bridged-T Technique for the Measurement of Spurious Ra-
diation, Proceedings of the Conference on Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, Dec. 195*+*
(AD-76 686).
"A measuring technique has been developed for de-
termining the magnitude and frequencies of spurious
radiations produced by r-f transmitters. The de-
sign approach is based upon matching the transmit-
ter into its normal load at the carrier frequency,
while a high impedance circuit prevents the carrier
from reaching the calibrated receiver. For fre-
quencies removed from the carrier, the calibrated
receiver can measure spurious radiation at the
transmitter with little or no attenuation. The re-
jection circuit is a Bridged-T network for xtfhich
theoretical and experimental data are presented."
7. M. Newman, J. Stahman, Counter Techniques in Interfer-
ence Measurements, Proceedings of the Conference on Ra-
dio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation,
Dec. 195*4-, (AD-76 686).
"Counting Techniques have been developed as a method
for measurement of impulsive radio interference
based on indicating rates of occurrence of the sig-
nificant noise-producing properties of interference.
An instrument has been constructed to indicate the
following quantities, which appear to be the most
important noise-producing characteristics of impul-
sive interference: 1. The average number of times
per second that the applied interference waveform
exceeds a given rate of rise. 2. The average num-
ber of times per second that the applied interfer-
ence waveform exceeds a given amplitude. 3- The
average value of the interference voltage. h. The
rate of occurrence of interference pulses that co-
incidentally exceed the given rate of rise and am-
plitude in item 1 and 2 during a period when the
average voltage is above a given value."
8. G. Whiting, E. R. Byerley, Correlation Studies of Inter-
ference Measurement Techniques, Vol. I, Vol. II, Stod-
dart Aircraft Radio Co., Inc., I960.
Discusses various tests of the AN/URM-lf7 , AN/URM-17A,
and the NF-105. Includes recommendations for changes
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and additions to MIL-I-16910A and antenna compari-
son studies.
9. W. E. Bower, Determination of Interference Levels, Naval
Research Lab., Washington, D. C, R-1537, June 1939,
(PB-120 h^B).
10. F. Greene, M. Solow, Development of VHF Field-Intensity
Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Nov. 19*+9,
(TIF G U1565B).
"The standards or methods used to establish accur-
ately known values of VHF field-intensity are:
(a) the standard-antenna method, and (b) the stand-
ard-field method. It is the purpose of this paper
to describe two such experimental standards in some
detail, the techniques involved for measuring the
antenna voltape or current, as well as the propaga-
tion tests made to compare the field-intensity val-
ues obtained by both methods. The accuracy and
limitations of the two methods are also discussed."
11. Electromagnetic Noise Measurement Program Conducted at
the Sperry Gyroscope Co. Navigation Inland Facility,
(Confid.), Navy Underwater Sound Lab., New London, Conn.,
July I960, (AD-318 022).
12. W, Underwood, D. O'Bryhim, Electronics Interference Sur-
verv, International Electrical Engineering, Inc., March
lo^lf, (AD-108 761).
13. Establishes Method of Measuring Radio Interference, ELEC-
TRICAL WORLD, Vol. Ill, pp. 690-692, 8^9-862, March 11-
25, 1939.
"Describes a method of measuring rsdio interference
utilizing a standard signal generator to produce a
standard wave form and a sensitive radio-frequency
voltmeter as a measuring instrument. The unknown
voltage is compared with the known voltage. Also
reviews the factors that influence permissible noise
levels, i.e., signal to noise ratio field strength."
V+. B. T. Newman, Evaluating Radio Receiver Susceptibility
to Interference, ELECTRONICS, Vol. 3 !+, pp. 70-7^, April
1U, 1961.
"The ever-increasing dependence upon radio communi-
cation and the ever-mounting crowding of the radio
spectrum have accelerated the demand for high-
performance receivers that can operate with maximum
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resistance to interference. Thus, there is a need
for testing specifications, methods and standards
by which a receiver can be graded. This paper de-
scribes methods for testing voice communication
receivers — AM, FM and single side band — and
for objectively grading receiver performance in
interference."
15. D. Clarke, B. Melvin. Evaluation of Radar and Communica-
tion Interference Existing at Air Force Bases, (Confid.),
Frederick Research Corp., 1957, (AD-306 129).
16. W. Jona, Evaluation of RFI Pickup Devices and Explana-
tion of the Methods and Limits of Specification No. MIL-
I-6181B. Aeronautical Electronic and Electrical Lab.,
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., Aug. 1955*
(AD-75 325).
Evaluates the relative performance characteristics
of the various pickup devices used for the measure-
ment of radio interference, to provide a basis for
more uniform, reliable, and generally useful speci-
fications. The radio interference field, antenna
systems for radio interference measurements and
correlation of meters are discussed.
17. H. Mertel, J. Fischer, Existing Current Probes and Devel-
opment of New Probes to 1 KMc, Proceedings of the 7th
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Nov. 1961, (AD-276 025).
"This paper presents the development and the evalua-
tion of current probes to measure conducted inter-
ference in the frequency range of 30 cps to 1000 Mc.
Four commercially available current probes for the
30 cps to 1000 Mc frequency range were evaluated.
Two current probes were developed for the 20 Mc to
1000 Mc frequency region. One current probe was
developed to measure interference currents in large
diameter cables. The sensitivity of these current
probes is sufficient to detect interference currents
below most existing specification limits. Several
methods are given to calibrate the current probes.
In the 300 Mc to 1000 Mc frequency range, the cur-
rent probes were calibrated by an antenna method."
18. H. E. Dinger, H. G. Paine, Factors Affecting the Accuracy
of Radio Noise Meters, Naval Research Laboratory, Feb.
19M-6, (PB-22 786), INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEED-
INGS, Vol. 35, pg. 81, Jan. 19*+7.
"The factors which influence the accuracy of radio-
28lf

noise measurements can be divided into two classes:
(1) those affecting the accuracy of steady-state
s^'ne wave radio frequency measurements and (2)
those peculiar to the non-sinusoidal wave shapes
of radio noise. Some of the factors can be control-
led by suitable standardization of design specifi-
cations and methods of measurement, while other
factors are dependent on the characteristics of
the wave form and on the point at which it is to
be measured. Probably the greatest measurement
discrepancies can be attributed to differences in
the wave collectors employed and to the variations
in the charge time "constant" of the metering cir-
cuit with differences in noise levels."
19. J. Rutsey, Field Measurement Techniques for Extremely
Low Levels of Electromagnetic Interference on High Vol-
tage Transmission Lines, Proceedings of the 6th Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, Oct. I960, (AD-253 015).
"This paper reports on a study of low-level measure-
ments of electromagnetic interference on high voltage
transmission lines. The paper deals principally
with the development and use of instrument techni-
ques employed in the field and the significant
facts determined. Field measurements of electro-
magnetic interference were obtained by low-level
techniques in the frequency range of 20 Mc to 1000 Mc."
20. Selbv, Field Strength Measurements, JOURNAL OF RESEARCH
OF THE NATIONAL BURFAU OF STANDARDS, SECTION D, Vol. 6*f,
pp. 603-60**, Nov. I960.
"Reviews the progress made in field strength measure-
ment during the period 1957-60. Twenty references
are included on which the report was based."
21. Field Strength Measurements and Measuring Devices,
Technisch Documentatie Centrom Voor de Krijsmacht
(Netherlands), June 1958, (AD-201 *+19).
22. H. Hasbich, K. Hagenhaus, K. Kegel, The Fight Against
Radio Interference, ELEKTROTECHNISCHE ZSITSCHRIFT, Vol.
63, No. 15/16, pp. 177-1*1, 182-187, 187-191, 23 April
19^2
.
"In these three papers, the interference problem
created by electrical apparatus is treated. Meas-
urement and suppression techniques are given.
(1) A discussion of the methods by which permissible
residual interference levels are determined by sta-
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tistics is presented. Interference suppression by
the use of higher desired signal field strength and
common-wave broadcasting is discussed. (2) Earlier
measuring methods, with references, are included.
(3) Interference-suppressing techniques as applied
to HF chokes, condensers, series, shunt, and com-
pound-wound motors are described."
23. I. Joffe, Harmonic and Spurious Energy Feasurements in
High Power Transmitters, Proceedings of the Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, Dec. 195^, (AD-76 686).
"This paper presents a method for measuring both
harmonic and spurious energies at the output termin-
als of a transmitter. The measuring technique used
permits direct measurements to be made on transmit-
ters which have a power output above two watts at
frequencies as high as 1500 megacycles. This meas-
uring technique involves sampling the incident en-
ergy content at the transmitter output by the use
of a directional coupler. The coupler not only
attenuates the fundamental energy to levels where
standard measuring instruments and attenuator pads
can be used, but also minimizes the error dtie to
standing waves that may be caused by a mismatch
that exists between the transmitter and the load
at harmonic and spurious frequencies."
2h. F. L. Greene, S. C. Bartlett, How to Locate and Stop TV
Interference, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol, 136, No. 21, pp. 99-
10*+, Nov. 19, 1951.
Describes methods and equipment used to locate radio
frequency interference. The characteristics of typi-
cal interference sources as seen and heard on a
television system are discussed.
25. H. A. Myers, Industrial Equipment Spectrum Signatures,
Rand Corp., Santa Fonica, Calif., Research Memo No. RM-
276^, Contract AF ^-9(638)700, 16 June 1961, (AD-260 921).
"A survey is presented of the radiation character-
istics (spectrum signatures) of electrical and elec-
tronic equipments such as rectifiers, welders, power
lines, switching devices, ignition systems, induc-
tion heaters, and electric motors. Several equip-
ment signatures were compiled from interference re-
ports, which indicated that some industrial activi-
ties radiate strongly enough to cause interference
at ranges up to a few miles, and that most of the
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energy is concentrated in the low-frequency portion
of the spectrum.. The equipments mentioned were
measured at very low frequencies, and the graphs
show strong and unique signatures in the SLF and
ULF (30 to 3000 c) bands."
26. H. T. Head, Influence of Trees on Television Field
Strength at UHF, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS,
Vol. **8, pp. 1016-1020, June i960.
27. J. Allen, Insertion Loss Measurements of R-F Suppression
Filters with Rated Current Applied, Proceedings of the
3rd Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour
Research Foundation, Feb. 1957, (AD-23M- 211).
"The present standardized method for testing the
insertion loss of suppression filters as specified
in MIL-51D-220 does not take into account insertion
loss characteristics under rated load current condi-
tions. The no-load effectiveness of r-f suppression
filters employing ferromagnetic core chokes may be
considerably reduced when operated at rated load cur-
rent. Jigs, fixtures, and test equipment have been
designed for performing insertion loss measurements
of r-f suppression filters with nominal rated cur-
rent applied. The electrical and mechanical design
of this equipment insures accuracy of measurement
and maximum facility of operation for the great
variety of filter shapes and terminal designs met
in practice. Tests were conducted on a random
selection of 20 commercial filter samples popularly
used in military suppression applications. These
test data demonstrate the necessity for revising
present procedures for meastiring insertion loss."
28. J. Lorch, Instrumentation and Test Procedures, SAE Paper
No. 315 B for Meeting March 13-17, 1961.
29. J. I. Chappell, Instrumentation for Interference and
Field Strength Measurement, Proceedings of the Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, Dec. 19^, (AD-76 686),
"Problems of radio interference and field strength
measurement are discussed and reasurement equipment
developed to cope with these problems is described.
The problems discussed relate primarily to imposed
conditions under which interference and field
strength measurements must be made, and the nature
Of interference together with the particular inter-
ference characteristics which are to be measured.
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The measurement equipment is described from the
standpoint of the measurement system employed and
the instrument characteristics that are considered
unique.
"
30. C. V. Aggers, D. F. Foster, C. S. Young. Instruments and
Methods of Measuring Radio Noise. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TRANSACTIONS. Vol. 59, TV- 178-187, Discussion Transac-
tions, pp. 187-192, March 19^3.
"This paper embodies the relevant agreed recommenda-
tions of the Joint Coordination Committee on Radio
Reception of EEI, NEMA, and RMA, as to the nature,
essential characteristics, and performance of an
instrument for the measurement of radio-noise vol-
tages. It further gives detailed descriptions of
the recommended practices for measuring radio noise
directly from low and high-voltage apparatus, for
making no~: se measurements along overhead lines,
for determining broadcast field-strength levels,
and for methods of collecting data for the establish-
ment of radio-noise standards."
31. A. W. Walters, Interference Analysis of 100 Primary Com-
munication Channels, 221+- i4-00 Mc (TDZ - RDZ Equip.).
Naval Research Lab., Washington, D. C, R-29^7, R-3050,
R-3051, R-3052, Dec. 19H6.
32. J. J. Arenca, D. C. Ports, Interference Analysis Study,
Jansky and Bailey Div., Atlantic Research Corp., Jan.
1962, (AD-2R3 371).
33. G. L. Hamburger, Interference Measurement — Effect of
Receiver Bandwidth, WIRELESS ENGINEER, Vol. 25, No. 293,
pp. kk-fk-, Feb. 19}+8; No. 29*+, pp. 89-97, March 19^8.
"This paper deals with the experimental verifica-
tion of certain concepts about the measurement of
radio interference. An examination of the effects
of bandwidth on various types of interference,
such as fluctuation noise, single and repeated im-
pulses and noise generated by d.c. motors, is
carried out. The findings of the investigation
have a bearing on the prediction and assessment of
electrical interference at different bandwidths
and make it sufficient to measure the interference
at one standard bandwidth only."
3*+. C. L. Neal, Interference Measurement Techniques, General




"The purpose of this program was to develop improved
techniques for measuring electromagnetic interference
(EMI). Methods were investigated toward reducing
measurement cost and time. An investigation was
made into the application of a method for measuring
the impedance of a closed series loop to measuring
conducted interference. The problem of measuring
and evaluating transient interference was examined.
A definite need for a standard test procedure for
solenoid-type equipment was established. A sugges-
ted standard procedure is presented. An evaluation
was made of the various equipments which are used
for the measurement of transient interference. Of
particular interest was the applicability of compu-
ter techniques. Finally a method was developed by
which transients can be directly measured to MIL-I-
26600 limit with an oscilloscope."
35. Interference Specification Analysis and Measurements,
Final Report, Electro-Mechanics Co., Jan. 1959, (AD-213
296).
"The radio frequency interference testing and spe-
cification philosophy are critically reviewed in
the light of new requirements. The problems associ-
ated with the interpretation of induction field and
radiation field intensity measurements are described,
and methods of avoiding some of the problems are
recommended. Evaluation of the interference poten-
tial, of high power linear amplifiers, SSB equip-
ment, and interference field measurement techniques
are given."
36. Interference Survey and Suppression Report, Langley Air
Force Base, Hampton, Virginia, (Confid.), Frederick Re-
search Corp., Oct. 1957, (AD-357 903).
37. Interference Survey and Suppression Report, Shaw Air
Force Base, Sumter, South Carolina. (Confid.), Frederick
Research Corp., Bethesda, Md 9
,
1958, (AD-300 062).
38. A. Kail, J. Kugler, Interference Survey of a Large Mis-
sile Manufacturing Plant, Proceedings of the 6th Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction^ Armour Research
Foundation, Oct. i960, (AD-253 015).
"An intensive Radio Interference Survey was performed
in the missile design and manufacturing plant of the
Martin Company in Orlando, Florida, to delineate
sources of high level interference and to determine
the presence of these signals external to the plant.
The survey concerned itself with comprehensive
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measurements in the frequency range Ik Kc to 10,000 Mc
of the interference generated^ controlled susceptibil-
ity tests on some of the sensitive areas, a one-mile
field survey around the plant and the identification
of all signals in the plant area. The paper describes
the practical problems of conducting these tests,
including coordination of equipments under test with
the test team, on-the-spot data reduction and analy-
sis, and certain physical problems encountered in
the field survey."
39. W. Stoker, K. Martenson, J. Quine, An Investigation of
Electromagnetic Coupling Devices for the Measurement of
Noise Fields. Rensselaer Folytechnic Institute, Aug.
1952, (AD-7288).
"The project was broken down into three primary
phases or techniques. The first phase, the shielded
room technique, was initiated to provide a field
free volume of space in which to make desired noise
field measurements with greater sensitivity. In
the second phaso, the probe technique, two types of
pickup devices were designed to supersede the nine
foot whip antenna previously used directly with the
TJRM-3 (noise meter). The third phase, the correla-
tion technique, which was devised to supplement the
probe technique is essentially a system to improve
the measuring sensitivity by selecting out the de-
sired information in preference to interfering sig-
nals. "
4-0. F, Haber, F. Roberts, K. Ya'Coub, Investigation of the
Measurement of Radio Interference, Moore School of Elec-
trical Engineering, Univ. of Penna. , Oct, 1958, (AD-212
685),
4-1. F. Haber, J. Diamessis, K. Ya'Coub, Investigations of
the Measurement of Radio Interference, Moore School of
Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Penna., Nov. 1959,
(AD-229 05*+).
4-2. F, Haber, J. Diamessis, Investigation of the Measurement
of RFI, Report #57, Moore School of Electrical Engineer-
ing, Hniv. of Penna., Nov. I960, (AD-24-5 8940.
l+3- K, Mortenson, An Investigation of Problems Associated <
with Broadband Interference Measurements, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Feb. 1953, (AD-8738, AD-17 886,
AD- 21 33*+, AD- 37 2^3, AD-37 28*+, AD-4-0 4-9?, AD-6'4 4-93,
AD-64- 4-94-, AD -6M- 4-95, AD-71 910, AD-85 894-, AD-91 200)
.
"The ultimate aim of this study was the development
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of sensitive and accurate noise field measuring
techniques and the associated measuring equipment
which would be used in conjunction with presently
existing equipment. The first approach, the cavity
technique, was initiated to provide a field free
volume of space in which could be made desired voice
field measurements with greater sensitivity.
Through an elaborate study of fields produced in
cavities or screen rooms by different radiators, a
complete system of measurement was devised. In the
second approach, the probe technique, which provides
for the dh'r^ct measurement of electric fields in
"free space", a complete investigation of antenna
systems -for FI measurement purposes was made. The
third approach, the correlation technique, consis-
ted of devising a system to improve measuring sensi-
tivity by selecting the desired information in pref-
erence to interfering signals from combined antenna
induced voltage."
hh . E. Matthews, C. Truax, and others, An Investigation of
Problems Associated with Broadband Interference Measure-
ments, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Feb. 1956,
(AD-91 200, AD-1M-7 I+50, AD-206 868, AD-208 2*+l, AD-213
571).
"The only type of radio interference measurements
under active investigation at the present time are
direct field measuring techniques. This investiga-
tion is proceeding in three directions: (1) develop-
ment of a single-ended antenna coupling system for
interim use with a whip antenna up to 30 Mc/s;
(2) development of a balanced antenna coupling sys-
tem for use with a V-biconical antenna over the com-
plete range 0.15 to 1000 Mc/s; and (3) investiga-
tion of the use of high-dielectric-constant mater-
ials for a low-frequency antenna which will combine
small physical height,,
"
h$. M. R. Fisher, S. N. Friedman, Investigation of Radio In-
terference Analysis in a Type B-17 Aircraft, Curtis-
Wright Corp., Aug. 19^9, (ATI-66652 (3-D).
"An investigation of radio interference analysis in
a Type B-17 bomber is discussed in relation to a
performed literature review and the proposed shield-
ed room measurements. The analysis, when completed,
is designed to determine the coupling paths between
various sources of radio interference in an airplane
and affected receivers, and then to find methods of
rendering these sources ineffective. Interference
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sources considered are the man-made sources inside
the aircraft, i.e., rotating machinery and other
electrical equipment. The results of the litera-
ture survey are presented in the form of a brief
discussion of methods currently used on this prob-/
lem; an outline for the experimental program to be
followed in the shielded room measurements is sup-
plied."
h6. Investigation of Radio Interference Analysis in a Type
B-17 Aircraft, Curtis-Wright Corp., June 1950, (TIP G
U15375).
"Radio noise generated in vibrating simulated air-
craft structures is discussed."
*+7. C. Fowler, Investigations of the Measurement of Noise,
Moore School of Electrical Engineering, Univ. of Penna.,
April 19^1, (TIP V TJ19Afl2, TIP V U19573, AD-29 727,
AD-2° 728, AD-29 729, AD-36 882, AD-51 773, AD- 5*+ 5l6,
AD-5*+ 517, AD-75 398, AD-78 125).
"The objectives of this work are to conduct radio
interference phenomenon studies, evaluations, inves-
tigations, and studies of measurement standards,
techniques and effectiveness. The program to ful-
fill these objectives has two parts. The first
part is the evaluation of radio interference measur-
ing sets and related items. In conjunction with
this, theoretical and experimental studies are made
of the components and circuits in current use, or
which might be developed for future use in radio
interference measurement. The second part is the
measurement of parameters of radio interference
sources, together with an attack on a basic problem
in this field—the relation between measured para-
meters and interference effect that is produced by
these sources in communications systems.,"
1+8. J. H. Evans, Measurement and Suppression of Radio Inter-
ference, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS JOURNAL (British),
Vol. 9, PP. ^6-59, ^eb e 19*+9.
"The paper firstly outlines the nature of Radio In-
terference and the principles of measurement, goes
on to describe measurement techniques as used by a
manufacturer, and briefly reviews available methods
of suppression and the difficulties encountered in
their application. Finally the paper considers rec-
ommended suppression limits and points out some
anomalies caused by their specification."
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^9. L. H. Daniel, G. Nole, The Measurement of Interference
at Ultra High Frequencies, INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS JOURNAL, Vol. 88, pt. 3, No. 1, pp. ^l-^,
March 19^-1.
"The principles of interference measurement are ex-
amined in relation to the operation at UHF of fre-
quency-changing circuits. A distinction is shown
to exist between the application of the signal and
the local oscillation to the same electrode and
their application to separate electrodes of the
frequency charging value. The design and perform-
ance of an apparatus is described which embodies
the principle deduced."
50. G. Mole, The Measurement of Interference in the Fre-
quency Range 100-^00 Mc/s, British Electrical and Allied
Industries Research Association, Rpt 9 M/T 78, 19****.
J>1. M. Epstein, H. Sachs, L. Silverman, Measurement of Low-
Frequency Electromagnetic Interference, Proceedings of
the 6th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction.
Armour Research Foundation, Oct. I960, (AD-253 015).
"Low-frequency electromagnetic interference is meas-
ured utilizing the Hall-effect in intermetallic
semi-conductors. Unlike the loop antenna, the Hall-
effect sensor is independent of frequency and thus
renders a true waveform of the magnetic flux density
at any point. The device is compact, thus facilita-
ting the measurement of electromagnetic interference
in otherwise inaccessible locations. The principle
of operation of the Hall-effect magnetic field probe
is given. Described are details of design and con-
struction of a Hall-effect sensor, and results of
actual measurements performed are given. Discussed
are special shapes of flux collectors which are
used in conjunction with the Hall-effect sensor."
52. F. E. Bird, Measurement of Noise, Crosstalk, Volume and
Related Quantities in Communication Systems, Coles Sig-
nal Lab. , Signal Corp Engineering Lab c , 19*+9.
53. Measurement of Radio Interference in Frequency Range
0.15 to 30 Mc—Noise Isolating Unit, British Electrical
and Allied Industries Research Association, Rpt. M/T 117,
1953.
5^. C. J. Franks, The Measurement of Radio Noise Interference,
Radio Manufacturer's Association "Engineer", Nov. 1938.
55* F. Kugler, E. Warchaizer, Measurement of Spurious Emission
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From an AM/FM Tuner in Accordance with Part 15 of the
FCC Rules and Regulations, Proceedings of the 5th Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, Oct. 1959, (AD-235 099)
.
"The paper defines the specific tests required on
AM operation and PM operation, and describes some
of the diffictilties involved in open-field measure-
ments over the FM range in the presence of high am-
bient levels produced by atmospheric noise and
heavily congested signal areas in the spectrum of
interest. Some details are presented of suppres-
sion techniques to reduce local oscillator radia-
tion consistent with adequate design sensitivity
on FM operation."
56. The Measurement of Terminal Interference Voltages Over
the Range 150-600 He, Post Office Engineering Dept.
(British), Sept. I960, (AD-2^3 391 L).
57. L. Thomas, Measurement Techniques for Radio Interference,
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON INSTRUMENTA-
TION, Vol. 1, pt. h 9 pp. 13-15, Oct. 1955.
"Discusses rad:'o interference measurements, require-
ments and techniques."
58. K. Mortenson, C. Truax, A Method of Making Screen Room
Interference Measurements, Proceedings of the Conference
on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research Founda-
tion, pp. 11M--153, Dec. 195^, (AD-76 686)„
"A method of making screen room interference meas-
urements is described which employs no operator or
measuring equipment within the room. The room is
treated as a cavity (below resonance) which is
excited by the interference radiating equipment.
The cavity field so produced is detected and meas-
ured by appropriate wall probes. The measurements
obtained are then related to the corresponding
"free-space" field intensities such that the "free-
space" radiated fields from interfering equipment
can be determined without actually making field in-
tensity measurements."
59. N. Lund, Methods of Measuring Adjacent-Band Radiation
from Radio Transmitters, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
PROCEEDINGS, Vol, 39, pp. 653-656, June 1951.
"A review of three possible methods of measuring or
estimating adjacent-band radiation characteristics
of a radio transmitter is given. These three
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methods differ in the type of signal applied to the
transmitter and may be termed the two-tone, normal
signal, and thermal noise methods. Measurements
on a multi-channel single-sideband transmitter us-
ing each of these methods are presented to show
that there is a good correlation between the normal
signal and thermal noise methods. An empirical
method for calculating the slope of the adjacent-
band radiation as a function of frequency from the
measured two-tone distortion values is given, and
the measured and calculated slopes are shown to be
in fairly good agreement."
60. Methods of Measuring Radio Noise, Joint Edison Electric
Institute, National Electrical Manufacturers Association
and Radio Manufacturers Association Report, NEMA Publica-
tion #107, National Electrical Manufacturers Association,
New York, N. Y. , 10 pp., 19M).
61. H. E. Newell, Jr., A Method for Calculating Electric
Field Strength in the Interference Region, Naval Re-
search Lab., Washington, D. C. , R-2638, Sept. 19^5,
(P3-22 67*+).
62. V. Marcino, A Method of Measuring High Power Transmitter
Cabinet and External Wiring Radiation, Proceedings of the
5th Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour
Research Foundation, Oct. 1959, (AD- 235 099).
"This paper describes a method for measuring radia-
ted interference from large transmitters without
the necessity of placing the transmitter either in
an open field or a shielded room. This method
utilizes a substitution technique. Therefore, it
can be used in any location where measurements can
be made conveniently regardless of the local topogra-
phy because the path loss is automatically compensa-
ted for. The choice of a suitable site for the lo-
cation of the transmitter is limited principally
by the availability of sufficiently remote points
which lie in the distant or radiation field. This
method was developed primarily for TV transmitters,
but is applicable for use with any high power trans-
mitter. Test data is provided along with the sample
calculation for the harmonic radiations of a 2 kw
transmitter. Three series of measurements were made
over a three month period in order to verify corre-
lation. In addition, the variation of path loss
with frequency over a fixed distance was determined
each time for each frequency."
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63. L. Espenschied, Methods for Measuring Interfering Noises,
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 19, pg.
lo^l, 1931.
This paper outlines some of the early methods util-
ized by the Bell System in measuring interfering
noises. Some of the methods included are the
"warbler method", integration method, noise stand-
ard or buzzer method and the circuit noise meter.
6*+. Methods of Measurement of Radio Interference, British
Electrical and Allied Industries Research Association,
Rpt. M/T if5, 1936.
65. R. Saul, J. Shami, Microwave Interference and Suscepti-
bility Measurements, INSTRUMENTATION, 1 July 195?.
"The measurement of interference in the range 1000
to 10,000 Mc with a field intensity meter are dis-
cussed and illustrated by block diagrams. Measure-
ment procedures are given for radiated, conducted
and susceptibility to radiated and conducted inter-
ference. "
66. Interference Survey Report, Mitchel Air Force Base,
Hempstead, N. Y. , Frederick Research Corp., Bethesda.
Md., Contract AF 30(635) It-l55, (Confid.), 15 Nov. 1956,
(AD-125 6h7).
67. K. Oishi, New Line Impedance Stabilization Networks for
Conducted Radio Interference Measurements up to 100 Mega-
cycles, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS TRANSACTIONS ON RA-
DIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE, Vol. RFI-1, No. 2, pp. 2-6,
May I960.
"Two line impedance stabilization networks— a
single unit and a dual unit—for the measurement
of conducted radio interference have been redesigned
from the present line impedance stabilization net-
work to yield a smooth repeatable response up to
100 Mc."
68. H. Dinger, W. Garner, A New Method of Calibrating Field
Strength Measuring Equipment. Naval Research Lab. , Wash-
ington, D. C, Nov. 1P52, (AD-1033).
69. H. Kilberp, New System Design for Detecting Interference
to Missiles, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, Vol. 19, pp. 170-173,
April I960.
"By 1959 a new spectrum surveillance system designed
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on functional concepts through exploratory engin-
eering was needed. In June
?
a rudimentary system
with automatic search capabilities was implemented
for the frequency range from '+0 to 1000 Mc (at
Cape Canaveral). The system provided frequency
measurement, signal strength measurement, direc-
tion finding and a detection threshold of -120 dbm."
70. F. Conrad, On the Measurement of High-Frequency Interfer-
ence, ELEKTRISCHE NACHRICHTENTECHNIK, Vol. 18, No 6,
pp. 126-133, June 19*+1.
"States that the frequency spectrum of HF interfer-
ence must be determined before adequate measure-
ment can be designed. These spectra must be known
both at the source and after radiation or conduc-
tion from the source. That ultra short wave emis-
sions in the decimetric wave range from improperly
shielded apparatus will interfere with interfer-
ence measurements . Discusses the characteristics
which measuring devices must have in order to prop-
erly measure HF interference levels The device
can be identical to a standard receiver for all
stages up to rectifier. However the rectifier
must not be overcontrolled. The use of super-
heterodyne receivers for noise intensity measure-
ments is discussed. In most cases, consistent
results from different equipments are almost impos-
sible to obtain unless the equipments are electri-
cally and electro-acoustically identical."
71. C G. Seright, Open-Field Test Facilities for Measure-
ment of Incidental Receiver Radiation, RCA REVIEW, Vol.
12, pp. M-5-52, March 1951, (ATI 107 806 (3-*+)).
"The problem of evaluation and reduction of inter-
ference radiation propensities of television and
FM receivers, and of the lack of standards and
facilities to permit measurement in terms of actual
inductive or radiated field intensity is discussed.
Open field facilities for such measurements, re-
cently set up on the grounds of RCA Laboratories
at Princeton, N. J., have been placed in operation.
Preliminary results appear to be up to expectations."
72. W. J. Cook. Pinpointing Radio Interference by Airplane
Cuts Time 80^, ELECTRICAL WORLD, Vol. 146, pg. 114,
Dec, 2*+, 1956.
"Pinpointing radio interference sources from a
small airplane flying over a hard-to-patrol line
has proved effective for Georgia Power and Light Co„"
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73. M. Abromavage, Preliminary Survey of Electromagnetic
Environment at the U, S. Naval Weapon Laboratory,
Dahlgren, Virginia, Jansky and Bailey, Inc., Dec. i960,
(AD-2^6 7^7).
7h. J. Goldberg, Problems in the Measurement of Radio Noise
Interference, Stanford Research Inst., May 1952, (AD-10
862).
"The difficult problem of measuring power level and
the time and frequency characteristics of an inter-
ference is encountered in all work on radio interfer-
ence. Some of the standard difficulties which occur
in calibrating rreasuring equipment and interpreting
the results are discussed in this report. Elementary
concepts of communications noise measurement are in-
troduced, with information on the characteristics
and origins of common radio noise and interference.
Responses to noise and interference of key compon-
ents of noise measurement instruments are described e
Supplementary descriptions of artificial noise
sources and standard noise ratings of receiving an-
tenna are given. The problem of errors in measure-
ment is discussed with respect to errors of inter-
pretation, errors in the use of equipment and de-
fects in the equipment,, Recommendations are made
as to desirable calibration procedures "
75. W. E. Pakala, Problems of Measuring Radio Interference,
WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEER, Vol. 18, pp. 71-7^ , May 1958.
Describes in general terms the terminology used in
RFI measurement and outlines methods for measure-
ment on high and low voltage electrical apparatus.
Military requirements and specifications as well
as radiation measurements required by the FCC are
also reviewed briefly.
76. W. Jarva, Problems of Radio Interference Measurements,
Aeronautical Electrical and Electronics Lab., Naval Air
Development Center, Johnsville, Fa., Rpt. NADC-EL-N5W+9,
(AD-60 69°).
"Difficulties generally met in the radio interfer-
ence specification testing of electronic or electri-
cal equipment to be installed in military aircraft
are discussed in this report. The problem is broken
down into three parts dealing with the radio inter-
ference field, antenna systems, and the correlation
of meters. A few specific cases where unusual re-
sults were obtained are also discussed and calcula-
tions are given relating standard limits and input
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microvolt limits for a number of meters."
77* W. Jarva, Problems of Radio Interference Measurements,
Proceedings of the Conference on Radio Interference Re-
duction, Armour Research Foundation, Dec. 195*+, (AD-76
686).
"Difficulties which are generally met with in the
radio interference specification testing of elec-
tronic or electrical equipment to be installed in
military aircraft are discussed. The problem is
broken down into three parts dealing with the radio
interference field, antenna systems and the correla-
tion of meters. A few specific cases where unusual
results were obtained are also discussed and calcula-
tions are given relating standard limits and input
microvolt limits for a number of meters."
78. Procedure for Conducting Radio Interference Field Tests
of the Suppression Systems Applied to Ordnance Vehicles,
(Manual IM-1), Detroit Signal Lab. , June 19^5, (PB L
85939).
"The purpose of this manual is to present a stand-
ardized procedure for conducting radio-interference
field tests of the suppression systems applied to
ordnance vehicles. The manual is divided into four
parts: I. Interpretation of results; II. Assem-
bly of equipment; III. Description of control box
assembly: and IV. Test procedure using modified
radio receivers BC-312, 603, and 683o"
79. P. Wilson, Jr. , Quicker and Simpler Means for Interfer-
ence Detection and Suppression, Proceedings of the 3rd
Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Feb. 1957, (AD-23*f 211).
"By the use of broadband-conducted measuring tech-
niques, it is possible to provide instrumentation
which may be used by less skilled personnel to do
trouble-shooting, monitor quality control and pro-
vide an inexpensive means for checking all produc-
tion rather than sampling This method also pro-
vides a means for detection of malfunctioning of
electrical and electronic equipment: the detection
of the presence of interference on power lines and
is an aid in the design of less expensive test
equipment.
"
80. A. Thompson, RFI at the Harvard Radio Astronomy Station,




"This report gives details of a survey of the radio
interference at the Harvard Radio Astronomy Station
at Cook Flat near Fort Davis, Texas. The informa-
tion is derived from three sources. First, a survey
was made with a Noise and Field Intensity Meter type
NF-105, covering the range from 20 to 200 Mc/s
.
Second, observations were made in the range 20 to
k-0 Mc/s with a standard communications receiver.
Finally the records taken with the solar spectrum
analysis equipment, which covers 100 to 580 Mc/s,
were scanned for any further interference."
81. H. E. Dinger, RFI Measurements and Standards, INSTITUTE
OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Volo 50, No. 5, pp. 1312-
1316, May 1962.
"Radio noise parameters outlined; standardization
of RF interference measurements from early efforts
and postwar efforts."
82. R. Wolfe, E. Erickson and others, Radio Frequency
Anechoic Laboratory Design Study, HRB-Singer, Inc.,
State College, Pa., Rpt. No. 289. 1-F, Contract AF 30
(602)2*fU5, Nov. 1961, (AD-273 225).
"Requirements of an RF anechoic chamber designed
to perform as a general radiation measurements lab-
oratory were studied. Primarily, the chamber would
be used to perform radio frequency interference
measurements on military equipment. The intended
uses criteria are established to obtain the require-
ments for minimal performance and for optimum per-
formance resulting in specific design values for a
chamber to meet either of these two sets of require-
ments. The investigation extends to present a
theoretical review of RF absorber and shielding ma-
terial characteristics and their application to
chamber design, and a derivation of geometrical
shapes for both two dimensional and three dimen-
sional radiation pattern measurements. Finally
measurement techniques are considered with regard
to the improvement of chamber performance character-
istics by instrumentation discrimination."
83. Radio Interference Suppression Techniques—A Guide for
Manufacturers, Coles Signal Lab., Nov. 1953, (AD-21 192).
Sh. R. H. Mertz, Radio Interference Tests Detect Defects,
ELECTRICAL WORLD NEWS , Vol. 1*4-2, pp. 56-57, Oct. 11, 195V
85. H. J. Tyzzer, Radio Noise Measurement, ELECTRICAL MANU-
FACTURING, Vol. 63, pp. 93-95, Nov 9 1958.
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86. C. Bayhardt, Radio Noiss Meter and Its Application, GEN-
ERAL 'ELECTRIC REVIEW, Vol. 36, pg. 201, 1933.
Describes an early -portable radio noise meter using
a *+P0 cycle ^0% modulated sine wave for calibration.
It covered the broadcast band.
87. F. A. r-uerino, R. E. Owen, R. E. Davis, Receiver and
Transmitter (RCM) Interference Tests, Naval Research Lab,
Washington, D. C.
,
R-266>+, Oct. 19^8, (FB-122 775).
88. L. R. Pangburn, Relationship Between Broadband Interfer-
ence Measurements (DBMC) and Pulsed-CW Signals, INSTI-
TUTE 0? RADIO ENGINEERS NATIONAL CONVENTION RECORD,
Vol. 9, pt. 8, pp. lif-18, 1961.
89. J. Berliner, J. Augustine, Results of UHF Manual Environ-
ment Test Program at RADC, Proceedings of the 3rd Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, pg. 222, Feb. 1957, (AD-23 I+ 211).
"Description of test set-ups, methods of measurements,
results and conclusions. Interference level predic-
tion is presented."
90. F. E. Sanford, VJ. Weise, Review of Radio Interference In-
vestigations, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, Vol. 56, pp. 12*+8-
1256, Oct. 1037.
"The purpose of this paper i s to review several
factors of particular interest to the electric
utilities, who supply service to both the radio and
many o^ the interference sources. A relatively new
form of interference effect- -external cross modula-
tion is described. In conclusion, a parallel is
drawn to the familiar coordination activities on
wired communication lines and electric power sys-
tems. "
91. 7^6th AC and W (P-86) Site, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Sup-
pression Site (Unclassified Title) Interference Survey
Report, Frederick Research Corp., Bethesda, Md., 15 Dec.
1955, Rpt. No. FRC 55-P22-5, Contract AF 30(635)^155,
(Confid.), (AD- 129 230).
92. A Simulator for the Formulation of Interference Specifi-
cations and for the Determination of Specification Com-
pliance, Pt. 3r A Study of Some of the Parameters Re-
qtiired for the Simulation of an Electromagnetic Environ-
ment, Electro-Mechanic Co., March i960, (AD-260 826).
93. K. Ikrath, Some Concepts, Theory, and Implementation of
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Radio Interference Measurement, Army Signal Engineering
Lab., Oct. 1957, (AD-lM-9 ^50).
9h. Some Considerations in Measurement and Suppression of Ra-
dio Interference, British Electrical and Allied Indus-
tries Research Association, Rpt. M/T 30, 193^.
95. VJ. Jarva, Some Unusual Aspects of MIL-I-6l8lB Radio In-
terference Measurements, Proceedings of the 3rd Confer-
ence on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Research
Foundation, pp. 89-97, Feb. 1957, (AD-23 1* 211).
"Laboratory investigations reveal that present
methods of measuring radiated interference may re-
sult in inaccuracies of as much as 100-1. An expo-
sition of important but subtle defects in specifica-
tion procedure and measuring equipment is derived
from electromagnetic field theory for distances
short compared to a wavelength. Consideration is
given to often-recurring practical situations which
cause maximum inaccuracy. Marked changes in the
test setup and test equipment design are suggested
which provide substantial improvement in repeatabil-
ity and accuracy of measurements. The present cali-
bration of meters and their loop antennae results
in meaningless measured values in the induction
field. A discussion of the fundamental problem is
presented and a more logical system of units is
presented.
"
96. F. Greene, A Source of Error in the Measurement of Radia-
ted Harmonics, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS,
Vol. »+0, No. >+, pp. M36-1+87, April 1952.
"A source of error, known to be present in VHF field
intensity meters employing broadband radio frequency
input circuits, has been briefly investigated. The
error is caused by harmonic generation in the re-
ceiver resulting from insufficient selectivity, and
nonlinearity of r-f or mixer stages in the presence
of a strong fundamental. The magnitude of the sec-
ond and third harmonics generated internally were
determined as a function of the level of the applied
r-f fundamental for a receiver having one particular
type of r-f input circuit. Errors in the measure-
ment of the fundamental, caused by intermodulation
occurring in the presence of a stronger interfering
carrier of different frequency, are also briefly
discussed.
97. J. Capen, Spectral Measurements of Radio Interference
with A Coherent Memory Filter, Proceedings of the ^th
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Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour Re-
search Foundation, Nov. l?6l, (AD-276 205).
"A different approach to the spectrum analysis prob-
lem has been proposed. This approach utilizes a re-
circulating delay-line-heterodyne feedback loop to
obtain an excellent approximation of the signal
spectrum in real time. This device is known as the
coherent memory filter, and it has the advantages,
with respect to the bank of filters, of being capa-
ble of observing rapid changes in the input spectrum
that occur from one processing period to the next,
and of providing continuous spectral coverage. In
addition, the processing period, or integration
time, of the coherent memory filter is easily adjust-
able, so that variable-resolution analysis of non-
stationary spectra is possible. This is the equiva-
lent 'of continually changing the number of filters,
and their bandwidths, in a filter bank consisting
of hundreds of filters."
98. ¥. Ed son, V. Price, Spurious Frequency Measurements in
Transmission Lines—A Comparative Review of Available
Techniques, Proceedings of the 7th Conference on Radio
Interference Reduction, Armour Research Foundation, Nov.
1961, (AD-276 025).
"Several methods for measurement of spurious signal
levels in microwave transmission lines have been
developed in recent years in response to a growing
need for control of radio interference. This paper
compares these methods from the standpoint of accur-
acy, speed, information content and applicability
to the present spectrum signature collection plan.
To supplement this review, some suggestions are
given for application of these methods or improve-
ments thereof to spectrum signature collection,
production testing of components and systems, and
s tandard s laboratori es .
"
99. Standards on Electron Devices: Methods of Measuring
Noise, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 4-1,
pt. 3, pg. 890, July 1953.
This paper indicates methods for noise factor meas-
urements. Three general methods of measurement
are discussed. (1) CW-Signal Generator Method,
(2) Dispersed-Signal Source Method, (3) Comparison
Method. IRE standard definitions of some of the




100. Standards on Radio Receivers: Open Field Method of Meas-
urement of Spurious Radiation from FM and TV Broadcast
Receivers, INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS,
Vol. 39, VV' 803-806, July 1951.
"This standard describes the potential sources of
spuriovs radiation from frequency modulation and
television broadcast receivers and sets up methods
of measurement whereby the strength of some of
these radiations may be determined. Where the
methods for the two classes of receivers differ,
the specifications for each are outlined."
101. Richard R. Hazen, The Study and Investigation of R. F.
Noise Generator Capabilities and Noise Measurement Tech-
niques, Interim Scientific Report No. 1, 1 Jan. to 31
Dec. 1961, Contract AF 33(616)7718, Jan. 1962, (AD-272
2?6).
"Investigations were made into problems related to
the performance capabilities of wide band RF noise
generators and RF noise measurement techniques.
The inherent characteristics of 2 types of noise
generators were studied and noise measurement tech-
niques were developed which are suitable for detect-
ing and accurately instrumenting RF noise energy
generated by the devices. The devices studied were
the JAN6°00 microwave beam switching tube and the
AF12 wide band noise generator. Several methods
were investigated to increase the noise power out-
put of the devices; however, the most promising
method proved unpractical because of circuit com-
plexity. Four methods of measuring noise were in-
vestigated and 3 were quite successful."
102. H. A. Thomas, Subjective Method of Measuring Radio Noise,
INSTITUTION OF ^LTTRICAL ENGINEERS PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 97,
pt. 3, PP. 329-33*+, Sept. 1950.
"Various methods of measuring radio noise are de-
scribed, and an account is given of a subjective
method x^hich was developed during the last war to
obtain data quickly from a large number of locations.
It was necessary to make use of simple equipment
capable of baing operated by personnel having little
experience of radio measurements, and, with this ob-
ject in view, experiments were conducted which dem-
onstrated the efficacy of the subjective method.
The equipment described is capable of measuring to
an accuracy of i 5 db any noise level greater than
1/KV/m over the frequency range 2.5-20 Mc/s. The
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arrangements for observing, transmitting, collect-
ing and analyzing the data are briefly described."
103. Technical Frogress Concerning the Measurement of Radio-
electric Interference, translated by J. Pfister and J.
P. Buclin, R. I. (Suisse), May 1955.
10*f. A Techninue for the Measurement of Spurious Radiation,
Electro-Mechanics Co., June 1953, Int. Rpt. #1 (AD-13
370); Int. Rpt. #2 (AD-23 619); Int. Rpt. #3 (AD-26 620);
Final Rpt. (AD-36 66l).
"A measuring technique has been developed for deter-
mining the magnitudes and frequencies of spurious
radiations produced by RF transmitters. The de-
sign approach is based upon matching the transmit-
ter into the normal load at the carrier frequency,
while a high impedance circuit prevents the car-
rier from reaching the calibrated receiver. For
frequencies removed from the carrier, the calibra-
ted receiver can measure spurious radiation at the
transmitter with little or no attenuation. The
rejection network is a Bridged-T circuit, three
separate units are required to cover the frequency
range from 15 KC to 1000 Mc. Theoretical and ex-
perimental data is given for the Bridged-T network.
Detailed operational procedures are given for the
use of the measurement technique."
105. W. Jarva, Techniques for the Measurement of Spurious Ra-
diations and Harmonics from Transmitters, Proceedings of
the Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, Armour
Research Foundation, Dec. 1951*-, (AD-76 686).
"Methods of measurements are described for spurious
signals emitted by transmitters which are intended
to operate into a 50-ohm antenna and also for high
impedance transmitters which are intended to operate
at low frequencies into a non-resonant wire antenna."
106. W. Jarva, Techniques for the Measurement of Spurious Ra-
diations and Harmonics from Transmitters, Naval Air De-
velopment Center, Johnsville, Pa., May 1955, (AD-6L>- 593).
"Simplified methods for making the measurements
using General Radio Adjustable Attenuator 87*+-GA
and an easily constructed capacitor attenuator.
The measurement methods discussed herein pertain
only to unbalanced transmitters; balanced transmit-
ters are not used in aircraft. Although the meth-
ods described herein involve military specification
testing in particular, they may also be used for
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measuring spurious signals as much as 100 db below
the fundamental and up to frequencies as high as
1+000 Mc."
107. Tolerable Limits and Special Methods of Measurement of
Radio Interference from Wire Communications and Signal
Systems, Canadian Electrical Code— IV: Radio; Canadian
Standards Association, C22:^, n 107, 19*+9.
108. Tolerable Limits of RI from RF Generators—Industrial,
Medical, Scientific, Canadian Standards Association,
C22: 1*-, n 106, 19*+9.
109. J. Brooks, The Two Current-Probe Method of Measuring Con-
ducted RFI, Naval Civil Engineering Lab., Port Hueneme,
Calif., Sept. 1962.
"A brief discussion is presented on the limitations
and uncertainties of the presently accepted method
using Line-Impedance-Stabilization Networks (LISN).
These limitations stem from the fact that no infor-
mation is obtained concerning the impedance values
of the circuit being measured during a noise meas-
urement. A method of determining the impedance
values of the circuit has been worked out which re-
quires the use of two current-probes. Either the
noise-source impedance or the load impedance or both
may be determined by this method. Two separate
measurements and calculations are required however,
one to determine the magnitude of the impedance
and the other to determine the phase angle."
110. VHF and UHF Radio Interference Tests at Point Loma, Navy
Electronics Lab., San Diego, Calif., Rpt. No. 25, 19*+8.
111. C. M. Adams, What's That Noise? How to Trace and Cure






As has been repeatedly pointed out throughout this
study the need for minimizing the effects of radio frequency
interference is of ever-increasing importance. Not only
does RFI take up valuable space in the radio frequency spec-
trum but it can, for example, cause costly failures in mis-
sile guidance systems and microwave data links. With the ad-
vent of satellite communication systems as well as space
probes and radio telescope exploration of space the neces-
sity of RFI control becomes an international problem. In
order to solve this problem it is considered that efforts
should be directed towards establishment of:
(1) Universally accepted standards of RFI measurement
and uniform permissible levels of interference;
(2) Methods and measurement equipment that will rap-
idly identify and locate RFI.
STANDARDS
A comparison of European and American measuring equip-
ment and techniques reveals considerable difference. For in-
stance, in the measurement of ignition interference, peak
values are measured in the U. S. while the international
standard of the International Committee on Radio Interfer-
ence (C.I.S.P.R.) measures quasi-peak values. Measurement
test set-ups relating distance and azimuth angle from the
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source to the measuring device differ. Figure III - 2
graphically illustrates the wide variation in permissible
field strength levels. For instance in the frequency range
above 100 mc the United Kingdom permits twice the level of
interference as that considered tolerable by the United
States. Other nations have still different limits.
At the present time the Federal Communication Commis-
sion limits on interference from incidental radiation de-
vices are very general and the operator of such devices is
responsible for eliminating the harmful interference. It is
our opinion that the average citizen is not even aware that
he may have RFI generators in his possession, to say nothing
of knowing how to eliminate the RFI. Other countries, such
as Canada and Great Britain, have taken positive steps to en-
sure that many such RFI generating devices have suppression
devices applied to them.
METHODS AND EQUIPMENT
Although numerous measurements of common types of inter-
ference have been made in the LF through the UHF portion of
the radio-frequency spectrum, very few measurements have
been taken in the ELF and VLF bands or frequencies in excess
of 1 kmc. Since most sources of man-made interference have
unique spectrum signatures, a compilation of these signa-
tures covering the radio spectrum from the ELF through the
SHF bands would serve as a valuable aid in quickly identi-
fying a source of interference. It has been shown that this
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can be readily accomplished even in relatively high levels
of ambient noise.
In order to obtain an interference spectrum signature
there is a n^ed for a frequency swept RFI intensity meter.
The RFI meter should be able to cover the spectrum from to
30 kmc with a minimum number of RF tuning heads and associa-
ted antennas. The meter's "print out" of the spectrum signa-
ture should be in terms of frequency versus absolute field
intensity.
The establishment of maximum limits of radiation to ord-
nance has been hampered by the lack of success in develop-
ment of instrumented electroexplosive devices. Although no
reference could be found to such limits it is assumed that
standards have been established and that they are very con-
servative. It is quite possible that over-conservative stand-
ards may lead to unnecessary operating and handling proced-
ures. The same conclusions could be reached in regard to
standards for maximum power density allowable in refueling
areas.
Based on the foregoing conclusions, the following recom-
mendations are made:
(1) International standards for measuring radio fre-
quency interference be adopted, including standardized test
equipment and uniform limits of permissible interference.
(2) Consideration be given to the establishment of
specific FCC tolerable limits of RFI that may be generated
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by motor vehicles and other incidental radiation devices and
that manufacturers be made responsible for limiting their
products to such limits at the time the products are sold.
(3) Measurements should be taken of common sources of
RFI in the ELF and VLF bands and in excess of 1 kmc and re-
corded as part of the spectrum signature of man-made non-
communication type RFI.
(M-) Continuing efforts should be made to develop a RFI
field intensity meter capable of providing a RFI spectrum
signature rapidly and accurately.
(5) Continued efforts should be exerted to design in-
strumented EED's in order that more realistic standards be
established for maximum allowable radiation to ordnance de-
vices.
(6) Efforts should be made to develop an instrument





1. Ambient Interference — The interference level resulting
from sources other than that being measured. This in-
cludes atmospherics, interference from man-made equip-
ment and internal noise of the interference measuring
set.
2. Asymmetrical and symmetrical components — When two vol-
tages of a given frequency are present on the supply lines
and these voltages differ both in amplitude and phase
each voltage can be resolved into symmetrical components,
i.e., consisting of voltages of equal amplitude and op-
posite phase between the conductors and ground, and
asymmetrical components consisting of equal amplitudes
and the same phase between the conductors and ground.
3. Atmospheric, interference — Interference caused by the
natural disturbances in the atmosphere. Produced princi-
pally by lightning discharges. Basically of the impul-
sive type and is the principal limitation at lower fre-
quencies. Other sources are static discharges from
snow, dust, rain and cosmic noise.
h. Bond — A low resistance element that joins two or more
electrically conductive parts together.
5. Broadband interference — The interference is not con-
fined to one specific frequency but may be spread over a
large range of frequencies.
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6. Continuous wave (CW) interference — Interference having
a narrow radio frequency spectrum. Examples are single
frequencies radiating from electronic equipment such as
oscillator spurious emissions.
7. dbm — Decibels relative to 1 milliwatt enuals 10 log. -P
where F is the power in milliwatts.
8. SEP — Electroexplosive devices that provide electrical
switching, to actuate and perform mechanical functions,
and to ignite explosive and propulsive sequences in
ordnance systems.
9. EIIV — ^tra high voltage transmission lines.
10. Grounding — A process of electrically connecting parts
and /or structures to earth potential.
11. Harmonics — A sinusoidal component of a periodic wave
or quantity having a frequency that is an integral mul-
tiple of the fundamental frequency.
12. HERO — Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance
a study under the sponsorship of the Bureau of TIaval
Weapons
.
13. Impulse — Impulse interference is characterized by a
systematic or periodic repetition of pulses.
1*+, Incidental radiation devic e — A device that radiates
radio frequency energy during the course of its opera-
tion although the device is not intentionally designed
to generate radio frequency energy.
15". Insertion loss — Insertion loss is defined as the ratio
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of voltages existing across a load impedance before and
after "inserting" or connecting the suppression to be
tested in the circuit.
16. Interference — Radio frequency interference shall be de-
fined as any electrical disturbance which causes an un-
desirable response or malfunction in any electronic cir-
cuit.
17. ISM — Industrial, Scientific and Medical equipment
whose radiation is regulated by Parts 15 and If? of the
PCC rules.
18. Microvolts/meter/unit bandwidth — By definition the rms
sine wave input in microvolts required to produce a sine
wave second detector peak amplitude equal to that pro-
duced by an impulse signal is equal to the intensity of
the impulse in microvolts per unit bandwidth times the
bandwidth of the receiver in the same units.
10. Narrowband — Narrowband interference is characterized
by the fact that it is limited to a discrete frequency.
20. Peak measurements — Interference measurements propor-
tional to the peak amplitude of an interfering signal.
It is usually the voltage required at the second detec-
tor to bring it to the threshold of audibility.
21. Quasi-peak measurements (QP) — Interference measurements
proportional to the "nuisance" value of an interfering
signal. Ouasi-peaks provide a higher reading on impul-
sive interference than a field intensity reading. It
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can approach the field intensity reading for CW inter-
ference.
22. RAD HAZ — (Radiation Hazards) A program of study under
the sponsorship of the Bureau of Ships.
23. Radio coordination — The cooperative effort between
groups representing electric-apparatus manufacturers,
power companies, and radio-apparatus manufacturers to
control the influence on radio reception of electric
power apparatus and circuits.
2*f. Random interference — Random interference is described
as pulses having no clear or definite repetition rate.
25. RI — Radio influence level of a power transmission line.
26. RIV — (Radio Influence Voltage) The measured voltage
that causes radio interference to emanate from electric
power transmission lines.
27. Spectrum analyzer — A radio receiver that provides a
plot of a specified frequency range on a cathode-ray
tube screen, portraying a graph of amplitude versus fre-
quency.
28. Spurious emission — Emission of electromagnetic energy
at any frequency or frequencies other than the designed
operating frequency.
29. Suppression of interference — The reduction of interfer-
ence effects by proper engineering techniques applied at




30. TIF — (Telephone Influence Factor) The telephone influ-
ence factor is used as an index to the effect of distor-
tion of the voltage and current-wave shapes on the induc-





PARTIAL LIST OF MILITARY STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS
















Capacitors, feed through. Radio Interfer-
ence Reduction, AC and DC, (Hermetically
sealed in metallic cases), General Speci-
fication for (with Supplement 1 dated 9
March i960) Supplement 1 DA
Capacitors, by-pass, Radio Interference
Reduction, paper dielectric, AC and DC.




Demountable, Prefabricated General Speci-
fication for (ASG)
Filters, Radio Interference
Interference Control Requirements, Air-
craft Equipment
Interference Suppression, Radio, Require-
ments for Engine Generators and Miscel-
laneous Engines (Supersedes 7-300M- and
71-321^)
Interference Suppression, Radio, Require-
ments for Engine Generators and Miscel-
laneous Engines
Interference Reduction for Electric Equip-
ment
Interference Shielding, Engine Electrical
Systems
Interference Measurement, Radio. Methods
and Limits, 1*+ Kilocycles to 1000 Mega-
cycles
Interference. Radio, Requirements, Methods
and Limits (Ik KC to 1000 MC) for Electric
Office Machines. Printing and Lithographic
Equipment (Navy)












Resistors, Suppressors, Ignition Inter-
ference
Suppressor, Electrical Noise, Radio Fre-
quency (Supersedes 32331
)
Suppression, Radio Interference General
Requirement for Vehicles (and Vehicular
subassemblies)
Suppression, Radio Interference General
Requirement
Shields, Radio Frequency Interference
(General Purpose for Battery Ignition,
Internal Combustion Engines)
Suppression, Radio Interference Require-
ments for Watercraft
Attenuation Measurements for Enclosures





SOURCES USED IN COMPILING BIBLIOGRAPHIES
The following sources were consulted in our library search
for articles on radio frequency interference:
Air Technical Intelligence Technical Data Digest, U. S. Army
Air Forces, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, Vol. 12, No. 1, July
I9V7 through Vol. 17, No. 11, November 1952.
Applied Science and Technology Index, H. W. Wilson Company,
New York, IT. Y. , Vol. M-6. No. 1, January 1958 through Vol.
50, No. 11, December 1962.
Battelle Technical Review, Battelle Memorial Institute, Colum-
bus 1, Ohio, Vol. 1, No. I, January 1952 through Vol. 11, No.
1, January I963.
Bibliographic Index, H. W. Wilson Company, New York, N. Y.
,
Vol. 2, 19*+3A6 through December 1962.
Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial Reports, Office of
the Publication Board, U. S. Department of Commerce, Vol. 1,
No. 1, January 11, 19*+5 through Vol. 11, No. 6, June 19^9,
(with Vol. 12, No. 1, July 19^9, title changed to Bibliogra-
phy of Technical Reports).
Bibliography of Technical Reports, Office of Technical Ser-
vices, U. S. Department of Commerce, Vol. 12, No. 1, July
19^° through Vol. 22, No. 3, September 17, 195^, (with Vol.
22, No. *f, October 195*+, title changed to U. S. Government
Research Reports).
Electronics Abstracts, Parks International Publications, Inc.,
Chicago, Illinois, 1956.
Electronic Engineering Master Index, Electronics Research
Publishing Company, New York, N. Y. , Vol. 1 (1925 - 19^5),
Vol. 2 (19^6), "Vol. 3 (19^7 - 19^8), Vol. h (19*4-9).
Electronics Express, International Physical Index, Inc., New
York 35, N. Y. , Vol. 1, No. 0, March 1958 through Vol. 5,
No. 6, 1963.
Engineering Index, Engineering Index, Inc., New York City,
N. Y. , 1935 through January 1963.
Industrial Arts Index, H. W. Wilson Company, New York, N. Y.
,
Vol. 20, 1932 through Vol. *+5, 1957, (with Vol. M-6, No. 1,




Keywords Index to U. S. Government Technical Reports, Office
of Technical Services, U. S. Department of Commerce, Vol. 1,
No. 1, .Time 15, 1962 through Vol. 1, No. 16, February 1, 19o3-
Lectrodex, Radio 1'agazines, Inc., 1'ineola, New York, Vol. 11,
No. 1, January - February 1956, through Vol. 17, No. 5, Sept-
ember - October 1962.
Radiofile, Richard IT. Dorf, New York 2h 9 N. Y. , 19^6 annual
through 1955 annual, (with Vol. 11, No. 1, January - Febru-
ary 1956, title changed to Lee trod ex).
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, H. W. Wilson Com-
pany, Hew York, N. Y. , Vol. 9, July 1°32 through Vol. 62,
No. 16, November 10, 1962.
Science Abstracts - Section B: Electrical Engineering, The
Institute of Electrical Engineers, London. England, Vol. 38,
1935 through Vol. 66, No. ?8l, January 19&3.
Technical Abstract Bulletins, Armed Services Technical Infor-
mation Agency, Arlington, Virginia, Bulletin No. U-l, T'arch
13, 1953 through Bulletin No. U62-*+-2, October 15, 1962.
Technical Translations. Office of Technical Services, U. S.
Department of Commerce, Vol. 1, No. 1, January 2, 1959
through Vol. 8, No. 11, December 15, 1962.
IT. S. Government Research Reports, Office of Technical Ser-
vices, IT. S. Department of Commerce, Vol. 22, No. h, October
195*+ through Vol. 38, No. 2, January 20, 1963.
IT. S. Naval Bureau of Ships Journal, IT. S. Naval Bureau of
Shirs, Washington, D. C, Vol. 1, No. 1, May 1952 through
Vol. 11, No. 8, January 1963.
Sources of U. S. Naval Postgraduate School Technical Library:
Card catalogs for books
Files of:
ASTIA Document Abstract cards
ASTIA Document Microcards
Technical Information Pilot cards and microcards
Air Technical Index cards
Vertical files
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